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The majority of Christians now live outside the western
Mission
from
different
they
very
us.
can no
are
world and
longer be understood as the expansion of western
Christianity. Mission studies have a future only if they see

the challenge of these different Christiansas an opportunity
for self-critical reflection (Hollenweger1991:98).
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Abstract
This is an inquiry into the development of mission studies in evangelical theological
education in Germany and German-speaking Switzerland in the light of the paradigm shifts
which have been taking place both in theology of mission and in theological education.
In particular, the study analyses the recent history (1960 to 1995) of a group of Bible
colleges in German-speaking Europe. It outlines recent developments in this group and
identifies its contributions to the wider arena of mission studies and theological education.
Based on David Bosch's proposal of an emerging ecumenical paradigm of mission,

the study analysesthe aforementionedschools.It demonstratesthat, underthe influence
of the theologyof Peter Beyerhausand the FrankfurtDeclaration,these schoolsdefend
conservativepositionsas a matter of apologeticsand are not developingin the directionof
Bosch'sproposal.The thesis identifieshermeneuticsas the key issue in the divergence
and reflectsupon the consequencesof such a positionboth for the schoolsas well as for
Bosch'sproposal.
Synthesisingrecent strandsof reflectionon theologicaleducation,the thesis
proposes an emerging new paradigm of theological education, which has the potential of
serving as a standard for the analysis of theological education in various contexts. The
study itself applies this paradigm to the schools in question and demonstrates that the
evangelical Bible school movement has historically embodied many of the features for
which the 'new paradigm' calls. On the other hand, the thesis shows evidence that
accreditation has jeopardised this heritage, and it calls for a review of accreditation
procedures. The analysis also reveals that these schools tend to resist changes in the area
of contextual and inductive learning. It is argued that theological conservatism causes the
schools to resist changes in areas of epistemological significance.
Finally, the study critically reflects upon the schools' pattern of change and change
resistance. Through the application of the change theories of Kuhn and Macintyre,
hermeneutical and epistemological issues are identified as determining factors in the
change-resisting attitude inherited by institutionalised conservatism.
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PART ONE:
INTRODUCTION

14

A. Subject, Context and Objectives

1.

General Introduction to the Subject
When in January1997,in the contextof the MennoniteWorld Conference's(MWC)

Assemblyin Calcutta,India,50 educatorsfrom morethan 20 countriesgatheredfor a
Consultationon TheologicalEducationon Five Continents,MarlinMiller, Executive
SecretaryMWC, calledthis consultation"one of the most importantevents"of the
MennoniteWorld Conference,pointingto its role in leadershiptraining and identity
formation.He concludesthat "internationalreflectionon theologicaleducationand
transnationalpoolingof educationalrecoursesare not only timely but vital"
iii). This focus on the critical role of theologicaleducationin the life of the
(Heisey/Schipani:
tradition.Other
churchis by no meanslimitedto churchesin the Anabaptist-Mennonite
recentinternationalgatheringson theologicaleducation,such as "The Consultationon
InstitutionalDevelopmentfor TheologicalEducationin the Two Thirds World" at the Oxford
Centrefor MissionStudiesin the summerof 1995,1and "The Global Consultationon
EcumenicalTheologicalEducation"of the WCC in Oslo, in August 1996,2haveall pointed
in the samedirection:The renewalof theologicaleducationis imperativefor the future of
the Christianchurch.3
This is the focus of this thesis. It intendsto contributeto this global and ecumenical
searchfor the renewalof theologicaleducationin view of the church in its mission.This
aim will be reachedby focusing(1) at the level of theory, on theologicaleducationin

ISome of the contributions as well as a summary of the findings in Transformation 12/4
(1995).
2Reports and presentations in MForm 75 (1996) and in Towards Viable Theological Education
(Pobee ed.).
3The author had the opportunity to participate in the first two of the conferences mentioned.
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general and on mission studies in particular. Recent paradigm shiftS4in theology of
mission as well as in theological education shall be traced, and synthesised in such a way
that criteria for the analysis of theological education can be deduced. (2) At the level of
pLaxKis,a selected group of schools will be analysed in the light of the theory.
In accordance with the Oxford Centre for Mission Studies' emphasis on Reflective
Practitioner Leadership, which means "resourcing those involved in ministry

...

to engage

continually in reflection on their experience in ministry" (OCIVIS),this thesis focuses on
evangelical theological education in Germany and German-speaking Switzerland, the
context in which the author himself is involved in theological training.5

2.

Foreground and Background

a)

Foreground: Evangelical Bible Schools and Seminaries In Germany and
Switzerland
This study analysesevangelicaltheologicaleducationin Germanyand German-

speaking Switzerland with special reference to mission studies. The focus is on the
examination of a selected number of evangelical Bible colleges and seminaries
(henceforward the Schools). The Schools are closely related to the evangelical mission
movement. Most of the Schools understand themselves as mission training centres. They
have founded the Konferenz Bibeltreuer Ausbildunqsstatten (KBA), an association which
incorporates 36 schools (see Appendix A). Many of the Schools are also members of the
European Evangelical Accrediting Association (EEAA), which facilitates accreditation
comparable to internationally recognised degrees.

4The concept of paradigm theory will be discussed later; see pp. 33ff.
5The author is Director of Studies of the Theologische Seminar Bienenberg, Liestal/Basel,
Switzerland, an institution rooted in the Anabaptist-Mennonite tradition. In terms of social science
research the author finds himself to some extent in the role of a practitioner-researcher, and he is
well aware of the possible problems this involves.
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These schools should be viewed as the educational wing of the evangelical mission
movement in their respective countries. Evangelical missions in German-speaking Europe
2500
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1995 80 per cent of German Protestant missionaries working abroad were connected to
the evangelical movement (Schrupp: 146; em 4/1989:58, cf. Ustorf 1994:112; Reifier:66).
Most of them were trained in the Schools. In the period considered in this study (1960 to
1995) more than 10'000 students have graduated from these institutions.6
The history of this significant tradition of theological and missionary training has
(Holthaus
1993:318).
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ever
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This study intends to contribute to a better understanding of this particular movement of
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the larger Christian community and to critically analyse its performance.

b)

Background: Paradigm Shifts in Mission and In Theological Education
Walter Hollenwegerraisesthe disturbingquestionwhich standsat the outset of this

investigation: What is the future of Christian mission and of mission studies in the western
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the following shape:
(1)

Paradigm Shift in World Christianity

Hollenweger reminds us of the fact that "the majority of Christians now live outside
the western world and [that] they are very different from us." Mission can therefore no

6This is only a projected estimation by the author. Detailed statistics are lacking. A survey of
1985, covering 13 schools from 1975 to 1985 shows ca. 3,500 graduates in that decade (Archive
KBA). The 1996 survey counts 3,839 of 25 schools from 1987 to 1996 (KBA 1996:24). 10,000
graduates of some 30 member schools of the Konferenz bibeltreuer Ausbildunqsstatten (KBA) over
35 years is a rather cautious estimate. Holthaus estimates 4000 graduates for all the Bible schools
(1993:318). This figure is much too low.
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longer be understood as it was in the colonial era. The community of missiologists would
certainly agree with Hollenweger's assessment. Terms such as 'crisis, ' 'change' and 'new
directions' are frequently used when referring to developments in the western world and in
mission in the post-war period. In recent studies the term 'paradigm shift' has often been
used in reference to the tremendous changes which have shaped the world situation in the
post-colonial era (Bosch 1991; Scherer/Bevans 1992AX; Werner 1993:44-47;
Wietzke:437f.). Scherer and Bevans have summarised this changed situation as follows:
(1) We now live in a pluricentric, rather than a western-dominated world; (2)
structures of oppression and exploitation are today being challenged as
never before; (3) a profound feeling of ambiguity exists about the value of
western technology and development and the older idea of 'progress; (4) we

inhabit a shrinking global village with finite resources, and this calls for
growingmutual interdependence;(5) humansare for the first time aware of
their capacity to destroy the earth and make it uninhabitablefor future
generations; (6) societies everywhere now seek their own local cultural
identities and reject slavish imitation of western models; (7) freedom of
religion and greater awareness of other faiths force Christianity to reevaluate their own earlier attitudes toward other faiths (Scherer/Bevans
1992AX).
But not only the world situationhas changed;the face of the world Christian
movementis experiencingequallydramaticshifts (Myers1993):(1) Over half of all
Christianslive in the Two ThirdsWorld (:5); (2) traditionaldenominationalchurchesare
and non-whiteindigenouschurchesexperience
shrinkingwhile Pentecostal/charismatic
rapidgrowth (A); (3) "more cross-culturalProtestantmissionarieswill be sent from or
within the Two ThirdsWorld countriesthan from the West by the first decadeof the twentyfirst century"(:10); (4) "the churchin the West will increasinglylook to the church
elsewherein the world for exampleand direction"(:34). All these changescall for a
responsefrom the churchin the west.
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(2)

Paradigm Shift in Theology of Mission

The changed world situation raises questions about traditional western Christianity.
The word 'criSiS'7has become common currency in description of the situation of the
western church and its missionary endeavours. Christians in the west were forced to face
the changes and to respond in an appropriate manner. Hollenweger calls for self-critical
reflection within the western church. Again, this has been confirmed by missiologists of all
confessional traditions. Carl E. Braaten speaks for many others, saying, "The church
becomes a witness against itself when it refuses to criticise its own structures and
functions in light of the changing missionary situations in the world" (:55). There is broad
agreement in the assessment of the state of affairs: The global situation of the world
Christian movement has changed in such a way that we, as the western church, are called
to a thorough reassessment of our western understanding of the gospel, the church and
mission (cf. Ustorf 1994:135-138; Shenk 1993a). In 1991, the South African missiologist
David Bosch presented in 1991 a comprehensive view of "an emerging ecumenical
missionary paradigm" under the title Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theolo_qvo
Mission, reflecting the changes which have taken place and pointing towards the third
millennium.8 In the same manner, Dietrich Werner, referring to the development of
ecumenical discussion on mission from 1961 to 1991, speaks of a "dramatic process" of
change in missionary thinking which has taken place in the last thirty to forty years
(1993:23).
(3)

Paradigm Shift in Theological Education

A third observation is on the level of theological education. Again, critical questions,
crisis and the call for new directions can be observed. The traditional models of theological

7When the word 'crisis' became prominent in the post-war era, it was not for the first time.
Already in the final decades of the 19th century, 'crisis'was a key term to describe the state of affairs
in mission, which finally gave birth to the Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions
(Robert:31, footnote 4).
8Since the publication of Transforming Mission in 1991, several important contributions on
mission studies have referred to Bosch's proposal, e.g., Scherer/Bevans 1992:IX; Werner 1993:4447; Wietzke:436-438; Ustorf 1994:105; Saayman/Kritzinger. Further discussion of Bosch's work In
Part III.A. of this study.
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education,employedin western universityand seminarytraininghave been severely
criticised(Farley1983; Duraisingh:37). Not only did it turn out to be a westernmodelwith
minimaleffectivenessin the Two Thirds World, there is also an increasingawarenessthat
this traditionalmodel is not even adequatein the westernworld (Newbigin1978b).The
main limitationsare (1) its heavy emphasison detachedacademicreflection,(2) the onesided deductiveaccumulationof knowledge,(3) the requiredresidentialpresencefor many
years,(3) the professionalorientation,(4) the limitedaccess,(5) the institution-centredness
(6) and the high costs (Kinsler 1981:3-24).
The early 1960sbroughtexperimentationwith new ways of leadershiptrainingin
missionary situations. New models, commonly referred to by the broad term Theological
Education by Extension (TEE), were created and developed over the years (Kinsler 1981,
1983; Youngblood; Padilla ed. 1988; Ferris 1990a). This has caused a thorough rethinking
of theological education, both in ecumenical9 as well as in evangelical circles. 10In 1983,
Andrew Kirk analysed the situation as follows:
Third World Christians are not only challenging the theologically literate of
the Western world to embark on a theological discussion more engaged with
the changing realities of daily life, but they are also questioning the
assumptions which have dominated theological education for at least one
hundred fifty years. The challenge to discover new models of theological
thinking implies a change in current patterns of training (:46).

3.

Aim and Objectives of the Study

a)

General Aim
In the light of the aboveconsiderations,the generalaim of this inquirycan be stated

as follows: To synthesisethe global and ecumenicalparadigmshifts in missiontheology,
9See the work of the 'Program on Theological Education' (PTE) of the WCC and the journal
Ministerial Formation.
IOSeethe work of the 'International Council of Accrediting Agencies for Evangelical
Theological Education'and its publications (Kemp 1995).
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as welf as theological education and apply these to evangelical theological colleges and
seminaries in Germany and German-speaking Switzeriand in order to contribute to
theological education in general and mission studies in particular

b)

Objectives
By the end of this investigation we should be able
to identify the contribution evangelical theological colleges and seminaries in

German-speaking Europe are making to theological education in general and to mission
studies in particular.
to identify the paradigm shifts in theology of mission which have been taking

2.

place since World War 11,as proposed by David Bosch in Transforming Mission, and to
deduce from them criteria of general significance for mission studies in theological
education.
to identify convergencies and divergencies between the established paradigm

3.

in theology of mission and the realities of the Schools and give the explanations and
qualifications necessary to make the result significant for the Schools and beyond.
to review the theory, i.e., the proposed paradigm of mission theology in the light

4.

of the realitiesof the Schools.
to identify the paradigm shifts in theological education which have been taking

5.

place since 1960, in such a way that all significant strands of reflection and experiment are
synthesised, and to deduce from them criteria of general significance for theological

education.
6.

to identify convergencies and divergencies between the established paradigm

in theological education and the realities of the Schools and give the necessary

explanationsand qualificationsto make the result significantfor the Schoolsand beyond.
7.

to review the theory, i.e., the proposed paradigm of theological education in the

light of the realities of the Schools.
8.

to identify the change patterns of the Schools and to give reasonable

explanations for their changes, as well as their resistance to changes.
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B. Issues of Focus and Scope
The title of the dissertation determines the focus and scope of this study in the

followingway:

1.

Focus on a Specific Group of Schools
The selection of schools which will be analysed has already been introduced (see p.

16)." The Schools are identified as a coherent group of institutions by the following
common characteristics:

a)

Common Language and Geographical Area
The Schools represent the German-speaking parts of Europe. They are all located in

Germany or Switzerland. Austria, the third German-speaking region did not have
12
Austrian
These
be
training
schools
younger
will
not
until
recently.
centres
evangelical
part of this investigation.

Common Theological Tradition
tradition.Helmut Egelkrautof
The Schoolshave their roots in the pietistic-evangelical
the EEAA describes the origin of these schools as folloWS:13

During the last two centuries private Bible schools and theological colleges
developed: first at the beginning of the nineteenth century for the training of
missionaries, later in the course of the neo-pietistic revival at the end of the
nineteenth century for the preparation of evangelists, pastors of nonmainline congregations and youth ministers .... Quite a few of them came

II For a list of all KBA schools, including the abbreviations used in this study, see Appendix A
12Aftemptshave been made to establish an evangelical Bible school in Austria since 1962 by
the North American Missionaries of the Mennonite Brethren Church. The interdenominational
evangelical Bible School at Ampfelwang (today Weis) was founded 1983 (Rathmair:87-94;
Reimer:62f. ) On the expansion of evangelical churches in Austria in general see Borner.
13Atcertain points Egelkraut also includes schools in other mainly Protestant countries of
western Europe.
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into existence after World War 11as the fruit of U.S.-originated missionary
endeavours (1990:33).
Needless to say, these schools have been highly committed to mission in the era of

the modernmissionarymovement.14Over a periodof more than 150 years,15hundredsof
missionaries and church workers have received their training in the Schools.

C)

Common Educational Tradition
In addition to that, the Schools belong to a tradition of European training centres

outside the theological faculties of state universities. This is due to several factors:
In Germany and Switzerland in the nineteenth century, the theological faculties

of the State universitieswere (and still are) dominatedby the Protestantand Catholic
16
became
liberal
theology.
the
centres
of
critical
mainline churches and
and
2.

Groups and churches of neo-pietistic and free-church origin were often highly

suspicious of the 'liberal' and 'critical' universities. If they wanted to remain faithful to their
evangelical convictions, they felt forced to establish their own training centres outside the

17
universitystructures.
3.

In the nineteenth century (and to a certain extent still today) in Germany and

Switzerland this meant remaining outside of the official educational system, with no rights
to grant recognised degrees.
This characterises the situation of the Schools. Nonetheless, this tradition of
theological training has often produced quality training for missionaries and pastors. Many

missionsocietiesand churcheshave receivedtheir workersfrom these institutions.But

14Theterm'modern missionary movement' refers to the epoch whose beginning is normally
seen in connection with William Carey's tract of 1792 and the founding of The Particular Baptist
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel amongst the Heathen (see Shenk 1992:62).
15Theoldest, Chrischona, was founded in 1840.
160n the present situation of theological faculties in state universities in Switzerland see
Zumstein:82-100.
170ften, the decision to establish a private school outside recognised state universities was
long and difficult. It cannot be described fully at this point. For the influence of the neo-pietistic revival
on theological education in Switzerland in the nineteenth century, see Pfister:351-376; Schlafter.28ff,
58ff, 149ff; Ramser:25.
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independently
developed
Schools
have
been
the
and
quality standards
never
assured and
in divers ways, without any comparable standard. Helmut Egelkraut writes,
Academically vast differences exist. Till about twenty years ago hardly any
library resources had been developed by the schools of neo-pietistic origin.
The last two decades have seen a shift in this regard.... A number of these
schools operate now on the M.Div. level. But in most cases their graduates
are not allowed to enter the pastorate of main line churches. It is also very
difficult for such schools to receive state recognition as institutions of tertiary
education.
One problem for graduates going overseas either for advanced studies or
Strong
for missionary services is that no degree can be conferred.
...
endeavours, should be made to establish a clear evaluation system for the
transfer of credits and the recognition of training received (1990:33).
This leads directly to a fourth common element of these schools.

d)

Common Search for Recognition

In recent years the question of academic quality and internationally recognised
degrees has become an issue of major significance for the Schools. In 1965 the Germanspeaking evangelical schools moved closer together by founding the Konferenz Bibeltreuer
Ausbildunqsstatten (KBA). The main purpose of the co-operation was mutual sharing and
the desire to strengthen evangelical convictions, especially regarding the authority of
Scripture (in reference to the inerrancy question).
More than 10 years later, in 1977, the European Evangelical Accrediting Association
(EEAA) came into being. Its scope is broader than the German-speaking KBA, inviting all
evangelical theological schools in Europe18to participate.

With this we have established the group of schools which are the subject of the
analysis of this investigation. The Schools differ in their programs between short term Bible
schools and seminaries offering Masters-level programs. We will consider only those

18Atthat time limited to western Europe.
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institutions which today offer courses at the College (Bachelor) and/or Seminary (Master)
level. 19

Beyond the investigation of the KBA schools in general, three schools are analysed

in particular.The three schoolsrepresentthree representativestrandswithin the KBA
movement:(1) TheologischesSeminarBad Liebenzellrepresentsthe strand of schools
rootedin LutheranPietism.(2) BibelschuleMissionshausWiedeneststandsfor the
Alliance.
Evangelical
(3) Finally,
to
the
free
related
closely
evangelical
church movement,
BibelschuleBrake representsthe schoolsrootedin the NorthAmericanBible school
movement.

2.

Focus on the Period from 1960 to 1995
The time frame of this study will be limited to the period from 1960 to 1995. Such a

limitation has shown itself meaningful in regard to the recent development of the Bible
colleges and seminaries as well as in the light of some significant turning points in mission
and theological education.

1.

The recent historyof the Schoolsmust be understoodagainstthe background

be
is
in
The
key
developments
to
the
international
mission.
event
recognised
of wider
integrationof the InternationalMissionaryCouncil(IMC)with the World Councilof
Churches(WCC),which, after years of preparation,was finalisedat the Third Assemblyof
the WCC in New Delhi in 1961.New Delhi standsfor a significantshift in world-wide
missionarythinking(cf. Werner 1993:20-22). It also causedthe divergenceof the
missionarymovementinto an 'Ecumenical'and an 'evangelical'wing. The paths of the two
separatedmissionarymovementsafter 1961can be tracedthroughthe various

19Notincluded in this study are three major seminaries of free church orientation, namely the
theological seminary of the German Baptists (earlier in Hamburg, now near Berlin), as well as that of
the Methodist Church (Reutlingen). These two schools do not associate with the evangelical schools
gathered in the two introduced associations. The theological seminary of the Free Evangelical
Churches (Ewersbach) holds membership in the EEAA, but not in the KBA.
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'Ecumenical' and 'evangelical' conferences and documents. These developments provide
the background to the development of the Schools.
2.

As regards the WCC, the Theological Education Fund (TEF) was created in

1958. What began as a project to implement traditional western theological education in
the Two Thirds World was completely revolutionised in the 1960s as western educational
models were increasingly called into question (Newbigin 1978b). Central to the revolution
of theological education was the invention of Theological Education by Extension, first
taken up in Guatemala in 1962/63 (Mulholland:9;Winter ed. 1969:3-6, especially chart p.
6).
3.

Finally, with regard to the Schools we notice that the KBA was founded in

1963/64. This study will show that it was in the context of the new challenges in mission
and in theological education that they joined in a newly founded association in the early
1960s.
All of this leads to the conclusion that the beginning of the 1960s is a meaningful
point of departure for this study.

In the 1990s, the KBA schools experienced a severe crisis. A dramatic decrease in
student enrolment in many of the traditional evangelical colleges and seminaries caused
the Schools critically to analyse their performance. The 1995 annual assembly of the KBA
commissioned a task-force to provide a thorough analysis by means of a survey of the
state of affairs. This author was involved in this evaluation and this study draws from some
of the material of this analysis (cf. Faix/Faix/MCiller/Schmidt).Therefore, 1995 provides the
end-point of this study.
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C. Issues of Terminology
The following key concepts which will be used throughout the thesis need preliminary

clarificationat the beginning.

1.

"Theological Education"
The term theologicaleducationis problematicand has been criticisedin recentyears.

Graham Cheesman suggests that
the term Theological Education harbours radical mis-conceptions because
both the words, theology and education, have unhappily narrowed down
their field of meaning in the 20th century. Theology has become for us a
group of scientific disciplines which can exist without the love and
experience of God. Education is usually taken as synonymous with study
and scholarship rather than a maturing of the person assisted by learning
(1993:484f.).
In the reflections of the WCC, these deficiencies have led to the introduction of the
term ministerial formation, "which was interpreted in the broadest sense to include all the
people of God." With this definition it was clearly affirmed "that theological education is not
an end in itself, that it is not simply an academic or professional enterprise" (Kinsler
1982:137). Others have assigned the term theological education to the concept of a
graduate school and the term ministerial formation to the concept of pastoral training
(Schipani:34-35). In this study theological education will be maintained as a generic term
referring to a wide range of models and conceptions of Bible-, theology- and ministryoriented education. It is precisely one of the purposes of this investigation to contribute to a
clearer understanding of the concept of theological education.

"Mission Studies" and "Theology of Mission"
The term mission studies in the title of this thesis is derived from Olav G. Myklebust's
The Study of Missions in Theological Education (1955/1957). Historically other terms have
been used too, such as 'the theory of mission' (German: Missionstheorie), or'the science
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of mission' (German: Missionswissenschaft). Today missiology is the most common and
accepted term used to denote the field of mission studies (cf. VerkuylAff; Kasdorf 1995:5f;
Jongeneel 1998:28). "Missiology is the ordered study of the Christian church's mission,"
defines the New Dictionary of Theology (A34), and as such it has a broad, interdisciplinary
scope, incorporating many different branches of academic research, basically in the fields
of theology and social sciences, such as theology, history, religions, anthropology,
ethnology, linguistics, cross-cultural communication, sociology, psychology, geography,
economy and politiCS.20The subdivision of the field of missiology has been approached
from various angles. (a) Following Warneck, some have suggested a material division of
the subject matter: e.g., the history, the theology, the practice of mission (cf. Verkuyl; also
Reifler). (b) Others have approached missiology methodologically suggesting a formal or
methodological division: e.g., the philosophy, the science and theology of mission.21It
seems that the former is more concerned with the teaching of mission for the purpose of
ministerial training, thus presenting the subject matter in a structured and ordered way (cf.
Verkuyl; Reifler), whereas the latter is concerned with the study of missiology as an
academic discipline in the context of the university, thus relating mission studies to the
various fields of science.22
This study uses the terms mission studies and missiology interchangeably as
referring to entire field of academic studies and theological education in relation to mission.
Theology of mission is used for the Biblical-theological reflection on mission.

20Fora recentcomprehensiveintroductionto missiologysee Jongeneel1995
21Thisapproach is strongly advocated by Jongeneel, who traces it back to the Dutch
missiologist Frangois E. Daubanton (Jongeneel 1998:29).
22SeeJongeneel's definition, which implies the second approach: "Missiology is the academic
discipline which-from a philosophical, empirical, and theological point of view-reflects upon the
history, theory and practice of (Christian) world mission as a means for both preaching the gospel,
healing the sick and casting outevil spirits' (active in idolatry and immorality), for the glory of God
and the well-being of all human beings" (1998:28).
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3.

"Mission"
The term mission needs clarification at the beginning of this investigation. The term

is often defined in relation to the Greek apostello and apostolos, as well as the Latin missio
as a key concept describing the sending of individual Christians and the church according
to the Bible (Kasdorf 1996:16). However the word mission was introduced to the church as
a technical term referring to church's sending only in the 16th century by Ignatius of
Loyola. Subsequently it became a common term to describe the European (and later also
North American) endeavour toward world evangelisation (Jongeneel 1998:27; Kasdorf
1996:17).
In this century Christian mission has been challenged at its very foundation, including

the suggestionof abandoningat least the term, if not the subjectaltogether(Werner
1993:1-7; Blaser 1987).This study will not defend Christianmissionor engage in the
discussionabout its legitimacy.It is basedon the presuppositionthat missionis part of the
Christianchurch'snature, rooted in the Bible,which is the prescriptivetext of the Christian
faith. Despiteall the discussionsabout the crisis of missions,all strandsof Christianity
have confirmedmissionas an integralpart of the church'sidentity.In a recent study, M. R.
Spindlerhas convincinglyshownthat missionhas been reaffirmedby churchesaroundthe
world (1991b:161-258).This observationis taken for grantedin this study.
Nonetheless,the conceptof missiondeservescriticalreflectionthroughoutthis study.
By way of preliminarydefinition,we refer to Bosch's"InterimDefinition"(1991:8-11)which
servesas point of departurealso for this study. In short this means:
1.

We will use missionas referringto the missio Dei and mission-sas referringto

the missionesecclesiae.
2.

We will understandmission/missionsas God's or the churches'activitiesin all

parts of the world.
3.

We will use mission/missionsin an inclusivesense,encompassingat least

proclamation,fellowshipand service.
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4.

"Ecumenical" and "Evangelical"
In the last three to four decades the terms ecumenical and evangelical have often

been attached to the two opposing Protestant movements which are represented on the
one hand by the WCC (Ecumenical) and on the other by the World Evangelical Fellowship
(WEF) and the Lausanne Movement (evangelical)-to mention only two major institutional
expressions of the movement. But this usage of the two terms is neither uniform in the
literature nor is it unproblematic. Both terms need clarification (cf. Hauzenberger
1985:XlVf. ):

Ecumenical
1.

It is commonto relate the terms Ecumenismand Ecumenicalto the movement

which traces its roots back to the EdinburghWorld MissionConferenceof 1910 and which
led to the foundationof the World Councilof Churches(WCC) in Amsterdamin 1948.23
Todaythis refers to the WCC and its memberchurchesand institutions,includingthe
relatedcontinentaland nationalbodies.This is the way the term will be used in many
quotationsin this study. In NorthAmerica,insteadof ecumenicalthe term conciliaris often
used.
2.

In recentyears it has been pointedout that "the claim to be 'ecumenical'-from

oftmene, 'the whole inhabitedearth-can in no sense be the prerogativeof any single
church,denomination,or group of churches"(Scherer/Bevans1992:X). It is thereforetoo
restrictiveto use the term only for those churchescomprehendedunder the organisational
structuresof the WCC.24The searchfor the unity of the whole churchcan be traced
throughouthistory.The RomanCatholicChurchas well as the evangelicalmovementare
in the same sense ecumenicat-Le., encompassingthe whole earth.25Beyondthat, if

230n the history and present structure of the WCC see What in the World is the World Council
of Churches (WCC 1978); also Ritschl:67-83; Linn; VanElderen; Moderow/Sens.
24Cf. Ritschl (:8), "Es darf nicht vergessen werden, dass der ORK keineswegs die einzige
Organisation ist, die ökumenisch-theologisch arbeitet! '
25 The Blackwell Encyclopedia of Modern Christian Though Art. "ecumenism"; New
,
DictionarvofThý ýo,
Art "Ecumenical Movement"; cf. Ritschl:13; Hauzenberger:XIV-XVIII.
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ecumenicalstrace their roots back to the Edinburghconferenceof 1910,to the Student
VolunteerMovementfor ForeignMissions(SVM),the Young Men's ChristianAssociation
(YMCA)and the World StudentChristianFederation(WSCF),evangelicalswould claim the
same history.In this light, the term ecumenicalcannotbe limitedto the WCC movement.It
actuallyrefersto the universalityor catholicityof the church.This broaderdefinitionis used
by Boschwhen he spells out the "elementsof an emergingecumenicalparadigm"(Bosch
1991:368ff.).
In this study Ecumenicalwill be usedwith referenceto the institutionof the WCC,
ecumenicalwill indicatethe broaderand more generalview of the oikoumene.

b)

Evangelical
I.

Historically, the roots of the term evangelical can be traced back to the revival

movement in Britain in the 1730's (Bebbington: lf. ). However, contemporary evangelicalism
may be associated not only with the British revivals of the 18th century but with various
Protestant movements which claim(ed.) to give Protestant faith a vivid expression. As
Scherer/Bevans summarise:
Evangelicalism has roots in nineteenth-century evangelical movements,
above all the Evangelical Alliance (established 1846). But those nineteenthcentury movements, in turn, stand on the shoulders of earlier post
Reformation evangelical movements, such as Pietism, Moravianism,
Methodism, and similar awakening movements of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries (1992:Xll; cf. Allen:2-52).

2.

In a narrowersense,the term evangelicaloften refers to the movementwhich

is associatedwith the two institutions,the World EvangelicalFellowship(WEF) and the
LausanneMovement.The former was founded 1951at Woudschoten(NL), the latter goes
back to the LausanneConference1974at Lausanne(Switzerland)(Howard:7,29f, 107112).
3.

In view of the evangelicalmovementin German-speakingEuropewe should

take note of the specificproblemassociatedwith the term in the Germanlanguagesince it
is used in the Germanisedform evangelikalas oppositeto the term evanqelisch,.This will
be discussedin relationto the historicalbackground(see pp. 40ff.).
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4.

In connection with the evangelical movement we will also use the terms

fundamentalistlfundamentalism.26These are ambiguous concepts carrying many
meanings and connotations. Especially the relationship between evangelicalism and
fundamentalism has been the subject of recent debate: (a) Many evangelicals attempt to
dissociate from fundamentalism. In most cases they affirm the need for foundational
theological statements and concur with the doctrinal concerns of early fundamentalism, yet
they reject the form of fundamentalist apologetics and separation (e.g., Schnabel 1995). In
a similar way Barr has claimed that fundamentalist evangelicals can (and should) escape
fundamentalism while still holding evangelical convictions (1988). (b) Other evangelicals
propose what they see as a valid form of fundamentalism and retain the term as a selfdesignation (e.g., Holthaus 1992).

5.

In the use of the terms this study basicallyfollows Holthaus'stypology(1997).

He distinguishes three types of evangelicals: (1) separatist fundamentalists, (2) moderate
fundamentalists1conservativeevangelicals, and (3) open evangelicals. By way of
preliminary definition, it is safe to say that most of the schools under consideration belong
to the group of moderate fundamentalists1conservativeevangelicals.

C) Conclusion
terminologyareevident:(1) Neitherthe
Thelimitationsof the evangelical-ecumenical
horizon
be
limited
Gospel
the
the
faithful
to
the
being
of
entire
oikoumene
can
nor
notion of
to a particular institutional structure, be it the WEF or the WCC. (2) Furthermore, the
theological boundaries between the so-called Ecumenical and evangelical ways of thinking
neither follow institutional boundaries nor limit themselves to those given the labels
Ecumenical and evangelical (e.g., the Roman Catholic and the Orthodox Church). (3) In
addition, one may also remark that the problem is mainly a western one and irrelevant to
many churches in the Two Thirds World; and where it is an issue, it has probably been
imported by western missionaries. (4) Finally, new movements are emerging which do not

26Seethe following standard works on fundamentalism: Holthaus 1992; Barr 1977; and Harris.
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(e.
divide
fit
into
the
the
traditional
g., the
easily
evangelical-ecumenical
schemes of
Pentecostal/charismatic movement and independent indigenous churches in the Two
Thirds World); and there are likewise voices trying to overcome the polarisation by pointing
to an integrative understanding of the gospel and mission (e.g., Newbigin 1978, Bosch
1991, International Fellowship of Evangelical Mission Theologians INFEMIT). Thus, there
is good reason to reconsider the traditional use of the terms ecumenical (= WCC
movement) and evangelical (= WEF/LCWE movement).

5.

Theories, Models and Paradigms
Furthermore,this study frequentlyuses the terms theory,modeland paradigm.This

usage is not without difficulties and calls for clarification:
I.

The definition of and distinction between theory, model and paradigm is itself

debated. The following working-definitions are assumed in this study: (1) A theory is a
in
it
thoughts
less
hypothetical
reality
or
aspects
of
of
which
explains
construction
more or
a rational way based on evidence (cf. LdPh:654). Differing theories are possible based on
the same data, interpreting the data differently. (2) A model reduces differing theories to
(3)
i.
it
is
to
key
studies.
conduct
a
method
comparative
e.,
elements,
comparable
Paradigms are the larger frameworks of thinking, the (normally unquestioned)
Kramm:
14-32;
(Bayertz;
in
theories
or
culture
community
a
given
presuppositions of all
Stachowiak 1973).
Theories, models and paradigms offer "ways of ordering experience" (Barbour:22,
45). They are the "mental maps of reality" (Kraft quoted in Conn 1984:164) which affect
27
While
in
itself.
They
they
data.
are
a certain
are
not
reality
of
perception
our
correspondence with reality, they do not represent reality in an objective or comprehensive
Stachowiak
They
speaks of
and
structure
reality.
way.
select, reduce
"Originalverfremdung" (1980:53) and 'VerkOrzungsmerkmale" (1973). There are obvious

27"AllenErkenntnisvorgängen liegt ein Abbildungsprozess zugrunde: ein originalseitig
Vorgegebenes wird irgendwie modellseitig nachvollzogen" (Stachowiack 1980:53; cf. Kramm:14-32).
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inherent limitations and even dangers with theories, models and paradigms. Harvie M.
Conn speaks of the "over extension of models" and he rightly says, "Models are ways of
limitations
impose
is
to
on one's
to
model
viewing reality, and promote a particular
handle
is
to
the
handicaps
new
become
unable
Preconceptions
model
when
perspective.
information" (1984: 162). It is with the full awareness of these limitations that this study
theological
upon
and
theory,
reflects
and
models,
compares educational
employs paradigm
educational theories.
2.

Special attention must be given to concept of paradigm as it appears in the

theory of Thomas Kuhn (1970).28In recent years 'paradigm,''paradigm-shift' and
$paradigm-change'have become prominent and wide-spread words, employed in many
their
definition
of
meaning.
understanding
or
even
occasions, sometimes without clear
David Bosch, introducing paradigm-terminology in Transforming Mission, writes, "The term
'paradigm' is not without its problems. It is a slippery concept" (1991: 185). The author is
29
Kuhn's
Kuhnian
theory.
thesis
the
discussion
the
of
surrounding
controversial
aware of
have
349-369),
1977;
1988:
the
(MacIntyre
been
has
as
criticised
paradigm changes
his
(Hiebert
theory
the
of
consequences
and
relativistic
epistemological assumptions
1999:38-46). Much attention has been given to the question of the applicability of the
Kuhnian theory to other fields of studies (cf. Bayertz).

28"Theterm'paradigm'.
by Georg Christoph Lichtenberg (Professor of
used
was
already
.,
Natural Philosophy at GOttingenin the mid-eighteenth century). After the eclipse of German Idealism,
Lichtenberg had a great influence on Ernst Mach and Wittgenstein, who picked up the term
'paradigm'as a key to understanding how philosophical models or stereotypes act as'moulds'
(Gussform) or'clamps' (Kiammern), shaping and directing our thought in predetermined and
sometime quite inappropriate directions. In this form the term entered general philosophical
discussion and was first analysed in Britain by Wittgenstein's student W. H. Watson, by N.R. Hanson
and by Toulmin himself. Finally, in the early 1950s, the term arrived in the United States" (Kong
1989a:8).
29Significantreflections on the reception of Kuhn's theory are: (1) The question how much
Kuen was influenced by the philosophy of Wittgenstein is a question of debate and is discussed by
Vasso P. Kindi in "Kuhn's The Structure of Scientific Revolution Revisited." (2) General reviews of the
Kuhnian theory are found in Bohler and Bayertz. (3) For a Bibliography on the'Kuhn-debate, ' see
Welter. (4) For the significance of the Kuhnian theory for theology see, Kong/Tracy, Murphy; and
Hempelmann 1987b.
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After careful consideration of possible pitfalls, this author has come to the conclusion
that the Kuhnian theory has been applied carefully and convincingly to theology30and
mission (cf. Bosch 1991) in such a way that it provides a meaningful tool for this
investigation. Following Bosch (1991: 183-185) we will employ Kuhnian vocabulary in
defining paradigm as "an entire constellation of beliefs, values, techniques, and so on
shared by the members of a given community" (Kuhn 1970:175). Thus, a paradigm is an
established and acknowledged pre-theory in a given field of science-a framework which
affects the academic work in this field and renders possible mutual communication and
understanding within the community of scholars. In this way we will refer to the underlying
theoretical concepts which shape missiological thinking and theological education. Of
special significance is Kuhn's theory of how paradigmatic changes take place. The
concluding part the study will look at the changes in evangelical theological education from
the angle of the Kuhnian theory.

D. Issues of Methodology and Data
We have decided to approach the subject in an interdisciplinary fashion, examining

from
fields.
in
theological
education
various
academic
standpoints
of
missionstudies
First, in Part 11we approachthe subjectfrom a historicalpoint of view, outliningthe
historical development of theological education and mission studies with special reference
to evangelical theological education in German-speaking Europe.

30A major attempt to apply Kuhn's theory to the history of theology was undertaken at the
ecumenical symposium at the University of Tubingen in May 23-26,1993. The convenors were The
Institute for Ecumenical Research of the University of Tubingen, the Institute for the Advanced Study
of Religion of the University of Chicago and the international theological journal Concilium. Some 70
scholars from various parts of the world were convened by Hans Kong (Tubingen) and David Tracy
(Chicago) to discuss the topic "Paradigm Change in Theology" (Kong/Tracy 1984,1989). More
recently (1991) Konrad Raiser has used the Kuhnian theory to describe major shifts in the
Ecumenical movement (Raiser), an attempt which did not remain unchallenged (Ritschl: 28-30,3739).
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Second, the subject will be analysed from a missiological point of view, analysing
German evangelical theology of mission in the light of an emerging ecumenical paradigm
of mission as propounded by Bosch. This is done in Part III of this study.

Third, Part IV will assesstheologicaleducation(in general)and evangelical
theological education in Germany and Switzerland (in particular) from an educational
standpoint, analysing the schools under consideration in the light of the paradigmatic shift
in theological education which has been taking place since the early 1960s.
Fourth, Part V will approach the subject from the point of view of paradigm theory
and epistemology. In this concluding part the critical analysis will reach its climax,

identifyingthe hermeneuticaland epistemologicalundercurrentsof the schoolsunder
consideration.

This leads to the following outline of the study:
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11.History
A. The Historical
Backgroundof
Evangelicalism,Theological
Educationand Mission
Studies
B. The Developmentsof the
Schoolsfrom
1960
1995
to
4.4

Ill. Theology of
Mission
A. Theory:
Establishing a Paradigm of
Mission Theology
4

IV. Theological
Education
A. Theory:

The Schools

B. Analysis:
The Schools in the Light of
the Theory

Establishinga Paradigmof
TheologicalEducation
B. Analysis:
The Schoolsin the Light of
the Theory

t
V. Change Theory
A. The Results
B. Analysis in the Light of
Paradigm Theory and
Epistemology
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It is self-evident that such an approach involves background knowledge and research
methodologies from various fields, especially from church history, theology of mission,
social sciences (education) and philosophy of science (paradigm theory and
epistemology). Specific methodological issues are introduced at the beginning of the
relevant chapters.
It follows that this study draws from a wide spectrum of data from the aforementioned
fields. In order to make the thesis more readable, relevant secondary sources, as well as
primary sources, are introduced at the beginning of each section.

Whilst this author is convinced that the chosen approach will lead to significant
results, a possible limitation will not be hidden: this study focuses mainly on the input-side
history,
faculty,
looking
the
context, methods and
at
structures,
process,
of
educational
content. We are aware of the fact that an output analysis, examining the long-term impact
of graduates of the Schools would certainly add other important aspects to the subjectmatter. For reasons of accessibility of data, time and lack of specialised competence in the
field of social science research, this study deliberately focuses on the historical-theological
dimension.
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PART TWO: HISTORY
EVANGELICAL THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION
IN GERMAN-SPEAKING EUROPE IN CONTEXT
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In this first part we approachevangelicaltheologicaleducationin German-speaking
Europe from a historical point of view. Section A will outline the historical background,
section B concentrates on the period from 1960 to 1995.

A. The Historical Background
With the purpose of outlining the historical background of the Schools we
concentrate on three intertwined strands of history:31(1) the historical background of
German evangelicalism, (2) the general history of theological education and mission
studies and (3) the particular history of evangelical theological education and mission
studies.

1.

The Roots of German EvangelicaliSM32
The movement in German-speaking Europe explicitly called evangelikal is a rather

young phenomenon. Friedhelm Jung's thesis on German evangelicalism covers the time
between 1965 and 1985, indicating that the German evangelical movement had its

31Wedo not explicitlyfocuson generalhistoryand culture;however,wheneverpoliticaland
culturalissuesappearto be of greatersignificanceand to deserveattention,theywill be includedas
appropriate.
32Germanevangelicalism has been subject of several recent studies: Ludwig Rott's doctoral
der Erweckunqsbewe
thesis Die enqlischen Beziehun
und die Anfan-qedes weslevanischen
-qen
-qunq
Methodismus in Deutschland (1968); Hans Hauzenbergers thesis on the history of the Evangelical
Alliance (11985);Dieter Lange's dissertation Eine Bewegung bricht sich Bahn. Die deutschen
Gemeinschaften im Ausqehenden 19. und beffinnenden 20. Jahrhunderts und ihre Stellunq zu
Kirche. Theologie und Pfinqsbewe-qunq(11990);Friedhelm Jung's doctoral thesis Die deutsche
Evangelikale Bewequnq-Grundlinien ihrer Geschichte und Theologie (1992); Stephan Holthaus'
thesis Fundamentalismus in Deutschland:: Der Kampf um die Bibel im Protestantismus des
und
-19.
20. Jahrhunderts (1993); William L. Wagner's thesis North American Protestant Missionaries in
Western Europe: A Critical Appraisal (1993).
A comprehensive investigation of the German evangelical mission movement is still missing.
Parfial studies have been presented by Dagmar Gleiss in her MA-thesis Geschichte der
Arbeits-qemeinschaftEvan-qelikaferMissionen. AEM (1994). Klaus Fiedler's doctoral dissertation on
the evangelical interdenominational 'Faith Missions'(1992) discusses German evangelical missions
in the context of the wider movement of Faith Missions (:9-35). He also summarises the state of
affairs of historical research on German evangelical missions (:35-51). See also his recent article "It
Is time to write the History of German-Speaking Evangelical Missions" (1999).
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beginning in the 1960s (: 1).33 However, the Christians in German-speaking
Germanised the English 'evangelical'-and

Europe who

in so doing associated themselves with the

international evangelical movement (cf. Laubach)-stand

on the shoulders of much older

34
briefly
(Jung:
):
gff.
be
outlined
movements which should

a)

The Heritage of Pietism
The revivalmovementlater called

PietiSM35

can be traced back to renewalsin the

context of the Lutheran church in Germany in the 17th century. The beginning of this
movement has often been associated with Philipp Jakob Spener's (1635-1705) tract "Pia
desideria" (1675) (Wallmann 1990:37). Spener's call for spiritual renewal contains six
points (Spener:55-79; cf. Lange: 18): (1) Each church member must read the Bible
personally and more intensively. (2) Priesthood applies to all believers; thus, the active
participation of the laity in the church must be re-established. (3) True Christian faith must
be realised in deeds. (4) Fighting over issues of faith should be avoided. (5) A reform of
theological education is needed. (6) Preaching should promote spiritual renewal.
At its core, Spener's concern was the spiritual new birth of the individual (Lange: 18).
It follows that a personal faith encounter with Jesus Christ, conversion as a salvific turning

point in the individual'slife and the experienceof new birth becamethe core of the pietistic
legacy (BockmOhl 1985:11,23-36; Beyreuther 1963:24f.).
In general, many contemporary evangelicals in German-speaking Europe see
themselves as heirs of Pietism. However, the relationship of the evangelical movement to
the pietistic tradition has been the subject of discussion (cf. Scheffbuch). Jung sees the

33Accordingto Beyerhaus the term evangelikal was for the first time used in the German
context in 1966 in the context of the Conference on World Evangelisation at Berlin (Geldbach:52;
Jung:7).
34Geldbachwrites: "Was man heute in Deutschland unter evangelikal versteht, hat zwei
Wurzeln: 1. Die deutsche Erweckungs- und Gemeinschaftsbewegung und 2. Amerikanische
Einflasse" (Geldbach 1984:54). We agree with this definition adding that the German Erweckunqs7!
und Gemeinschaftsbewequnq has roots in German Pietism and British evangelicalism. Cf.
Beyreuther: "Die Anfange der gesarntprotestantischen Erweckungsbewegung liegen in England"
(1977:4).
35The earliest known occurrence of the label 'Pietism' has been dated in 1689 (Ruhbach
1992b: 1571).
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theology of evangelicalism in basic agreement with the theological emphases of the
pietistic tradition. He notes that many contemporary church leaders who understand
themselves as Pietists are at the same time significant representatives of the evangelical
movement. But the pietistic tradition composes only one part of the entire evangelical
community (Jung:232, footnote 26).
In the midst of the many-in some cases even conflicting-streams within the worldwide evangelical community, Klaus BockmOhlcalls German evangelicals back to the
centre (BockmOhl 1985:6-10). He sees this act of new orientation as a turning to God and
a return to their own spiritual roots, which, according to BockmOhlmost evangelicals in
Germany may find in Pietism (: 11). He spells out 10 points which he claims to be the still
valid heritage of Pietism which evangelicals should consider today (A I ff.):
1.

The ecclesiological model of the ecclesiola in ecclesia, i.e., the dialectic
between the small groups of realised fellowship and the potential of the
established church (Grosskirche).

2.

Commitment to the Bible as the Word of God, combined with the emphasis that
a Bible belongs in every believer's hands.

3.

The concentration on Jesus, with an emphasis on the personal relationship
which every believer can have with his Saviour and Lord.

4.

The emphasis on conversion and new birth as the personal experience of the
individual.

5.

The emphasis on sanctification as a growing love of God and other human
beings manifested in deeds.

6.

A vision for world mission.

7.

Christian responsibility in the realm of education.

8.

The renewal of theology and theological education.

9.

The social responsibility of the church.

10.

Contribution to social ethics, i.e., the readiness of the church to participate in
the responsibilities of society.

At least to some extent, most of the Schools associate themselves with Pietism;
however, none of them is directly rooted in early Pietism. This brings us to the next point.
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b)

British Evangelicalism and the Neo-Pletistic Erweckun-qsbewegunq
In the 18th centurythe spark of revivalismmovedfrom Germanyto Britain.Inspired

by German Pietism (Beyreuther 1977:4-5; Bebbington:38-40), though in a different
historical, cultural and religious setting, a movement emerged which has in retrospect been
called the Evangelical Revival. In turn, it was Anglo-Saxon evangelicalism which in the 19th
century was influential in the beginning of new revival movements on the continent. In this
process the seeds of British evangelicalism fell on the soil of the earlier German Pietism
and gave birth to two movements commonly known as the Erweckunqsbewequnq,(ca.
1820-1850; cf. Beyreuther 1977:1-4; Ruhbach 1992a:531-232) and the
Gemeinschaftsbeweciunq (ca. 1875-1925; cf. Lange:10-45). Thus, beyond the pietistic
heritage discussed above, the British influence on the continent formed a constitutive
factor in German evangelicalism.
While the term 'evangelical' was formerly applied in Britain to those "churches arising
from the Reformation in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries" and carried the simple
meaning of "the gospel," it became the technical term for a movement within Protestant
churches, which Bebbington describes as follows:
Evangelical religion is a popular Protestant movement that has existed in
Britain since the 1730's. It is not to be equated with any single Christian
denomination, for it influenced the existing churches during the eighteenth
century and generated many more in subsequent years. It has found
expression in variety of institutional forms, a wine that has been poured in
many bottles (A).
Despite differences within the evangelical movement, Bebbington identifies the
following characteristics of Evangelicalism:
There are the four qualities that have been the special marks of Evangelical
religion: conversionism, the belief that lives need to be changed; activism,
the expression of the gospel in effort; biblicism, a particular regard for the
Bible; and what may be called crucicentrism, a stress on the sacrifice of
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Christ on the cross. Together they form a quadrilateral of priorities that is the
basis of Evangelicalism (:3).36

It was primarilythrough Bibleand missionsocietiesthat Britishevangelicalism
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LondonMissionarySociety,the ChurchMissionarySociety,the British and ForeignBible
Societyand the ChurchMissionto the Jews, as well as the ContinentalSocietyinfluenced
the revivalmovementson the continent(:23-87;cf. Bebbington:76-78). In Germanyand
Switzerlandthese new Britishinfluencesmergedwith the remnantof Pietism,which was
especiallyalive in the MoravianMovementand the DeutscheChristentumsgesellschaft
(founded1779/80in Basel,cf. ELTHG:367-368;Beyreuther1977:16ff.). Another strand of
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the beginningof the r6veil in Geneva(Beyreuther1977:17). Given Bebbington's
characterisationof Britishevangelicalism,it goes without sayingthat it renewedthe ethos
of early Pietism,with which it sharesmany characteristics.However,here are several
featuresof Britishevangelicalismwhich have influencedthe evangelicalmovementon the
continentin a new and specialway:
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23f.
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official churchstructures
2. Furthermore,Britishevangelicalismof the 19th centuryheld a criticalattitude
towardthe establishedChurch,especiallyin the early phase preceding1830and-at least
in the dissentingchurches-beyond (Bebbington:94ff.). It followsthat Britishevangelical

36Bebbingtonprovides a more detailed description of these four aspects on pp. 5-17.
37"DasNeue, was England erst vom Methodismus gelernt hat und was es nun die Welt lehrte,
ist die von der Kirche losgelöste Organisation freier Vereine und Anstalten für christliche Zwecke.
Das 'Anstaltenzeitalter des Reiches Gottes' bricht an (vgl. Deutsche Christentumsgesellschaft) und
sprerigt die Grenzen der alten Konfessionskirchen.Alle Unterschiede von Klerus und Laien, von
Ständen, Geschlechtern und Parteien verschwinden und meist unter Führung von Laien wird das
diesem Vereinswirken gesteckte Ziel der tatsächlichen Christianisierung der Welt verfolgt durch
Geltendmachung christlicher Grundsätze der Zivilisation" (Hauzenberger:28, quoting Hermelink).
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missionaries introduced a much more critical attitude toward the established Lutheran
Church than was the case in Pietism.
3. To British missionaries and their German and Swiss collaborators, it seemed
entirely natural to establish new independent congregations of free church orientation. This
led to the foundation of several new denominations on the continent (Baptists, Methodists,
Darbyists, Free Evangelical Church, cf. Geldbach 1989). With this, a new ecclesiological
model was introduced38to a context dominated by established territorial churcheS.39
4. However, British influence also led to the foundation of neo-pietistic societies
within the Lutheran and Reformed Churches, a development which finally led to the
Gemeinschaftsbewequn-qtoward the end of the 19th century (Lange).
5. British evangelicalism is also characterised by an anti-Enlightenment and antiliberal attitude. Especially those evangelicals within the Anglican Church "developed a
sense of being a bastion under assault" and the "hostile force" was identified as
"Liberalism" (Bebbington:99; cf. 50-60). This has also been influential on the continent.
6. Furthermore, continental evangelicalism owes to British evangelicalism the notion
of the unity of the evangelical movement beyond denominational and confessional
boundaries represented by the Evangelical Alliance (Hauzenberger:26; Beyreuther
1977:8).
7. Finally, the early evangelical movement in Britain must also be seen, at least in
part, as a movement outside the university system. While the clergy of the established
Church of England were university-trained men, many of the early evangelicals came from
outside the more highly educated class. Persons with evangelical convictions had to face
expulsion from the universities and were refused ordination in the Church of England.
(Bebbington:17f; 23-26). This means, in view of the topic of this thesis, that British
evangelicalism introduced and supported a movement which functioned outside the

380f course, the Anabaptists of the 16th century introduced the free church model much
earlier. However, under the oppression of the dominating state churches, the Anabaptist-Mennonite
movement was marginalised in such a way that it must be regarded as insignificant by the turn from
the 18th to the 19th century (see summary and sources in Oft 1996:32-34.
39Thestruggle of the free church movement on German territory and its difficult relationship to
the established churches is analysed by Geldbach (1989:108ff.).
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established structure of theological education, which was based on an alliance between
state church and state university. The revival movement of the I 9th century established the
means for missionary training-and later pastoral training as well-outside of university
structures. Chrischona, the oldest of The Schools (founded in 1840), has its roots directly
in the early phase of the revival movement.

In view of the subjectof this studywe noticethat severalof the schoolsin
consideration, or at least the denominations or movements to which they belong, find their
roots in the revival movement of the 19th century. However, the British influence on the
evangelical movement in German-speaking Europe especially Germany--decreased in
the 20th century, not least under the influence of two wars in which England and Germany
were fought against each other. Here we may have one of the historical reasons for what
we will observe later in this study: contemporary German evangelicalism finds itself to a
considerable degree in isolation from the British world. On the other hand, contemporary
German evangelicals have established flourishing relations to North American
evangelicalism, a phenomenon which deserves further consideration.

C)

The Impact of North American Evangelicalism
After World War 1,and definitelyafter World War 11,the dominantforce of evangelical

influence upon the continent shifted from Great Britain to North America (Wagner 1993:2130).
For the purposes of this study we are mainly concerned with the shape of American
evangelicalism at the time at which it reached continental Europe after World War 11.The
roots of American Evangelicalism can be sketched only briefly:40
1. The American Revival of the 18th century had two wings: on the one hand the
Puritan Protestant wing, related to the person of Jonathan Edwards and on the other hand,

40Thissketch is mainly based on Kraus ed. 1979; Beyreuther 1977:9-13; and Wagner.
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the Wesleyan Methodist wing. Both contributed to the Great Awakenings of the 18th and
19th centuries.
2. The two movements merged in the 19th century in the revivalism of Charles G.
Finney and D.L. Moody. These revivals shaped what can, in a general way, be called
American Evangelicalism of the 19th century. Its contours have been identified in (a) an
individual salvation experience, (b) emphasis on evangelism through crusades, (c)
interdenominationalism, (d) lay-oriented theology and (e) conservative, anti-liberal stances
(Kraus ed. 1979:44-45).
3. Evangelical Revivals in America led to the foundation of new churches and
denominations which resulted in an enormous denominational pluralism. American
Christianity in general was used to denominational pluralism and religious freedom from its
beginning. American denominationalism developed in a context lacking historically
established territorial state churches. Denominations developed along the lines of
immigrant communities, social structureS41-and revivals.
4. By the end of the 19th century the holiness movement and thence Pentecostal
evangelicalism developed as a new wing of evangelicalism with its own identity.
5. Around the turn of the century, parts of the evangelical movement developed in
the direction of a strongly anti-liberal counter force, focusing on the battle against the
rationalism of Biblical criticism and Darwin's theory of evolution. The result was the
movement called fundamentalism (cf. Harris:19-39; see introduction of this study p. 32).
6. American evangelicalism of the late 19th and early 20th centuries was an
educational movement. Virginia L. Brereton has shown in her dissertation that the more
than 250 Bible schools which were founded between 1882 and 1940 made a tremendous
impact on the evangelical-fundamentalist community. Her thesis is that the strength of the
conservative evangelical movement as a grass roots movement can only be explained by
the significance of the Bible schools (425-431). If we add to this the impact of the Sunday

41Tothis see H. Richard Niebuhr's critical study The Social Sources of Denominationalism rst
published in 1929.
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7. After World War 11many evangelicals began to dissociate themselves from
fundamentalism and established "post-fundamentalist" evangelicalism. These "new
in
Evangelicals
(founded
Association
National
the
of
evangelicals" were associated with
1942/43) which located itself between the Ecumenically oriented Federal Council of
Churches and the separatist-fundamentalist American Council of Christian Churches.
Fuller Theological Seminary, Christianity Today, C. F. Henry, Bernard Ramm and Billy
Graham, but also World Vision, Campus Crusade for Christ and the Church Growth
Movement-to mention only a few-stand in the line of this new evangelical movements
(Kraus ed. 1979:9-22). This evangelicalism is highly interdenominational and pragmatic as
far as mission strategies and methods are concerned.

The impact of American Evangelicalism on the European continent since World War
11has been tremendoUS:42
1. Between 60 and 70 North American mission agencies were active on the
European continent already in the first decade after World War 11(1945 to 1954), about 50
(Wagner
interdenominational
50
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denominational,
them
cent
per
other
were
per cent of
1993:24-26).
2. Wagner shows that most American Missions which were active in Europe
).
(:
14f.
American
dispensational
the
evangelicalism
wing
of
conservative and
represented
3. American evangelicalism has also challenged Christians in Europe through its
missionary activism and pragmatism. Para-church organisations such as Youth for Christ,
Campus Crusade for Christ, The Gideons International, Youth With A Mission, World
Vision and many others have been mobilising two generations of young European
The
Movement
Church
has raised serious questions
Growth
1950s.
the
since
evangelicals

420n behalf of the North American denominational mission agency Mennonite Brethren
Missions/Services, this author has conducted an evaluation of their mission work in Germany and
Austria in the post-war period. Some of the insights presented in this section are based on this study
(see Ott 1995).
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regarding the effectiveness of German and Swiss churches in evangelism and church
growth. American evangelicals have significantly contributed to the awareness of the need
for the re-evangelisation of post-Christian Europe. They have introduced the concept of
church planting, which was virtually absent in the established state churches in Germany
and Switzerland, because of their assumption that all members of the state are baptised
members of the state church.
4. Furthermore, North American evangelical missions have confronted the
established churches of continental Europe with a kind of denominationalism and parachurch institution which has no understanding of the history and the concept of the state
church. Part of the denominational culture of North America is a free market attitude In

evangelismand church planting-an attitudewhich is hard for Europeanchurchesto
understand.NorthAmericanevangelicalshave put into questionthe nominalChristianity
still promotedby the establishedchurches(Rommen1985;cf. Moltmann1975b:252-258,
344-362).Time and againthis has causedconflictsbetweenindigenouschurchesand
Americanmissions(cf. Wagner 1993:103-130;Ott 1995).Someof the missionshave been
directlyinvolvedin establishingor supportingBible schools-especially GreaterEurope
Mission(Reimer:64)-and have transmittedthis ecclesialphilosophyto Germanand Swiss
young people.
5. When NorthAmericanmissionsengagedin theologicaleducationthey camewith
t6 North American system of higher education and accreditation in their minds and they
normally lacked an understanding of the European university system of theological
education. North American Evangelicals have supported the existing Bible school system
in Germany and Switzerland and have connected these schools with the North American
accreditation system (see pp. 113ff.).
6. Finally, it is through contacts with North American evangelicalism that the various
revivalist traditions in German-speaking Europe began to move in the direction of a
common evangelical identity in the 1960s. They even introduced the Germanised form of
evangelical-ggyanAerikaI-as a new label for this movement.
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We summarise and conclude: In German-speaking Europe, evangelicalism-as a
movement explicitly labelled evangelikal-is of recent origin. The movement has taken its
name from the English word 'evangelical.' At the same time, contemporary German
evangelicalism has a long tradition. Historically, it is rooted in Lutheran Pietism and owes
much to the British revival movement of the 18th and 19th century. However, the latest,
and probably still predominate, influence comes from North American evangelicalism. As
mentioned earlier, the shift from British to North American connections may be partially
due to the differing roles the countries played in the two World Wars of the 20th century.
This raises the question of how these historical forces have actually shaped
contemporary evangelical mission and theological education In the German-speaking
context. However, before we can enter a more detailed examination of the recent
developments of German evangelical mission and theological education and draw
necessary conclusions, we must add two other strands to the historical background.

2.

A General Introduction to the History of Theological Education
and Mission Studies

a)

Theological Education In General

(1)

Edward Farley's Historical Typology

In the field of general studies of the history of theological education, Edward Farley's
Theologia is probably still one of the most comprehensive publications. He writes, "There is
no adequate history of 'the study of theology' either as a literature or as a movement, nor
of the literature of theological encyclopaedia" (1983:66, footnote 1). Other comprehensive
works are dated in the early 19th century and before.43 In view of the situation in Europe,
Nicole affirms that "no comprehensive historical study has been conducted in Europe on
the origins and developments of theological education in the Christian churches since the

43Furtherbibliography in Farley 1983:45,66.
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in 1894"
three volume encyclopaedia of the Dutch scholar Abraham Kuyper
...
(Nicole:33).
Whereas Farley concentrates mainly on "North American Protestant institutions for
the education of clergy" (1983:23, footnote 1) he also deals with the European heritage of
theological education and thus provides a meaningful point of departure for this historical
overview.

Farley points to three major problem areas which deserve attention (12-18): (1) the
problem of faith and theology, i.e., the tension between personal faith-knowledge of God
and academic theology-knowledge about God; (2) the problem of institutions, i.e., the rise
of the seminary as a distinct institutan WWhktsown dynamics and (3) the ratio studiorum,
i.e., the rationale for the unity, the content and divisions of theological education (unifying
principle). Farley's focus is on the third issue, and he posits three historical periods from
this point of view, leading to four models of theological education (:29-48). The distinction
between theology as personal knowledge of God (in Farley's terms, "theology/knowledge")
and theology as a discipline of studies ("theology/discipline") is the leading principle for
Farley's historical survey. He states:

First, theologyis a term for an actual, individualcognitionof God and things
in
God,
to
which
most treatmentsattends faith and has
related
a cognition
eternal happiness as its final goal. Second, theology is a term for a
discipline, a self-consciousscholarly enterprise of understanding. In the
former sense theology is a habit (habitus)of the human soul. In the latter it
is a discipline,usuallyoccurringin some sort of pedagogicalsetting (:31).

The four models, proposed by Farley are:
I.

The monastic model of the early Christian centuries, covering "early patristic

and early medieval Christendom prior to the rise of the medieval universities" (1983:32-34).
In this period theology/knowledge was understood as "mystical knowledge of the one God"
and theology/discipline, in the setting of the monastery, was focused on "reading,
memorising, expounding, and meditating on scripture." The unifying centre (La-tio
studiorum) has to be seen in the concept of divinity, the "divine illumination of the mind"
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(:44). Theology/discipline and theology/knowledge were closely correlated, i.e., the study of
Scripture was to lead to an encounter with the Divine and the personal knowledge of God
to illuminate the reading of Scripture.
2.

The scholastic model of the period "from the origin of the universities in the

twelfth century up to the so-called modern university" (:32,34-39). Theology/knowledge, in
Farley's view, was seen as a sapiential habitus. Knowledge (scientia) was understood as
"an enduring orientation and dexterity of the soul....

Theology is a practical, not

theoretical, habit having the primary character of wisdom" (:35). On the other hand,
theology/discipline, now located in the universities, became, along with law, medicine and
arts/philosophy, an academic field of studies, a "scientia in the distinctive scholastic sense
of a method of demonstrating conclusions" (:34). This indicated the "transition of Christian
learning and teaching based on Scripture (sacra pagina) into an Aristotelian science (sacra
doctrina)" (:37). The unifying principle in this model is "the classical patristic doctrinal
in
the scholastic philosophical framework as sacra
"
and
expressed
scheme, now reflected
doctrina (:34,38).
3.

The third epoch, reaching from the rise of the modern university in the

Enlightenment to the present time, gave birth to two models of theological education which
are now presented as models three and four (:32,39-44). First is the university model,
referring to theological faculties of the secular universities. According to Farley,
theology/knowledge "as a disposition of the soul towards God simply drops out of 'the
study of theology...(:43). Theology/discipline became part of the academic world of the
modern university, with its revolutionary new emphasis on the "emancipation of thought
and inquiry from institutional and even cognitive authorities" (:41). This caused a major
shift in theological education; in the words of Farley:
In the pre-Enlightenment theologies, the norms for theology/discipline were
the articuff fidei themselves. These doctrines of church tradition were not

products,accomplishmentsof theology, but the principia, the givens. They
were, accordingly, the norms for interpreting Scripture and determining
Christianresponsibilityand Christiantruth. With the Enlightenmentand the
modern university came the ideal of autonomousscience, of scholarship,
proceedingunder no other canonsthan properevidence(:41).

With the loss of the Christian faith as norm and unifying centre of all university
integrative
its
lost
(scholastic
theology/discipline
as
place
centre of all
university),
studies
fields of studies in the university context and had to function according to the rules of the
Enlightenment ideal of science. This, according to Farley, led to the introduction of all the
new fields and methodologies of studies at the university to the discipline of theology
causing the fragmentation of theology/discipline into many specialised areas-"the
pluralization of theology into independent disciplines" (:44; 73ff. ), which lead to the
discipline's classical, encyclopaedic structure of a fourfold curricular pattern (Bible,
systematic theology, history, practical theology). In view of the ratio studiorum, Farley
concludes, "The most serious and sobering aspect of this account of the career of theology
is simply the disappearance of theology as wisdom and knowledge as discipline," and with
this the disappearance of the "overall unity and rational of theological study" (44).
4.

The fourth model can be called the clerical, ministerial or professional model

(:85ff; cf. Schipani:34f; Duraisingh:37). The focus now shifted to the professional training of
the clergy. With this, a new unifying centre was introduced (Farley:43). Farley traces the
roots of this paradigm back to Pietism (:41) and especially to the influence of
Schleiermacher (:84fo. It became the dominant model for the American seminary (A 1f,
44). Theology/knowledge, Farley says, shifted from sapiential habitus to practical knowhow. Theological education "as a disposition of the soul towards God has been
into the know-hows required for the tasks of ministry" (:43).
...
Theology/discipline however, in the clerical/professional model leads to the development of
transformed

practical theology, the fourth discipline of the fourfold pattern. Thus, the rationale of
theological education
lies in its power to prepare the student for designated tasks or activities
which occur (or should occur) in the parish or in some specialized ministry.
To the degree that this is the case, the theological student neither studies
divinity nor obtains scholarly expertise in theological science, but trains for
professional activities (: 11).
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However,

Farley's stance (as of 1983) needs to be qualified

and supplemented.

The

study reflects the discussion among the schools of the Association of Theological Schools
in the 1970s and early 1980s. Farley addresses the agenda of highly pragmatic and
professionalised pastoral training in North America. While Farley has presented a widely
has
by
Ferris
for
he
been
theological
criticised
not
education,
of
analysis
respected
proposing any helpful solutions capable of pointing beyond the crisis (Ferris 1990a: 20)-a
45
looks
in
However,
Farley
later
this
at theological
study.
challenge
will
critique which we
education from a western point of view and does not incorporate into his analysis those
insights of Two Thirds World educators which have contributed considerably to the
development of what we will call anew paradigm in theological education. From this
perspective Sidney Rooy's paper "Historical Models of Theological Education" (Padilla ed.
1988: 51-72) raises significant issues from a Two Thirds World perspective and points in

441n1990 Robert F Ferris writes. "By far the most penetrating critique of theological education
structures, and the most challenging call for renewal of ministry training to be heard in recent years,
has come from the pen of Edward Farley" (1990:18). Stackhouse even claims hat Farley "is
unsurpassed as a diagnostician" (135).
45 For the further discussion of Farley see pp. 288ff. of this study.
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some areas beyond Farley's analySiS.46The significance of Rooy's contribution is not
based on his fourfold typology (catechetical model of the early church, the monastic model,
the scholastic model and the seminary model) for which he draws on Charles Davis,47 but
on the critique he advance: (1)"The four models are dominated by those at the top and,
therefore, serve to maintain and strengthen ecclesial society itself'(: 69). (2) In all models
theological training was "attended almost exclusively by sons of the middle classes thereby
guaranteeing this class's control of the lower classes" (10). (3) Finally, historical models of
theological education "place so much emphasis on pure doctrine

that we lose sight of
...

the world" (:70).
As we look at the paradigm shift in theological education in Part IV of this study we
will realise how significant Rooy's questions are.
Theological Education In Context of the Modem University
Farley's analysis focuses on what can be called the university model of theological
education, albeit with an emphasis on recent developments in the context of North
American pastoral training. In order to more properly understand theological education in
the context of the university-especially in view of the European situation-we need to
supplement Farley's contribution with some general reflections on the university.
The modern university is an institution of the Enlightenment.48Jaspers defines it as
follows: "The university is a community of scholars and students engaged in the task of

46Rooy'stwentypagearticleis certainlynot comparablewith Farley'stwo-hundredpage
historyof theologicaleducation.However,he raisesissuesfrom a non-westernpointof viewwhich
haveto be takenseriously.
47Rooygivesthe followingreference:CharlesDavis,The DownsideReview(October
1963:307-316),cited in J.A.T. Robinson,LLa nuevareforma?(Barcelona:Ariel, 1971),pp. 109ff.
This sourcewas not accessibleto this author.
48We are at this point not concerned with the entire history of the university, which reaches
back to the Middle Ages. In its modern appearance it is a child of the Enlightenment and was fully
developed after the political restructuring of continental Europe in the context of the French
Revolution in the early 19th century. In this process of development from the university of the Middle
Ages to the modern university of the Enlightenment, theology lost its role as integrative centre of all
search for truth and knowledge. As independent reason became the leading force of university
academia, theology had to struggle for its place in the university (RGG IV:1165-1172). For the
modern university see also the critical study by Karl Jaspers: The Idea of the Universi . For the
history of the university in Germany see also Friederich Paulsen's two volume work Geschichte d_es
Gelehrten Unterrichts auf den deutschen Schulen und Universitätenvom Ausgang des Mittelalters
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seeking truth" (: 19). This search for truth is based on a number of presuppositions which
constitute the ethos of the modern university. At least four features can be identified (cf.
Jaspers; Zumstein; RGG IV: 1170):
1.

The "academic ethos" of the university (Zumstein:84-89; Jaspers: 23-43): The

fact that the modern university is an institution of the Enlightenment includes a threefold
commitment: (1) The commitment to truth, in the sense of the free and rational search for
an appropriate understanding and knowledge of reality is the basic axiom of academic
research, carried out in a disciplined, methodological and verifiable way. (2) The
commitment to the freedom of teaching and research, as independence from any kind of
affiliation with the state, economy, religion or any other power includes the freedom to
study without pragmatism. Only in this way can the university fulfil its task as the
"conscience of society." (3) The commitment is to human dignity. Freedom of studies does
not imply a lack of purpose and meaning. The university is committed to responsible
research in the service of human dignity.
2.

The sociological role of the universit)r Universities are training centres of the

academic elite. The entrance requirements are purely academic, in Germany and
Switzerland the Abitur or Matura (Zumstein:90). Only a selected minority of the population
49
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3.

As the universities grew toward an increasing number of highly specialised

academic disciplines, each one with its own set of methodologies, it encountered the
50
fragmentation.
Theology could not escape this development.
dispersion
and
problem of
As it sought its place as an academic discipline of the university it was forced to base
theology upon scientific reasoning (cf. Hempelmann 1987; Murphy). Academic theological

bis zur Gegenwart. For the North American context George M. Marsden's study The Soul of the
American Universi gives a comprehensive account of the history of institutions of higher education.
491nGermany about 30 per cent of all secondary school graduates went to university in 1993
(Lange/Schmid: 36; Eurostat 1995: 94). In Switzerland the figure is even lower. In 1996/97 about 22
per cent of all students at secondary level 11(level 3 according to the UNESCO's International
Standard Classification of Education ISCED) were seeking university entrance qualification (Matura)
(StJS: 423). In comparison, between 50 and 60 per cent (1990 to 1993 figures) of UK students on
secondary level 11are seeking university entrance qualification (Eurostat 1995: 94).

50"Einblosses Aggregat disparater Fachinstitute" (RGG VI: 1170).
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studies must be conducted according to the rules of science in other relevant fields: biblical
studies according to the rules of historical and linguistic studies, church history according
to the rules of historical investigation, systematic theology according to the rules of
philosophical studies and practical theology according to the rules of the social sciences.
One result of this is the encyclopaedic pattem of theological education, consisting of a
broad variety of only loosely related disciplines and subjects. The traditional fourfold
pattern (Bible, theology, history, pastoral praxis) has made room for an even greater
fragmentation into different fields of specialist studies, each with its own methodology,
history of research, problems and literature. This enormous fragmentation of theology
(Farley 1983) is not without severe consequences for the study of theology, as Gerhard
Ebeling states:
The study of theology is beset by a crisis in orientation. Because our access
to the unity and totality that constitutes the subject matter of theology is
disrupted, the main domain of its subject matter and task has broken apart
and crumbled into a bewildering conglomeration of individual items (1978: 1).
4.

The dissociation of academic theological education from ministerial formation:

There is an integral tension between the church's desire to be in control of theological
education and the ethos of the university (Zumstein:92-94,98-100). Strictly speaking, the
partner of the teachers and students of theology in the university context is the university
and not the church (Nicole:34). The most consistent solution is to dissociate academic
university training from pastoral education, as is done in some situations in Germany and
Switzerland: "After being awarded their theological degree, students are admitted into a
three-year programme using mainly field-based education and case-study pedagogies"
(Nicole:34; cf. Lange/Schmid:37f.). Other approaches to university-integrated pastoral
education suffer from the foundational tension between the ethos of the university and the
claims of the church (T. Hafner: 11-13; Werner 1995:15-17).

It is not the objective of this study to discuss the university model of theological
education at length. But we should take notice of some practical constraints theology has
to face when it operates in the university system. Whenever theological education is
undertaken in the realm of the university,
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it has to function according to the rules and ethos of the university-with all its
advantages and limitationS.51
it has to be aware of the fact that its training will be limited to the academic elite of
society (at least in Germany and Switzerland).
It will encounter the problem of fragmentation and lack of unity
it must be aware that the university sets the agenda of theological education and not
the church.52
Finally we need to point to some foundational critiques articulated from within the
system. "it is common place to say that churches, as future employers of theological
students, have grown very dissatisfied with the achievements of university theological
training," says Nicole (:34). The study process of the WCC on 'Viability in Theological
Education' has stirred discussions regarding the renewal of theological education in
German universities (Engel/Werner; Werner 1995). Dietrich Werner complains:
Until now it has looked as if the practical and theological questions of
building up congregations and congregational renewal have been treated as
themes predominantly outside or subsequent to the initial phase of
theological training in the state faculties. The amount of time and energy
devoted to critical study of the classical 'documents' of biblical ecclesiastical
and doctrinal traditions is generally out of proportion in relation to the time
and energy spent on a critical analysis of the present 'context, ' the living
conditions of human beings in our highly complex society (1992:78).
In a similar way in Switzerland, the possibility of a reformation of university
theological education has been explored, at this stage with only minimal success (Bittner).
Maybe Nicole, pointing to the budgetary restrictions which are affecting European
universities, is right in saying that

51Theyare powerfully summarised by Jaspers:24-43.
521na recent interview, two Professors of the theology department of Basel University, Ulrich
Gaebler and Ekkehard Stegemann, have confirmed that the primary loyalties of theological studies
are to the academic field and the university, while the church is only mentioned at third level. In
addition to that Stegemann views the pastoral task as an academic task, not a practical. From this he
concludes that pastoral education needs to be academic (Basellandschaftliche Zeitung 3 April
1998:7).
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it is perhaps these economic constraints rather than a pedagogical and
theological reflection that will lead European theological educators to
questionwhat they have always consideredas God-ordained,the so-called
'classical'modelof theologicaleducation,sharingwith colleaguesfrom other
parts of the oikoumeneways and meansof developinga viable and credible
ministerialformationfor the whole peopleof God (:34).

This serves merely to document that the classical model of theological education in
the university context is in crisis. This becomes even more evident when we focus on the
place of mission studies in theological education.

b)

Mission Studies In Particular
In the field of mission studies in theological education, Olav G. Myklebust's two

volume survey of 1955/1957 must still be considered the most comprehensive work on the

historyof missionstudiesas a disciplinein theologicaleducation.But this leads only to the
historical background information and does not cover the last 40 years.53Further, it is
limited to western Protestant ministerial training. In an update article (1989) he gives
further statistical data and covers all continents and schools of Protestant, Roman Catholic
54
But an 18 page article cannot sufficiently cover the 40 year
Orthodox
background.
and
period from his earlier study up to the present time. A comprehensive critical historical
study has yet to be made.
Myklebust himself writes:
The place of mission studies in contemporary theological education has only
in small measures been made the object of serious research. Among the
subjects treated in the numerous doctoral dissertations bearing on the
Christian mission that of Missiology as a theological discipline is
conspicuous by its absence. Separate publications on the topic, and articles
on it in journals, Festschriften, etc. have been few and far between
(1989:88).

5317or
a more recentintroductionto missionstudiessee Jongeneel1995.HoweverJongeneel
does not coverthe historyof the disciplineas extensiveas Mylklebust.
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Myklebust's study is significant in view of mission departments in traditional
universities and theological seminaries up to 1957, however the historical overview needs
to be supplemented by other studies: 55
1.

Prior to the 19th century, Myklebust observes only minimal interest in explicit

missiological thinking and teaching. Yet several theologians claim that theological reflection
on the mission of the church was not absent in the period prior to the modern missionary
movement, although it had a more implicit character.56Lutheran theologians claim a
missionary dimension already in Luther's theology (cf. Gensichen 1969:5f, with reference
to K. Holl and W. Eller).
2.

According to Myklebust, the first attempt to assign an official place to mission in

the theological curriculum was made by Schleiermacher in his Kurze Darstellung des
theologischen Studiums zum Behuf einleitender Vorlesungen (1850). He puts mission in
the area of practical theology and refers to it in the field of ethics (cf. Verkuyl: 6f. ). But this
allocation of a specific place in the curriculum had no significance for the study of missions
as such. Missiology as an academic discipline of its own had yet to be established (Kasdorf
1988:225). The Protestant scholars Karl Graul (1814-1864) of Leibzig, Alexander Duff
(1806-1878) of Edinburgh, Gustav Warneck (1834-1910) of Halle, as well as the Catholic
Joseph Schmidlin (1876-1944) of MOnster,are often referred to as the persons who
shaped missiology as an academic discipline in the university curriculum (Myklebust
1955:67ff; Kasdorf 1988:225-228; cf. Verkuyl: 12f.)
3.

Kasdorf follows Myklebust in interpreting the first part of the 20th century as a

"time of impressive flourishing" [imponierende HochblOte]of mission studies in the
to
force
Warneck
driving
the
up the turn of the century. Mission
university context.
was
agencies and their schools (e.g., Neuendettelsau, Basel, Barmen, Bad Liebenzell,

54500schools were surveyed, 65 per cent responded.
55SeeKasdorf 1988,1994,1995; Bosch 1991:489-498; the informative summary in
Verkuyl:11ff. and most recently Becker's analysis of the German situation (: 193-206).
56Summariesin Verkuyl: 11f, 18-25; Kasdorf 1988:222-225.
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Wiedenest), as well as university faculties (e.g., Amsterdam, Halle, Hamburg, Heidelberg,
MOnster) had taken up the Warneck heritage and established a profound missiological
foundation (Kasdorf 1995:9). Missiologists such as Karl Hartenstein (1894-1952) and
Walter Freytag (1988-1959) of Germany, as well as J. H. Bavinck (1895-1964) and Hendrik
Kraemer (1888-1965) from the Netherlands shaped this epoch in Europe (Verkuyl:28-30,
35-51).
4.

The assessment of the second half of the 20th century is controversial.

BockmUhl points to the 1950s as still belonging to the peak of mission studies, referring to
European theologians like Hartenstein, Kraemer and Freytag (Bockmahl 1974:9-24). At the
same time, the post-war period has been critical for mission in the university context. The
severe crisis of the missionary identity of the western church has questioned mission
studies. Myklebust surveys the period since 1950 in his update-study of 1989. Having
considered more than 300 institutionS,57both ecumenical and evangelical, Protestant and
Catholic, western and non-western, Myklebust advances the following general conclusion:
has been characterised
The development of mission studies since 1950
...
by two contrasting tendencies: the increasing recognition of the relevance of
missiology for theological study, and the reluctance on the part of the

institutions
to secure for it a separateand permanent
theological
majorityof
(:
98).
in
their
curricula"
place
For Europe, Myklebust concludes that Germany and Netherlands still lead the
continent in promoting missiological teaching and research (92)-yet

Europe has also

experienced the greatest decrease in professorships of Missiology since 1950 (:99).
Speaking of the general crisis of mission at the present time (1982), Bosch states,
The gradual disappearance of missions or missiology from the curriculum of
one theological institution after another further emphasises the malaise. In
some of the older European and American faculties of theology where in the
early part of this century missiology appeared to be firmly entrenched, the
chairs have been abolished or converted into others for world Christianity,
ecumenical studies, Third World theologies, world religions and the like. This

57Myklebustapproached more than 500 institutions, 65 per cent responded (:87).

developmenthas been linked with the rapid decrease in the number of
World
Council
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Churches(1982:13f.).
5.

In the post-warperiod,especiallyfollowingthe integrationof the IMC into the

WCC in 1961,there has been a growingawarenessof missionas a subjectof theology
(cf.
faculties
Adamek);
Swiss
in
German
theological
university
and
and
education,
however,theologyand missionhave remainedseparate,and it is no secret,as Gensichen
has
been
for
long
theology
between
"the
that
a
missionand academic
states,
relationship
time and still is in many cases characterisedby cool distance"(1971:42). Of coursemany
proposalshave been madetowardthe integrationof missionstudiesinto the field of
academictheologicalstudies.58Sometheologicaleducatorshave naturallypleadthat
missionis not just an additionalsubjectbut ratherthe necessarydimensionof all theology
(Linz in Bohren1964:34). Of course,inspiredby the ecumenicaldiscussionof the renewal
of theologicaleducation,some theologicaleducatorshave been developingmodelsfor the
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reform theological training have so far made little headway where state
theologicalfacultiesare concerned(Werner 1992:78).
In his more extensive report of 1995, Werner concludes regarding mission studies:

580ne of the most recent contributions in this regard has certainly been presented by
Jongeneel (1995; 1998). He not only sums up the history of the debate, he also puts forward a fresh
approach, dividing the field of mission studies according to the relevant disciplines of the university,
in order to interact meaningfully in the context of the university (1998:29f.).
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The pressureof circumstancesand the cut back of faculty posts hit the area
of religious, mission and ecumenical studies [RMO Religion,
Missionstheologieund Okumenewissenschaft]much stronger than the so
called core courses. The freedom for intercultural encounter and the
possibilitiesfor travelling was cut back at first priority. In the curriculum
suggestedby the commissionfor the reductionof the length of theological
studies [Gemischte Kommission] which is presently at work, the RMO
courses are in danger of been completely thrown out. Only in the
examination regulation of some state churches the RMO courses are
included. In a time of increasedtime pressure upon students,the majority
concentrateson core courses and the offerings in the RIVIOarea are used
only to a insufficientmeasure(1995:12).
Result:A reform of theologicaleducationin the contextof Europeanuniversities
which really implementsthe Ecumenicalvision of a missionarychurchis not in sight. It
seemsthat traditional,westerntheologicaleducation,in its institutionalisedaffiliationwith
establishedchurches,the universitysystemand even the state, is almostincapableof
change.
6.

It is thereforeno surprisethat Bosch,Myklebust,Kasdorfand others observed

that the centre of gravity of missiological interest moved from the ecumenical-oriented
universities to the evangelically-oriented schools. In the words of Myklebust, "Statistically
speaking, 'Lausanne' has taken a much more active interest in the Church's mission, and
in the promotion of missiology as a theological discipline, than has 'Geneva...(Myklebust
1989:89). Kasdorf sees an "amazing revival" of missiology in the 1960s, due to the fact
that the evangelical movement took the lead in the Christian missionary movement; and he
observes that "the revival of missiology in theological education at the university level in the
evangelical sector took place parallel to the decrease of missiology in the schools of
Ecumenical orientation" (Kasdorf 1995:1If. ).
This assessment of the evangelical role may be somewhat one-sided, but it does
justice to the fact that the centre of missionary dynamism has moved from schools with an
ecumenical orientation to the evangelical world. However Kasdorf does definitely
underestimate the significant ecumenical contribution to missiological reflection.
Ecumenical missiology has changed its face and does not necessarily occur in the
traditional form of mission studies. Often, in the university context, missiological reflection
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has been integrated into other disciplines, in some instances into the classical disciplines
of Bible, systematic theology, church history and practical theology (cf. Verkuyl: 7f.), in
other cases into new disciplines such as World Christianity, Ecumenical Studies, Third
World Studies and World Religions (Bosch 1982:14; Jongeneel 1998; cf. Ebeling 1978). In
the light of the paradigmatic shift in mission which is the subject of Part III of this study, this
development can only be commended. However, the situation in Germany demonstrates
that curricular restructuring does not automatically lead to a holistic integration of mission
into theological education. Mission studies remain marginalised in the theological
curriculum (Werner 1995:12).

We have demonstratedthat much has been said and written in Ecumenical,mainline universitycircles on the renewalof theologicaleducationand the place of mission
studies in theologicaleducation.Nonetheless,we observea great degreeof
disappointmentand frustrationin the realisationof this programme.On the other hand, we
have realisedthat expertsof the field have pointedto the evangelicalmovementas a
carrier of fruitful developmentsin mission-orientedtheologicaleducation.This we have to
analysemore carefully.
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3.

The Heritage of Evangelical Theological Education and
Mission

a)

Studies59

The Contribution of Pietism to Evangelical Theological Education and
Mission Studies
Contemporary evangelical theological educators emphasise the abiding significance

of Pietism's contribution to the renewal of theological education (cf. Riecker 1974:11ff; H.
Hafner:37; Frische). This has its reason. What Spener has outlined in, Pia desideria is no
less than an urgent call for the renewal of theological education. At the centre of the actual
realisation of Spener's vision stands his suggestion to implement Colle-qiaPietatis, Le.,
community meetings where professors together with students and church members read
the Bible, interpret it and apply it to practical life (Wallmann 1970:298-301).
Based on Spener's Pia Desideria, Reinhard Frische identifies five elements of the
pietistic renewal of theological education:
1.

'Biblicism,' or the foundational and normative character of the Bible (13-18; cf.
Riecker 1974:112).

2.

The focus of theologyand theologicaleducationon God, his will, his intention,
his kingdom (Frische: 19-22).

3.

Personal spirituality and the theologian's submission to God (:23-31).

4.

The orientation of theology and theological education toward the practical life
and the needs of the church and the world (:32-39).

5.

Theology and theological education as ministry (:40-44).

59Acomprehensivestudyof evangelicaltheologicaleducationin German-speaking
Europein
generalor the Bibleschoolmovementin particularis still a desideraturn(Holthaus:318). Helmut
Egelkraut'sarticle"TheologicalEducationin Europe"(1990)summarisessome aspectsof
evangelicaltheologicaleducationon one page.Beyondthat Otto Riecker'sBildungund HeiligerGeis
needsto be consulted.GOntherWolke'sMA thesis(1982)analysessomeof the schoolsregarding
curriculumdevelopmentin the area of mission;however,his work remainsvery basicand lacks
criticalreflection.
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Pietism also inspired specific mission training and academic mission studies. The
colleqium orientale theoloqicum instituted at the university of Halle in 1702 by Francke has
been viewed as the particular contribution to mission studies of Pietism. The first
Protestant missionary to India, Bartholom5us Ziegenbalg has been called the founder of
the science of religions (Mykiebust 1955:50ff; Wallmann 1990:74).
Following the general character of the pietistic renewal of the 17th century, the

leadersof early pietismdid not seek the establishmentof alternativetheologicalschools
outsidethe Protestantstate universitiesof that time. It rather promotedthe presenceof
pietistictheologianswithin the establishedsystem.The focus was on the renewalof
establishedtheologicalinstitutions,at that time dominatedby orthodoxy(Bockmohl
1985:38-41; Riecker1974:111Q.This visionwas most successfullyachievedat Halleunder
620; Wallmann 1990:72-75).
the leadershipof August HermannFrancke(ROttgard:
On the one hand, if we follow the developmentof theologicaleducationin Germanspeaking Europe in the 18th and 20th centuries, we recognise a tradition of pietistic
theologians reaching from Johann Albrecht Bengel (1687-1752) to Adolf Schlatter (18521938) and Karl Heim (1874-1958) (Riecker 1974:112). Some universities have-or had- a
tradition of a pietistic professorship or even a chair of pietistic theology. In other cases,
study centres of a pietistic orientation have been established in order to support pietistic
60
Hafner:
).
(H.
37f.
On the other hand, it
during
the
their
university
studies at
students
seems that the long-term impact of the pietistic renewal on theological education and
mission studies as a whole was limited. As the theological faculties sought to re-establish
their place in the modern university of the Enlightenment, there was little space for
Spener's agenda of pietistic renewal (see discussion of the university pp. 55 ff. ) At the
beginning of the 20th century, Pietists within the Lutheran church began to establish
denominational seminaries (Kirchliche Hochschulen) which operated academically at a
university level but maintained independence from the state universities (first at Bethel in
1905). This was done in reaction to'modern theology,'which dominated theological studies

6OSeethe discussion of the foundation of the Albrecht Bengel Haus at Tubingen, p. 95.
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at the universities-and was done with minimal success, as G. Henning comments
(ELThG: 160).

Concludingreflections:We recognisethat Pietismaimed at the renewalof
theologicaleducationin generaland at the introductionof specificmissionstudiesin
particular.We have shownthat the schoolsunder investigationidentifywith this pietistic
traditionof theologicaleducation.Howeverthey can be countedonly partiallyas heirs of
Spener,Franckeand Bengel.It is true that the Schoolsaffirm the theologicalethos of early
pietism(see Frische);however,they have abandonedthe idea of renewingtheological
educationfrom within the state church and universitystructureand have establisheda
traditionof theologicaleducationoutsidethe establishedsystemof highereducation.
Thesevaluesstem from the evangelicalrevivalsand the Bible schoolmovementof the
19th century,to which we now turn.
b)

The Mission Movements of the 19th Century and the Development of the
Bible School Movement

(1)

The Roots of the Bible School Movement

The so-called Bible School Movement must be seen in close relation to the modem
missionary movement, especially the faith mission movement (Fiedler 1994:144ff.).
The origins of the modem mission movement are associated with the foundation of
the Baptist Missionary Society by William Carey (1792). This also marked the beginning of
the development of classical missions. A second wave of the modern mission movement,
the so-called faith mission movement, begins with Hudson Taylor and the foundation of the
China Inland Mission (1865) (Fiedler 1992:12ff; cf. Gensichen 1976:31ff. ) Both mission
movements were concerned with the training of missionaries and contributed much to the
history of evangelical mission training.
1.

The classical missions of the early 19th century, such as the Basler Mission

(founded in 1815), the Barmen Mission (11818)and the Berliner Mission (11824)ran their
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own mission schools. The character of these schools is defined by Wilhelm Schlatter,
historian of the Basler Mission as follows:
The Basler Mission began with a school of mission. This proved decisive as
Franckshe
Mission
in
Whereas
important
the
old
question.
regards one
Halle had only men with a university education, trained theologians who
were sent to Trankebar-whereas the Moravians made do with simple
craftsmen for their missionaries, the Basler Mission deliberately entered new
terraine: a specific form of professional training, according to the procedure
of Janike's establishment in Berlin. This allowed them to occupy a middle
ground between the two oldest German missions: they viewed neither a
living and personal Christian faith as the missionary's complete equipment
nor analytical training as an essential prerequisite; rather they emphasized
the importance of a spiritual program of specialized training and accentuated
the person's normal, inner relationship with his God. In other words, they
emphasized a converted heart, which was fundamentally independent of the
person's form of professional training (:30f.)
Even though these schools did not survive, they have contributed to the development
of evangelical theological education as a model of mission-oriented training outside the
university.
2.

Many of the evangelical schools under consideration trace their roots back to

the so-called Bible school movement, which is a child of the second wave of the missionary
movement of the 19th century, the so-called faith mission movement (E. Schmid:38f;
Fiedler 1994:144-148). One of the Schools, Chrischona, established 1840, has even been
understood as the first Bible school of this movement world-wide (Fiedler 1994:145).
Others have advanced the same claim for Spurgeon's Pastors' College, founded in 1856 or
the East London Institute for Home and Foreign Mission, established in 1873 by Fanny and
Grattan Guiness and initiated by Hudson Taylor (Fiedler 1994:145f; Cheesman 1993:488).
The foundation of similar schools in North America followed soon: New York Mission
Training College (1883), Prairie Bible Institute (1888), Moody Bible Institute (1889) (Fiedler
1994:145f.).
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The spirit of the missionary movement of the 19th century was the driving force in the
early days of the Bible school movement. It is therefore beyond doubt that the early Bible
schools were mission oriented. As Witmer states it:
Go ye into ag the world and preach the gospel to every creature. This
parting command of the risen Lord is the raison d6tre for Bible institutes and
colleges. It is the base of reference for the direction, the purpose, and the
subject matter of Bible college education. The founders and their
successors were dominated by the conviction that the church is under
compelling obligation to make the gospel of salvation known to all mankind
(1962: 103).
It is evident that these schools were not academic centres, and it comes as no
surprise that they did not contribute much to missiology as an academic discipline. For this
reason investigations of the history of mission studies often neglect the Bible school
movement (cf. Myklebust 1955; Verkuyl; Kasdorf 1988,1995). However the movement
has contributed in a unique way to mission training-a fact which any study of the history
of mission studies must take into account.
(2)

The Ethos of the Bible School Model

In order to estimatethe contributionof the Bible schoolmovement,we have to
identifyits specificethos. Observingthe NorthAmericanBible schools,Cheesmanhas
summarisedas follows (:488):61
1.

"To train Christianworkerswithoutthe 'corrupting'influenceof universitiesor

liberal denominational colleges." The Bible school movement must be understood as "a
conservative response to the forfeiture of main-line seminaries to theological liberalism
between 1890 and 1930," say Ferris and Enlow in regard to the North American scene
(:3).62

6ICf. Brereton's Protestant Fundamentalist Bible Schools 1882-1940 (1981).
62SiMilardebates can be observed in the context of the foundation of the Pilgermission St.
Chrischona in Basel, see Lindt; Burkhardt 1994.
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2.

"To prepare non-ordained missionaries." Bible schools were mission schools by

nature. According to Fiedler, "they were to provide the new (faith) missions with trained
missionaries....

Bible schools were uniquely intended for the training of

missionaries/evangelists abroad and at home" (I 994: 144f.).
3.

"To train lay people for witness." Bible schools expanded ministerial training

beyond the limited circle of the academic elite studying in universities and seminaries.
"They were to provide missionary training for those who had no chance of receiving any
theological training in the existing institutions, because they were not qualified and/or not
wealthy enough to be accepted in them" (Fiedler 1994:144).
4.

"To emphasise spiritual development as key to equipping Christian workers": A

Ilwarm spiritual environment" as the context of theological education, "created by
scheduling numerous prayer meetings and worship services through the week, " was at the
centre of the Bible school ethos.

While the Bible school movement had its origin in Europe (England and Switzerland,
cf. Fiedler 1994:144f.), it came to its fullest flourishing in North America. Brereton speaks
of more than 250 Bible schools founded in North America between 1882 and 1940. In
1960, Witmer still counts 250 Bible institutes in North America with 25,000 students
(1962: 15,34-38). Beaver estimates that in 1976 "probably the great majority of North
American missionaries now serving overseas are graduates of these institutions" (Beavers
1976:85; cf. Conn 1983:3). Taking into consideration that in 1969 33,290 North American
missionaries served overseas-more than 70 per cent of all missionaries world-widethen, the impact of the (North American) Bible school/institute/college movement can
hardly be overestimated (Pierard: 157-160).
(3)

From Bible Schools to Bible Colleges and Seminaries

However the Bible school has experienced fundamental changes in the last 40 to 50
years. Most American 'Bible schools' became 'Bible institutes' and later'Bible colleges';
some have even added a 'seminary. 'This transition can be summarised as follows
(Ferris/Enlow:3f; Cheesman:488; Fiedler 1994:148; Egelkraut 1990:33f.):
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1.

By way of a general classification of the Bible schools, Cheesman, in his

typology of theological education models, identifies the Bible schools with the monastic
model (Cheesman:487-490). On the one hand, the positive potential of the monastic model
was the emphasis on personality formation, somewhat removed from the world, focusing
on spiritual formation and community life. This, according to Cheesman, can be very a
powerful model of education. On the other hand, it creates an artificial atmosphere in which
spirituality and community are scheduled by the institution in a way which has little
correspondence with the world the students will later enter.
2.

The Bible schools were established with the goal of training young, committed

people for mission and Christian service. This intention was based on two presuppositions:
(1) One, two or three years in the 'training camp' situation of the Bible school would be an
adequate preparation for overseas mission work or full-time church service, and (2) young
and single people would attend such schools. With this, Bible schools had the status of
vocational schools. But these assumptions have changed: (1) Preparation for full-time
service in the church and in mission work requires in most cases more education.
Bachelor's and even Master's degrees are required. (2) At the same time the age of
students has increased and many married students with families now seek preparation for
full-time ministry (Cheesman:489; Ferris/Englow).
3.

In response to new needs, Bible schools started to gain accreditation-but this

deeply affected their traditional character. The strength of the Bible school model
(spirituality and community) suffered a continuing decrease as Bible schools developed in
the direction of more academic colleges. The priority of the academic timetable and the
pressure of academic work swamped community life and removed time for spiritual
disciplines. Furthermore, it turned out to be difficult to fit community and spiritual formation
in a measurable way into the accrediting structure. In most cases, the academics (lectures,
study time, papers, books) set the pace (Cheesman: 489).
4.

At the same time, the increasing number of older, married students, some even

with families, has challenged the closed and structured community life of residential Bible
schools. Marriage and family responsibilities, often combined with external living and even
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part time studies have made it impossible to fit everyone into the 'monastic! schedule of the
Bible school.
5.

Despite all the changes Ferris and Enlow claim that the Bible school heritage is

Bible
(:
3):
(1)
in
colleges
evangelical
of
contemporary
still alive many characteristics
commitment to undergraduate preparation for vocational Christian service, (2) commitment
to the priority of biblical formation-both mastery of the Bible and mastery by the Bible, (3)
commitment to spiritual and ministerial development through the requirement to engage in
practical ministry during training, (4) emphasis on Christian character development through
setting and enforcing standards, (5) emphasis on indoctrination in orthodoxy as a
safeguard to doctrinal purity, (6) emphasis on teaching practical ministry techniques and
(7) emphasis on a view of leadership which stresses the intrinsic authority which
accompanies divine appointment and guidance.
6.

Finally, as professional demands grew, evangelical pastoral education shifted

to the denominational and interdenominational seminaries.63In many cases, evangelical
Bible colleges have themselves added post-collegiate seminaries to provide adequate
academic and professional preparation for pastors. The primary purpose of seminaries is
professional pastoral training. As evangelical theological education entered the era of
seminary-style pastoral education, many of the classical characteristics of the Bible school
heritage were placed at jeopardy. The main focus was now on professional competencies.
This changed students' interests, curriculum and the qualifications of faculty. In recent
years, North American seminary training has been subjected to harsh critiques (Farley;
Lynn; Stewart; Dearborn). Stewart identifies the following five problem areas:
The tension between the academic competencies in research, reflection and
writing and the practical demands of the pastoral task (:43-45).
The tension between academic performance and the spiritual life of the
students (:45-46).

631-listorically,'the seminary' has to be considered a model of its own. It has its roots in the
early 19th century when, in response to the secularisation of the universities (cf. Marsden 1994),
alternative schools for pastoral training were founded. Form this it follows that the term 'seminary'
refers primarily to educational institutions committed to professional pastoral education (cf. Farley
1983; Lynn).
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The increasing age of seminary students with new needs and demands (:4647).
The tension "between those curricula and programmes which are mandated by
the school mission and those curriculum and programmes which are driven by
the market" (:47).
Tension in the area of globalization: Integrating cross-cultural courses,
international student as well as faculty exchange (ASO.

Concluding reflections: It is this North American Bible school/Bible college movement
which has directly or indirectly shaped many of the Schools, especially in the post-war
period, when North American missions increased their activities in Germany. With the
invention of the North American Bible school ethos, a new force was introduced to the
German scene of theological education. Of course, the aforementioned ethos of the Bible
school movement had already been present in those older schools rooted in the neopietistic Gemeinschaftsbewequnq (Chrischona, Liebenzell, Tabor). These mission training
schools were outside of the university system. They held a critical stance toward the liberal
and critical developments in university theology, and they were closely related to the
mission movement. Most of them carried the term 'mission' in their name (Missionsseminar
der Liebenzeller Mission, Prediqer- und Missionsschule St. Chrischona). The arrival of the
North American Bible school movement has certainly strengthened these schools in their
identity over against the university establishment. However, the North American Bible
school ethos has added some new dimensions not even mentioned by Cheesman since
they are axiomatic to North American (conservative) evangelicalism: (1) The Bible school
movement has introduced non-denominationalism to an extent formerly unknown in the
German context.64The majority of the schools associated with the KBA have to be

64Evensuch schoolsas Wiedenest,whichhavealwaysemphasisedan opennessat the level
of the EvangelicalAlliance,do not operateaccordingto the NorthAmericannotionof nondenominationalism,
whichfunctionsas a para-churchstructurequite separatefrom traditional
denominationalstructures.In the case of Wiedenest,onewould ratherspeakof an interdenominationalschoolwhichintentsto servevariousdenominations.
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identified as non-denominational (see list Appendix A). 65This fact added to the tension
between established, church- and state-recognised theological education and alternative
theological education. While the schools of the neo-pietistic revivals operated in a certain
tension with the establishment, they were still part of traditional denominations. Through
the invention of North American non-denominationalism, evangelical theological education
has moved into greater isolation. (2) However, one can also argue the other way around:
As state-church-dominated university faculties became more hostile toward conservative
theological thinking (as we will demonstrate in the section I I.C.), the neo-pietistic schools
were almost forced to ally themselves with the new evangelical movement from North
America. In this way, the North American Bible school movement has strengthened
Furthermore,
(cf.
Laubach).
(3)
German
identity
in
the American
the
context
evangelical
Bible school movement is not only non-denominational but also lacks an understanding of
the state-church concept which still dominates the European scene, especially established
theological education in Germany and Switzerland. In a certain sense, from the perspective
of the state-churches and the state university, American influence has led German
into
theological
education
a sectarian corner. Put the other way around,
evangelical
German evangelical theological education has, under the influence of North American
evangelicalism, gained an identity and established its own educational structure, in general
without interaction with state-church run university departments. (4) Finally, the North
American Bible school movement is closely related to fundamentalism. This means that
through North American influence, theological issues were imported to the German context
which were not of major significance before, such as (a) the debate on Biblical inerrancy,
(b) issues related to Calvinism (eternal security), (c) dispensationalism and (d) creationism
(anti-Darwinism).

As the Schoolsbeganto seek academicrecognitionin the 1970s(see further
discussionpp. 113ff.) many of them looked againto NorthAmerica. On the one hand,
65Todaymostof themwould preferthe term inter-denominational,
becausethey seek to
establishlinkswith the existingdenominations.However,historicallythey must be identifiedas nondenominational.
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most of the American Bible schools which had served as their models 30 years earlier had
now become theological colleges, offering accredited degrees at the Bachelor's level. On
the other hand, denominational and interdenominational evangelical seminaries had
developed, offering Master's degrees. Some American Missions have established
seminary-level education in the German context (e.g., FTA). It goes without saying that
Americans were teaching at some of these schools. Furthermore, more than a few of the
national teachers at European Bible schools got their training at these North American
schools. While some schools sought recognition through direct links with North American
institutions, others have invented European accrediting structures modelled on North
American accrediting standards and procedures (for the foundation of the EEAA in 1979
see pp. 11X)
All of this has led to the current situation of evangelical theological education in
German-speaking Europe structured mainly according to North American nomenclature.
With this the Schools have achieved higher academic standards, international recognition
and a strengthened identity as a solid tradition of theological education. However, it goes
without saying that evangelical theological education in German-speaking Europe has
bought into a system which is foreign to the national context. The gap between the Schools
and the educational system of the state and the university remains, or has even grown.
Beyond this, by relying on the North American college and seminary model, many
evangelical theological schools in Germany and Switzerland have adopted the curriculum
and educational structure of North American theological education, a fact which will be
critically analysed in Part IV.

With this we have established the general historical background of evangelical
theological education and mission studies in German-speaking Europe. This puts us in a
position to look in greater detail at the developments of the Schools in the time from 1960
to 1995.
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B. The Development of Evangelical Theological
Education in German Speaking Europe between
1960 and 1995
We turn now to the period under investigation. The intention is to demonstrate how
have
international,
the
internal
shaped
recent
and
national
significant events,
external,
and
history of the Schools. We will cover the time span from the Third Assembly of the WCC at
New Delhi in 1961 through the KBA's annual assembly in 1995. As we will see, both of
them are turning points in the history of the Schools.
It is assumed that contemporary evangelical mission and theological education in
Germany and Switzerland are shaped not only by the history outlined in the previous
in
developments
interaction
but
by
the
the
church and
sections
with
surrounding
recent
society. We argue that in a situation of identity crisis, German evangelicalism has over a
period of several decades come to define itself less from within its own tradition and more
in reaction to surrounding movements perceived as a source of danger.66There are two
different but interdependent currents which have challenged the evangelical movement in
the last 30 to 40 years: (1) the integration of the IMC into the WCC in 1961 and the
following development of an Ecumenical theology of mission and (2) the liberal, modernist
and critical theology of the established state universities in Germany and Switzerland.
Furthermore we argue that in this phase of identity crisis, German evangelicals did gain
significant strengthening through their relations to North American evangelicals (cf.
Laubach).
We present the events of this epoch in a strictly chronological order, allowing us to
follow the historical development, in some places at the cost of a synthetic overview which
must be added in the concluding chapter of Part 11.

66Thereare exceptions, such as Bockmohl who calls German
evangelicals to recover their
pietistic heritage in order to regain an identity which is not only based on reaction (1985:6-10).
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Integration of the IMC With the WCC at New Delhi 1961

1.
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Delhi stands for the integration of church and mission, a demand which had been put
forward, based on theological insights, since the Willingen conference of 1952. There, the
leading theme was"The Missionary Obligation of the Church."67Willingen stands for the
"shift from an emphasis on a church-centred mission (Tambaram) to a mission centred
background
the
the
be
This
370).
(Bosch
1991:
of
against
seen
must
emphasis
church"
following situation: On the one hand, churches-especially, at that time, the established
Council
Churches
(in
World
founded
by
the
of
the
newly
west-were united
churches of
1948). On the other hand, mission agencies of various types co-operated in the
International Missionary Council.68This "incongruence of a council of churches and a
began
to
"
"Willingen
itself
felt,
by
and
was
making
side
side
missionary council existing
flesh out a new model" (Bosch 1991:370). Nine years later at New Delhi, the vision was put
into practice stucturally. The ideal of this integration was expressed with the following
words:
This spiritual heritage [of the mission movement] must not be dissipated; it
must remain, ever renewed in the hidden life of prayer and adoration, at the
heart of the World Council of Churches. Without it the ecumenical
movement would petrify. Integration must mean that the World Council of

67Documentationof Willingen in International Missionary Council: The Missiona[y Obligation of
the Church (London 1952); in German Walter Freytag, ed: Mission zwischen Gestern und Mor_qen
(Stuttgart 1992).
68AtWillingen the following four types of missions were identified: (1) Mission agencies "as
boards of churches" (mainly in North America), (2) "missionary societies which resulted from an
evangelical awakening in the setting of national churches" (mainly in Europe), (3) "interdenominational societies
themselves as providing a special witness to the
which
regard
...
universality of the mission of the church", (4) "functional societies which address themselves to
specific needs" (IMC:13).
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Churchestakes the missionarytask to the very heart of its life (quoted in
Bosch 1991:371).

However, it remained clear that this development toward integration of churches and
missions brought out a fundamental tension between the representatives of established
churches and mission agencies. The tension was at that point not of a theological
character. It was the clash between the bureaucrats of the WCC and the entrepreneurs of
the IMC. The integration of the IMC into the WCC simultaneously provided both the great
chance for the churches to become truly missionary as well as the danger of missions
being paralysed by church bureaucracy. Lesslie Newbigin, who was instrumental in the
integration process, was aware of both possibilities. With One Body. One Gospel. One
World (1958) he presented a well balanced and firm foundation for an integration which
would lead the churches of the WCC more responsibility for world mission without
dominating the mission agencies in a paralysing way. He introduced the now well-known
terminology of dimension and intention, by which he was able to set the missionary
dimension of the whole life of the church in creative tension with the missionary intention
carried out by mission societies (:21). 69

However, when the integration was realised in 1961, the various mission agencies
WCC.
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(b)
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which
national
movements
within
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closer relationships with their mother churches and with this toward integration into the new
structure. This was the case with many of the pietistic and neo-pietistic missions in

69Some25 yearslater, RalphD. Wintertried to showthat throughouthistory,Christianmission
has beenaccomplishedby churches(localand denominational)
as well as missionagencies.He
calls the formermodalitiesand the lattersodalities(Winter1981).While Winter may be accusedof
readingcontemporaryconceptionsinto history,his theorypicks up Newbigin'sthesisand deserves
attention.
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Germany which were associated with the Lutheran church.70 (c) Mission agencies
belonging to churches which were not members of the WCC could hardly find a place in
the new structure. This applied to many evangelical churches of a free church orientation,
especially for a large number of North American missions.71(d) Interdenominational
missions were in a similar situation. This means that the integration of the IMC into the
WCC contained a series of problems which were not automatically solved by Newbigin's
proposal. However, the key issue which caused conflicts was at heart not of a theological
nature-presum ably most missions could have been integrated on the basis of Newbigin's
theological conception-but was concerned rather with the issue of established church
structures vis-6-vis of voluntary missionary movements.

Nonetheless,in order to understandthe tensionswhich occurredsoon after the
integrationat New Delhi,certain undercurrentsof theologicalissuesmust be recognised.
This author sees at least two: (a) The divergencebetweenthe more conservative,orthodox
strandof Christianityon one side and the more liberal,criticalstrandon the other was an
undercurrentthroughoutthe developmentof the ecumenicalmovementin the 20th century.
Despitethe fact that key leadersof the Ecumenicalmovement-Hendrik Kraemer,Karl
Freytag,LesslieNewbigin,to name only a few-were able to play an integrativerole, the
issuesof liberalism,historicalcriticismand secularismwere on the (sometimeshidden)
agendaof all the ecumenicalmeetings.(b) However,there is anothertheologicalissue
which is also part of the picture.There has alwaysbeen a tension betweenLutheransand
Calvinists.Thosetheologiansof a more Lutheranorientation(mostlyGermansand
Scandinavians),with their emphasison the sinfulnessof humanity,the individual's

701nGermany, the potential for the split between so-called Ecumenical and evangelical
missions which developed in the second half of the 1960s applied to this group of missions, too. See
further discussion in connection with the conferences at Wheaton and Berlin (p. 84) and the
foundation of the Arbeitsqemeinschaft Evanqelikaler Missionen (p. 87)

71For that reason,the integrationwas seenvery criticallyby manyNorthAmerican
evangelicals.Hedlundsays:"Leadershipcontrolpassedfrom evangelicalscommittedto missioninto
the handsof ecclesiasticalofficialshavingmanyinterests"(Hedlund:155).Wintercommentsthat this
integrationindicatesthe shift "from councilsof para-churchmissionstructuresto councilsof
churches"and perceivesthis as a "colossalloss"or evena "meanbetrayal"(WinterquotedIn
Hedlund:155).
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justification by faith, pessimism regarding the transformation of society (the doctrine of the
two kingdoms) and a strong eschatological orientation were decisively sceptical about all
attempts at world transformation, be it through world evangelisation or through the peace
and justice movement. On the other hand, theologians of a more Calvinistic orientation,
with their emphasis on the sovereignty of God, the kingdom of God and the transforming
power of God, seem to be more enthusiastic about the great project of world
transformation, be its emphasis on evangelisation or on humanisation. Much of what will be
observed in this thesis can be seen as the emergence of these theological undercurrents.
With this we have established something like the point of departure for a great
debate on missionary structures and mission theology-a debate which divided Protestant
Christianity in the following years. At the centre of this debate, the Schools developed a
new identity in the 1960s and 1970s.

2.

The Foundation of the Konferenz Bibeltreuer
Ausbildun-gsstStten (KBA) 1963/1964
We now turn to the foundation of the association of schools which are subject of this

investigation. At the first meeting of the newly founded Konferenz Bibeltreuer
Ausbildunqsst5tten (KBA) in 1964, the topic "Einheit der Gemeinde Jesu-oder
Okumene?" [The Unity of Jesus' Community-or Ecumenism?] was on the agenda. This
shows that the KBA took to heart issues concerning the development of the Ecumenical
movement from the very beginning. However, this is only part of the picture. The KBA must
primarily be seen as a child of the anti-modernist attempts of German fundamentalism.72In
his thesis, Stephan Holthaus defines the key element of fundamentalism as defending the
verbal inspiration and hence inerrancy of the Bible against the attacks of historical
criticism. This leads directly to a second element, an "anti-Darwinist," i.e., "creationist,

72Accordingto the definition of Holthaus we actually speak of moderate
fundamentafism1conservativeevangelicalism (1997:17f.).
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position and a third element, a "pre-millenialist/dispensationalist"

view of eschatology (: 63-

68, cf. Geldbach 1993). 73

Holthaus also established the thesis that German fundamentalism grows out of the
German conservative movements of Pietism and revivalism and that it is significantly
inspired by North American fundamentalism. In the 1960s the fundamentalist voices were
directed mainly against the Historical-Critical Method and the demythologisation and
existential interpretation of the Bible propounded by the Bultmanian school.
One of the leading figures of the fundamentalist movement was Heinrich Jochums,
director of the Evanqelische Geselischaft fOr Deutschland and of the Bibelseminar
Wuppertal (Holthaus 1993:244-246). Jochums took the initiative for the first meeting of
representatives from the various Bible schools. On 6 January, 1964, he invited all schools
to send delegates to a consultation held on II November, 1964 at Wuppertal (Archive
KBA: Letter 6/1/64). Prior to this first larger gathering, a meeting between the faculties of
the Bibelseminar Wuppertal and the Bibelschule Brake took place on 5 December, 1963,
also initiated by Jochums. These events should be viewed as the beginning of what is
today called the Konferenz Bibeltreuer Ausbildunqsstatten (KBA).
In his invitation of 6 January, 1964, Jochums explicitly defines which schools he
wants to be part of the new association:

We agreed from the beginningthat such a meeting would be meaningful
only amongthose Bible schoolsthat agreedwith us that Jesus is the Son of
God and our Lord and Saviour;that they would thereforereject any criticism
of his Word, the Holy Scriptures;that they would freely and unconditionally
into
Lord
Jesus
be
to
the
the
themselves
called
and would
service
of
allow
striveto prepareothers for such service(ArchiveKBA: Letter 6/1/64).
The following13 institutionsfollowedthis invitation:From Germany:Bibeischule
Adelshofen,BibeischuleBerlin, BibelschuleBrake, BibeischuleHaqen,Bibelschule
Hamburg,BibelschuleKlostermOhle,BibelschuleNeukirchen,BibelschuleSeeheim,

73A somewhat different characterisation of fundamentalism from a British point of view in
Harris:1-18. Harris' thesis is, that fundamentalism Is primarily characterised by its epistemology and
hermeneutics, a position which is shared by this author and will be picked up again at the end of the
thesis.
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Bibeischule Wiedenest, Bibelseminar Wuppertal and Soldatenmission Koblenz. From
Switzerland: Bibelschule Aarau. From The Netherlands: Bibelschule t'Brandpunt (Archive
KBA: List of schools 11/11/64).
Already at this first consultation, a board was installed and decided to meet annually.
The board met for the first time 9 December, 1964 and a second meeting took place 12
February, 1965. In these meetings the name Konferenz bibelqlaubiqer Seminare und
Lehre was given to the new association and the confession of faith of the Evangeliums
Rundfunk was adopted as a binding foundation for member schools of the association
(Archive KBA: Minutes 12/2/64). The Evangeliums Rundfunk was founded in 1959 as the
German branch of Trans-World-Radio. Its confession was clearly evangelical, very close to
that of the Evangelical Alliance (Jung:45). It emphasises the inerrancy of the Bible, a
fundamentalist characteristic which the founders of the KBA considered very
important(Holthaus 1993:320f; cf. Jochums in Archive KBA: Letter 6/1163).

In the followingyears more schoolsjoined the associationand annual meetingshave
been held. In 1976 the name was altered to Konferenz Bibeltreuer Ausbildunqssttitten
(KBA). In 1977 24 schools were associated with the KBA, in 1997 the number was 36 (see
,
Appendix A).

We conclude:From the very beginningof the KBA,two major issueswere on the
agenda of the association: (1) the developments of the Ecumenical movement and the
key
issue
fundamentalismit
(2)
the
how
Schools
to
the
of
and
should
relate
question
namely, the inerrancy of the Bible and the condemnation of historical-critical exegesis.
Both are basically apologetic issues. In both cases, the KBA schools began to define
themselves over against movements which they perceived as dangerous. With this we
have already identified the backbone of conservative German evangelicalism as it
developed in the 1960s and 1970s.

3.

Bibelbund Reaffirmed "Inerrancy Statement" 1966
Followinga historicalchronology,we now turn to an event which further contributed

to the conservative Evangelicalism of the KBA. 1966 is a noteworthy date in the history of
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the Bibelbund because a period of discussion concerning the inerrancy issue was at that
time terminated with a strong reaffirmation of the inerrancy of the Bible (Holthaus
1993:216). What is the Bibelbund? Its history is much older and goes back to 1894. The
Bibelbund represents an unbroken confession to the inspiration and inerrancy of the Bible.
As such, Holthaus views it as one of the classical fundamentalist movements in Germany
(: 189-219).
The 1966 decision for a strong reaffirmation of inerrancy was taken under the
leadership of Samuel KOlling,a name which should be kept in mind in the context of
evangelical theological education in the German-speaking sphere. He presented one of the
most powerful defences of the conservative evangelical movement against the HistoricalCritical Method and for aftemative theological training in independent evangelical
seminaries. In the same year, 1966, the theological journal of the Bibelbund published
KOlling'spaper "Das Obel an der Wurzel erfassen, " a decisive summary of Kalling's
concerns and vision (KOlling;cf. Holthaus 1993:217; 321f.). Kalling maintained contacts
with international fundamentalist circles, was one of the speakers at the International
Council of Christian Churches' ICCC meeting at in Worms 1967, and served on the
International Council for Biblical Inerrancy ICBI (Holthaus 1993:217).
The Bibelbund is of major significance for the Bible school movement under
consideration. Not only has Samuel KOlling, president of the Bibelbund from 1966 to 1979,
become through the foundation in Basel of the Frele Evangelisch-Theologische Akademie
FETA (Free Evangelical Theological AcadeMy)74one of the most notable contemporary
leaders in evangelical theological education in the German-speaking context, but many of
the Bible school leaders and teachers associated with the KBA were - and still aremembers of the Bibelbund. When Holthaus concludes that "the Bibelbund became the
218), then the
most visible sign of a fundamentalist position to the Bible in German" (11993:
conclusion must be drawn that this fundamentalist position has been powerfully taught at

74TodayStaatsunabhan-qi-qe
Theologische Hochschule STH (State-Independent Theological
Graduate School)
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the Bible schools of the KBA.75This connection of the Bible school movement with the
fundamentalist inerrancy movement requires critical evaluation in the following parts of the
thesis.

4.

Wheaton and Berlin 1966
The chronology now returns us to developments in the mission movement and to the

international scene. The conferences in Wheaton and Berlin mark the developments in the
mission movement after the integration of the IMC with the WCC in 1961. We mentioned
integration
interpreted
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the
that
the
evangelical
as a
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earlier
"colossal loss" or even a "mean betrayal"-to quote Winter again (Hedlund:155). Hedlund
puts the view of American evangelicals as follows:
Edinburgh had been both evangelical (dedicated to world evangelization)
and ecumenical. It was generally inclusive. Hudson Taylor's China Inland
Mission was as welcome as was the Basel Mission of Switzerland, the
Church Missionary Society of England, or the American Baptist Foreign
Mission

Society.
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evangelism. Three events of evangelical significance took place at Wheaton
These three events
and Berlin in 1966 and at Greenlake in 1971. ...
indicate the rising evangelical leadership (: 156).
From a German point of view we are concerned above all with the Berlin Congress
but need to take a short look at Wheaton.
1.

The Wheaton Congress took place over Easter 1966 and was devoted to the

theme "The Church's World-Wide Mission." The congress brought together almost 1000
delegates from 71 countries and more than 150 mission boards. In response to the

75Seethe presentations at the 30th anniversary of the KBA 1993: Stephan Holthaus,
"Streiflichter aus der Auseinandersetzung um die Bibelfrage im lg. und 20. Jahrhundert," Heige
Stadelmann, Biblisch-theologische Grundlagen der Bibeltreue," Helmuth Pehlke, "Umgang mit den
Schwierigkeiten der Bibel! ' (unpublished manuskipts).
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integration of the IMC into the WCC and its implications for the evangelical mission
movement, "they set about to define their position, to express their needs for closer
fellowship, and to reaffirm biblical principles of mission. The mandate to evangelise the
world was to be affirmed in the light of the present world situation" (Hedlund: 156). The
"Wheaton Declaration" (Hedlund:169-184) was issued, a mission statement which
subsequently became one of the cornerstones to the understanding of mission for many
evangelicalS.76
2.

In a certain way, the Berlin Congress stands on the shoulders of the Wheaton

congress. While Wheaton focused on world mission, Berlin emphasised evangelisation
under the heading "One Race, One Gospel, One Task." In his plenary address Billy
Graham linked the Berlin Congress to Edinburgh Conference of 1910:

Fifty-sixyears ago a World MissionaryConferenceat Edinburgh,Scotland,
met to consider the opportunities of evangelizing the world in their
generation.... In many circles today the Church has an energeticpassion
for unity, but it has all but forgotten our Lord's commissionto evangelize.
One of the purposesof this World Congresson Evangelismis to make an
urgent appeal to the world Church to return to the dynamic zeal for world
evangelizationthat characterizedEdinburgh56 years ago (Hedlund:185).
From a Germanpoint of view, the congressmust be seen in close relationto Billy
Graham'sministryin Germanyin the years followingWorld War 11(cf. Laubach:83ff;
Jung:47; Schrupp1995:145f.). He was also a key figure at the BerlinCongressof 1966.
The fact that the internationalCongresson World Evangelisation,sponsoredby the North
Americanevangelicaljournal ChristianityToday and its editor Carl H. Henryon the
journals' 10thanniversarywas held in Berlinwith Billy Grahamas honorarychairman,can
be seen as a point of culminationin Graham'sministryin Germany(Laubach:83ff;
Hedlund:161).While there was no direct organisationallink betweenthe mass
evangelisationby Grahamjust prior to the congressand the internationalcongressitself, it

76Germanevangelicals value the Wheaton Declaration. Klaus Bockmahl takes it as the
evangelical answer and alternative to the developments of the ecumenical understanding of mission
(1974:153).
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definitely marks a turning point in the shaping of German evangelicalism (Jung:48f. ). It was
in the context of the Berlin Congress that German evangelicals-or Christians associated
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(Jung:7)
What does this mean for the shaping of the German evangelical identity? (1) First of
all it constitutes a selective association with one segment of the world-wide evangelical
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American evangelicalism, German evangelicals have also exposed themselves to an
evangelical strand which represents very different ecclesial traditions and structures,
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Those denominational ties which American missions have are certainly with younger
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has become a key issue in the development of evangelicalism in German-speaking
Europe.77

77Ecciesiological
reflectionshavebeenavoidedamongGermanevangelicalsfor manyyears.
To the traditionallyconflictingviewsof the statechurches,free churchesand pietisticcommunities,
newconceptsof interdenominationalism,
para-churchstructuresand independentchurcheswere
addedover the past threedecades.It was only in 1998that the Associationof Evangelical
Theologiansapproachedthe topic of ecclesiologyat its annualconference(Stadelmanned. 1998).
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5.

The Foundation of the Arbeitsgemeinschaft
Missionen (AEM)

Evangelikaler

196978

We now turn to one of the most crucial issues after the merger of the IMC with the
WCC in 1961-namely, the consequences of this merger for mission agencies. Prior to the
foundation of the Arbeitsciemeinschaft Evanqelikaler Missionen (LEM) most of the
Protestant missions in Germany related to one another through the Deutsche Evan_qelische
Missions-Tag (DEMT) (German Protestant Mission Day [=annual conference]) and its
leading board, the Deutsche Evangelische Missionsrat (DEMR) (German Protestant
Mission Council). These two institutions go back to the Deutsche Evangelische
Missionsbund (German Protestant Mission Alliance) founded in 1922 and even to the
Deutsche Evangelische Missionsausschuss which was founded by Gustav Warneck in
1885 (LWM: 108; Gleiss 8-9). The DEMT/DEMR was a member of the IMC and the
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(1) In 1963 the Evangelische Kirche in Deutschland (EKD) took the initiative in
restructuring those missions related to the regional Lutheran churches. The goal was the
restructuring of the DEMT/DEMR towards regional, church-based co-operatives
(Rennstich:577; LWM:225-226; 455). Through this act the classical missions were
integrated into the WCC through their formal relationship to the Lutheran church (Gleiss:910; LWM:108-112; Fiedler: 17). (2) More difficult was the situation for the neo-pietistic
missions, more closely related to the faith mission movement (e.g., the Liebenzeller
Mission). Historically, these missions are associated with the Gemeinschaftsbewe_qun_q.
They hold a much more critical position towards the official policy and theology of the

78Thehistory of the German AEM has been investigated in an MA-Thesis by Dagmar Gleiss
Geschichte der Arbeitsqemeinschaft evýmelikaler Missionen. AEM-25 Jahre AEM: 1969-1994.
Korntal: Freie Hochschule for Mission (1994). For the somewhat different developments around the
origin of the Swiss wing of the AEM see Reifler:66f.
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Lutheran church. They were heavily involved in the internal struggle within the Lutheran
church between its more conservative, neo-pietistic wing and the more liberal, critical
movement of the Lutheran Church in general. For the further development of this thesis it
is important to notice that it is within this group that Peter Beyerhaus found his place and
the Frankfurt Declaration its context. (3) The missions of the free churches which were not
members of the WCC (such as the Wiedenester Mission) experienced yet another
situation. On the one hand, a formal relationship to the WCC was not an option for them
anyway. On the other hand they were not involved in pro- or contra-ecumenical struggles
within their churches-as were the missions of the Gemeinschaftsbewe-qun-q-and this
gave them the freedom to act more freely in relation to the. DEMT/DEMR, as well as to the
emerging evangelical association. Ernst Schrupp of Wiedenest is a good example of this
position. Schrupp, at that time director of the Missionshaus Bibelschule Wiedenest, was at
the same time the initiator of the AEM and active as an evangelical in the DEMR until 1973
(cf, Schrupp 1995:144-145). (4) Finally some interdenominational missions were basically
in a similar situation. However, some of them were American international missions (WEC;
Wycliff) and therefore more strongly influenced by the anti-Ecumenical position of North
American evangelicalism.
In the years after 1961 there was much insecurity about how the co-operation of
missions would look in the future. Which missions would build relations to the WCC7
Which would not? How would missions relate to churches-that

is, how could one put into

practice on a national level what has been performed on the global level at New Delhi?
What role would the DEMT/DEMR play under these new circumstances?
By the middle of the 1960s, evangelical missions increasingly felt themselves

excluded from the new ecumenical structures. This was for many missions first of all a
structural issue, because they lacked church relations which could have connected them
with the WCC. However, several other impulses finally lead to the foundation of the AEM:
(1) The aforementioned impact of the Berlin Congress on German evangelicals was a
critical force towards the establishment of an association of evangelical missions. (2) An
increasing dissatisfaction with the theological course taken by the Ecumenical mission
movement in the second half of the 1960s supported the idea of the foundation of an
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a turning point. Many leaders of those evangelical missions which had been integrated into
the WCC after 1961 hoped to influence the WCC toward missionary thinking and acting
consonant with evangelical missionary values. However, such hopes were shattered at
Uppsala for many evangelicals who perceived it as a definite turning away from an
orthodox, biblical understanding of mission towards purely secular humanisation
(Gleiss:24-27; Beyerhaus 1970a). (3) Finally, the shaping of an evangelical missionary
identity which finally led to the foundation of the AEM cannot be understood apart from the
contributions of Peter Beyerhaus. The Lutheran theologian returned from a mission
assignment in Southern Africa in 1966 and immediately involved himself in the great,
contemporary debate about mission. As a Lutheran pastor with conservative, neo-pietistic
convictions, he became professor of mission in the Protestant theological faculty of the
university at TObingen, and he decisively took sides with the growing evangelical cause
(Beyerhaus 1987:[X). In 1969 he published his answer to Uppsala, Humanisierunq: Einzi-qe
Hoffnunq der Welt? It will be pointed out later how deeply Beyerhaus has influenced large
parts of the young evangelical movement in Germany. Especially after 1970, his strong
anti-Ecumenical position became basic for the AEM and with it for the KBA Bible school
movement.

Based on this background information the concrete foundation of the AEM can now
be summarised as follows: following Berlin 1966, Ernst Schrupp (Wiedenest) became the
key leader in bringing together evangelical missions in Germany. Commissioned by the
board of the German Evangelical Alliance, he invited in 1968 some 30 German evangelical
mission agencies to a first meeting in Frankfurt in 1969.79The topic of this first gathering
was "Evangelical-What is it?" Subsequently the Konferenz Evangelikaler Missionen
(KEM) (Conference of Evangelical Missions) became institutionalised and later renamed as

79According
to Gleissthe GermanEvangelicalAlliancewas inspiredto createan association
of evangelicalmissionsIn Germanyby the contactsat the World EvangelicalFellowship'smeetingin
June 1968(:28, footnote15).
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the Arbeitsqemeinschaft Evanqelikaler Missionen (AEM) (Schrupp 1995:146; Gleiss:2830).
The new association did not intend to place itself in opposition to the Ecumenical
institution
itself
for fellowship
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complementary
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founding
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and
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still co-operated with the DEMT (Gleiss:29-31). However, the tension between the DEMT
and the AEM grew in the subsequent years, and the foundation of the AEM has in a certain
way also contributed to the split in the German missionary movement.
The AEM grew into a significant force for the enhancement of the evangelical

missionmovementin Germany.Various additionalmissionrelatedinstitutionswere
initiatedby the AEM (Mann:113Q. In connectionwith our topic, the foundationof the Frele
Hochschulefor Mission(FHM)(Free GraduateSchoolfor Mission)in 1979(see below),the
Lie(LfeM) (Associationfor EvangelicalMissiology)in
Arbeitskreisfor evangelikaleMissiolg_c
1985(Troeger:115f.) and the publicationof the missiologicaljournal Evangelikale
Missiologie(em) need to be kept in mind as significantcontributionsto evangelicalmission
studiesin the German-speakingcontext.

The origin of the SwissAEM must be seen In relationto the aforementioned
developmentsin Germany.However,the split betweenEcumenicaland evangelical
missionagenciesdid not stand at the centre of the developmentsin Switzerland-only the
desireof evangelicalmissionsto engageeach other in more close relationships.
Consequently,the SwissAEM functionsin a less controversialand less anti-Ecumenical
climatethan its Germancounterpart.While the GermanAEM holds the Frankfurt
Declarationas one of its foundationaldocuments,the SwissAEM expectsits membersto
subscribeto the less apologeticLausanneCovenant.This also affects the evangelical
theologicalschoolsrelatedto the AEM (Reifler:66-67).80
8OThereasons for these differences are hard to point out. A systematic study is not available.
This author suggests the following possible reasons: (a) the tensions between liberalism and
historical criticism of the state church universities and the conservative movements was at one time
less confrontational in Switzerland; (b) there is no strong fundamentalist movement in Switzerland,
i.e., the Bekenntnisbewequn-q(see next chapter) has only a minimal following; (c) in Switzerland, the
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In 1992 the AEM Germany assembled 52 evangelical mission agencies with more
than 1,800 missionaries on five continents (Mann: 113). According to Schrupp, this
constituted about 80 per cent of all the German Protestant missionaries working abroad at
that time (1995:146).8'The Swiss branch counted 32 mission agencies in 1997, supporting
900 missionaries (Reifler:66). Most of these missionaries received their training in one of
the Schools.

6.

The Konferenz Bekennender Gemeinschaften (KBG) 197082
Nowwe must shift to yet anotherstreamwithin the Germanevangelicalmovement

(Jung:31-34) which at first sight is not related either to the Ecumenical-missionary, nor the
inerrancy issue. However the Konferenz Bekennender Gemeinschaften (KBG), founded in
1970, became one of the most powerful instruments for the defence of the anti-Ecumenical
and anti-modernist position of German conservative evangelicals.
It is difficult to date precisely the beginning of the movement which finally led to the
foundation of the KBG in 1970. A group of concerned theologians met as early as 1961 to
discuss and refute Bultmann's programme of demythologisation and existential
interpretation of Scripture. The group became known as the 'Bethel-Circle,' after their
meeting place (Jung:89-91). Jung speaks of the consolidation of the movement after 1966
as a broad based force in the struggle against neo-liberalism in theology and the church. It

Gerneinschaftsbewegungas a neo-pietistic movement within the state church plays only a marginal
role, whereas in Germany it is at the heart of the controversies between 'liberals' and 'conservatives,'
between 'Ecumenicals' and 'evangelicals'; (d) the anti-Pentecostal Berlin Declaration of 1909, issued
by people of the Gemeinschaftsbewe-qunqhas had only a minimal impact on Switzerland, this has
allowed a much more open attitude towards Pentecostal and charismatic churches; (e) consequently,
the EvangelicalAlliance has a much broader scope, including large numbers of state church pastors
with a pietistic orientation but also Pentecostal and charismatic Christians; (0 finally, Swiss people
are used to a completely different understanding of democracy, emphasising consensus and not
opposition.
81Ecumenical missiologists would argue that this is due to the fact that the evangelical
understanding of mission supports an uncritical continuation of traditional, colonial western mission
work, while Ecumenicals, after careful considerations, reduced their classical missionary
engagement in the Two-Third world (Hollenweger in personal conversation with the author).

82Foran overviewover the historyof the Bekenntnisbewequnq
see Jung:88-155.
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7.

The Frankfurt Declaration 197083
The FrankfurtDeclarationmust be discussedin close relationto Peter Beyerhaus

and the Theologische Konvent. It became one of the key documents for German
evangelical missions and the Schools. The AEM accepted it as one of its foundational
statements in 1972 (Mann:113; Beyerhaus 1987:273). Gleiss concludes that "it [the
Frankfurt Declaration] unified the evangelical missions and strengthened them" (:39). After
1972 subscription to the Frankfurt Declaration was one of the requirements for
membership in the AEM (Gleiss:41).84

83SeeAppendix D. The German text in Beyerhaus 1970a; 1987:3-9, the English translation in
Hedlund:250-255. The English version has been published in Christiani!Y Today June 19,1970 (see
Hedlund:234, footnote 54 for an English bibliography on the Frankfurt Declaration).
841tis important to notice that the adoption of the Frankfurt Declaration as the foundational
statement of the AfeM was debated in the initial stages. George Peters advocated a more open
course of the AfeM committed to the confession of the Evangelical Alliance. But the AEM leadership,
especially Peter Beyerhaus and Thomas Schirrmacher, brought forward the motion to include the
Frankfurt Declaration in the statutes of the AfeM, which was followed by the assembly (MUller
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The Frankfurt declaration was issued by the Theologische Konvent in March 1970.
The seven statements were proposed by Peter Beyerhaus and Georg Vicedom (Berneburg
1992:622; Beyerhaus 1970:28). Still in response to developments in ecumenical theology
of mission at the Uppsala assembly, it articulates a strongly anti-Ecumenical evangelical
confession (Beyerhaus 1970:28-37).
The Frankfurt Declaration received a mixed reception: (1) Many evangelicals
appreciated it as a clear statement in difficult times and adopted it as the foundation for an
evangelical understanding of mission. (2) Others acknowledged the statement's intentions
but did not subscribe to its aggressively apologetic tone (Beyerhaus 1987:18-25;
Gleiss:41). (3) Finally, Ecumenicals perceived it as the confrontation which ultimately
caused the split within the mission movement (cf. Rennstich:577f.).
While Beyerhaus claims a world-wide impact for the Declaration (1987:21-22) others
see its significance as limited to the European and North American context (Hedlund:250).
In the context of evangelical theological education in Germany, the Frankfurt
Declaration became one of the key documents in the teaching of mission. It is positively
integrated in such significant textbooks as Klaus BockmUhl'sWas heisst heute Mission
(1974:155-158). This will be further assessed in Part Ill.
In 1973, after the WCC mission conference at Bangkok, and in 1976 after the WCC's
assembly at Nairobi, the Theologische Konvent put out additional statements which sharply
criticised further developments in the Ecumenical understanding of mission (Beyerhaus
1973:233-235; 1976:338-342).85
If we review the years from 1963 (foundation of the KBA) through 1970 (the issuing
of the Frankfurt declaration), we see that the German evangelical movement associated
with the Schools strengthened its identity continually: new associations were established
and identity-statements were issued. The general direction of all these identity-building
steps is evident: the promotion of a clear anti-Ecumenical and anti-modernist position.
What we have described as an emerging backbone of conservative German
1995:16f.). This already indicates the varying positions within the evangelical movement in Germanspeaking Europe.
85Thestatement to Nairobi 1975 was issued together with the AEM.
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8.

The Foundation of Alternative, University-Level Evangelical
Theological Training in 1970
The decision to establish an alternative evangelical school operating academically at

the university level, implementing the theological identity developed in the 1960s, grew out
of many evangelicals' deep dissatisfaction with the state of affairs at the Protestant
faculties of the state universities. The issues were discussed in the 1960s in the realm of
the Bekenntnisbewe-qun-q,
the Pfarrerqebetsbruderschaft (Prayer Fellowship of Pastors),
as well as in the Bibelbund (KOlling 1966; Beyerhaus 1996:13) and in evangelical Bible
schools (e.g., Ber-gstrasse,cf. Stadelmann 1996:29). As mentioned earlier, Samuel
KCIlling'spaper Das Obel an der Wurzel erfassen (Attacking the Evil at its Roots, 1966)
was something of a ground breaker for the foundations of an alternative, evangelical
theological seminary at university level (Holthaus:217,321). KOllinghimself realised this
vision by establishing the Frele Evanqelisch-Theologische Akademie (FETA) in Basel,
today named Staatsunabh5nqiqe Theologische Hochschule (§jTH). But besides the
FETA/STH project, other plans to realise alternative means of theological training were
explored during the same period of time. At Bibelschule Bergstrasse, an institution founded
by the North American evangelical "Greater Europe Mission" in 1955, the extension of the
programme toward graduate studies at a university level was already discussed early in the
1960s; serious plans for the foundation of an alternative theological faculty were discussed
in 1966/67 (Stadelmann:29). The Freie Theologische Akademie (FTA) started with 8
students its first academic year in the fall of 1974 at Seeheim. In 1981 the school moved to
Giessen (:30,33f. ). Through its connection to Greater Europe Mission, the founders of the
FTA were inspired by North American evangelical seminaries (:31). Up to the present time,
these two institutions represent alternative theological training at a university level
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(graduate studies), based on conservative evangelical convictions-especia lly, the
inspiration and inerrancy of the Bible.86
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convictions (Cochlovius 1996:27f.)
All these attempts-as different as they are in confessional orientation and
to
themselves
contribution
evangelical
significant
as
a
educational structure-understand
Protestant theological education. They grew, in their view, out of the concern for future
church leadership trained in accordance with the orthodox, biblical tradition and out of
disappointment with the theological faculties of the state universities, which, influenced by
liberalism, historical criticism and modernist-Marxist thinking, eroded the foundations of
Biblical faith. By establishing new, alternative institutions for Protestant theological training,
they are challenging the monopoly of state universities in higher theological training.

86Accordingto Holthaus these two schools represent fundamentalist theological education and
scholarship in Germany (1993:321-324).
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The foundation of these institutions must be interpreted as an answer to the
developments within state church dominated universities. Under the axiom of open and
free academic research, university theology developed toward the secularisation of
theology, which found expression in the biblical criticism movement and led to theological
exploration which was not rooted in believing faith. However, whilst the university claims to
be objective and open to all points of view, it became clear that it was intolerant of
conservative and evangelical points of view.
A closer look at the newly founded institutions introduced in this chapter shows that
(1)
The Benqel Haus and
differently
to
this
situation:
responded
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the Rastzentrum Krelingen are related to the neo-pietistic revival movement
(Gemeinschaftsbewequnq) within the Lutheran church. These schools do not draw
students from the universities but offer evangelical support while students are studying at
the theological departments of state universities. These initiatives do not question the state
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'alternative' does not imply that the existing system of state churches and university
training needs to be replaced but that alternative-i. e., evangelical-m odes of theological
thinking need to be articulated and introduced to the existing system. (2) A different
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American evangelicals and today run by Germans, is interdenominational and intends to
offer a clear alternative to the theological training in state universities. The seminary
promotes a strong free church ecclesiology even though some professors hold to a state
church view. The main goal is to train pastors capable of leading evangelical churches, be
it in the context of free church denominations or within the Lutheran state church. Here we
have to speak of a clear alternative both to theological training in state universities and to
the state church itself. (3) Finally, the STH at Basel combines the two aforementioned
philosophies in a particular way. Founded by a pastor of the Reformed Church of
Switzerland (S. KOlling)it focuses on the training of pastors for the state church in order to
free
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church denominations. Professors come either from a state church or a free church
background. However, in contrast to the founders of the ABH, Milling decisively holds the
position that evangelical, Bible-based theological training is only possible in alternative
seminaries where all professors are committed to the inerrancy of the Bible. In this sense
the seminary does not seek any co-operation with theological departments of state
universities. This seminary represents a clear alternative to theological training in state
universities, yet it does not fundamentally question the state church system.
From the viewpoint of the schools analysed in this study, two more aspects need to
be mentioned: (1) All the institutions referred to in this section, except the STH at Basel,
are members of the KBA and/or the European Evangelical Accrediting Association EEAA,
Bible
trained
these
theological
(2)
teachers
at
were
schools
evangelical
many
at
and
academies and seminaries. Thus, the impact of these seminaries on the Bible school
movement must be recognised.

9.

The Frankfurt Statement on Bangkok 1973
The chronology now brings us back to the international Ecumenical scene, to

World
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Evangelism
WCC's
Commission
the
the
on
and
of
conference
examine
(CWME)in Bangkokin 1973.We are especiallyinterestedin how conservativeGerman
evangelicalsrespondedto the developmentof the WCC's missionarythinking and how this
contributedto the shape of the identityof Germanevangelicalismand theological
education.
The Bangkok Conference of the CWME stands between the General Assemblies of
Uppsala 1968 and Nairobi 1974 (see list of Ecumenical conferences Appendix B, p. 386)

and was devotedto the topic "SalvationToday."87What are some of the achievementsof
Bangkok?

87Fordocumentation of the Bangkok Conference, see the official German edition by Potter, as
In
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some of the documents in Hedlund:269-289.
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1.

Bangkok was a distinctive conference first of all because of its methods and its

style. Bangkok put more emphasis on community, worship, witness and celebration than
any of the earlier Ecumenical conferences. At its centre was the process of an open
encounter between people from all continents (Potter:7-8; Beyerhaus 1973:43-80).
2.

One of the main achievements of Bangkok was the formulation of a so-called

"comprehensive" definition of mission including the social, economic and political as well as
the personal and eschatological dimensions of salvation (Potter:196; cf. Werner 1993:119124; 201).
3.

Bangkok moved also beyond the western-centred concept of humanisation-

the leading notion of Uppsala-to the concept of liberation in the various contexts of
oppression in the world (Potter:9; Werner 1993:200-206). With this a further significant
step was taken away from a western-dominated understanding of mission.
4.

Along these lines the significance of the context in the articulation of salvation

gained significance. Potter writes, with special reference to the German churches:
We must fully realise how strongly our theological
convictions-which

dictate both form and content-are

and ecclesiological
determined by the

cultural conditions of our respective standpoints and by our times. This task
is particularly urgent in a land like Germany, which boasts such a rich
theological tradition and, what is more, has gone through such far-reaching
changes over the last sixty years. But it is, fundamentally, a task which
poses itself to every people in every land (: 9).

5.

A significant place was given to the theme of partnership within the global

church (Potter:214-217; Beyerhaus 1973:228-231). In order to leave room for the
development of real partnership between the western churches and the young churches of
the Two Thirds World, western churches were urged to withdraw all dominating missionary
activities. In this context a limited "moratorium" on western missionary activities was
suggested (Potter: 216; Beyerhaus 228-231).
6.

In retrospect Bangkok has been interpreted as the "hour of the Third World"

(cf. Werner 1993:119-124; 200-215), the end of the missionary era of the western church
and the beginning of world mission (Emilio Castro, quoted in Beyerhaus 1973:31).
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In general Evangelicals have assessed Bangkok negatively. The most severe
critiques were articulated by American evangelicals (cf. Winter ed. 1973; Hedlund:257-289;
Johnston:267-282), as well as by conservative German and Scandinavian Lutherans. We
concentrate on the German response put forward by Beyerhaus and the Theolo-gische
Konvent. Beyerhaus formulates his critique by means of seven questions (Beyerhaus
1973:13-135):
1.

"With what sort of salvation was the theme of Bangkok concerned?" For

Beyerhaus, despite the promising theme of "Salvation Today," Bangkok maintained a onesided horizontal understanding of salvation as humanisation and liberation. He expressed
deep disappointment that all the concerns articulated by conservative evangelicals since
Uppsala had been ruled out by "those from Geneva." Beyerhaus identifies the lack of
authority attributed to the Bible as the key problem. In his assessment, the leaders of the
Ecumenical movement defined salvation solely based on what the world expresses as
need. With this, the transcendent and eschatological dimension of salvation was
abandoned.
2.

"Where do we locate the task and meaning of Bangkok?" Beyerhaus views

Bangkok as a further step on the way to the integration of the IMC into the WCC,
intentionally and strategically planned by WCC staff. After the organisational integration at
New Delhi, Bangkok accomplished the ideological integration. Given that fact that WCC
leadership had opted for a humanistic, secular understanding of the church's mission at
the expense of a Biblical view, this means that the positive IMC heritage had definitively
been given up at Bangkok.
3.

"How would those in Bangkok have answered the question of salvation?" The

methodology and style of the Bangkok conference-as described in the previous sectionwas perceived by Beyerhaus as an experiment in group dynamics intentionally and
carefully staged by WCC staff. In almost 40 pages he tries to unmask the psychological
manipulationwhich he felt had taken place at Bangkok (Beyerhaus 1993:43-80). He
interprets the outcome of the conference from this perspective. The agreement on a new
understanding of salvation was, according to Beyerhaus, not achieved through theological
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reflection "but through a clever strategy of group dynamics, which in psychological
terminology is called 'engineering consent"' (:75-76).
4.

"What has Bangkok said about the question of salvation?" Due to the

participation of some evangelical theologians, the official documents and statements
contain many biblical and orthodox expressions on mission, states Beyerhaus. However
this is, in his view, not the view shared by WCC staff. He accuses WCC officials of having
put nice pietistic formulations into certain texts in order to satisfy conservative evangelicals
and mission leaders in the churches at home. Bur when it comes down to the real
substance of the WCC's understanding of mission, it is purely social and political.
5.

"What is the moratorium's background?" The call for the withdrawal of western

moneyand personnelfrom traditionalmission-fieldsshockedwesternevangelical
missions.Beyerhausgoes so far as to agreethat there is a certainvalue in the officially
formulatedmotivationfor this step, namelyto give the churchesof the Third World room to
developtheir own identitieswithoutthe dominationof the west. Howeverhe points to what
he understandsto be the real motive,namelyto use westernmoneyto subsidisethe reeducationof the westernchurchtowardthe WCC's understandingof missionand to
supportpoliticalliberationmovementsin the Two ThirdsWorld.
6.

"Howdid Bangkokdeal with the foundationalcrisis in Mission?" With this

bring
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Beyerhaus
attempt
agenda
of
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question
to the table (Beyerhaus'smotionin Beyerhaus1973:177-180).Participantsfrom various
backgroundsformulatedtheir unwillingnessto make the agendaof conservativeGerman
Lutheransinto the agendaof an internationalgathering.88PhilipA. Potter has decisively
rejectedBeyerhaus'smotion(in Germantranslationpublishedin Beyerhaus1973:180182).This was interpretedby Beyerhausas a clear signalthat the conference-or at least
its leadership-was not willingto addressthe real crisis of mission,which he identifiesas
the loss of the Biblicalfoundation.

88Severalstatements-some of them by evangelicals from the Two Thirds World-are
mentioned by Hollenweger in his essay "Professor Unrat geht nach Bangkok" (in Potter:248-249).
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7.

"How should mission-conscious Christians react to Bangkok?" The most
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This position put forward by Beyerhaus is expressed in the Frankfurt Statement of
1973. It calls on all the delegates of the DEMT, which participated as representatives of the
German Protestant mission with full voting rights at the Bangkok Conference, officially to
denounce the recommendation of a moratorium. Furthermore, all missions associated with
the DEMT-church missions as well as interdenominational missions-are urged to
dissociate publicly from the WCC's CWME. Finally, all churches and all Christians are
in
to
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engages
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any
mission
agency
advised stop giving money
defined as mission (Beyerhaus 1973:233-235).

What are the consequences of the Frankfurt Statement for German missions and for
evangelicals in Germany? It provoked the definitive separation of the conservative
Frankfurt
Declaration and the
Beyerhaus,
the
around
evangelical missions-coalescing
AEM-frorn the Ecumenical missions. In this process even George F. Vicedom, professor
of Mission at the university of Erlangen, member of the Deutsche Evangelische Missionsrat
(DEMR) and at the same time one of the early subscribers of the Frankfurt Declaration,
criticised Beyerhaus's statements after Bangkok (Beyerhaus 1973:235-238) and withdrew
from the Theologische Konvent and the Frankfurt Declaration (Beyerhaus 1973:239). In an
open letter he-together with Martin POrksen,vice-president of the DEMR-accused
Beyerhaus of having instrumentalised the Theologische Konvent to pronounce his opinion
on behalf of all German missions. In a ten point statement, Vicedorn and P6rksen
articulated that they too were disappointed with the results of Bangkok. However, they felt
that the message of salvation in Jesus Christ was the foundation at Bangkok. To expect
that an international conference only confirms one's own view is unrealistic. The reality of
diverse experiences in mission and diverse approaches in different contexts is a reality. It
is presumptuous, they say, to deny someone's good faith in such an inquisitionary and

arrogant manner as the Frankfurt Statement adopts. (The letter is published in Beyerhaus
1973:235-238.) While Vicedorn supported the prophetic call of the Frankfurt Declaration of
1970, he could not agree that the Frankfurt Statement of 1973 by Beyerhaus and the
Theolo-qischeKonvent claimed confessional status.
Vicedom has been called the last German missiologist to represent Ecumenical as
well as evangelical theology and to have been accepted by both camps (ELThG:2099).
With this schism between the DEMR and the conservative evangelical movement centred
around Beyerhaus and the Theologische Konvent, the polarisation of the German mission
movement reached a critical point. In that schism the AEM and the Schools were on the
side of Beyerhaus and the conservative evangelicals.
Before formulating an evaluative summary of these developments (see p. 105) we
have to consider the following conference:

10. The Berlin Declaration on Ecumenism 1974
The next event of significance in the shaping of German evangelicalism is the Berlin
Conference of the confessing evangelicals of the Protestant church in Germany in 1974,
which issued the Berlin Declaration on Ecumenism.89Only one year after Bangkok, in
1974, the German Konferenz bekennender Gerneinschaften convened a European
Congress of Confession at Berlin. In view of the preparations for the WCC's Nairobi
Assembly of 1975, the fellowship of German and European confessing Christians intended
to state their concerns about the WCC's theology one more time. The so-called "Berlin
Declaration on Ecumenism," a shattering critique of the development of ecumenical
theology (German text in KOnneth/Beyerhaus:16-41), was issued, containing the following
12 statements:90
1. The new humanism promoted by the WCC is an anti-Christian temptation.
2. The new polarisation within the WCC leads to an unavoidable schism in the church.

89Conference
documentationin Konneth/Beyerhaus.
9OThisis not a literaltranslationof the originalstatementsbut a summaryof their intention.
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3. The new watchman's call of the conservative evangelicals is a commandment of
responsibility. 4. True liberation is revealed in Scripture alone.
5. True liberation has been accomplished by Jesus Christ alone.
6. True liberation is transmitted through the gospel alone.
7. The idea of a one world church is false.
8. The idea of a one world religion is false.
9. The idea of a one world community (of all races, religions and ideologies) is false.
10. Ecumenism is a false spirit.
11. Ecumenism is a strategy for world conquest.
12. What we need is discernment of the spirits, resistance, gathering of the true church
and sending.

The Berlin Declaration should be commented on as follows: (1) This document must
be read in the context of the Lutheran Church in Germany. It mirrors Beyerhaus's own
it
his
(2)
Furthermore
Lutheran
within
own
church.
evangelical
conservative
struggle as a
mirrors the deep gap between secularised theology and the revivalist tradition within the
Lutheran state church in Germany. (3) It also marks a tremendous step from an attitude of
hope through participation for changes from within the church to separation; the schism is
declared unavoidable. (4) The document is set up in a style which must be described as
"apocalyptic apologetics." (5) Finally we have to notice that this document does not
in
Germany.
the
world-wide
either
or
movement
represent
entire evangelical

The Berlin Declaration goes beyond the Frankfurt Declaration and the Frankfurt
Statement in scope and style. Rather than presenting a statement restricted to the
concerns of mission, as is the case with the other two documents, it confronts the
Ecumenical movement in its total manifestation. And it does this in an "apocalyptic
apologetic" style (cf. Hummel) which includes the ultimate condemnation of the WCC and
calls for radical separation.
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Needlessto say, Ecumenicalsare disqualifiedby the Declarationin such a way that
no constructiveresponsewas possible(cf. Gliess:45). But how did the evangelicalworld
receivethe Declaration?Again, someAmericanevangelicalshave articulatedpositive
commentson the Berlin Declaration(cf. Hedlund:341). However,our focus is again on the
Germansituation.In Germanythe Declarationhas stirredmixed reactions.(1) The AEM
indicatedagreementwith the Declaration,althoughit did not formallyaccept it as one of
the foundationalstatementsof the associationbecauseit was not an explicit mission
document(cf. Gleiss:52). (2) Klaus Bockmohlin his Was heisst heute Mission(1974)
valuedthe BerlinDeclarationnot such much as solid theologicalfoundationbut as an
"emergencybrake." He agreesin manyways with the Declarations'sanalysis;however,he
statesthat this refers not to the Ecumenicalmovementas a whole but rather to some
"radicaltendencies"within the WCC. Bockmohlsuggestsmovingbeyondthe antithetical
formulationsof Frankfurtand Berlintoward positiveevangelicalreflectionson mission
(:162).This positionis sharedby many other evangelicalsin Germany.While they respect
the Declarationsof Frankfurtand Berlinin their functionas an "emergencybrake"they
dissociatethemselvesfrom the separatistand aggressivecharacterof the two statements.
For many,the LausanneCovenantfinally broughtthe desiredpositivedocument(cf.
BockmUhl1974:162-179).

Some intermediate evaluative reflections are in order: Within the six years between
Uppsala 1968 and Berlin 1974 we observe a growing twofold schism. It runs on the one
hand between the Ecumenical movement centred around the WCC and the evangelical
movement, especially its conservative wing. On the other hand, this conservative
evangelical position, centred in Germany around Peter Beyerhaus and the
Bekenntnisbewe-qunq,also provoked a split within the evangelical movement itself,
basically because of conflicting views about how a critical evangelical view should be
articulated over against the WCC. There are several forces and rationales behind this
development. (1) The theology articulated by the official voices of the WCC has definitely
changed between 1961 and 1974. In retrospect, Ecumenical theologians speak of a
dramatic process towards contextualisation. This included, in the first phase, a turning to
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the world under the Leitmotiv "the world sets the agenda,"91and, in a second phase, a
turning to the churches of the Two Thirds World. The result was nothing less than a
foundational questioning of the universal claims of traditional, orthodox western theology,
including the missionary practice of at least two hundred years (cf. Werner 1993:18-47).
(2) In this process there was a growing movement-inside as well as outside the churches
related to the WCC-which articulated serious concerns regarding this development,
claiming that the turning towards the world and towards the Two Thirds World was carried
out at the expense of the evangelistic dimension of the church's mission. (3) However,
there was no consensus within the so-called evangelical movement about how one should
respond to the developments of the WCC and how one should relate to the WCC's
structures.

The position articulated by the documents of Frankfurt and Berlin must be interpreted
in context: (1) The response by Beyerhaus and the Bekenntnisbewequn-qought to be read
in the context of the Lutheran confessional tradition. Based on the formulation of the
Confessio Auqustana (1530), the Lutheran tradition admits to the possibility of a status
confessionis, or the situation in which a person is forced to decide between a position of
,
truth-expressed in word and deed-and the denial of Christ himself. Such situations are
#yesor no situations'with no room for adiaphora. The status confessionis always contains
because
it leaves no room for
the
implicit
other
position
condemnation
of
or explicit
an
other positions. According to Thielicke, the status confessionis is demanded when the
denial of Christ or blasphemy is at stake (cf. ELThG:1901-1902). In this century the
is
Reich
Kirche
in
Third
the
Bekennende
the
one of the prominent examples of
position of
the church pronouncing such an ultimate confession. The Bekenntinsbewequnq chose
Ascension Day 1974 for the Berlin Conference-the 40th anniversary of the Barmen
Declaration-in order to associate deliberately with the tradition of the status confessionis

9IThe concept that "the world sets the agenda" was introduced to the discussion by Walter
Hollenweger in 1966 ("The World is the Agenda", in Concep XI September 1966, Geneva: WCC)The Leitmotiv was further developed in The Church for Others (Geneva: WCC, 1967:23-27). It
became a current term around the Uppsala 1968 Conference (cf. Werner 1993:21).
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1974:8). From this point of view the developmentfrom the
(cf. KOnneth/Beyerhaus
FrankfurtDeclarationof `1970to the Berlin Declarationof 1974gains significance.The
FrankfurtDeclarationof 1974was a call for repentance.It was addressedto the WCC as
an urgentcall for change.The FrankfurtStatementof 1973was alreadya call for
separation.It was not addressedto the WCC but ratherto the evangelicalmissionsand
churches.Finallythe Berlin Declarationof 1974goes even farther. Walter Konnethand
Peter Beyerhausexpressthe convictionthat only an "exorcisingrenunciation"of such
"demonichumanism"could save the WCC (KOnnerth/Beyerhaus:
g). The Declarationgoes
beyondthe earlierstatementsin that it includesexplicitstatementsof condemnation.With
this, the processreachesa pointwhere dialogueseemsneitherdesirablenor possiblethe pointof the statusconfessionis.

Regarding the subject of this study we should note that Beyerhaus and the
declarations of the Theoloqische Konvent have significantly influenced evangelical
theological education and mission training in German-speaking Europe. Many of the
were published by the publishing
publications by Beyerhaus and the Bekenntnisbewe-qun-q
house of the Liebenzeller Mission, one of the most prominent evangelical mission agencies
in Germany, which runs its own seminary for the training of missionaries and holds
membership in the AEM as well as in the KBA. The aforementioned books have to be
considered as primary textbooks in conservative evangelical Bible schools-a fact which
will be subjected to closer examination in Part 111.

11. The Congress on World Evangelization at Lausanne 197492
In retrospect, the evangelical Congress on World Evangelization, held at Lausanne in

FrenchspeakingSwitzerlandin 1974,has been interpretedas a milestonein the growthof
the international evangelical movement (Dayton/Wilson 1984). Lausanne stands on the

9217orGerman documentation see Beyerhaus ed: Alle Welt soll sein Wort horen. The full text
of the Lausanne Covenant is in Appendix E of this thesis.
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shoulders of the earlier evangelical conferences at Wheaton and Berlin in 1966. After
several conferences which represented only certain ecclesial groups, geographical areas
bringing
first
international
Lausanne
together a
interests,
the
congress
was
or particular
wide spectrum of evangelically minded individuals and missions representatives (cf.
Hedlund:292). The Congress must be seen in close relation to two persons: Billy Graham,
Lausanne
designed
Covenant, which
John
Stott,
the
initiated
the
and
who
who
conference,
was issued by the assembly.93The intended goal of Lausanne "was to focus attention on
the evangelization of the non-Christian world." Against the "moratorium" suggest by the
Ecumenical conference at Bangkok, Lausanne was planned to "call attention to the twobillion 'unreached' non-Christians, and would contradict the naive opinion that the
geographical spread of Christianity nullifies the need for cross-cultural evangelists"
(Hedlund:291). With this it "put world evangelization decisively on the agenda of world
Christianity and even set the tone of much what was said about world evangelisation in the
last half of the century" (Steurenagel 1990:12). Valdir R. Steuernagel has put Lausanne in
context and summed up the relevance of Lausanne with the following statement:
The reasons why Lausanne and the Covenant it produced provided a fresh
look at the understanding of the church's mission are several:94 [1] the
World;
[2]
that
Third
the
the
openness
of
and
participation
strong presence
[3]
Billy
Graham's
the
the
congress;
of
period
preparation
characterized
issue;
14]
the
importance
to
the
to
social
of
many
participants
ability perceive
the posture of John Stott, who patiently incorporated suggestions and
[5]
his
firmly
the
time
but
the
own
position;
maintained
same
at
criticism
preceding regional congresses that had followed Berlin '66 and which dealt
with the issue of social responsibility; [6] the pressure of, and the opposition
to the ecumenical movement and its process of articulating a contemporary
theology of mission; and [7) the evangelical development within the USA, as
well as the turmoil of Watergate (12).

93Accordingto Beyerhaus (1975:296) a first draft was drafted before the conference by the
Scottish Presbyterian James Douglas and discussed in a preparatory committee led by Leighton
Ford. At the conference the editorial committee was led by John Stott who shaped the document in
style and theology in its final from.
94Numbersadded by this author.
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The significanceof the LausanneCongressis unquestionedby evangelicalsas well
as Ecumenicals(cf. BockmUhl1974:162-179;Wietzke:1-3; Hollenweger1995).The
LausanneCovenanthas even be calledthe MagnaChartaof the evangelicalmovement
(Adomeitin Wietzke:1). Steuernagelconcludes,"Lausannewas a congressthat becamea
movement,an event that becamea symbol"(1990:12).
What is the significanceof Lausannefor GermanEvangelicals?How did they
participate in the congress and receive its outcome? First of all, while the congress took
place on the soil of continental Europe, it was neither initiated nor organised by continental
evangelicals. However, a considerable number of German and Swiss evangelicals
participated in the congress. Some of them were on the list of speakers, such Peter
Beyerhaus, Bruno Herm and GOnterWieske. The German delegation appointed a
committee of seven persons who actively participated in the process of theological
reflection toward the formulation of the Lausanne Covenant. Kurt Heimbucher represented
the German position in the committee which edited the Covenant (Beyerhaus 1975:296).
It is evident that the scope of evangelicalism represented at Lausanne was much
broader than that of the German evangelicalism as we have outlined it in the previous
chapters. There is an obvious discrepancy between the Frankfutt Declaration,-not to
speak of the Berlin Declaration-and the Lausanne Covenant, in content and in tone. This
German
Lausanne
to
indicates
that
evangelicals.
was
a
challenge
alone

1.

We first consider Beyerhaus's assessment (KOnneth/Beyerhaus:294-313;

Beyerhaus 1987:232-249). The title of his article "Lausanne zwischen Berlin und Genf'
(KOnneth/Beyerhaus:294-313) already indicated his overall assessment. He locates
Lausanne between the Ecumenical position of the WCC (Geneva) and (his) Frankfurt
Declaration. In retrospect he suggests the following as Lausanne's main achievements
(1987:234-237): (1) Lausanne served as a place of gathering. The majority of missions
organisations came together with a new readiness to co-operate in the common task of
world evangelisation. Beyerhaus sees Lausanne as the point where many small rivers
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95
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for
(2)
the
deep
into
broad,
gave
a
vision
stream.
and
powerful
merged
a
global dimension of evangelisation. It opened eyes for the 2.7 billion unreached people and
God
in
"enter
2000
to
with
covenant
and with one another,
solemn
a
stimulated
participants
to pray, to plan and to work together for the evangelization of the whole world" (formulation
of the Lausanne covenant). (3) Lausanne emphasised the significance of strategies and
To
the call 'it has to be
the
movement.
mission
modern
methods as a central aspect of
done,'the confirmation'it can be done'was added. (4) The Lausanne covenant is a solid
biblical foundation for mission which indicates continuity with the classical mission
movement. Beyerhaus especially emphasises: (a) the affirmation of the authority of
dimension)
(the
biblical
(b)
the
vertical
and the priority
of
salvation
understanding
scripture,
(c)
horizon.
the
eschatological
well
as
action,
as
against
social
over
of evangelisation
However, Beyerhaus's assessment of Lausanne was also critical. He criticises the
fact that the Lausanne conference did not take as clear a position against the WCC as the
Frankfurt Declaration. He calls this "a fatal aspect of Lausanne" (1975:302). Beyerhaus
(1)
WCC
(1975:
307-309):
toward
the
for
"mild"
five
this
attitude
reasons
explicitly mentions
Billy Graham was too pragmatic and tried to incorporate as many evangelicals as possible
from as many churches as possible. (2) In this wide spectrum of so-called evangelicals, the
tended
toward
the
a more
particularly
evangelicals
ecumenical
radical evangelicals and
tendency
toward
In
to
there
WCC.
(3)
this,
the
an
was
a
addition
open relationship with
"eschatological optimism" which hindered many from seeing the dangers of the WCC's
discern
"
to
the
lead
"deficient
finally
to
(5)
This
spirits.
ability
a
strategy.
Beyerhaus has time and again criticised the evangelical development towards the
integration of social responsibility and evangelisation. In his assessment, terminology such
is
because
dangerous,
it already
holistic
kingdom
theology
or
contextualisation
as
gospel,
implies a tendency towards the Ecumenical understanding of mission. On several

95"Das,was Lausanne74 zu einem so einmaligen Ereignis machte, war die Tatsache, dass
hier viele kleine Flüsse-von denen einige zuvor kaum beachtet worden waren-ineinander
mündeten und auf diese Weise einen mächtigen Strom bildeten, der tief und breit genug war, eine
den
führte,
der
Wasser
Flotte
Fischerboote
tragen,
um
sich
mit
und
genug
evangelistischer
zu
ganze
ausgedörrten Boden der Christenheit des ausgehenden 20. Jahrhunderts geistlich zu tränken"
(Beyerhaus 1987:233).
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occasionshe has criticisedthe open and conciliatoryattitudeof the LausanneCommittee
on Word Evangelism(LCWE),especiallythat of the radicalevangelicalwing of the
movement,towardthe WCC (1987:245; 1996:13; 1981:212-223;1996:11f, 13, cf. also
Schnabel1993:28-82).
It is evident that Beyerhaus perceived the scope of evangelicalism represented at
Lausanne, and in the subsequent Lausanne movement, as a threat to what he
understands to be an orthodox, Biblical understanding of mission-as it is expressed by
the Frankfurt Declaration. In order to overview the spectrum of evangelicals at Lausanne
and to locate himself in this spectrum, he suggested the following typology: (1975:307308).
1

New Evangelicals96associated with Billy Graham and the network of the World
Evangelical Fellowship (WEF).

2.

Separatist fundamentalists associated with C. McIntire and the International
Council of Christian Churches (ICCC). Their representation at the Lausanne
Conference was minimal.

3.

Confessional Evangelicals rooted in the mainline confessional churches (e.g.,
Lutherans); these can be associated with the declarations of Frankfurt (1970)
and Berlin (1974).

4.

Evangelicals of Pentecostal and charismatic orientation.

5.

Radical evangelicals characterised by their engagement for the socio-political
dimension of discipleship and mission.

6.

Ecumenical evangelicals who also participate in the WCC and try to build
bridges between the two movements.

Beyerhaus's classification requires several comments: (1) It is evident that
Beyerhaus and German evangelicals around the Bekenntnisbewequnq and the Frankfurt
Declaration associate themselves with group three (confessional evangelicals). (2)
Through his classifications Beyerhaus dissociates himself from the separatist

96Theterm'new evangelicals'was introduced earlier: "in 1947 Harold J. Ockenga coined the
term 'the new evangelicalism' to identify this movement away from the negative connotations which
had come to characterize fundamentalism" (Howard:4).
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fundamentalism of McIntire. However, as shown earlier, the German Bekenntnisbewequn_q
maintains relations to the ICCC and should probably be classified very close to the
separatist evangeliCalS. 97 (3) By using the term confessional evangelical for himself,
Beyerhaus occupies a classification which other evangelicals who belong to confessional
churches (e. g., Lutherans, Reformed) might also claim, although they would not associate
and its declarations. In the German context this

themselves with the Bekenntnisbewequnq

would include theologians of the pietistic wing in the Lutheran church, e. g., people around
Albrecht Hauser in the Church of WOrttemberg. Many of this group would rather associate
with what Beyerhaus calls ecumenical evangelicals. (4) Beyerhaus has also explicitly
stated that Samuel Escobar and the radical evangelicals marked the "left wing" at
Lausanne and that it is because of this group that a more radical anti-Ecumenical position
was not welcomed in the Covenant (Beyerhaus 1975: 296). The group associated with
Beyerhaus is in clear opposition to the radical evangelicals.

2.

Klaus BockmOhl,another influential German evangelical, assessed Lausanne

more favourably than Beyerhaus. In Was heisst heute Mission (1974) he appreciates
Lausanne (congress and covenant) because of its positive theological contribution to an
evangelical theology of mission, something that was missing in the apologetic declarations
of Frankfurt and Berlin (BockmOhl 1975:162; 175-179). He especially commends the
foundational theological presentations by John Stott, Michael Green, Gottfried OseiMensah and Peter Beyerhaus. However BockmOhl's primary interest was Lausanne's
contribution to social ethics (: 168-179). He discusses Padilla's, as well as Escobar's,
contributions to the Congress (: 168-173). While he supports Padilla's call for a
comprehensive approach which sees human beings in their wholeness, he criticises his
theological argument which bases the necessity for social ethics on the biblical
understanding of the 'world.' Similarly, BockmQhIfollows Escobar in his argumentation for
an integral understanding of salvation which includes social ethics. However he points to
the weaknesses of Escobar's argument in its lack of a clear distinction between the order

97Beyerhaus's
positionis very closeto what the NorthAmericanevangelicalArthurP.
Johnstonarticulatedin The Battlefor World Evanqelism.
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of preservation and the order of salvation. For the Lutheran Bockmahl, all attempts to base
Christian social ethics on other grounds than the Lutheran doctrine of the two kingdoms
fail. BockmOhlhas articulated this concern time and again, in the discussion after
Lausanne (cf. BockmOhl 1975; 1982; 1983). With this observation we touch again on one
of the critical issues in the debate on social ethics between German Lutheran evangelicals
and the so-called radical evangelicals. Put in other words, the contribution of Padilla and
Escobar at Lausanne introduced a foundational challenge to the established western and
Lutheran view of God's work in the world. This issue has been on the table through all the
years from Lausanne until the present time. It still marks the line of demarcation between
German Lutheran evangelicals and those called radical evangelicals. This needs to be
further developed in Part 111.98
3.

Furthermore, in view of the Schools it is important to notice that Lausanne has

encouraged mission studies in evangelical theological education. Bruce J. Nicholls's
presentation on "Theological Education and Evangelism" was well received by German
evangelicals and was one of the impulses toward the foundation of the European
Evangelical Accrediting Association (see next chapter). New efforts were taken to develop
qualified evangelical theological scholarship and education after Lausanne. Bruce Nicholls
was instrumental in that process among German evangelicals (Egelkraut 1990:33).
4.

In the end, the Lausanne Covenant proved to be a key document for an

evangelical identity in Germany and Switzerland-for missions as well as theological
schools. The German AEM adopted it as second foundational statement besides the
Frankfurt Declaration (Mann: 113). For the Swiss AEM it became the main confessional
statement besides the statement of the Evangelical Alliance.

98We need only to compare two doctoral dissertations on the same topic by the Latin
American Valdir R. Steuernagel, The Theology of Mission in its Relevance to Social Responsibility
within the Lausanne Movement (1988) and by the German Lutheran Erhard Berneburg, Das
Verhaltnis von Verkondiqunq und sozialer Aktion in der evangelikalen Missionstheologie (1997).
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12. The Foundation of the European Evangelical Accrediting
Association (EEAA) 1979
As mentioned above, Lausanne has further strengthened the identity of German and
Swiss evangelicalism. We have also noticed that it gave the impetus to undertake concrete
steps toward the academic accreditation of missionary Bible schools and colleges. This
was put into practice in the second half of the 1970s.
It was in AEM circles where the concern for accreditation was expressed and
solutions were demanded. Since most of the Bible schools and seminaries operate outside
of the government-recognised educational system, they cannot confer internationally
recognised degrees. In the 1970s, the international situation regarding qualifications for
overseas personnel put pressure on German-speaking schools. They became aware that,
if they could not gain international academic recognition in reasonable time, their
graduates would no longer be qualified to enter Two Thirds World countries. This caused
the AEM to push for the accreditation of Bible schools and seminaries (Gleiss:81;
Egelkraut 1990:33). Some already had connections to North American evangelical colleges
and seminaries and sent their graduates there to complete degrees. At the initiative of the
mission agencies (&EM) and Bruce Nicholls99of WEF, the European Evangelical
Accrediting Association (EEAA) was founded by the delegates of 23 Bible schools and
seminaries in 1979 (Gleiss:81,130; Egelkrautl 990:33; Born:554). The EEAA was
established as an European association inviting schools from all (at that time western)
European countries. Fifteen of the 23 founding members were from German-speaking
Europe and at least fourteen of them were associated with the AEM (cf. Gleiss: 130). The
objective was to establish accreditation procedures in close co-operation with the
International Council of Accrediting Agencies (ICAA), which was founded in 1980 (Kemp
1995:314; Born:554). However "the idea of accreditation was difficult to introduce in a

99TheAEM invited evangelical schools to a initial meeting at Ewersbach on 4 November 1977
(Letter of 12 September 1977). Bruce Nicholls, at that time General secretary of the Theological
Commission of the World Evangelical Fellowship and well acquainted with the accrediting agencies
in Asia and Africa, was at that meeting His main arguments for accreditation were put forward in his
.
paper of August 1976 which he presented at Ewersbach (Archive Bienenberg).
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continent where the whole educational system has always operated under government
supervision" (Egelkraut:33f.).
We notice at this point that national state accreditation was hardly considered by the

Schoolsat that time. The developmentsof the 1960sand 1970s,outlinedin the previous
chapters,had alreadyled the conservativeevangelicalmovementinto such an isolation
from the establishedchurchesand their theologicalfacultiesthat negotiationswith the
state, the establishedchurchesand the universitieswere unrealistic.In this situation,to cooperatewith the international-or American-accreditation systemseemedto be the most
promisingavenue.
The 1980s became the decade of accreditation for evangelical theological schools in
German-speaking Europe. Schools from Germany, France, Switzerland and Scandinavia
took the lead and most of the institutions in view applied for accreditation in the 1980s. Yet
the negotiation of accreditation standards which would meet international requirements and
simultaneously fit European categories took time. It soon became clear that the various
schools-often with long histories-could not easily be fit into the clearly defined
categories of an accreditation structure. Several schools were far from meeting the
required standards. In the last decade of the century, the accreditation process still goes
on. Yet several schools could not be convinced to associate with EEAA. They were
seeking other forms of accreditation, be it through state recognition or through direct
relations to North American colleges and seminaries. This has certainly weakened the
position and validity of the EEAA. In addition, new schools, offering new forms of education
have entered the scene. Several models of Theological Education by Extension are
attracting more students than the traditional residential schools. Up to the present time the
EEAA has not proved capable of providing means for the accreditation of such new
models. Some of these developments will be evaluated in Part IV.

13. The Foundation of the Freie Hochschule für Mission 1984
Another major step in evangelical mission training in the German-speaking context
was taken when the AEM founded the Freie Hochschule fCjrMission (FHM) (Graduate
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School of Missiology). It is not easy to determine the date of its foundation. The year 1984
indicates the school's move to its current location in Korntal near Stuttgart and, at that
same moment, the implementation of a graduate programme leading to an academic
degree (Gleiss:140-142). But this event was only the result of what had been started much
earlier.
Traditionally, Protestant missionaries in Germany have received their basic training
at the Bible schools or colleges and seminaries, the mission schools of certain mission
agencies or at the faculties of state universities. Beyond this, specific missionary
preparation as well continuing education of missionaries was needed. For that purpose the
Missionsakademie Hamburg (Mission Academy Hamburg) was founded by the Deutsche
Evangelische Missionstag (DEMT in 1954. Walter Freytag was its first academic director
(LWM:354; Gleiss:12). The Missionsakadernie Hamburg was affiliated with Hamburg
University and mainly served the mission agencies of mainline Protestant churches. In the
mid 1960s missions of free church or interdenominational background began to offer
courses for missionaries at Wiedenest, Ewersbach and Liebenzell. After 1967 such
seminars were co-ordinated by the Arbeitsqemeinschaft f0r freikirchliche Missionskurse,
later called Arbeitsgemeinschaft evangelikaler Missionskurse. (Gleiss: 11,67). In 1975
Liebenzell intensified its training offerings for missionaries on furlough by offering fiveweek courses leading to a diploma. As, due to all the reasons mentioned above, the AEM
withdrew more and more from the DEMT and hence from the Missionsakademie, an
increased desire for an evangelical missiological study centre in German-speaking Europe
became evident. Several projects already were discussed in the 1970s. Peter Beyerhaus,
academic director of the Albrecht-Benqel-Haus at TUbingen, initiated the installation of a
missiological branch of the ABH, alongside the pastoral studies department, which was
already in existence. But the project did not succeed. Others suggested the foundation of
an academy for mission studies in Basel. While some focused on preparation for
missionaries and continuing education, others wanted an evangelical research centre
(Gleiss:77-80). In 1978, the AEM took over responsibility for the project and soon
thereafter started the Seminar fOr missionarische Fortbildung,in Monbachtal/Bad
Liebenzell, close to the mission and seminary of Bad Liebenzell yet as an Independent and
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new educational institution (ClU Catalogue 1997/98:3; Gleiss:80). The North American
evangelical missiologist Georg W. Peters was called as a key leader for the establishment
of this new graduate school and research centre. Earlier, Peters served as academic dean
at Mennonite Brethren Biblical Seminary at Fresno (USA), and was head of the mission
department of Dallas Theological Seminary.100Under his leadership from 1978 to 1987,
the Seminar fOr missionarische Fortbildung grew to become a widely respected evangelical
graduate school of missiology. After an interim period Peter Beyerhaus became director of
the school until 1994 (Gleiss:147,181).
As mentioned earlier, the school moved to Korntal/Stuttgart in 1984 and changed its
name to Freie Hochschule fOr Mission (Graduate School of Missiology) in 1985
(Gleiss:140-143). The short history of the FMH also shows a constant struggle for
academic recognition. An attempt at obtaining accreditation from the state of BadenWorttemberg as a Hochschule (graduate school) failed (Gleiss:141f.). The European
Evangelical Accrediting Association did not at that time offer accreditation for this type of
school (post graduate studies, leading to an MA). Through its North American connections,
the AEM maintained relationships to Grace Theological Seminary, Biola University and
Columbia Biblical Seminary (all USA). Accreditation through one of these schools was
finally the way sought towards the end of the 1980s. In 1988 four students graduated
through Grace Theological Seminary, but Grace could not maintain the accreditation of an
extension centre in Europe because of ATS regulations. After 1988 the FHM concentrated
on a co-operation with Columbia Biblical Seminary (Gleiss:145). Since 1992 it has been
offering courses accredited by Columbia Biblical Seminary and in 1994 it received full
accreditation as an extension centre of the Columbia University's Columbia Biblical
Seminary & Graduate School of Missions division, offering MA degrees in missiology and
Biblical studies (catalogue 1997/98:3; Gleiss: 181).

This ratherextensivesummaryof the origin of the FHM is crucialfor an
understandingof evangelicalmissionstudiesin German-speakingEurope-and this for the
followingreasons:(1) The FHM is the first and so far the only fully accreditedevangelical
10013iographical
and bibliographical data to G.W. Peters in Kasdorf/Maller:20-50.
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graduate school for missiological studies in this language area. (2) It is run in close
relations with the AEM and carries the same missiological profile. (3) Such prominent
evangelical missiologists as G. W. Peters and Peter Beyerhaus have influenced the school
and its theology. (4) In its early days, it was established by a North American evangelical
missiologist and is today the extension centre of a North American evangelical school. (5)
Many of the graduates of the Schools have sought further training at the FHM. (6) Finally,
several mission teachers of the Schools are graduates of the FHM.
All this only underlines the significance of the FHM for evangelical mission studies in
Germany and Switzerland and suggests that the impact of this missiological study centre
upon the Bible colleges and seminaries deserves further analysis in Part III and IV.

14. The Lausanne 11Congress on World Evangelization at Manila
in 1989
The Lausanne // Congress on World Evangelization, held at Manila in July 1989,
sought to be understood as the affirmation, clarification and actualisation of Lausanne
and the process of the Lausanne Movement between 1974 and 1989101(cf.
Marquart/Parzany:329 and the introduction to the Manila Manifest). The Congress and the
Manifesto were shaped around two motives: "Proclaim Christ Until he Comes" and "Calling
the Whole Church to Take the Whole Gospel to the Whole World" (see introduction to the
Manifesto in Hedlund:419). Participants and commentators have identified the significance
of Lausanne // not so much in its theological contribution but in its consolidation of the
evangelical mission movement associated with Lausanne (Hedlund:412-418; em
3/1990:34; Beyerhaus 1996:9). The key terms 'urgency,' 'unity' and 'sacrifice' reflect the
strength of the Manila Congress. It was a call for world evangelisation (Berneburg
1997:200; Reifler:63-64). However the following weaknesses of the Congress have been
identified: (1) It was "long on celebration but short on content" (Hedlund:414); (2) it did not
deal adequately with the charismatic question; (3) the paralysing effect of Modernity on

IOISee the list of the 18 consultations in Appendix C.
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in
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Congress (Teschner in Marquert/Parzany:30); and finally (4) the divergent views on the
issue of evangelism and social concern could not be overcome-indeed, the split between
the 'pure evangelism wing' and the 'integrative mission wing' seemed greater than
before.102

How have German evangelicals received Lausanne U?
1.

First of all, the Manila Congress has been widely recognised by evangelicals in

the German-speaking context. Lausanne Uwas visited by a broad spectrum of evangelical
in
Europe
the report volume
German-speaking
from
reflected
as
representatives
Evangelisation mit Leidenschaft (Marquardt/Parzany). This also implies that the response
is not univocal. As a particularly controversial aspect, German evangelicals noted the role
(:
311-313;
3/1990:
30-32;
36). They
the
gm
congress
at
charismatic
evangelicals
of
definitely appreciated all the clear statements on the uniqueness of Christ as the only way
to salvation.
2.

It is interesting to observe the responses to developments in the area of holistic

mission and social responsibility. (a) The German report volume devotes a major part to
the topic Good News to the Poor. Six major contributions from Manila are included and
German commentators respond favourably to the presentations by Tom Houston, Michael
Cassidy, Valdir Steuernagel, Vinay Samuel and others (Marquart/Parzany:100-153).
However, the two German commentators do not represent the conservative-fundamentalist
wing of German evangelicalism. (b) German evangelicals more closely associated with
Beyerhaus and the Frankfurt Declaration assess the outcome of Manila more critically (em
1990/3:35f; Schnabel 1993:28-82, especially 57-62,66ff; Berneburg 1997:200-234).

102Thetwowingswere representedby the "SocialConcernTracw'led by VinaySamuelon
one hand(seeTransformation1990/1)and the "AD 2000"movementsupportedby the presentation
by LoisPalauand NorthAmericanevangelicalson the other hand(cf. Berneburg1997:200-234).
Thesedivergingtrendswithinthe evangelicalmovementin and after Manilahavebeenanalysedby
SamuelEscobarin "A MovementDivided"(1991).Padillaproposesthreestrands:(a) post-imperial
missiologyaroundJohn Stott,(b) managerialmissiologyaroundthe NorthAmericanchurchgrowth
movement,and (c) criticalmissiologyfrom the peripheryarticulatedby evangelicalsfrom the Two
ThirdsWorld.
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Berneburg severely criticises Samuel's, Sugden's and Steuernagel's presentations and
sees the success of the Social Concern Movement as shaped by a holistic understanding
of salvation, a political orientation, a non-eschatological view of God's kingdom, contextual
hermeneutics and the option for the poor-concepts which in Berneburg's view need to be
refuted (1997:222; 25ff.).

Looking back on the response of conservative German evangelicals to the
developments of the Lausanne Movement from 1974 to 1989 we can draw the conclusion
that they identify with the Lausanne Movement insofar as it corresponds to the Frankfurt
Declaration. This can be observed from the early interpretations by Peter Beyerhaus
(1975) through Berneburg's thesis of 1997. In practice, this means that German
conservative evangelicals use documents such as the Lausanne Covenant and the Manila
Manifesto eclectically to support the emphasis of the theology of the Frankfurt Declaration.
At the same time they not only distance themselves from the WCC but also from the
evangelical Social Concern Movement. Granted that after Manila the evangelical
movement is more than ever in danger of breaking apart into a wing which gives priority to
the evangelistic proclamation and a wing which seeks the practice of integral evangelism,
German conservative evangelicals clearly identify with the former wing (Berneburg
1997:373).
However, on the international scene, evangelical and Ecumenical, the focus of
attention had been shifting in the late 1980s from the issues touching on social
responsibility and integral mission'03 towards theology of religions and dialogue with
people of other faiths. Of course the issue had been on the table for a long time, but
received only marginal attention in the 1980s. It was the new interest in pneurnatology,
stirred by the Eastern Orthodox Churches and the growing charismatic movement, which

103Thedebate on the integration of social responsibility and evangelism has reached a certain
climax at the CWME Consultation on Evangelism at Stuttgart in 1987. This consultation brought
together Ecumenicals as well as evangelicals. The result was The Stuttgart Statement, a declaration
on integral mission which demonstrates a considerable overlap between Ecumenicals and
evangelicals (cf. Wietzke:353ff; Samuel/Hauser). In view of German conservative evangelicalism we
notice that the 1987 consultation, though it took place in Germany, remained almost unrecognised;
where it was recognised it was rejected (cf. Berneburg 1996:350f.).
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Pentecostal/charismatic movement (176-199,311-313), have to be read in this context.
However, Manila did not look at theology of religion from a pneurnatological point of view;
this was to be developed further at the next Ecumenical conference at Canberra.

15. The WCC Assembly at Canberra 1991 and the Evangelical
Response
This historical survey now enters the 1990s with the discussion of the evangelical
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inculturation of the Gospel, the dramatic process of the discovery and
theological elaboration of the "contextuality" of mission stretches out of thirty
years (1993:23).
It is this shift from a Christological witness to the world to a pneurnatological
community with the world which dominates the agenda of the WCC's reflection at and
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104Seethe summary of the discussion by Werner under the title "Zur missionstheologischen
Bedeutung des Verzichts auf das westliche filioque" (The Significance of the drop of the filioque of
the western church for a theology of mission) (1993:451ff.). For a critical discussion see Helfenstein
1998:269-278.
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The developments at Canberra have been severely criticised by evangelicals worldwide (Ro/Nicholls; Padilla 1991). In an open "Letter to Churches and Christians Worldwide
from Participants Who Share Evangelical Concerns," they addressed Christians around the
world. Bruce J. Nicholls and Bong Rin Ro summarise in an Evangelical Response to
Canberra:
The emphasis on worship, rich in ecclesiastical traditions, powerful and
symbolic acts and colourful art forms was no doubt the highlight of the
assembly. However, the absence of any discussion of evangelism and the
work of the Holy Spirit in conversion and renewal of the churches and the
radical approach to many of our contemporary issues concerned all of us...
Many felt that the justice activists, feminists and environmentalists, who
.
dominated the Seoul Consultation on Justice, Peace and Integrity of
Creation in 1990, hijacked the agenda and the centre stage at the Canberra
Assembly (Rin Ro/Nicholls:7f.).
The German evangelical theologian Rolf Hille, director of studies at the Benqel Haus
(introduced earlier in this chapter) decisively rejected the controversial contribution of the
Korean theologian Chung Hyun-Kyung as "Spirit and Soil Theology", which, in Hille's view,
has nothing to do with biblical-Protestant faith but a great deal to do with syncretism (Hille
1993:64-68). He concludes:
In this ecumenism, justification of the sinner through faith in Jesus Christ
alone can be bent and reinterpreted as the self-saving efforts of the
politically active person. And not a single church leader out of the great
churches of the Reformation-not even anyone of the 54 members of the
German delegation which included Protestant bishops from a number of
up to contradict seriously this
established regional churches-rose
presentation of works-righteousness. Are there no more Protestants within
ecumenism (:67)?
Many of the contributions to the'Evangelical Responses to Canberra show an equally
sharp critique of some of the contents of the Canberra Assembly (cf. Padilla 1991). This
clearly indicates that the open agenda between Ecumenicals and evangelicals is still far
from being cleared.
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Yet, the evangelical response Beyond Canberra also stands for a new tone in the
evangelical-Ecumenical dialogue which developed in the 1980s. The editors of the booklet

write:
The intention of this book is wholly positive. The writers believe that
evangelicals should be stimulated by the theological vitality of many
ecumenists, and share many of their concerns-with the environment, for
example, with justice issues, with right relationships between women and
men ... But they also believe that current ecumenical thinking needs to be
exposed to constructive criticism from a biblical point of view (Rin
Ro/Nicholls: back cover).
Can this be interpreted as a positive step forward toward a fruitful dialogue between
evangelicals and Ecumenicals beyond the condemnatory style of the Frankfurt Declaration
and the Berlin Statement on Ecumenism-or are evangelicals going astray, as Peter
Beyerhaus worried already in his response to the evangelicals' role at Melbourne in 1980
(Beyerhaus 1981:212-223,1996: 1If. ). In view of the schools to be analysed in this study,
we find that German conservative evangelicals are deeply sceptical towards all attempts at
harmonising evangelical and Ecumenical understandings of mission on the assumption
that both movements emphasise certain truths which could be brought together to a more
holistic view of mission. Again in the words of Beyerhaus: "it is a question of take it or leave
it"-which leaves no space for negotiation or compromise (1981:200).
Looking at the agendas of the KBA assemblies in the 1990s we realise that these
missiological issues are not taken up. This does not mean that evangelical mission
theologians did not deal with these issues or that they were absent from teaching at the
Schools, as we will see in Part Ill. However the Schools were preoccupied with other
questions in the 1990s to which we will now turn.

16. The KBA-Schools in the 1990s: Affirmation and Crisis
We close the review of the epoch under consideration by referring to the two KBA
assemblies of 1993 and 1995. Both are strong indicators of the current situation:
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1.

The 1993 assembly was devoted to the 30th anniversary of the association.

The concern of the early days, the legacy of 'Battle for the Bible' against modernism and
Biblical criticism was at the centre of the conference. The three key papers presented at
the conference univocally focused on the evangelical community's struggle to remain
faithful to the Bible as the word of God against the forces of Biblical criticism. KBA 1993
was an impressive affirmation of its heritage from the 1960s.
2.

At the same time the Schools suffered a considerable drop in student numbers.

Between 1990 and 1994 enrolment dropped more than 30 per cent, from 565 to 395
(counting 25 schools). The number of graduates decreased between 1990 and 1996 from
467 to 222, which is less than 50 per cent (Faix/Faix/MQller/Schmidt).This certainly caused
serious concern and reflection among the Schools. The issue was brought to the table at
the 1995 assembly and the decision was taken to engage in serious analysis and
implement such changes as the situation should demand. A research team was mandated
to conduct a thorough investigation by means of a survey, assisted by the research centre
of the FHM. First results could be presented at the 1996 assembly and a deeper analysis
one year later. This must be viewed as a significant step in the KBA's history, since it was
the first time that schools in a common project engaged in self-critical analysis. The results
of this examination will provide substantial data for the analysis of the Schools in Part IV of
this thesis.
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C. Concluding Reflections
It is time to coalesce the findings of Part 11and bring them into focus in view of the
subject of this study. (1) In Section A we have looked at the general background of
evangelicalism and have shown how the German neo-pietistic movement gained new
momentum in the post-war period through interaction with North American evangelicalism,
and this to such a measure that it even introduced the label evangelikal, the Germanised
version of evangelical, to the German-speaking world. We have also demonstrated how
the place of mission studies in theological education has been the subject of constant
debate in this century, however with hardly any progress as far as the established
universities are concerned. On the other hand, we have highlighted the contribution of the
pietistic/evangelical mission movement, arguing that considerable initiative, in terms of
is
derived
from
this tradition of Bible schools, Bible
theological
education,
mission-oriented
colleges and evangelical seminaries. (3) Finally, in Section B we have surveyed the recent
history (1960-1995) of the Schoo/s'context, demonstrating that in a time of identity crisis,
anti-Ecumenism and anti-modernism (defence of the inerrancy of the Bible) became the
backbone of the evangelical movement around the KBA schools. It appeared that Peter
Beyerhaus and the Frankfurt Declaration played a major role in this identity-building
process.

In the horizon of the further development of this study, the following points should be
taken into consideration:
1.

In the light of the international evangelical movement, the evangelicals

connected with the Schools must be defined as conservativelmoderate fundamentalist, to
reuse Holthaus' terminology. Even within the German/Swiss scene this conservative
evangelical movement does not represent all evangelicals. At least three groups ought to
be added: (1) the pietistic wing of the Lutheran and Reformed churches around the
Pfarrer-Gebets Bruderschaft and its journal Theologische Beitrage, (2) the classical free
churches (Mennonites, Baptists, Methodists), despite the fact that some of them hesitate to
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associate too freely with evangelicalism, especially in the form of American evangelicalism
or the German Bekenntnisbewequn-q(cf. Marquardt; Kraus; Holthaus 1997:18), and (3) a
network of institutions such as the Offensive iunqer Christen (which holds relationships to
the Kalros-Centre of Ren6 Padilla in Buenos Aires) or the journal Unterwegs (the German
105
journal
Jim
Wallis).
American
Spiourners,
This means
the
with
associated
counterpart of
that as we proceed to an analysis of the mission theology and theological education
represented by the Schools, we are not giving a comprehensive picture of German/Swiss
evangelicalism but only of its conservative/fundamentalist wing.
2.

We have realised that the schools under consideration are the heirs of the

pietistic/neo-pietistic tradition, which, historically, has made a significant contribution not
only to mission but also to mission training and theological education. This is a significant
heritage. Further research must show to what extent the Schools have developed its
potential-that is, how much they have gained their identity from within their own rich
tradition.
3.

The preliminary reading of the historical background suggests that the

conservative German evangelical movement under consideration has defined its identity
since the 1960s primarily in contrast to the state church universities and the WCC. We
have demonstrated that this is partially due to a historical situation in which the dominant
alliance between the established churches and the state leaves only minimal space for
alternative movements. Since the days of early Anabaptism, such movements have often
been forced to move into sectarian separation.
4.

We have argued that this historic situation becomes extremely evident in the

realmof highertheologicaleducation,wherethe field is completelydominatedby the statechurchrun departmentsof state universities.The universitysystem in Germanyand
Switzerlandsimplydoes not providea meansfor the recognitionof theologicalschools
outsidethe state churches.

105Forthe division between conservative and radical evangelicals in Germany see Wolfgang
Vorlander, "Zwel Lausanne-Bewegungen unter einem Dach?"
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5.

We have demonstrated that conservative German evangelicals have, by their

strong defensive and apologetic stance toward the WCC and the established theology of
the state universities, moved themselves into a critical stage of separation and isolation.
Particularly, the escalation of the late 1960s and early 1970s (Frankfurt Declaration and
Berlin Declaration) has made dialogue virtually impossible. Further research must show
how this has affected the development of mission theology (Part 111)
and theological
education (Part IV).
6.

It became evident that throughout the process of finding a new identity,

conservative German evangelicals were significantly strengthened by relating themselves
to North American evangelicals. On the other hand, we have observed only minimal
relations to the wider international evangelical scene. We have argued that the role of
Germany in the two world wars has isolated Germany internationally and that this is at
least one reason for the isolation of German evangelicalism. Here again we have to ask
how this has affected mission theology and theological education.
7.

In the historical overview it became quite evident that American influence and

support is most visible in the development of a new missiological interest among German
evangelicals (e.g., the role of the Freie Hochschule for Mission) and in the establishing of
the European Evangelical Accrediting Association. Through the latter, Evangelicals in the
German context were able to escape their isolation from university access. Advantages
and disadvantages of this step need further analysis in the following parts of this study.

With this we have established the framework in which evangelical theological
education in general and mission studies in particular takes place in German-speaking
Europe. In two analytical steps we now look in greater detail at the theology of mission
represented by the Schools (Part 111),
and at the way they do theological education and
mission studies (Part IV).
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PART THREE:
THEOLOGY OF MISSION
GERMAN EVANGELICAL THEOLOGY
OF MISSION IN THE LIGHT OF PARADIGM
SHIFTS IN MISSION
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The aim of Part /// is to examine evangelical mission studies in German-speaking
Europe in terms of its content. This means that the theology of mission taught at the
Schools will be analysed as it has developed between 1960 and 1995. This objective will
be reached in two major steps: (1) First, a theoretical foundation needs to be laid-that is,
criteria for the analysis of the content of mission studies must be established (III.A. ) (2)
Then, based on these criteria, the actual analysis can be conducted (III. B.)

A. Theory: Towards a Holistic Paradigm in Theology

of Mission
This sectionculminatesin the identificationof the key elementsof a theologyof
missioncapableof servingat the end of the 20th centuryas criteriafor the evaluationof
missionstudiesin theologicaleducation.The main sourceis DavidBosch'sproposalof an
emergingecumenicalmissionaryparadigm(1991:368ff.).106We will not presenta simple
summaryof Bosch'sTransformingMission,but generatean in-depthanalysisof Bosch's
work, drawingfrom many of his writingsand putting his theologyin context,all with the
purposeof establishingvalid criteriafor the analysisof contemporarytheologyof mission.
Thus, the argumentof this sectionflows as follows:
1.

The validityof Bosch'sproposal

2.

The contextof Bosch'sproposal

3.

The contentof Bosch'sproposal

4.

The.consequencesof Bosch'sproposal

106Bosch's broader work, beyond Transforming Mission, will also be taken into consideration.
A (almostl) comprehensive bibliography of Bosch's writings in Saayman/Kritzinger:167-170.
Unfortunately Bosch's doctoral thesis Die Heidenmission in der Zukunftsschau Jesu. Eine
Untersuchun-qzur Eschatoloqle der synoptischen Evangelien (1959) is missing in that list.
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The Validity of Bosch's Proposal
First, Bosch must be validated as a valuable standard for the evaluation of mission
theology as taught at the Schools. It goes without saying that this can be done only on a
preliminary level at this stage. The analysis of the Schools may shed additional light on'the
validity of his theory. This preliminary validation of the theory will be carried out in two
how
Bosch
has
is
based
first
(1)
The
of
applied
on
argument
an
examination
steps:
paradigm theory to mission. (2) The second argument is based on the reception of Bosch's
proposal.

a)

Applying Paradigm Theory to Mission
When Bosch applies paradigm theory to mission,107he relies heavily on Hans

KOng-to wit, the proposalto apply paradigmtheoryto theologyput forward by the
TobingenSymposiumof 1983(KOng/Tracy1984; 1989).108Shortlyafter this symposium,
Boschbeganto apply paradigmtheoryto the theologyof mission.109When, sevenyears
later, TransformingMissionwas published,it appearedto be a comprehensiveand wellreflectedapplication.It is Bosch'sconvictionthat the idea of paradigmchangesis of
his
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1991:185).In this sense he basicallyfollowsUng's applicationof the theory. He
deliberatelyemphasisesMing's key phrasethat in theology"any paradigmshift can only
be carriedout on the basis of the gospel and becauseof the gospel,never, however,
againstthe gospel"(Bosch 1991:187; cf. KOng/Tracy1984:65).

107Themajor chapter in which he defines his use of paradigm theory is 1991:181-1989
108Atthis point this study does not reflect on the contribution of KQngand the Tobingen
consultation, yet in the final chapter of the thesis, Kuhn's application of paradigm change theory will
be applied to the Schools.
109TheGerman edition of KUng/Tracywas published 1984, the English edition only in 1989. As
in
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missiological studies prior to 1980 (cf. Schenk 1980b).
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Havingintroducedthe conceptof paradigmand paradigmshift accordingto Kuhn
and KOng, Bosch applies Ming's theory in three basic ways:
1.

He employs KOng'ssubdivision of history as one possibly helpful tool in

understandingand interpretingdevelopmentsin the historyof mission(Bosch 1991:181345).
2.

He spells out the crisis of the Enlightenment paradigm with regard to Christian

mission (:363-367).
3.

And he outlines an emerging, new paradigm of mission comprising thirteen

elements (:368ff.)
On the basis of this internal data and of a preliminary reading of Transforming

Mission(informedby an awarenessof many of Bosch'searlierpublications),we conclude
that Transforming Mission is a valuable study which applies paradigm theory carefully and
critically and presents a broad picture of contemporary missiological reflections.

b)

The Reception of Bosch's Proposal
Bosch's proposal has been widely accepted, though it has not remained

unchallenged.' 10The following issues have been raised:
1.

Several scholars agree with Bosch in the analysis that mission has been

undergoing tremendous changes and that these changes have to be seen within the scope
of larger global shifts, yet they hesitate to use the term paradigm. Wietzke rejects the term
as referring to epochal shifts which only can be identified from a certain distance. For him it
is too early to employ such terminology. 111Werner uses the term in reference to Kuhn and
Bosch but does not want to over-estimate it. How the change to a new paradigm will take
place and what shape such a new paradigm of mission will take is-according to Werner-

11OBesidesthe many book reviews the following contributions are of special significance:
Livingston 1989; Missionalia 18/1 (1990); Baillie 1993; Thomas 1995, Saayman/Kritzinger 1996.
111'Wir zögern, von einem neuen'Pardigma'zu
spechen. Die Faktoren, die D.J. Bosch und in
seiner Folge J.A. Scherer und S. B. Bevans für das Entstehen eines'postmodernen ökumenischen
Paradigmas'anführen, sind nicht überzeugend, da sie schon seit längerem als Probleme der
Moderne benennt werden. In solcher zeitlicher Nähe möchten wir einen so gewichtigen Begriff nicht
gebrauchen, um nicht der Gefahr zu erliegen, 'jeden Wandel für einen Paradigmenwechsel'zu
halten" (Wietzke 1993: 438).
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2.

Secondly, there are some doubts regarding the reality of the paradigm Bosch

describes (Wietzke:437f; Werner 1993:44-47). The following questions are raised: Is it
really emerging? To what extent are the contours already visible? Is it already an
established paradigm? Bosch himself states,
Today there is a growing sense of disaffection with the Enlightenment and a
is,
There
for
to
of
reality.
on the
understanding
and
a new approach
quest
one hand, a search under way for a new paradigm; on the other hand, such
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The questionremains:is the new paradigmin missionpresentedby Boschreally
emerging,or is it merelyBosch'spersonalview, at best his visionfor the future of the
Christianmission?Bosch'spresentationcalls for a threefoldresponse:(a) Describingthe
elementsof the new paradigm,he drawsfrom a varietyof theologicaland confessional
traditions(ecumenical,evangelical,Catholic,Orthodox,westernworld and Two Thirds
World), and with this he demonstratesthat the featuresof the new paradigmdo not come
from his imaginationbut from what is alreadypresentin variouscurrentswithin the
Christianchurch.(b) It can also be said that othershave also observedan emerging
in
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truly ecumenicaltheology,which,throughoutevery confessionand denomination,has
found its groundsin the testimonyof the NewTestament"(Freytaged:52). With his
significantcontributionto the IMC conferenceof Ghana in 1958,LesslieNewbiginspelled
out in greaterdetail what one may call a new missionaryparadigm(Newbigin1958).The
optimisticoutlookof Hartenstein,Newbigin,Freytagand otherswas certainlyshatteredas
the polarisationbetweenthe ecumenicaland evangelicalmovementsdiminishedhopesfor
the unity of the churchin the sixtiesand seventies.But in 1978LesslieNewbiginobserved
new signs of hopethat a truly ecumenicaland holisticunderstandingof missionwould
emerge(Newbigin1978:11). Othershave indicatedthe same emergingdevelopment
(Scherer/Bevans1992:lxf; Wietzke:425ff.). (c) Boschtakes the risk of spellingout in
He
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greater
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intends to present an accurate picture of an emerging paradigm with all its "centrifugal and
367). Yet Bosch goes beyond what is already emerging to create
centripetal forces" (11991:
a more comprehensive vision of the new paradigm, pushing further ahead towards a
holistic understanding of mission. In this sense it is a very optimistic outlook. The notion of
creative tension is Bosch's key element in keeping even the polarised elements together
(11991:
367). Such an optimistic view is not shared by all his colleagues. Joachim Wietzke's
proposal may therefore be more realistic, pointing to areas of convergence as well as
areas of divergence. For Wietzke, the changes are still taking place and what could prove
to form a new paradigm is still taking shape.
Bosch himself seems to be aware of these limitations. He qualifies his proposal by
saying, "Throughout, my reflections will remain tentative, suggesting rather than defining
the contours of a new model" (1991:367). It is the task of this study to evaluate how
German evangelicalism fits into the picture.
3.

From this flows another issue which has been a subject of debate. Is Bosch's

proposal really ecumenical? According to KUng, "the transition from particularist to
universal thinking, and from 'controversial'theology

to 'ecumenical'theology

is an

imperative requirement" in the new paradigm. 112Bosch's phrase, "an emerging ecumenical
missionary paradigm, " indicates that it is certainly one of Bosch's intentions to move in that
direction. The critical question to be raised is how far he went on this road. He has
definitely pushed beyond the liberal-conservative

(Ecumenical-evangelical)

polarisation.

Yet various reviewers have pointed out that Bosch's ecumenical horizons need to be
expanded: (a) In general, it can be observed that Bosch depends heavily on western
contributions. The sources show that "his dialogue was primarily with scholars in Europe
and North America. " In his companion to Transforming Mission, Thomas has deliberately
included texts from Africa, Asia, Latin America and Oceania to complement the ecumenical
scope of Bosch (Thomas 1995: XV). (b) In addition to that, Bosch's discussion of Two
Thirds World theologies is heavily weighted towards the ecumenical and liberation theology

112KOng/Tracy1989:450; cf. Hollenweger: "if mission and mission studies are to have a future,
they must be rigorously ecumenicat' (1991:95).
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movement. He does not pay much attention to the contribution of the evangelical
theologians of the Two Thirds World, represented by theologians around the International
Fellowship of Evangelical Mission Theologians (INFEMIT) (Sugden 1996: 148f.). (c) Bosch
also fails to give a voice to the oral traditions of the growing movement of independent
churches in the Two Thirds World, which Walter Hollenweger has articulated in the
Ecumenical movement (Hollenweger'1991: 98f.). (d) It has also been pointed out that
Bosch does not take into account the growing awareness of women's roles in mission, nor
does he refer to women theologians. 113Looking at the history of mission and the larger
horizon of the paradigm shift taking place in society, a new definition of the role and the
relationship of the sexes can hardly be overlooked. KQnghas pointed to the fact that the
"oikoumene between the sexes" is one of the crucial aspects of a new paradigm in
theology (KQnglTracy 1989:450). (e) One of the central elements of the postEnlightenment paradigm is a new awareness of the supernatural. A new missionary
paradigm in intercultural partnership with those cultures of the world which have not gone
through the Enlightenment era ought to pay attention to the recovery of the supernatural.
In this context the experience of the Pentecostal/charismatic movement, which must be
seen as the fastest growing segment of world Christianity (Hollenweger 1997:13-15), can
make a vital contribution. Bosch pays almost no attention to the Pentecostal/charismatic
tradition (Sugden 1996:140).
A new ecumenical paradigm of mission will therefore definitely need expansion
beyond the scope of David Bosch's proposal.
4. Furthermore the question must be put as follows: Can Bosch's proposal be called
a paradigm? A paradigm is, again according to the definition of Thomas Kuhn, "an entire
constellation of beliefs, values, techniques, and so on shared by the members of a given
community." A paradigm change definitely embraces more than some marginal changes in
certain areas. In considering Bosch's contribution, the following question has to be
answered: Is Bosch simply pulling together a variety of critical but independent issues

113Cf. Thomas 1995:XV; Sugden 1993:1. Bosch's only references to the role of women
1991:470f, 472.
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touching on the current situation in mission; or does he adequately show the interrelatedness of all the elements in such a way that they form the "entire constellation of
beliefs, values, techniques, and so on shared by the members" of the Christian
community? Bosch himself gives an answer already in the introduction to the chapter on
the elements of the new paradigm:
The elements discussed below should by no means be seen as so many
distinct and isolated components of a model; they are all intimately
interrelated. This means that in discussing a specific element each other
element is always somewhere in the background. The emphasis throughout
should therefore be on the wholeness and indivisibility of the paradigm,
rather than on separated ingredients (1991:368).

Boschconstantlyconnectsthe developmentsin missionwith the larger picture of
theology and society in general. Thus, what happens in Christian mission is part of the
larger paradigm change taking place in western society, from an Enlightenment to a postEnlightenment way of looking at reality. Time and again Bosch struggles with the fact that
the division of the thirteen themes is somewhat artificial and by no means satisfactory
because the various themes are interrelated in such a way that it is almost impossible to
deal with them separately. We may therefore conclude that Bosch definitely presents a
quite comprehensive and integrated picture.
5.

Some have critically asked whether Bosch actually gives "criteria for evaluating

the components of the current paradigm." From the point of view of a Christian theology,
the issue at stake is whether the proposed and emerging paradigm is "the result of
Christian reflection or of the impact of the culture on the church" (Sugden 1996:140,
referring to Baillie).114As crucial it is to raise such a question from the standpoint of
theology, Bosch can certainly not be blamed for dismissing this issue. The biblical
foundation plays a crucial role in his thoughts, as will be discussed later. Nevertheless, the
question regarding the norma normans remains critical and should be reformulated in the

114Usdorfs critique also points in the same direction. His phrase "Die herrschenden
Paradigmen waren immer die Paradigmen der Herrschenden" reveals the limitations of a
paradigmatic approach which accepts an emerging paradigm uncritically (: 137-138).
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following way: Does Bosch provide a normative biblical-theological foundation for mission?
The answer has been given by Bosch himself:115
Far from leading us into a morass of subjectivism and relativism, the
approach I am advocating actually fosters a creative tension between my
ultimate faith commitment and my own theological perception of faith.
Instead of viewing my own interpretation as absolutely correct and all others
by definition as wrong, I recognise that different theological interpretations,
including my own, reflect different contexts, perspectives, and biases. This is
not to say however, that I regard all theological positions as equally valid or
that it does not matter what people believe; rather, I shall do my uttermost to
share my understanding of the faith with others while granting them the right
to do the same. I realise that my theological approach is a 'map, and that a
map is never the actual 'territory. ' Although I believe that my map is the best,
I accept that there are other types of maps and also that, at least in theory,
one of those may be better than mine since I can only know in part (cf. 1 Cor
13:12) (1991: 187).
One objection, put forward by Du Plessis, certainly deserves to be noticed: despite
the fact that Bosch criticises the one-sided results of historical-critical exegesis (as will be
discussed later on), he exclusively uses exegetical material from the historical-critical
tradition or related disciplines. The vast mass of material produced in recent years in New
Testament studies making use of the literary or textual communication approaches
(especially in the United States) is not taken into account at all (Du Plessis:79f.). This is
certainly a limitation to Bosch's work.
6.

Finally, this author would like to add that Bosch's application of paradigm

theory does not focus on the heart of the Kuhnian theory, namely the actual change
process. While Bosch points to various paradigms in history, to the crisis of the
enlightenment paradigm and also to the contours of an emerging new paradigm of
mission, he never discusses the actual process of change in the light of Kuhn's theory.
This observation does not diminish Bosch's contribution but it points beyond Bosch to even

115CCBosch's various exegetical contributions (Bosch 1978; 1986; 1993b)
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greater potential of the Kuhnian theory. This thesis will make use of this potential in its final
part.

C) Conclusions
Based on these observations we come to the following conclusion regarding the
validity and normativity of Bosch's proposal:
1.

Bosch's proposed new missionary paradigm has validity in the sense that it

provides a broad picture of the current situation as well as the direction in which the global
Christian movement is going. It is also deeply rooted in his knowledge of the Bible. His
proposal is a valuable standard by which any church or Christian institution may measure
its present position within the larger world-wide Christian movement. Bosch's paradigm of
mission can serve as valid point of reference to measure mission studies in theological
education in western Europe.
2.

Bosch's paradigm shows deficiencies, gaps and one-sided tendencies. We

must take into consideration the supplements and revisions spelled out above. Bosch
cannot be the only point of reference.' 16
3.

Bosch's proposal is not the norma normans of mission theology. He does not

even pretend to provide a normative theology of mission, but he is actively involved in what
is called the 'international hermeneutic community.' His contribution certainly does reflect a
wide ecumenical exchange and has to be taken seriously by anyone who wants to engage
in an ecumenical search for a biblical foundation for mission.

Based on this preliminary validation, Bosch's proposal will be used as the theory for
the analysis of the Schools. After the analysis, in the concluding Part V of the thesis,
Bosch's paradigm will be reviewed in the light of the findings of this study.

116Thethoughts and praxis of Vinay Samuel, outlined and critically analysed by Chris Sugden
in Seeing the Asian Face of Jesus, will be one of the significant supplements to Bosch.
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2.

The Context of Bosch's Proposal
Bosch's theory has to be seen in context.' 17This context is shaped (1) by the

tremendous changes mission has been experiencing in the post-war period and the crisis
this caused the established tradition of the western church and (2) by the tensions which
arose between the Ecumenical and the evangelical ways of responding to the crisis.
Bosch's contribution in this context is significant and needs to be reviewed in this chapter.

a)

The Context of Crisis and Change
In the years after World War 11,the westernmissionarymovementwas hauntedby

the observation that an era in mission had come to an end. The epoch of de-colonialisation
had caused a severe crisis in the western understanding of mission. In the 1950s and
1960s western mission activities had been radically questioned. One of the most quoted
texts in recent publications on mission is Walter Freytag's famous statement at the World
Mission Conference at Achimota of 1958: "Then, mission had problems, today it is a
problem" (Freytag:111; cf. Werner 1993:3; Beyerhaus 1970:3). There is obviously a wide
agreement in the diagnosis: mission is in crisisl
Consequently, the fact that mission is in crisis is the starting point for Bosch in his
earlier book Witness to the World (1980: 2-10), as well as in Transforming Mission (1991: 111). "Crisis"-says

Bosch, referring to the Japanese characters for'crisis'--!

'is the point

where danger and opportunity meet, where the future is in the balance and where events
can go either way" (1991: 3). His key thesis is that there is "no possibility of Ignoring the
present crisis in mission, nor any point in trying to circumvent it, the only valid way open to
us is to deal with the crisis in utmost sincerity yet without allowing ourselves to succumb to
it"(1991: 7).

117Wedo not speak of Bosch's socio-political context as an Individual and theologian, an issue
tackled by Sugden (1996:143ff.), but of the larger context of the changes in mission which gave birth
to his proposal.
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It seems that Bosch is making a distinction between the external crisis caused by the
circumstances of the post-colonial era and the intemal crisis this has caused within the
westem church.

(1)

The External Crisis

Bosch sees the external crisis-what he calls "the wider crisis"-on three levels
(1980: 1-11,188f; 1991:264-273,302-313):

1.

The modernmissionarymovementis closelyconnectedto the era of western

colonialism, and this epoch definitively belongs to the past. Bosch surnmarises the
consequences of this historical change for the church as follows (1980:3f; 188f.):
0

The West has lost its dominant position in the world. Western theology and

churchpracticeare no longerthe universalnorm.
0

Secularisationhas made God redundant.The westernworld has been dechristianised.

0

The world can no longer be divided into "Christian" and "non-Christian"

territories.
0

There is a profound feeling of ambiguity about western technology and
development and about the idea of progress.

0

Unjuststructuresof oppressionand exploitationare being challengedas never
before.There is a senseof guilt amongwesternChristiansbecauseof their
complicity in the exploitation of the Two Thirds World.

0

The world is, apparently irreversibly, divided between the rich and the poor.

0

We know that we live on a shrinking globe with finite resources. We are able to
kill God's earth and wipe out humankind.

0

Freedom of religion is regarded as a basic human right.

m

The church has lost its privilegeand its powerfulpositionalongsidewith the
state, which dominated not only the West but also missions of the colonial era.

0

Missionaries are no longer the ambassadors of the powerful West. "They now
go to countries frequently hostile to Christian missions."
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With this crisis assessment, Bosch finds himself in good company, as the studies of
Werner, Collet, Newbigin and others demonstrate. Referring to the colonial model of
mission, Newbigin concludes:
The one thing that can certainly be said about this chapter of human history
is that it is over. For more than two centuries it has provided the framework
in which the Western churches have understood their world missionary task.
To continue to think in the familiar terms is now folly. We are forced to do
something that the Western churches have never had to do since the day of
their own birth-to discover the form and substance of a missionary church
in terms which are valid in a world which has rejected the power and the
influence of the Western nations. Mission will no longer work along the
streams of expanding Western power. They have to learn to go against the
stream (1978:6).
2.

But it is not only the fact of a changed world situation that puts pressure on the

church. Because of its alliance with the western colonial powers, the mission movement of
the western churches itself has received severe critiques. Churches of the Two Thirds
World have experienced western mission work not always as a help but often as an
embarrassment. "Many of the grand institutions erected by mission agencies, often at
great cost and with tremendous dedication ... have turned out to be impediments rather
than assets to the life and growth of the younger churches" (1991:365). The image of the
missionary has changed. They are no longer the "rugged heroes of the faith of an earlier
era, who 'brought' the 'gospel' to the uttermost ends of the earth." Rather, they are "feeble
folk, " not always very wise and holy-just ordinary Christians (1991:363-366).
3

David Bosch interprets these elements of the challenge to the Christian church

within the larger framework of the paradigm shift from the Enlightenment to the postEnlightenment era, as summarised in the chart below (1991:264-273,352-362; cf.
Newbigin 1983).
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1

2.

3.

4.

5.

7.

Features of the
Enlightenment
paradigm
The Age of Reason

Impact upon theology

Challenges to the
Enlightenment paradigm

Theology as a science
secularisation of theology

Expansion of realityrecovery of transcendence
and religion
New epistemologyholistic, symbiotic

The 'ugly ditch' (Lessing)
between the Bible and life
today
Dependence on planning
From purpose to
and methods (causecausality
effect)
Optimistic and
Belief in progress
triumphalistic view of the
Christianisation of the
world
Withdrawal of theology to
Separation of
knowledge and value religious matters
Subject-object
separation

All problems are in
principle solvable

Dependence less on God,
more on technologyoptimism

Emancipated,
autonomous
individualism

Religious individualism theological relativism

Rediscovery of the
teleological dimension
Challenge to progress
thinking and western
'developmentalism'
From a 'objectivist
framework' to a 'fiduciary
framework'
New pessimism-new
awareness human
limitations and the evil in
the world
New call for commitment
and interdependence

Bosch concludes:

Never before in the history of humankind have scholars in all disciplines
(includingtheology) been so preoccupiedas they are today, not with the
study of their disciplinesthemselves,but with the metaquestionsconcerning
these disciplines.This state of affairs in itself is indicativeof the presenceof
a crisis of major proportionsor, to put it in Kuhnianterms, of the adventof a
significant "paradigm shift" in ag branches of science .
It was unthinkablethat the Christian church, theology and mission would
remain unscathed (1991:363).
Such are the external data which have caused, and continue to cause, the crisis in

mission.
(2)

The Internal Crisis

This leads to the current crisis of mission, which has to be seen as something inside
the church. The challenges described above challenge the western church in its very
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being. The real problem is "not'outside, ' on the mission field, but in the heart of the
Western church itself," says Bosch (11991:
5; cf. Beyerhaus 1970:11Q. He suggests that
the crisis of mission-which is actually the crisis of the church-must be seen on several
levels (11991:
4; referring to Gensichen 1971:27-29).
1.

The Crisis of the Foundation of Mission. Alongside the biblical foundation,

Warneck emphasised the following "natural" grounds for mission:
(a) the absoluteness and superiority of the Christian religion when compared
with others; (b) the acceptability and adaptability of Christianity to all peoples
and conditions; (c) the superior achievements of the Christian mission on
the 'mission fields'; and (d) the fact that Christianity has, in past and present,
shown itself to be stronger than all other religions (Bosch 1991:5).
It is obvious that such foundations were shaken by the changes in the world situation.
Today there is certainly a wide agreement that only Scripture can provide the foundation
for Christian mission. A biblical theology of mission stands at the outset of virtually every
serious book on mission. All the diverging streams of the world mission movement agree
on this point.118Yet such a basic confession of Scripture as the foundation for mission
does not automatically provide for a serious foundation, as Bosch points out (1991:4-6). (a)
Sometimes the 'success' of missions has served as a strong foundation for the Christian
mission. In an oversimplified identification of missionary 'accomplishments' with some of
the biblical stories, "the success of the Christian Mission became the foundation for
mission." (b) Often in the past, a biblical basis for mission has been established by pulling
"a series of proof-texts out of the Old and New Testament" (cf. Verkuyl: 90). Such methods
obviously do not lead to a serious foundation. There is, therefore, an "increased urgent
need for a biblical foundation" for mission, based on a responsible interpretation of
Scripture (cf. Bosch 1978; 1986; 1993b).119

118Seethe documents of the various Christian traditions in Scherer/Bevans 1992
119Seealso Lesslie Newbigin's chapter "The unchanging basis" (1958:17ff.); as well as
Newbigin 1978:12 1 believe, however, that our first need is for the theological understanding and that
the reordering of structures must follow this." Furthermore Verkuyl:89ff, "The increased urgent need
for a biblical foundation." This is also Peter Beyerhaus's concern in all of his writings.
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2.

The crisis in the motives and aims of mission. As a result of the sometimes

ambiguous foundation, the "motives and the aim of mission were often equally ambiguous"
(Bosch 1991:5). (a) Many traditional motives and goals were biased by the notion of
western superiority. But the changed world situation has called into question any
missionary enterprise which aims at Europeanisation or Americanisation of Two Thirds
World peoples and cultures. (b) The diversification of theological options in the past 50
years has even added to the crisis of motives and goals. While Ecumenicals tend to call for
mission as humanisation and liberation in this world, evangelicals have emphasised eternal
salvation.
3.

The crisis in the nature and practice of missions. Finally, the combination of

ambiguous foundations, motives and goals led to questionable practices. "The young
churches "planted' on the 'mission fields' were replicas of the churches on the mission
agency's'home front, ''blessed' with all the paraphernalia of those churches, 'everything
from harmonium to archdeacons...(Bosch 1991:5; referring to Newbigin 1969:107). This
again, has been severely criticised (cf. Collet:26ff.).
Conclusion: Bosch's analysis is in broad agreement with the crisis awareness in the
wider ecumenical scene. From Walter Freytag's comment at the Achimota Conference of
1958 up to present day evaluations, the colonial era of the western mission movement has
been critically analysed and new directions have been called for (cf. Scherer/Bevans 1992;
1994). The Catholic scholar Giancarlo Collet has summarised all the elements which
constitute this crisis into a fundamental critique of western mission (Collet; cf. Werner
1993:56-61). Lesslie Newbigin (1987a; 1984) has pointed convincingly to the crisis of the
Enlightenment paradigm and calls for a revision of traditional western thinking and action.
Shenk and with him a range of Mennonite missiologists points to the failure of the
Christendom model of mission and proposes a "transfiguration of mission" (Shenk ed.
1993). Walter Hollenweger, addressing the Pentecostal community, pleads for a "noncolonial model" of mission and evangelism (1995a; cf. 1973). Using Kraemers words,
Bosch claims that "strictly speaking, one ought to say that the Church is always in a state
of crisis and that its greatest shortcoming is that it is only occasionally aware of it"
(1991:2). However, it is precisely this awareness of its critical circumstances which would
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help the church to discover its true nature and mission. To all those who try to push aside
the crisis, Bosch says:
If the atmosphere of crisislessness still lingers on in many parts of the West,
this is simply the result of a dangerous delusion. Let us also know that to
encounter crisis is to encounter the possibility of truly being the church
(I 991:2Q.
However, Bosch does not rest with a critical analysis of the shortcomings of the
modern missionary movement. He makes the helpful distinction between the wider crisis of
a changed world situation and the inner crisis, which is ultimately the crisis of the church's
identity. The former, according to Bosch, must be seen in the larger context of the
paradigm shift from modernity to post modernity, the latter draws the church back to its
biblical roots.

b)

The Context of the Ecumenical-Evangelical

Polarisation

There is apparentlya searchfor answers,for meaningful,probablynew paradigmsof
mission at the turn of the millennium. The collection of texts published in the New
Directions in Mission and Evanqelization series is an indicator of that search for new
perspectives "for the church's mission and the post-modern world." Scherer and Bevans
have been including contributions from Roman Catholics, Orthodox, Conciliar Protestants,
Evangelicals and Pentecostals in their collections (1992; 1994). The contributions to these
two volumes also show evidence that in the search for new answers, the world Christian
movement does experience convergencies but also divergencies, conflicts and even
polarisations.120
Bosch has identified several patterns of response to the crisis:
1.

One part of the Christian missionary movement has "drawn the conclusion that

the Christian mission and everything it stood for now belong to a bygone era. It should be
eulogised and then buried; it was an episode, not more, in the history of Christianity and

120Seealso Wietzke (1993:426-436) who has identified some of the convergencies and
divergencies which became apparent in the last decades, based on significant mission documents
from 1972 to 1992.
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may now be safely banished to the archives" (Bosch 1991:365). The result is "an almost
complete paralysis and total withdrawal from any activity traditionally associated with
mission, whatever form" (Bosch 1991:7; cf. Werner 1993:3-7).
2.

Some have reshaped mission in completely new directions, interpreting it as

"action for humanisation in the secular life of the world" (Newbigin 1978:10). Bosch blames
these circles for having "a diluted gospel" (1980:212ff.).
3.

For others mission goes on as "business as usual." They continue in a fully

uncritical way with mission in the traditional fashion. But the solution cannot be "in a simple
return to an earlier missionary consciousness and practice" (Bosch 1991:7).
4.

Others yet have emphasised the church's abiding mission but call for

repentance and change (Bosch 1991:365f.). 121They search for a model of mission which
is faithful to the biblical foundation, moves beyond the polarisation within the Christian
missionary movement in the present time, and is holistic in its understanding and practice
of mission (Bosch 1980:221ff; 1991:7ff; cf. Newbigin 1978:10-12). This is the avenue
Bosch proposes.
Thus, we recognise that the search for the transfiguration of mission has not
necessarily united the Christian church for the sake of a great common task; rather, it
shakes it and tears it apart into diverging, even opposing strands. In view of the Protestant
mission movement one cannot escape the fact that the division between the Ecumenical
and evangelical view of mission has dominated the last 35 years. Bosch's work must be
seen in the context of a polarisation in which he attempted to play an mediating role.
(1)

The Ecumenical-Evangelical Polarisation

Bosch wrote in Witness to the World:
The evangelical and ecumenical approaches to mission have to a large
extent dominated the theory and practice of mission in recent decades. The
polarisation appears to be complete: Proclamation stands over against
'Christian presence,' Jesus as Redeemer over against Jesus the Man for

121See also Newbigin (1958:14-17), "Repentance of both sides", referring to the churches and
the missions agencies.
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others, redemption over against humanisation, the salvation of the soul over

againstliberationand revolution(39f. ).
This theology of mission, published in 1980, begins with "contrasting missionary
models" (:28-35) and concludes with the "shortcomings in the evangelical theology of
mission" under the heading "An emaciated gospel" (:202ff. ) and the ecumenical view of
mission under the title "A diluted gospel" (:212ff. ) He features the two streams as follows:
The Ecumenical View of Mission
= "A Diluted Gospel"
The Bible is interpreted from within a
socio-political context-the concrete
world sets the agenda and shapes
theology.
Mission focuses on the development of
the total human world towards shalom
Social action is an integral part of
mission.
The concern is not so much the eternal
lostness of humanity but its this-worldly
struggle for liberation and justice.
Redemption is the universal process
towards shalom.
The church should not separate from
the secular world; rather, it needs to
become secularised to serve the world.
The Christian faith should "create
theological space" to include other
religions.

The Evangelical View of Mission
= "An Emaciated Gospel"
Universally valid theological statements
can be derived directly from the Bible.
Mission is primarily (or even solely)
evangelism.
Social action may be an aid to or the
result of evangelism.
"The people who have not heard the
gospel will perish eternally".
"The forgiveness of personal sin is
equated with redemption".
The world in which we live is essentially
evil.
God's work and Lordship is seen as
mainly limited to the realm of the
church.
Evangelicals hold to a strong futurist
eschatology.
It is not the church's task to get
involved in structural changes in
society.
Other religions are viewed as the
religious quest of a fallen humanity
deceived by Satan.

Bosch's comparison may not do justice to all who identify themselves with either
movement. Identifying the main issues in the Ecumenical-evangelical controversy is a
rather delicate venture. It turns too easily into an oversimplified presentation of a
polarisation which does not do justice to complex realities. Following Saayman we state,

"We thereforehave to guard againstcaricatures.Nevertheless,it is possibleto
differentiate between the two schools of thought" (1990:100).
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Nevertheless, Bosch has certainly identified the key areas of the "great debate in
mission" (Hedlund), as is confirmed by many other studies. 122A comparison-of-modelsstudy,123focusing on the German context of this thesis, can isolate the following critical

issues:
1.

Crisis and response(continuityand discontinuityin a time of changes)

2.

Bible,contextand hermeneutics(normativityof the Bible and contextualisation)

3.

Salvationand mission(wordsand deeds,evangelisationand social action)

4.

Salvationhistoryand eschatology(the work of God inside and outsidethe
church,today and in the future)

5.

The church (the church as instrument, witness and result of mission)

6.

Theology of religions (mission and dialogue in relation to other living faiths)

It goes beyond the scope of this study to engage in an extensive discussion of the
two opposed positions. At this point we are only establishing the background for Bosch's
proposal. Taking into account the literature introduced above, we propose the following
comparative chart:

122Seethe following contributions in English: Roger C. Bassham, Mission Theology: 19481975. Years of Worldwide Creative Tension: Ecumenical, Evan-qelicaland Roman Catholi (1979);
James A. Scherer, Gospel. Church and Kingdom: Comparative Studies in World Mission TheoIo-qV
(1983); and Arthur Glasser/Donald McGavran, Contemporary Theoloqies of Mission (1983). Glasser
and McGavran suggest a fourfold typology including (1) the evangelical, (2) the ecumenical
(conciliar), (3) the Roman Catholic, and (4) the liberation theology's understanding. Glasser and
McGavran see the polarisation between the evangelical and the Roman Catholic position on one side
and the ecumenical and the liberation theology's understanding on the other side. The former two
are, according to Glasser/McGavran, in line with the traditional missionary movement, the latter two
indicate a radical break with the tradition. In the German context the following studies were
conducted: (1) The two comparative studies by the catholic scholars Kramm (1979) and Hering
(1980), (2) the presentation of the developments of the Ecumenical understanding of mission from
1961 to 1991 by Werner (1993), (3) the analysis of the Ecumenical approach to other religions In this
century by Helfenstein (1998), (4) the evangelical responses to the Ecumenical developments by
Beyerhaus (all of his publications), Sautter (1985), Hamel (1993), and Berneburg (1997).

123Seep. 33 for the definitionof comparison-of-models
methodology.
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Ecumenical foCUS124
Theme
Crisis and Response Crisis because of a changing
world situation

Bible, context and
hermeneutics

Critique of the traditional
western mission movement

Critique of the developments
of the WCC's understanding
of mission125

Focus on discontinuity: the
world sets the agenda and
this calls for a radical
rethinking of mission and
changes; not only forms but
also content (theology of
mission)
The context determines
theology

Focus on continuity: Mission
in continuity with the classical
(=Biblical) mission
movement-changes in forms
may be necessary126

"A once for all fixed
'depositum fidei' does no
longer exist"
Salvation and
mission

Salvation history
and eschatology

Evangelical focus
Crisis because of a deviation
from the Biblical view of
mission

Salvation as integral human
liberation (shalom)

The Bible determines
theology

The universal authority of the
Bible remains
unquestionable127
Salvation focuses on
reconciliation with God
through Jesus Christ
appropriated by faith

Mission as holistic action
towards shalom
God's action in history,
beyond the church-"Christus
extra muros ecclesiae"

Mission primarily as
evangelisation
God's salvific action primarily
in and through Jesus Christ
and the church

God-world-church-order

God-church-world-order

Kingdom of God in this world,
beyond the church, wherever
God moves history toward
shalom

Kingdom of God primarily in
the future-in a limited way
already today in the church

Emphasis on the'here and
now' and the future of this
world

Emphasis on the eternal and
the eschatological new
world128

124Thismodel is mainly based on Werner 1993.
125Thisis manly based on Beyerhaus's publications.
12613eyond
Beyerhaus see also Bockmahl 1974.
12713eyond
Beyerhaus see Hamel.
12813eyond
Beyerhaus see Kramm and Sautter.
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The church

Theology of
religions

The church as participating in The church as agent and
God's mission
instrument of mission
Focus on society

Focus on individuals

"Open" ecclesiology-the
hidden church-the church of
the poor
Inclusivism and Pluralism

"Closed" ecclesiologychurch of believers129
Exclusivism

Pneumatological
Christological understanding
reinterpretation of the trinityof the trinityopenness for God's revelation concentration on God's
beyond Christ and the Bible130 revelation in Christ and the
Bible
Focus on Dialogue

Focus on Evangelisationl3l

Followingthis agendawe will considerBosch's'emergingparadigmof mission'and
I
later the theologyof missiontaught at the Schools.As Saaymansuggests(1995),Bosch's
work has to be interpreted against this background. We also notice that Bosch sees the
differences not as slightly different emphases but as a deep split. He writes, "if we now
switch from evangelicalism to the ecumenical position, it is as if we are moving from one
planet to another-planets that are often apparently light-years apartl" (1980:35). A deep
awareness of this sad separation has shaped Bosch's entire work, not only in 1980 when

he was writingWitnessto the World but also in the last years of his life, when
Transforminq Mission took shape.
(2)

"Creative Tension" and "Beyond"

On the other hand Bosch asks, "Are these two reconcilable positions?" and his

39). He belongsto those theologianswho searchfor a
answeris, "Hopefullyyes!" (11980:
new paradigm of mission theology which moves beyond the status quo of the separation
between Ecumenicals and evangelicals. 132Others have been pointing in the same

129BeyondBeyerhaus see Berneburg 1997.
130BeyondWerner 1993 see Helfenstein 1998.
131Beyond Beyerhaus see the sections on evangelicals in Helfenstein 1998.
132Seehis Bosch's article ...Ecumenicals' and 'Evangelicals': A Growing Relationship?"
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direction and suggest ways to overcome the controversy, which Jurgen Moltmann has
called "a wrong alternative, a suicidal polarisation" (quoted in Bosch 1980:32). Despite all
the divergencies, there have always also been convergencies. Four recent collections of
mission statements from different backgrounds demonstrate growing convergenciesthough there is no need to point out the remaining differences: (1) "Mission Reaffirmed:
Recent Authoritative Statements of Churches Around the World (1982-1991)" (Spindler
1991b); (2) New Directions in Mission and Evangelization 1: Basic Statements 1974-1991
(Scherer/Bevans); (3) Roots of the Great Debate in Mission (Hedlund); and (4) Mission
Okumenische
Dokumente von 1972 bis 1992 (Wietzke).
erklart.
Bosch is certainly one of the most pronounced advocates of a position 'beyond' the

follows
he
World
(1980)
In
his
Witness
the Ecumenicalto
the
paralysingcontroversy.
evangelicaldichotomy.Accordingto Willem Saayman,the book is even "structuredaround
this polarisation"(1990:99). Saayman,who has analysedBosch'sapproachto the
Ecumenical-evangelical
polarisation(1990)states,"Boschdoes not considerbridgingthe
gulf by forming some kind of synthesisor compromiseof ecumenicaland evangelical
views. Rather,he advocatesa transcendingof the division"(:105). He proposesa new
missionaryparadigmwhich'moves beyond'in manyways.133It is part of the newnessof
the paradigmthat it points beyondthe status quo of the currentsituation.Bosch suggests
a 'move beyond'in the followingareas:
1.

The new paradigmmovesbeyondcolonialismas well as anti-colonialism,

beyonddependenceand independencetowarda paradigmof truly mutualglobal
interdependence(cf. Hiebert 1991).
2.

The new paradigmmovesbeyondthe liberal versus conservative,or

Ecumenicalversus evangelical,towarda truly ecumenicalparadigmof mission.
3.

The new paradigmmovesbeyondthe emphasison spiritualversus socid-

political,or evangelismversus social actiontowarda truly holisticparadigmof salvation
and missions.

133ThoughBosch does not expand explicitly on this topic, it is certainly one of the implicit
themes throughout the book.
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Bosch suggests that the differing positions be seen not as irreconcilable but rather as
creative tensions (1980:39f, 221ff; 1991:367). The notion of creative tension is present in
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With this we have reviewed the context in which we ought to read Bosch's proposal
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Bosch analyses this crisis in the light of the larger shift from modernity to post-modernity
and points to the internal as well as the external dimensions of the crisis. (2) It is also the
context of a growing polarisation within the Christian church concerning the proper
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in this light that the content of Bosch's ecumenical paradigm of mission now can be
introduced

3.

The Content of Bosch's Proposal
It is not the objective of this chapter to present a mere summary of the thirteen

elements of what Bosch calls "an emerging ecumenical missionary paradigm." In order to
test whether Bosch succeeds in moving beyond the status quo of the Ecumenicalevangelical polarisation, the agenda established in the previous chapter will be addressed.
The first item, Bosch's perception of the crisis and his response to that crisis, has
already been discussed. Now we turn to the five theological issues:
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a)

Bible, Context and Hermeneutics: Creative Tension Between the
Universal Claim of the Bible and Contextual Interpretation
As we approach the controversial issues, we will first tackle the tension between the

emphasis on the context and the emphasis on the authority of Bible. This leads to the
question of hermeneutics, as well as to the questions surrounding the concept of
contextualisation.
(1)

David Bosch and Hermeneutics

Bosch, a trained New Testament scholar (DTheol Basel, 1959), has devoted large
sections of his books and many articles to the question of hermeneutics in theology of
134
mission. Bosch's reflection on hermeneutics from 1978 to 1993 can be summarised as
follows:
1.

The Bible is the ultimate source, the norma normans, for theology of mission.

This foundation leads to the conviction that in times of crisis, the church has to turn to the
Bible to get its perspective right.
2.

The traditional use of the Bible as "a mine from which 'missionary texts' could

be extracted" has been criticised by Bosch for at least two reasons (1978:439; 1986:73;
1993:175ff.): (a) It depends too heavily on a few single commands such as the classical
text in Matt. 28: 18-20. (b) It pre-supposes a knowledge of what mission is and uses
selected biblical texts as proof-texts.
3.

Bosch also criticises any attempt to narrow down a biblical theology of mission

to one term. In the context of the BISAM project of the IAMS, he rejected the idea of
concentrating on the concept of 'witness,' since "choosing one biblical concept as the focus
for a study on something like 'biblical foundations for mission,' is bound to lead to
distortions" (1986:67).

134Bosch1980:42-49; 1991:15-55,186f; see also the following articles by David Bosch, "The
Structure of Mission: An Exposition of Matthew 28: 16-20," (1983); "Mission in Biblical Perspective."
(1985); 'Towards a Hermeneutic for'Biblical Studies and Mission...(1986); "Reflections on Biblical
Models of Mission," (1993); "Hermeneutical Principles in the Biblical Foundation for Mission" (1993).
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4.

Historical-criticalscholarshiphas been equallycriticisedby Bosch.He

complainsof the directionbiblicalscholarshiphas taken in the Enlightenmentparadigm.
The idea of findingthe originalmeaningof the text by detachedacademicresearchhas
turned out to be a dead-endstreet (1986:70-73).The results-for example,the emphasis
on "the diversityof the biblicalmessageand the historicalconditioningof each text"
(1985:532)-leave the missiologist,and finallythe churchin its mission,withouta solid
135
for
its
task.
ground
5.

Boschis also reluctantabout missiologicalpublicationswhich beginwith

'biblical foundations of mission'without having discussed their hermeneutical
presuppositions. "We usually assume far too easily that we can employ the Bible as a kind
of objective arbitrator in the case of theological differences, not realizing that every one of
us approaches the Bible with his own set of preconceived ideas about what it says." He
commends Verkuyl's approach of first discussing the discipline of mission studies and the
history of missiological thinking, before developing the biblical foundations of mission
(Bosch 1978:437f.).
6.

Bosch points beyond the proof-text and single-term method to biblical themes

of the Old and the New Testament which demonstrate the mission of God and therefore
the missionary dimension of the church. 136

Finally, with the publication of Transforming Mission, Bosch has put forward a
proposal for a biblical theology of mission which gives witness to his hermeneutic
(1991:56-178):
1.

It is based on the presupposition that the Bible is the point of orientation, the

foundational document on which any theology of mission must be based. Referring to
changes and paradigm shifts, he states, "For Christians this means that any paradigm shift

135Cf.Beyerhaus 1996:176-196; concluding with G. Vicedorn (1975:9), "Unsere bibelkritische
Theologie entzog der Mission die theologischen Grundlagen!'
136E.g., Bosch "compassion", "history", "suffering" and "conduct! ' (1 978: 442ff. ), or
"compassion", "martyria", "God's mission" and "history" (1993: 180ff. ).
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can only be carried out on the basis of the gospel and because of the gospel, never,
however, against the gospel" (1991: 187; referring to KOng).
2.

Bosch approaches the New Testament with the general understanding that the

New Testamenttexts must be read as "a missionarydocument"born in the contextof the
early church in mission (1991: 15f; referring to Mler's

phrase "mission is the mother of

theology").
3.

He begins his study with "a brief overview of the missionary character of the

ministry of Jesus and the early church" (1991:15; cf. 25-55), and then develops three
models of mission-according to Matthew, to Luke-Acts and to Paul (1991:54-178).
4.

In terms of hermeneutics, our key interest must be on the rationale he gives for

such a procedureand the way he relatesthe biblicaltexts to the presenttime. Bosch
depictsthe early church'smissiologicalparadigmas possessinga homogenouscore:
Some firm and enduring elements of mission appear, however, to have
emerged in the course of our investigation. The mission of the church is
rooted in God's revelation in the man from Nazareth who lived and laboured
in Palestine, was crucified on Golgotha, and, so the church believes, was
raised from the death. For the New Testament mission is determined by the
knowledge that the eschatological hour has dawned, bringing salvation
The New
within reach of all and leading to its final completion. ...
Testament witnesses assume the possibility of a community of people who,
in the face of the tribulations they encounter, keep their eyes steadfastly on
the reign of God by praying for its coming, by being its disciples, by
in
for
justice
by
the midst of
its
and
working
peace
presence,
proclaiming
hatred and oppression, and by looking and working toward God's liberating
future (1991:54).
With this he establishes, within the biblical text, a "firm and enduring" core of what
mission is, as well as the process of contextualisation of this core by Matthew, Luke and

Paul,each in the situationof his community."Each representsa subparadigmof the early
Christian missionary movement" (1991:54).
5.

Furthermore, the process of contextualisation Bosch observes in the New

Testament provides our interpretative key. We have to "discover how they interpreted
mission for their communities, and emulate the imaginative way in which they did this as a
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model for our missionary involvement today" (1991:54). Thus, Bosch sustains both a core
for
higher
degree
us and also models of
normativity
a
of
of missiological concepts with
contextual interpretations already in the biblical texts, which encourages us to contextualise
the core understanding of the New Testament mission in our own time. 137
6.

Here, Bosch moves beyond the polarised positions both of those who posit a

biblical, unchangeable understanding of mission and of those who understand the biblical
text to be entirely contextual. For Bosch, both the unchangeable core and the principle of
contextualisation are found in the New Testament.
It has been questioned whether Bosch with his hermeneutical approach has really
surmounted the tension between a literal quoting of missiological proof-texts and the
destructive fragmentation and relativism of critical scholarship (Du Plessis 1990). Having
reviewed Bosch's use of Scripture, this author does not share such a critique.
(2)

Contextualisation and Inculturation

Moving on to the issue of contextualisation, two points must be affirmed at the outset:
(1) For Bosch, there is a core of biblical truth which makes up the "firm and enduring
elements of mission. " (2) At the same time, there is a considerable degree of
contextualisation taking place already in the biblical writings (such as the models of
Matthew, Luke and Paul).
It is with this understanding in mind that one should approach Bosch's chapters on

"Mission as Contextualisation" (1991:420-432) and "Mission as Inculturation" (1991:447457). In Bosch's view, "there can be no doubt that the contextualisation project is
essentially legitimate, given the situation in which many theologians find themselves." But
Bosch wants to qualify that because there are some remaining ambiguities, "particularly
insofar as there is a tendency in contextual theology to overreact, " stressing only the break

137At this point we do not agree with Du Plessis' critique of "Bosch's use of Scripture" (1990),
pointing out that Bosch uses the term 'paradigm' referring to something which is changing, and the
term 'model' for that which is firm (82). On the contrary, Bosch uses the term 'paradigm' already with
reference to the "firm and enduring elements of mission" and the term 'model' refers to the
(Bosch
of Matthew, Luke and Paul; he also refers to models as'subparadigms'
contextualisation
1991,54).
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with the past and denying continuity (1991:425). A new missionary paradigm should
therefore incorporate a revised and balanced model of contextualisation, with the following
main features (1991:427ff. ):
1.

The construction of 'local theologies' without failing into the traps of relativism

and absolutism.
2.

The affirmation of "the universal and context transcending dimension of

theology," without failing into the trap of understanding one theology as the final form of

eternalrevelation.
Therefore, "the best contextual theologies indeed hold on to this dialectic
relationship" between a theologia localis and the theologia oecumenlca.

The concept of inculturation, used in missiology since the early 1960s, points to the
fact that "the Christian faith never exists except as 'translated' into a culture." Inculturation
is one of several steps needed to break western domination and the assumption that the
western form of Christianity has eternal value. The concept of inculturation leads beyond
the earlier concepts of "adaptation," "accommodation" and "indigenisation" to a truly new
paradigm:

While 'adaptation,''accommodation'and 'indigenisation'have focusedmainly
on methodsand forms,'inculturation'also includescontent.To the traditional'three self
(self-government, self-support and self-propagation), a 'fourth self is added: self
theologising. This leads to so-called local theologies.

2.

While 'adaptation,''accommodation'and 'indigenisation'have mainlybeen

implemented and supervised by western missionaries, 'inculturation' is fully in the hands of
the local community (and the Holy Spirit).
3.

Inculturation is based on the biblical model of incamation.

At the same time, inculturation must, in Bosch's view, be aware of some possible
one-sided tendencies:
1.

Inculturation has to be a double movement: inculturation of Christianity and

Christianisation (not westernisationl) of culture.
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2.

The emphasis on local theology must be complemented by an emphasis on

global theological interaction. The new paradigm promotes not only inculturation but also
interculturation.
Bosch calls for a move beyond local-universal polarities to an "intercultural" theology
(:455-457; cf. Hollenweger 1979; 1982; 1988).138

b)

Salvation and Mission: Creative Tension Between the Spiritual and
Social Dimensions

(1)

Towards an Integrative Understanding of Salvation

Boschdescribesthe debate over the meaningof salvationhistorically,pointingto
three succeedingmodels(1991:393ff.): (1) The modelof the Greek Patristicperiod,in
which salvationwas understoodin terms of being lifted up in Christ to a divine status; (2)
the conceptof the West, stressingsin, the substitutionarydeath of Christ and the
redemptionof individualsouls; and (3) the modernunderstandingof salvation,resulting
from the Enlightenmentand secularism,focusingon shalomas this-worldlysalvation(cf.
Hoekendijk).In addition,Boschobservesthat the Greek modelfocuseson the beginning
of Jesus' life (incarnation)and the western modelon the end of Jesus' life (Death,cross),
whereasthe modernmodel drawsfrom Jesus' life itself (model,teacher).
As pointedout earlier,the debate betweenecumenicals,advocatingthe horizontalexternaldimensionof salvation,and evangelicals,claimingthe primacyof a verticalspiritualunderstandingof salvation,has determinedto a large extentthe missiological
discussionin the last decades.
Once more, Boschsuggestsa new paradigmwhich leadsto a synthesisbeyondthe
polarisation,"towardcomprehensivesalvation"(1991:399ff.). What Boschattemptsis to
integratehis observationsconcerningthe three historicalmodelsof salvationinto a holistic
understandingof Christ and of salvation.Therefore,a comprehensiveunderstandingof

138Atthis point Vinay Samuel makes a valuable contribution (Sugden 1997:369-382). He not
only affirms theoretically much of what Bosch is suggesting-he also demonstrates it in practice.
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incarnation
includes:
(1)
the
an
emphasis
on
and the transformationalcharacter
salvation
of salvation,(2) an emphasison the life of Jesus and the socio-politicaldimensionof
salvationand (3) an emphasison Jesus' death on the cross and the 'soul-saving'
dimensionof salvation.Boschemphasisesthe "need of an interpretationof salvationwhich
operateswithin a comprehensiveChristologicalframework,which makesthe totus
Christus-his incarnation,earthly life, death, resurrectionand parousia-indispensable for
399). He stresses-against McGavranand some
churchand theology"(11991:
evangelicalSI39-the fact that "redemptionis neversalvationout of this world (saluse
mundo)but alwayssalvationof this world (salusmundi).Salvationin Christ is salvationin
the contextof humansocietyen route to the whole and healedworld" (1991:399, with
referenceto Aagaard).At the same time he argues-addressing Ecumenicals-that
final salvationwill not be wrought by human hands, not even by Christian
hands.The Christian'seschatologicalvision of salvationwill not be realized
in history.

We therefore hold on to the transcendent character of
...
salvation also, and to the need of calling people to faith in God through
Christ. Salvation does not come but along the route of repentance and
personalfaith-commitment(1991:400).
Boschproposesan indicativedimensionof salvation(salvationis alreadya reality),a
subjunctivedimensionof salvation(comprehensivesalvationis yet to come), and an
imperativedimensionof salvation(get involvedin the ministryof salvation)(1991:400).
(2)

Towards an Integrative Practice of Mission

An integral understanding of salvation ought to lead to an integral practice of mission.
In the words of Bosch, "The integral character of salvation demands that the scope of the
church's mission be more comprehensive than has traditionally been the case" (1991:400).
In a new paradigm of mission, the dichotomy between evangelism and social action must
be overcome. For Bosch "the relationship between the evangelistic and the societal
dimension of the Christian mission constitutes one of the thorniest areas in theology and

13917or
more recent evangelical contributions to an integral understanding of the gospel and
mission see ERTh 20/3 (1996), with the issue theme"Towards Integral Mission Theology."
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practice of mission" (1991:401). In the modern missionary period, the major discussions
centred in the distinction between the two mandates (spiritual and social) and the question
been
has
this
between
two-and
the
the
again
on the agenda of the
relationship
of
right
Ecumenical-evangelical debate for years.
Bosch challenges the two-mandate concept, calling for a "full-orbed" gospel which
incorporates the spiritual as well as the social dimension. He already sees the convergence
of the two aspects in the Ecumenical, the Evangelical, the Catholic, as well as in the
Orthodox movement. The emerging new paradigm of mission is shaped by an increasing
conviction "to overcome the old dichotomies between evangelism and social action. The
'spiritual Gospel' and 'material Gospel'were in Jesus one Gospel" (1991:408, quoting
"Missions and Evangelism-An Ecumenical Affirmation," WCC 1982). Nonetheless, Bosch
moves on to describe evangelism and social action as two dimensions of mission:
1.

The evangelistic dimension of mission: In this century, a "plethora of

definitions" has been used to define evangelism and has obviously created much
confusion, especially in the dialogue between evangelicals and Ecumenicals. The former
have tended to use evangelism as the key term to describe the Church's mission, because
they did not agree with the way they think Ecumenicals have "reconceptualized" mission.
The latter seem to understand evangelism in a broader way, including the entire mission of
the church.
Bosch again attempts to move beyond the present stage of discussion by outlining
the meaning of evangelism in the emerging paradigm of mission. In order to understand
the direction in which Bosch is pointing, his eighteen statements on evangelism must be
spelled out here (1991:411-420):
1.

Mission is wider than evangelism. Mission embraces the total of the church's
sending into the world. Evangelism is one aspect of the mission.

2.

"Evangelism should therefore not be equated with mission."

3.

"Evangelism may be viewed as an essential 'dimension of the total activity of
the Church."'

4.

"Evangelism involves witnessing to what God has done, is doing and will do
...
Evangelism thus involves the'gospel events."'
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5.

"Even so, evangelism does aim at a response," it is the call to metanoia.

6.

"Evangelism is always invitation."

7.

"The one who evangelises is a witness not a judge. "

8.

"Even though we ought to be modest about the character and effectiveness of

"
remainsan indispensable
ministry.
ourwitness,evangelism
9.

"Evangelism is only possible when the community that evangelises-the
church-is a radiant Manifestation of the Christian faith and exhibits an
attractive lifestyle."

10.

"Evangelism offers people salvation as a present gift and with it assurance of
eternal bliss."

11. "Evangelismis not proselytism."
12. "Evangelismis not the same as churchextension."
13.

"To distinguish between evangelism and membership recruitment is not to
suggest, though, that they are disconnected."

14.

"In Evangelism, 'only people can be addressed and only people can respond."'

15.

"Authentic evangelism is always contextual."

16.

"Because of this, evangelism cannot be from divorced from the preaching and
practising of justice. "

17. "Evangelismis not a mechanismto hastenthe return of Christ."
18.

"Evangelism is not only verbal proclamation."

Spelling out this view, Bosch draws from Ecumenical, evangelical, as well as Catholic
sources, indicating that this is definitely an emerging ecumenical model of evangelism.140
In David Bosch's summary then, evangelism is
that dimension and activity of the church's mission which, by word and deed
and in the light of particular conditions and a particular context, offers every
person and community, everywhere, a valid opportunity to be directly
challenged to a radical reorientation of their lives, a reorientation which

140Cf.the "Statement of The Stuttgart Consultation on Evangelism", a joint statement of
Ecumenicals and evangelicals which points in the same direction as Bosch's proposal
(Samuel/Hauser:212-224). Bosch himself participated in this CMWE consultation of 1987.
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involves such things as deliverance from slavery to the world and its powers;
becoming
living
his
Lord;
Christ
Saviour
a
of
and
member
as
embracing
community, the church; being enlisted into his service of reconciliation,
God's
to
justice;
being
committed
purpose of placing all
and
and
peace,
things under the rule of Christ (1991:420).

2.

The social and political dimensionof mission:Boschdealswith the socialand

politicaldimensionof missionunderthe headings"Missionas the Quest for Justice"
(11991:
400-408)and "Missionas Liberation"(1991:432-447).He sees liberationtheology
"as one of the most dramaticillustrationsof the fundamentalparadigmshift that is currently
taking place in missionthinking and practice," which has drawn our attentionto the social
and politicaldimensionof mission.Liberationtheologydoes not call for the additionof a
social and politicaldimensionto the church'smission;it rather claimsthat that mission
alwayshas and alwayswill have a social and politicaldimension,be it for bad or good.

Of course, liberation theology has sometimes been one-sided, being influenced by
Marxism and tending to overreact against colonialism-eve n approving of violent
in
liberation theology: "The second phase of
healthy
development
Bosch
sees
a
revolution.
Latin American liberation theology thus appears to be more modest, more sober, than the
first. " Liberation theologies contribute at several levels to a new missionary paradigm
(1991:438ff.):
1.

Liberation theologies push beyond the western concentration on modernity and

secularism, beyond its focus on "whether it still makes sense to talk about God in a secular
age" to an "almost naively religious, sometimes even biblicistic" understanding of the life
is
is
God
but
he
Jesus.
Their
the
whether
not
exists
whose
onof
question
side
cross
and
"and this is a post-modern question." Liberation theology helps the church to recover its
faith in a God who is actively involved in history.
2.

Another mark of the new paradigm of mission is an integral understanding of

(b)
"from
"
(a)
"from
liberation:
situations
social
of
oppression
and
marginalisation,
sin and
"
kind
and (c) "from sin, which is the breaking of friendship with
personal
servitude,
of
every
God and with other human beings."
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3.

Finally, in an integral missionary paradigm, orthodoxy and orthopraxis belong

together.
(3)

Critical Comments

Bosch's proposal is open to critical comments on several leveIS: 141

1.

If Bosch's proposal wants to measure up to the claim of moving beyond

towards a new paradigm, it must show evidence that the whole is greater than the sum of
the parts, as Wilbert Shenk suggests in his article "The Whole is Greater Than the Sum of
the Parts: Moving Beyond Word and Deed" (1993). There is certainly a creative element in
keeping the two opposite dimensions together (spiritual-material, persona I-social,
immanent-transcendent) and Bosch should be commended for doing that. His suggestion
that we root an integrative understanding of salvation and mission in an integrative
christology is another important contribution. But beyond that, his approach sometimes
gives the impression of collecting many elements and pieces without shaping them into a
fresh and holistic approach. Shenk (1993) intends to point beyond the mere addition of
word and deed to the true holism which he sees in the ministry of Jesus in the call to the
"new order," to the kingdom of God, to God's shalom, which definitely contains more than
the addition of word and deeds can express.
2.

When it comes to the realisation of what Bosch calls integral mission, it is

certainly a pity that he gives only minimal reference to the witness of the movements
constituted by evangelical Christians and theologians from the Two Thirds World, who
have not only contributed fresh theological reflection on the subject but have actually lived
out an integrated understanding of the gospel and mission. Again, Samuel's theological
reflections in the context of Indian experience add substantially to Bosch's proposal. He
identifies the limitations of many western theological concepts, which, despite trying to
surmount the dichotomy between evangelism and social action by knitting them together in

141Themajor critical study on Bosch's understanding of mission and evangelism by Kevin
Livingston, A Missiology of the Road: The Theology of Mission and Evangelism in the Writings o
David J. Bosch (Unpublished thesis, University of Aberdeen, 1989), was written before the
publication of Transforming Mission and hence does not adequately analyse Bosch's recent ideas.
See summary in Livingston 1990.
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various ways, still remain captives of their departmental thinking. Rooting holistic mission in
the Biblical concepts of the incarnation, the Lordship of Christ over the whole of life, and
the wholeness of the gospel, Samuel achieves a step beyond the dichotomy which seems
to be inherent in western thinking (Sugden 1997:338-353). 142
3.

Finally, Bosch does not adequately discuss the question of the relationship

between evangelisation and social responsibility. On the one hand, he rejects the "two
mandate" distinction (I 991:403ff.), but at the same time he himself upholds that dualism,
He
discusses at length the developments in
demonstrates
(1990:
105).
Saayman
rightly
as
evangelical circles from Wheaton 1966143through Wheaton 1983144with the conclusion
that evangelicals have finally overcome any priority thinking (Bosch 1991:406-408). 145
There are at least two problematic issues in this presentation: (a) There is no
corresponding assessment of ecumenical developments. Have ecumenicals always held to
a holistic understanding of salvation such that it would not be necessary to discuss the
matter? Bosch's analysis of 1980 would certainly suggest that the ecumenical view
desperately needs growth toward an integrated understanding of the gospel (1980: 35-39,
212-220). (b) Bosch does not review the evangelical position adequately. The Wheaton '83
by
"only
the
that
spreading the Gospel can the
maintains
evangelical
conviction
statement
most basic need of human beings be met: to have fellowship with God" (Samuel/Sugden
1987:254). Ecumenical and evangelical positions have not yet been harmonised on this
debate
Bosch's
leads
beyond
the
unresolved
regarding
even
proposal
still
and
not
point,

142Tothe development of a more holistic model of mission see also Escobar/Driver; Padilla
1985,1986; Samuel/Sugden 1982,1987,1991; Samuel/Hauser; Costas 1982,1989. Ron Sider's
collection of examples of holistic ministry around the world says much, not only about theory but
about practice (Sider 1994).
143TheCongress on The Church's World-Wide Mission and The Wheaton Declaration see
Hedlund 1993:169ff.
144Wheaton'83 Consultation on the Church in Response to Human Need see Sine.
145Germanevangelicals apparently have a different reading of the developments among
evangelicals outlined by Berneburg 1997:177-199. This will be considered later in the analysis of
German evangelical theology of mission.
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C)

Salvation History and Eschatology: Creative Tension Between God's
beyond
the
God's
in
the
church
action
and
church
action
Underthe title "salvationhistoryand eschatology"we synthesiseseveralrelated

themesin Bosch'sproposal:
(1)

Towards An Understanding of Mission as Missio

D01147

The missio Dei concept(Bosch 1991:389-393)has developedsince the Willingen
Conference of the IMC (1952) and should be seen as influenced by Karl Barth's emphasis
God
148
focus
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to
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initiated
the
God
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(cf.
is
in
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The
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seen
as
participating
church
mission.
agent of
as
Freytag 1952:54f.). The result was the distinction between mission as misslo Del and
missions as missiones ecclesiae. After Willingen, the concept of missio Del gradually
developed in the Ecumenical movement to mean God's activity in the world-even beyond
the church, "even to the point of suggesting that it excluded the church's involvement"
(Bosch 1991:392). This finally indicated the end of mission in the traditional sense, since
God is at work in the world without and beyond the church (cf. Yates 1994:196f.). Such a

146SeeJohn Stott's recent article "Die ganzheitliche Mission. Im Spannungsfeld von
Evangelisation und sozialem Handeln" (1993). A biblical study which convincingly shows the holistic
understanding of salvation'and the kingdom of God has been put forward by Vinay Samuel and Chris
Sugden (1985). On the whole issue, also Berneburg 1997, who claims that the 'holistic-evangelism'
position is held only by a minority group within the evangelical movement.
147Bosch'schapter, "Mission as Missid Del' (1991:389ff.).

1481t
presumablywas first used by Karl Hartenstein(Bosch1991,392)
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view has been rejected by evangelicals, who have therefore employed the terminology only
with great hesitation.
Bosch sees a modified concept of missio Dei as an integral element of the new

paradigmtoday "embracedby virtuallyall Christianpersuasions." In his view, it helps
to articulatethe convictionthat neitherthe church nor any human agent can
ever be consideredthe authoror bearer of mission.Missionis, primarilyand
ultimately,the work of the Triune God, Creator, Redeemer,and Sanctifier,
for the sake of the world, a ministry in which the church is privileged to
participate ... The recognition that mission is God's mission represents a
crucial breakthrough in respect of the preceding centuries. It is
inconceivable that we could again revert to a narrow, ecclesiocentric view of
mission (Bosch 1991:392f.).
Thus, mission as missio Del leads beyond all denominationalism and
ecclesiocentrism to a theocentric view of mission.
(2)

Towards Mission in Eschatological Tension149

Secondly we turn to the eschatological dimension of salvation history. After
discussing various historical models of eschatology, Bosch turns to Oscar Cullmann's
understanding of salvation history, which, in Bosch's understanding, has influenced recent
missiological thinking, both ecumenical and evangelical.150He then points to two extreme
eschatological developments which he rejects:
1.

The "extreme eschatologization of mission" (1991:507) of evangelical

millenialism, which tends to devalue history and to overemphasise 'heaven.' In view of
mission this means:
The overriding purpose of mission is the preparation of people for the
hereafter, ensuring for each a safe passage to heaven. At best, history is a
prologue, a preparation, a provisional stage. At worst, it is the believers

enemy, an abiding threat, and a possible source of contagion, since the

149Bosch'schapter "Mission as action in hope" (1991:498ff.).
150Bosch,who did his doctoral studies at the University of Basel under Oscar Cullmann,
favours Cullmann's approach, despite some critiques (:504).
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present and the glorious future (Bosch 1991:505).
2.

The second extreme to be rejected is the "extreme historization of mission"

(1991:507) with its equation of salvation and history, as is the case in Ecumenical theology.
Here, salvation history becomes secularised and thus, by implication, world history
WCC
Uppsala
(1968)
the
the
(:
Bosch
to
506).
and comments:
meeting
of
points
sacralised
The 'divine' is to be experienced only in historical risk and engagement,
since God is a only God insofar as he is acting in the world. Thus Christians
in
the midst of worldly processes. Where
their
only
recognize
mission
can
liberation to true humanity has taken place, we may conclude that the missid
DO has reached its goal. All people already belong to the new humanity,
constituted in Christ, whether they are aware of it or not (1991:507, with
reference to ROtti and Hoekendijk).
Again, Bosch sees a creative tension between these two positions, capable of
helping formulate the eschatological dimension of mission in the new paradigm (1991:507510):
We need a way beyond both. We need an eschatology for mission which is
both future-directed and oriented to the here and new. It must be an
eschatology that holds in creative and redemptive tension the already and

the not yet (1991:508).
He suggestssolvingthe tension betweenworld historyand salvationhistory by
histories,
history"
but
"there
there
two
two
that
understanding
are
not
are
ways
of
saying
(1991:508). Evangelicalsare calledto concentratenot only on God's plan for the future but
to ask "aboutthe Christian'sinvolvementin the world." They are invitedto see the world no
longeras a hindrancebut rather as a challenge(1991:509). Social activistsare warned of
Pelagianismwith its romanticconfidencethat "we havethe will and the powerto usher in a
new world" (1991:509). It would be an unrealisticdreamto believethat we will realisethe
kingdomof God. "The ultimatetriumph remainsuniquelyGod's gift. It is God who makes
all things new (Rev 21:5)" (1991:509).
Boschsummariseshis view of "eschatologyand missionin creativetension"with the
followingwords:
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The transcendent message of God's sure triumph gives us the necessary
distance and sobriety in respect to this world as well as the motivation to
involve ourselves in the transformation of the status quo.
...
We do distinguish between hope for the ultimate and perfect on the one
hand, and hope for the penultimate and approximate, on the other hand.
...
We know that our mission-like the church itself-belongs only to this age,
not to the next. We perform this mission in hope (1991:510).

(3)

Critical Comments

Again, Bosch develops his thought along the same lines: describing the tension,
understanding it as 'creative tension' and moving beyond the one-sidedness. This can be
commented on as follows:
1.

Bosch has clearly brought to our attention the issues at stake: (a) Is God's

mission (missio Dei) to be seen as carried out primarily in and through the church, or can it
be seen as his work in secular history even beyond and without the church? (b) This leads
to the following question: Should salvation history and world history be seen as two distinct
strands of history-namely, the church and the world-or do salvation history and secular
history finally fuse into the one history which is subject to God's action? (c) And
furthermore there is the issue of whether the coming of the kingdom of God is an
immanent development of history towards shalom or whether we are waiting for God's
ultimate act in the future. (d) Finally, what consequences will this have for an
understanding of the church? Again, Bosch has pointed to the two poles which create the
tension and helpfully encourages us to leave the two in creative tension. However, we
doubt that he has convincingly shown how we could move 'beyond.' Here again, Samuel's
reflections on the world of God inside and outside the church provide a valuable expansion
of Bosch (Sugden 1997:210-232). His critique of an individualistic approach to redemption
and the concept of providence, both determining categories in western theology, opens
new ways for an understanding of God's action outside the church, without losing sight of
the significance of God's work in the church.
2.

Regarding eschatology, Bosch has certainly pointed toward an emerging

paradigm. The two positions are no longer held by most Ecumenicals or evangelicals in
such an exclusive way. There is definitely a movement toward a creative eschatological
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tension, including the 'already' and the 'not yet' of the kingdom of God. Many theologians of
a more Ecumenical orientation know that the kingdom of God is not to be mixed up with
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hold to a view of mission engaged only in 'soul saving,' without a view to its responsibility
for change in this world. 151Yet there is at least one eschatological issue which needs to be
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proposal:
not
satisfactorily
and
which
addressed
universalism.152This points to some reflections, which will be presented later on
concerning the relationship of Christianity to other religions.

d)

The Church: Creative Tension Between 'Participation In God's Mission'
and 'Carrying out God's Mission'
Basedupon Bosch'spublicationsprior to 1989,Livingstonsees "the missionary
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as
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nature
himself confesses that the discovery of the church as an alternative community and the
significance of this for mission was one of his key discoveries in the 1970s (Bosch
1982b).153It is therefore no surprise that one finds a strong emphasis on the church in
Transforming Mission (1991:368-389,467-474). He develops the ecclesiology of a new
missionary paradigm in connection with four themes:
(1)

Towards a Missionary Church

"in the emerging ecclesiology, the church is seen as essentially missionary' (Bosch
1991:372). According to Bosch, this conviction is rooted in the important shift which took

151E.g., the discussion on mission and eschatology at the CRESR, Grand Rapids 1982
(BockmOhl 1983) and the Articles by Stephen Williams and Miroslav Volf in Transformation
1990/3:24-31).
1521n his study on the interpretation of salvation history in ecumenical and evangelical theology
of mission, Sautter mentions universalism as one of the critical issues of divergence between
ecumenicals and evangelicals (1985: 253-256).
153He also admits-which
is no surprise-that
with the Mennonite tradition (1982b; 1979).
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he came to these insights
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Despite all the later developments and qualifications of the church-mission relationship
(Werner 1993:68f., 156-158,262-264), a new missionary paradigm cannot return to the
thinking which preceded the "Copernican Shift" which took place at Willingen (Werner
1993:66).
The pre-history of Willingen is characterised by two elements: (1) Traditionally
"missions were enterprises which belonged to the exterior of church life. They were carried
has
South
Pacific"
Asia,
(Newbigin
1978:
1f.
).
Mission
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the
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else-in
on somewhere
have
been
basis
the
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societies
only loosely related to the
of
mission
on
operated
church-denom inational or interdenominational. Mission societies have disconnected
mission from the church (Fiedler 1994:11-34). They have fostered the understanding that
mission is "primarily the business of full-time specialists." The church does "not regard
it is not the raison d'dtre of the whole body" (Newbigin
itself as the missionary agency
...
1958:16, cf. 25). (2) On the other hand-and this almost sounds like a contradictionmission has tended to be ecclesiocentric. Even though the western churches have not
really understood themselves to be the mission, mission work, as it was carried out in the
Two Thirds World, was seen as 'church planting' (plantatid ecclesiae) in the sense of the
expansion of western churches (on the ecclesiocentric understanding of plantatid
ecclesiae, see Verkuyl: 181-184).
The radical shift at Willingen must be read against this background: The missionary
dimension of the church was seen in the light of the missio Del. "The 'Missio ecclesiae'
derives from the 'Missio Dei' alone" (Freytag ed:62). This missio ecclesiae "is not simply
entrusted to the Church as a human corporation" but to "the community of the Holy Spirit,"
the "one body of Christ," the fellowship created by the Holy Spirit," which is "both local and
universal." In this sense, "the Church's mission is none other than the carrying on of the
mission of Christ Himself' (Newbigin 1958:17-24).
The key insights of Willingen must therefore be kept in mind:

154Thetheme of Willingen was "The Missionary Obligation of the Church" (IMC 1952).
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1.

Mission was seen as the major task of the church, or even as the only task of

the church. As Karl Hartenstein put it in his report, "God's Magna Charta for his church has
only one sort of content: mission " (Freytag ed:55).

2.

The conferencereport of sectionI ("A statementon the missionarycallingof

the church")says,
There is no participation in Christ without participation in His mission to the
world. That by which the Church receives its existence is that by which it is
also given its world-mission. "As the Father has sent me, even so send I
you" (IMC:3).
In a similar way, Karl Barth has emphasised that mission is not secondary to the
church's being, but "the church exists in being sent" (cf. Bosch 1991:372, referring to Barth
1956:725).
3.

At the same time Willingen indicates the shift from the earlier church-centred

understanding of mission to mission-centred understanding of the church (Bosch
1993:370).
4.

The conclusion was therefore, "One can no longer talk about church and

mission, only about the mission of the church" (:372, referring to Glazik 1984:52). The
church must be seen as essentially missionary and mission as essentially ecclesial (:372,
referring to Schuhmacher 1970:183). "Because church and mission belong together from
the beginning, a church without mission or mission without a church are both
contradictions. Such things exist, but only as pseudostructures" (Braaten:55)
Therefore, in a new missionary paradigm, the church has to be understood as
"missionary by its very nature" (Bosch 1991:372).
(2)

Towards a Church 'in the World'without

Being 'of the World'

As mentioned earlier, the interpretation of the relationship between the missio Dei

and missionesecclesiaehas movedin two directionsin the 1960sand later, corresponding
to the divergence between the Ecumenical and evangelical movements.
1.

In Ecumenical circles under the influence of J.C. Hoekendijk, missio Del came

to be understood as God at work in history even beyond and without the church. The direct
God-world movement was put over the God-church-world movement. The world has to set
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the agenda for mission, not the church. Mission has to be world-, not church-, centred
(Bosch 1991:376ff; Yates: 196f.).
2.

Such an emphasis went definitely beyond the understanding of missio Dei in

the fifties. For Vicedorn (1958), God carries out his mission (missio Dei specialis through
his Son (AX).

There is no mission outside of Jesus Christ (:45). And the continuation of

this mission was entrusted to the apostles and the church (AN. ). It was this churchlater
by
in
1960s
God's
the
advocated
was
evangelicals
and
mission
which
view
of
centred
1970s.
Bosch sees the tension between these two foci in the interpretation of the missio Del
concept as an integral part of a new paradigm of mission. He concludes:

The new paradigm led to an abiding tension between two views of the
church which appear to be fundamentallyirreconcilable.At one end of the
spectrum,the church perceivesitself to be the sole bearer of a messageof
salvation on which it has a monopoly;at the other end, the church views
itself, at most, as an illustration-in word and deed-of God's involvement
with the world (1991:382).
Bosch calls for new reflection on these seemingly mutually exclusive poles and
suggests a move from a destructive to a more creative tension, challenging and
He
"perceive
that
the church as an ellipse with
suggests
each
other.
one
supplementing
two foci" (385), one as the church apart from the world, engaged in prayer and worship as
the source of life, the other as the church in the world, engaged in service and mission. His
thesis is that the church can be missionary only by being-in-the world" and at the same
time by being-different-from-the-world" (:386). 155
(3)

Toward the Community as Agent of Mission

For
Another legacy of the old paradigm is the "evolution of the ordained ministry
...
almost nineteen centuries and in virtually all ecclesiastical traditions, ministry has been

15513eferring
to the statement of the Lund meeting of the WCC's Faith and Order Commission
(1952), "The Church is always and at the same time called out of the world and sent into the world"
(see also Livingston 1990:12).
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understood almost exclusively in terms of the service of ordained ministers" (Bosch
1991:467). In the new paradigm this is changing. The emerging "movement away from
ministry as the monopoly of ordained men to ministry as the responsibility of the whole
is
God,
one of the most dramatic shifts taking
ordained
as
well
as
non-ordained,
of
people
place in the church today" (1991:467). This statement by Bosch points to the three major
obstacles in the way to the ministry of the whole church: (a) the concept of ordination, (b)
the domination of men and (c) the understanding of ministry.
1.

Bosch develops the history of the concept of ordination in greater detail. He

points to the "clericalizing of the church" and the "sacerdotalizing of the clergy," which led
to the distinction between clergy and laity already in the early centuries of Christianity
(1991:468f. ). He raises the question 'Whether Protestants have really done any better,"
did
believers.
if
Luther
Only the Anabaptists, Bosch
the
rediscover
of
all
priesthood
even
says, have broken with the idea of the ordained ministry (:469).
2.

Secondly, Bosch points to the important role of women in the history of

mission, where "they did all things men used to do, including preaching" and administering
the sacraments. This development was only possible outside the domination of the
established churches with their strong emphasis on ordination and church hierarchy. The
'voluntary movement,' the 'faith missions,' as well as some leaders of free-church
background (such as Frederik Franson), have fostered the women's movement (Tucker
1993:284-287). When the women's missionary movement was integrated into the
denominational missions, "the'home front'slowly began to catch up," as Bosch puts it
(11
991:470f. ).
3.

The third related critical issue is the definition of ministry. Instead of limiting the

ministry to the task of the ordained minister, as it has been done in most ecclesiastical
traditions (:467), Bosch refers to Moltmann and calls for a new understanding of ministry
which "will be directed not only toward divine service in the church, but also toward divine
service in the everyday life of the world" (:473).
4.

Thus, the new paradigm of mission is based on a "theology of the laity" (472).

(a) It breaks with the distinction of clergy and laity and 'ordains' each member of Christ's
body to be a 'missionary.' (b) It breaks with the male domination and gives women equal
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Towards a Common Witness of the Church

The emphasis on the church contains yet another element: the unity of the entire
body of Christ or, in other words, the ecumenical dimension of the church. Historically,
Bosch says, the notion of a united body of Christ, witnessing to the world, is rooted in the
interdenominational student missionary movement and the entire foreign missionary
movement of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, which reached its peak with
the mission conference of Edinburgh in 1910 (1991:457-459; cf. Yates:7-33; Hedlund:712). Increased nationalism and denominationalism, as well as two World Wars, caused the
Ecumenical movement to lose momentum. It was only in the post-war period that the vision
was recaptured and steps taken toward the unity of Christ's body: the World Council of
Churches (WCC) was founded in 1948; in the circles of the International Missionary
Council (IMC) there was increased reflection on ecclesiology; and finally, the IMC was
integrated into the WCC. Of course, Christianity was still far from reaching the vision of
"One Body, One Gospel, One World" (Newbigin 1958). Neither the Roman Catholic nor the
Orthodox church have been incorporated into the movement, and the evangelical
missionary movement has split off from the Ecumenical movement as it was represented in
the WCC (cf. Yates: 133ff; Hedlund:117-130). The past 30 years have been a time of
struggle for the ecumenical idea. The polarisation between the evangelical and Ecumenical
in
movements the sixties and seventies left little hope for a quick fusion of the two streams
of the Protestant mission movement. It was only in the eighties and nineties that some
leaders began to move toward increased dialogue and mutual recognition. Beyond what
has been reached (or not reached) thus far, Bosch draws the following contours of the new
paradigm (1991:464-467). 156

156Thisis only a summary of some of the elements of Bosch's proposal.
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1.

" This is deeply
"Mutualco-ordinationof missionand unity is non-negotiable.

rooted in the biblicalunderstandingof the Church.
2.

This "presupposestension"I"The aim is not a levellingout of differences,a

shallowreductionism,a kind of ecumenicalbroth. Our differencesare genuineand have to
be treatedas such."
3.

To speak of the unity of the world-widechurch means"an end to the distinction

" This certainlyleads beyondany western
between'sending'and 'receiving'churches.
dominationbut also beyondthe anti-colonialmentalityto "new relationships,mutual
responsibility,accountabilityand interdependence(not independence1)"
4.

Consequently,the proliferationof new churcheshas to be resisted.

5.

Only a united churchwill be "a propheticsign and foretasteof the unity and

renewalof the humanfamily."
6.

Finally,the church has to be aware of the fact, "that the loss of ecclesialunity is

notjust a vexationbut a sin. Unity is not an optionalextra." It is alreadygiven in Christ and
it is at the same time a command(:467).
(5)

Critical Comments

1.

Regardingthe church, Boschhas advancedseveralkey aspectsof a new

paradigm,which are (a) the emphasison the missionarynatureof the church;(b) the
creativetensionof the churchas being called out of the world and yet sent into the world;
(c) the shift from a professionalisedand inward-orientedunderstandingof ministryto an
outward-orientedministryof the whole peopleof God; (d) and the emphasison the visible
unity of the body of Christ.
2.

But there are also some problematicareaswhich need further reflection:(a) It

has to be questioned whether Bosch, with his theory of the two foci of the church, really
does solve the real issue of the Ecumenical-evangelical debate. None would doubt that
there is a-hopefully creative-tension between the Church's separation from the world
and its mission into the world. In this regard, Bosch's view of the church as 'alternative
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is a certain fixation with the unifying process within the WCC, with its focus on institutional
churches. The ecumenical understanding, as it is represented in evangelicalism and in the
so-called faith missions, with its emphasis on the relationship of the Individual to the entire
body of Christ finding its realisation in some sort of cross-denominational ecclesiology, is
hardly taken into account by Bosch.158Furthermore, given the fact that, in the post-modern
era, global institutions-and not only in economy and politics but also in the church-will
lose their significance; and given that networking among grass-roots communities will
increase, an ecumenical outlook cannot be limited to the traditional global institutions, be
they ecumenical or evangelical (Myers 1992).

0)

Theology of Religions: Creative Tension Between Dialogue and Mission
Finally Bosch's proposal of a new paradigm in the area of "witness to people of other

living faiths" will be discussed (Bosch 1991:474-489).
(1)

Critique of the Traditional Theories

After the introduction of the history of the problem, Bosch introduces three models in
the current debate (Bosch 1991:478-483; with reference to KQng;cf. Newbigin 1978:191-

197).

157Livingston(1990:11-16) has put forward the thesis that Bosch's
ecclesiology centres in the
concept of an 'alternative community'.
158Regardingthe ecclesiological concept 'individual
of
unity' in the evangelical faith missions
see Fiedler 1994:169ff.
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1.

Exclusivism, which sees "no point of contact between religion and God's

revelation" (Bosch 1991:479; referring to Karl Barth).
2.

Fulfilment, prominent since the Edinburgh conference (1910), sees Christianity

as the fulfilment of all other religions. This leaves room for a certain revelation of God in
other religions but maintains the claim of the uniqueness and superiority of the Christian
faith. The fulfilment model can even be divided into two sub-models: (a) the
ecclesiocentrid, claiming that Christianity is the supreme revelation of God, and (b) the
Christocentrid, which sees in Christ the ultimate revelation of God. Of course, the past 40
years of mission history have caused a shift from ecclesiocentrism to christocentrism
(Bosch 1991:480; cf. Newbigin 1977).
3.

Relativism, which, in Bosch's assessment, is rooted in Enlightenment thought,

emphasising "more the complementary than the contradictory" dimension of the various
religions, including Christianity (Bosch 1991:481; referring to Lessing). This leads to the
conclusion that "all religions are equally valid and other revealers and saviours may be as
important as Jesus Christ." This model finds its post-modern expression in the theories of
Hick and Knitter (:482).
Bosch claims that the three models represent pre-modern, modern and post-modern

answersand are not able to presenta convincingtheologyof religionswhich takes into
considerationthe complexityof the issue. He criticisesall three theoriesof being "all too
neat. They all work out too well. In the end everything-and everyonel-is accountedfor.
There are no loose ends" (:483).
(2)

An Alternative Paradigm?

Again, Bosch calls for a "theology of religions characterized by creative tension,
which reaches beyond the sterile alternatives between a comfortable claim of absoluteness
and arbitrary pluralism" (:483). Referring to Stackhouse he then calls for a theology of
religions which needs "the aid of poiesis rather than of theoria," open for the mystery, for a
"meeting of hearts rather than of minds." Based on this general understanding of the
dialogic of experience he points to several features of a possible new way of dealing with
other religions (1991:483-489):
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1.

A willing acceptance of the fact of the coexistence of different faiths, not as a

threat to Christian faith, but even as a formative factor in Christian theology. 159
2.

At the same time, true dialogue presupposes commitment to the gospel.

"Dialogue means witnessing to our convictions."

3.

"Dialogueis only possibleif we proceedfrom the belief that we are not moving

into a void, that we go expecting to meet the God who has preceded us and has been
"
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4.

True missionand dialoguecan only be done "in an attitudeof humanity." This

calls for vulnerability in the inter-religious encounter.
5.

In dialogue with people of other faiths, one has to recognise that "religions are
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6.

"Dialogue is neither a substitute nor a subterfuge for mission." The commitment

to dialogue and the commitment to evangelism have to be kept together.
7.

Conversion to the Christian faith, cannot only be seen in the light of the

"question whether other religions also 'save."' Conversion is "a change in allegiance In
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life,
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8.

Finally, the encounter with people of other faith leaves us with the tension of

being "both missionaryand dialogical." We can only say "We cannot point to anotherway
Christ;
limits
time
Jesus
to the saving power of
the
than
at
same
we
cannot
set
of salvation
God" (quoting WCC 1990:33).
(3)

Critical Comments

Bosch's critique of the traditional theories follows the traces of many recent
160
traditional
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common
understanding
many
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publications.

15913osch
refers to R. Pape who has suggested other religions to be an additional formative
factor of Christian theology beyond the six factors suggested by Macquarrie (experience, revelation,
Scripture, tradition, culture, and reason). Other religions may be formative for christian theology
insofar as they provide the context in which theology is shaped, as it was in the pre-Constantinian
early church.
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models no longer provide satisfactory answers to the burning questions of religious
pluralism. Yet whether Bosch's proposal does move beyond, towards a new paradigm,
must be raised again:
1.

The eight criteria for dialogical mission outlined by Bosch demonstrate a high

degreeof sensitivity.They touch upon crucialareas and can only be commendedas
guidingprinciplesin the practiceof dialogue.This is a key elementof the new paradigm.It
turns aroundthe methodologyof theologyof religion.Not the theory, the a priori defined
conclusionaboutthe Christianfaith and the validityof the other religion,is the first step but
practice,the real encounterwith peopleof other livingfaiths (cf. Samuel/Sugden1983;
Sugden1997:399-407).
2.

However,on the level of the secondstep of theologicalreflection,Boschleaves

many questions open. Such significant issues as revelation, truth, epistemology, salvation
in relation to the Bible, the Christian faith and other faiths are not dealt with, let alone
answered. To be sure, one finds a valuable definition of the boundaries in the phrase of the
WCC San Antonio conference "We cannot point to another way of salvation than Jesus
Christ; at the same time we cannot set limits to the saving power of God." Bosch's advice
to keep the two statements of this expression together is central. But between the two
points marking the boundaries is a gap full of theological questions which demand further
reflection.
3.

This leads to a final comment: The discussion has gone beyond Bosch in

recent years. The development of the WCC's Programme on Interreligious Dialogue has
been analysed by Helfenstein in a comprehensive and critical way (1998), and he has
shown how the reinterpretation of the Trinity in favour of a stronger emphasis on the
independent ministry of the Spirit has entered the debate since the consultation of the

160Cf.Knitters critique of the "conservative evangelical model", the "mainline Protestant
model", the "catholic model", and the "theocentric model" (1985). Gavin D'Costa discusses the
"pluralist paradigm," the "exclusivist paradigm" and the Inclusivist paradigm", favouring an
elaborated version of the latter (1986). Ken Gananakan surveys "exclusivism," "relativism,"
Inclusivism" and "pluralism," and suggests a model which turns out to be a moderate form of
exclusivism (1992). See also Newbigin 1989; Kirk 1992; Helfenstein 1998.
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WCC commission in Baar, Switzerland in 1990 (Helfenstein 1998:263-268). This has
161
the
theocentric
Christocentric
beyond
the
and
approaches.
opened new avenues

Comparative Summary
With this we have completed the survey of Bosch's proposal,162and are now in a
position to add a third model to the comparative chart:

161According
to Helfensteinthe WCC has not continuedto developthe Trinitarianapproachto
theologyof religionrigorously.Dueto severalfactors,other itemshavedominatedthe agendaof
WCC Programon Dialogue(:278,288-293,296-300).Helfensteinhimselfdevelopsthe Trinitarian
approachfurtherand proposesit as a real paradigmaticbreakthroughIn theologyof religion(:377410). See also the last chapterof DietrichWerner'sthesis(1993:54,386ff.).
1621-lis
chapteron "Missionas Theology'has not beenreviewed.It will be IntroducedIn Part IV
whichdealsexplicitlywith tasks of theologisingand theologicaleducation.
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Theme
Crisis and
Response

Bible, context
and
hermeneutics

Ecumenical focus

Evangelical focus

Crisis because of a
changing world
situation

Crisis because of
deviation from the
Biblical view of
mission

Critique of the
traditional western
mission movement

Critiqueof the
developmentof the
WCC's
understandingof
mission

Enlightenment
paradigm needs
critical evaluation.
Neither 'business as
usual' not'paralysis. '

Focus on
discontinuity: the
world sets the
agenda, which calls
for a radical
rethinking of mission
and for changes; not
only to the forms but
also to content
(theoloav of mission)
The context
determines theology

Focus on continuity:
Mission in continuity
with the classical
Biblical) mission
movement-changes
in forms may be
necessary

Focuson
transformation4ransfi
guration:missionin
creativetension
betweencontinuity
and discontinuity

I The Bible determines I Bible is norma
theology
normans

"A once and for all,
The universal
fixed'depositurn fidei' authority of the Bible
no longer exists"
remains
unquestionable
Salvation and
mission

New paradigm
focus (Bosch)
Crisis extemal and
intemal.

Salvation as integral
human liberation
(shalom)

Salvationcentralas
reconciliationwith
God throughJesus
Christ appropriated
by faith

Mission as holistic
action towards
shalom

Mission primarily as
evangelisation
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Bibel gives "firm and
enduring elements of
mission," but also
models of
contextual isation
Salvation based on
the totus Christus,
comprising
transformation,
liberation and
reconciliation
Mission as ministry
towards
transformation,
liberation and
reconciliation

Salvation
history and
eschatology

The church

Theology of
religions

God's action in
history, beyond the
church-"Christus
extra muros
eccleisiae"

God's salvific action
primarily in and
through Jesus Christ
and the church

The church in the
tension between
God's action in its
midst and God's
action in the world

God-world-churchorder

God-church-worldorder

Kingdom of God in
this world, beyond
the church, wherever
God moves history
toward shalom

Kingdomof God
primarilyin the
future-in a limited
way alreadytoday in
the church

Kingdomof God
which transforms
humanity-incommunityin the
church and beyond

Emphasison the
'here and nov/ and
the future of this
world
The churchas
participating
in God's mission

Emphasison the
eternaland the
eschatologicalnew
world
The churchas ageni
and instrumentof
mission

Emphasison the
tension between
'already'and'not yet'

Focus on society

Focus on individuals

"Open"
ecclesiology-the
hiddenchurch-the
churchof the poor
Inclusivismand
Pluralism

"Closed"
ecclesiology-church
of believers"boundaries-oriented"
Exclusivism

The church as
incarnation of the
gospel, as
sacrament, sign and
instrument
Focus on people-incommunity

Covenant
and
communities
discipleship
-"centreoriented"
Beyondneat
theologicaltheories
in
towardvulnerability
Christological
Pneumatological
an opendialogue
the
the
basedon the premise
understanding
of
of
reinterpretation
trinity-openness for trinity"Wecannotpointto
God's revelation
concentration on
anotherwayof
God's revelation in
beyondChrist and
salvationthanJesus
Christ and the Bible Christ;at the same
the Bible
timewe cannotset
limitsto the saving
Focus on
Focus on Dialogue
powerof God"
Evangelisation
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4.

The Consequences of Bosch's Proposal
As we now move towards the analysis of the Schools, we draw conclusions in such a

for
forward
the examination of mission
that
are
meaningful
criteria
which
we
put
way
studies in theological education. Bosch's proposal shows the potential of providing criteria
on several levels. He challenges us to do mission studies
in the context of crisis and change
in dialogue with the wider ecumenical community
within the context of an integral paradigm of mission.

a)

Doing Mission Studies In the Context of Crisis and Change
The fact that Bosch synthesises and even creates an understanding of mission in

response to the contemporary crisis in mission proposes a criterion in and of itself. His
distinction between the external and the internal crises, as well as his understanding of
crisis as danger and opportunity must be considered. This leads to the following questions
regarding mission studies in theological education:
1.

Are the developments from the colonial to the post-colonial era reviewed?

2.

Are the features of the colonial and the post-colonial era of mission outlined?

3.

Is mission taught with the awareness that the paradigms of mission have
changed throughout history and that the paradigm of the modern missionary
movement is not the ultimate paradigm but a child of its time?

4.

Are students exposed to the crisis in mission?

5.

How is this crisis perceived and evaluated?

6.

Is there a fair critical analysis of the colonial model of mission or is there a
tendency either to condemn everything what was done in the past or else to

glorifythe modernmissionmovement?
7.

Are the features of the Enlightenment paradigm critically reviewed?

8.

Is the traditional Biblical foundation for mission critically reviewed?

9.

Are the traditionalmotivesand aims of missioncriticallyreviewed?
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10.

Are traditional mission practices critically reviewed?

11.

How is this entire crisis interpreted? What conclusions are drawn? Is there a
tendency either towards 'business as usual' or towards 'paralysis'?

12.

Is there an openness for changes? Has the view of mission been changing in
the last decades?

13.

Is there a tendency either toward hasty changes without serious reflection or
toward change resistance?

b)

Doing Mission Studies In Dialogue with the Wider Ecumenical
Community
On a second level, we recognise that Bosch deliberately reflects on mission in the

context of great diversities in theology of mission. Despite having pointed to certain
limitations in the scope of his work, we find that he challenges us to conduct mission
studies in an open dialogue with the various strands of the world Christian movement. It is
especially in the context of divergence between the Ecumenical and the evangelical views
of mission that he points beyond polarisation towards integration. This leads to the
following questions:
1.

Are students exposed to various, differing views of mission?

2.

Are primary texts from divergent theological positions on the reading lists?

3.

Is the split between the evangelical and Ecumenical mission movements
reviewed as it developed in the 1960s and 1970s?

4.

Are the different strands represented fairly?

5.

Are there signs of integration and moving beyond the polarisation or rather of
ideologising it?

6.

Are different views within the evangelical strand discussed?

7.

Are different views within the Ecumenical strand discussed?

8.

Are Catholic and Orthodox texts considered?

9.

Are voices from the Two Thirds World considered?

10.

Does the school promote a climate of ecumenical openness or does it tend
toward separation?
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C)

Doing Mission Studies in the Context of an Integral Paradigm of Mission
Finally, the content of Bosch's paradigm provides criteria for mission studies in terms

of content. Bosch's proposal is firmly rooted in Scripture, thoroughly aware of history,
deeply dedicated to integration and decisively oriented towards the future. Many questions
flow from this:
Are Bosch's publications known and used in teaching mission?
2.

How is his contribution received and reviewed?

3.

To what extent are the elements of an emerging new missionary paradigm
taken up in mission training?

4.

How is the Bible used in establishing the theological foundation for mission?

5.

Are students introduced to the concept of contextualisation? How is
contextualisation defined and applied? Which views of contextualisation are
adopted, which rejected?

6.

Are students introduced to the concept of holistic mission?

7.

How is evangelisation and social action viewed as part of the church's mission?

8.

Is the concept of the'missionary' church taught?

9.

How is the church's role in the world defined?

10.

Is the concept of the laity as bearer of mission introduced?

11.

Is the missionary potential of the unity of the church taught, i.e., the ecumenical

dimensionof mission?
12.

Are the students introduced to the concept of missio Dei as a key concept in

contemporarymissiontheology?
13.

Are the students introduced to the concept of transformation as a key concept
in contemporary mission theology?

14.

Are the students introduced to the concept of dialogue in recent mission
theology, its various aspects, problems, definitions and consequences?

15.

How are the questions of theology of religions approached? Are different

theologiesreviewed?
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With this the theoretical background is established and the investigation will proceed
to the analysis of the Schools.
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B. Analysis: Theology of Mission in Evangelical
Theological Education in German Speaking Europe
The analysisof the theologyof missiontaught at the Schoolswill be conductedin two
steps, diachronically and synchronically: (1) First, the period from 1960 to 1995 will be
analysed in a diachronic way, showing the developments of a German evangelical theology
of mission. (2) In a second step, the findings will be presented synchronically and reviewed
critically in the light of the paradigm shift in mission.

1.

Developments in German Evangelical Theology of Mission
1960 to 1995
The focus of this chronological presentation is on mission teaching at Bible colleges

and seminaries.In view of this concentration,the followingthree levelswill be examined:
1.

On a more general level the development of a German evangelical theology of

mission will be observed under the title: Theology of mission: research and publications.
This provides the background to the teaching at the Bible colleges and introduces the

textbooksavailablein the librariesof the Schools.
2.

Secondly, the evangelical conferences which have impacted theology of

mission will be considered. Beyond some of the major national, continental and
international congresses, the assemblies of the KBA and the EEAA will be assessed-that
is, those gatherings of the Schools, which indicate common concerns. Mission played a
significant role in the history of these conferences.
3.

Finally, the curricula of the Schools are taken up with a particular view to

determiningthe contentsof missionteaching.
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a)

The 1960s: Theology of Mission Between the Legacy of German
Missiology and a New Evangelical Identity
The 1960s mark the beginning of the German evangelical movement in the modern

sense (see historical introduction Part 11).It is a time 'between.' The 'old generation' of
German missiologists who had shaped the previous decades, Karl Hartenstein (18941952) and Walter Freytag (11899-1959),was dead. A new generation of evangelical
theologians, who would give shape to an evangelical mission theology in the light of the
developments since New Delhi 1961, had yet to emerge. This situation also had an impact
on evangelical mission studies.
(1)

Developing Theology of Mission: Research and Publications

1.

The period from 1960 to 1969 is a time of relative silence regarding evangelical

missiological contributions of German origin. In the 1960s it was especially Georg Vicedom
who represented an evangelical position. He stood in the tradition of Hartenstein and
Freytag. He affirmed this classical understanding of mission over against the new
missiological ideas which emerged in the context of the WCC in Die Mission am
Scheideweg (1967). Klaus BockmQhl's Die neuere Missionstheologie (1964) stands in the
same tradition. Based on the writings of Hartenstein, Freytag and Kraemer, Bockmahl
develops what he calls a more recent theology of mission.
2.

In terms of textbooks available at the Bible colleges and seminaries, two

observations need to be made: First, evangelical textbooks at a scholarly level were rare in
all fields of studies at that time. This is also true of mission. Hardly any German evangelical
books on mission theology beyond those mentioned above were available at that time.
Second, library work, including the reading of academic theology, was then absent in many
Bible schools. Several Bible schools maintained only small libraries, containing mostly
Bible commentaries, devotional literature and biographies (e.g., Brake, Beatenber_q)(cf.
Egelkraut 1990:33). The situation was somewhat different in the older mission seminaries
like Chrischona and Liebenzell, which already had larger library holdings.
This means that the main input in theology of mission came from the teachers
themselves; and they drew from two sources: (a) The German and Dutch theologians
mentioned above-such as the Hartenstein-Freytag-Kraemer-tradition. In retrospect, the
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period of these missiologists-frorn 1940 to 1960-was viewed as the great epoch of
German and Dutch missiology (cf. BockmOhl1964; 1974: 9-62). (b) Many of the Bible
school teachers came from a North American evangelical background or were
missionaries. They were acquainted with the evangelical literature of the English-speaking
world.
3.

In view of the 1960s it must be noticed that hardly any evangelical theological

academic literature from the English-speaking world had been translated into German.
When Laubach introduces some significant contemporary North American theologians in
1972, adding a short bibliography of each, he cannot refer to a single German title
(Laubach:122f.). 163It was only in the 1970s that translations from the English language of
evangelical literature of an academic or semi-academic character appeared in Germanspeaking Europe.
Nonetheless, translations of English literature did make a significant contribution to
mission teaching in the 1960s. It was not the academic type of literature but the spiritual
and motivational publications which in most cases came through the interdenominational
evangelical missions to Europe. The book GIGhendeRetterliebe (The Passion for Souls) by
Oswald J. Smith can be mentioned as prototype of such literature. It was introduced to the
German language area through Youth for Christ (M),

which had already been active in

German-speaking countries since 1947 (Reimer:264). Its first German edition was
in
published 1952. Eight additional editions followed until the end of the 1960s. The book
was promoted by Billy Graham, who was vice-president of YfC for many years and gained
wide influence among German evangelicals as a passionate call to preach the Gospel to
those who never had a chance to hear it. Such publications did not reflect critically on the
changing world situation with all its problematic implications for world mission, nor did they
engage in a dialogue with the controversial missiological debate of that time. They were
basically concerned with the fact that millions of individuals had still not heard the Good

163Laubachmentions E.J. Camell, E.F. Harrison, C.F. Henry, G. E. Ladd, J.W. Montgomery,
H.J. Ockenga, C.H. Pinnock, B.L. Ramm. The same is evident in Beyerhaus 1969, and Bockmuhl
1964,1974.
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News, and they issued an urgent call to the young generation of western Christians not to
forsake these unreached people.
4.

Also of great significance for students were the publications of mission

agencies. Almost each mission had some kind of information bulletin reporting from its
various mission fields. Many schools were associated with a particular mission, and
consequently, the concern for world mission was omnipresent at the Schools. In some of
these publications, the missiological issues of the 1960s were reflected as well. For
example: the developments of the 1960s were discussed with all the resulting questions in
Offene TOren, published by Wiedenest. Ernst Schrupp, in particular, but also Daniel Herm,
commented on the developments following the integration of the IMC into the WCC and all
the subsequent struggles in missiological thinking. 164The publications of such schools as
Liebenzell, Beatenberq and Chrischona made a similar contribution.
5.

After the middle of the 1960s a new epoch began which can be called the

Beyerhaus era. In 1966 Peter Beyerhaus returned from missionary service in South Africa
and immediately involved himself with a "passionate engagement" in the struggle for an
evangelical view of mission against the direction the ecumenical movement was taking
(Beyerhaus 1987:IX). Humanisierung. Einziqe Hoffnunq der Welt was published in 1969 as
an answer to the WCC's assembly at Uppsala 1968. It is a significant document for several
reasons:
(a) It is witness to the early period of the Ecumenical-evangelical polarisation and
does not have the strongly apologetic, even polemical, sound of later publications by
Beyerhaus and the Theologische-Konvent. In the preface to the second edition (1970)
Beyerhaus explicitly claims to be a "friend of the Ecumenical movement" (A).
(b) Beyerhaus diagnoses a shift from the traditional understanding of mission, with its
focus on redemption and eternal life, to a new interpretation of mission restricted to
immanent humanisation. He had at that time already identified what he believed to be the

164Cf."Das Ziel unserer Missionarischen Arbeit' (1960/3:2ff. ); 7um evangelistischen Wort die
diakonische Tat' (196212:2ff.); "Welt im Umbruch, aufgespaltene Christenheit-und wir?"
(1963/4:2ff.); "Mission in einer veränderten Welt' (1968/l: 2ff.); "Umfassender Dienst in
Partnerschaft' (1968/6:2ff.); "Welchen Weg gehen wir in der Aussenmission in den siebziger
Jahren7' (1970/l: 24f.).
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key issue. It was in Beyerhaus's view not simply a matter of balance, not only an overcorrection of a one-sided vertical understanding of salvation, which now tended to become
one-sidedly horizontal. It was at the deepest level a "crisis of faith." Western Christianity
had lost confidence in a God who exists and acts in history. Missing is the
acknowledgement of a supernatural reality and an existential encounter with this God in
Jesus Christ (:51).
(c) Furthermore, in view of Bosch's call for a new understanding of mission beyond
the polarisation of the last two decades, it is illuminating to consider Beyerhaus's
assessment of a possible synthesis of the two diverging positions. He devotes an entire
chapter to the topic in Die Notwendiqkeit einer wechselseiti-genKorrektur (The Necessity of
Mutual Correction) (:33-48). In the period between Uppsala 1968 and Bangkok 1972
Beyerhaus asks, "Is there a theoretical possibility and a qualified hope that an 'evangelical'
and an 'Ecumenical' understanding of mission can move closer again by accepting mutual
correction" (:46)? His answer is, yes, there is a theoretical possibility, if evangelicals would
transcend their quietism in social ethics and integrate a concern for the present and
concrete historical situation and if Ecumenicals would overcome their activism and
eschatologically prolong their historical perspective. Beyerhaus called such an
understanding of mission "integral"-already in 19691(:46). But Beyerhaus is rather
sceptical regarding the real possibility of such a development. He did not want to make a
final judgement but was very concerned with the direction in which the WCC was moving at
that time (AW).

In the following 20 years Beyerhaus has published more than 20 monographs, not to
count edited books and articles.165Almost all his contributions centre around a single
theme: the apologetic defence of what he views as a biblical understanding of mission over
against developments in the context of the WCC. Beyerhaus became very influential in
German evangelical missiology, and his publications became textbooks in every
evangelical Bible school in the 1970s and 1980s.

165Abibliography of Beyerhaus up to 1988 in Kniffka:256-270.
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(2)

Debating Theology of Mission: Evangelical Conferences

Furthermore, a German evangelical theology of mission gained contours through
various conferences.
1.

First of all, we turn to the Berlin Congress of 1966. It is related to the Bible

schoolsand seminariesin a more indirectway. Evangelistsand leadersof mission
agenciesof the EvangelicalAllianceattendedthe congress.Manyof them were relatedto
the Bible schools,and some even taught in them (e.g., Schrupp,Wiedenest).The
theologicalimpactof Berlin can be demonstratedin Billy Graham'splenaryaddress
(Hedlund:185-196)in two ways:
(a) The one key word in Graham'sspeechwas urgency.It was one sole plea to
realisethat "the fields are white unto harvest"(referringto John 4:35), that "harvesttime is
alwaysthe ever-presentnow" and that therefore"the evangelisticharvestis always
urgent." Grahamclaimed,
There seemsto be periodsof special urgencyin historywhen it can be said
with peculiarrelevance,'The fields are white unto harvest.' I believethat we
are now in such a period of history. We stand at the heart of a world
revolution. The next 25 years will be the most decisive years since Christ
walked on the roads of Galilee (Hedlund:186).
Graham was convinced of the unique moment in history and urged evangelicals to
respond to this call:
Almost every newspaper and every book screams from its pages: 'The
harvest is ripe.' Never has the soil of the human heart and mind been better
prepared. Never has the grain been thicker. Never have we had more
efficient instruments in our hands to help us gather the harvest. Yet at a time
when the harvest is the ripest in history, the church is floundering in tragic
confusion (Hedlund: 187).
(b) A second significant contribution of Graham's presentation was the definition of
evangelism. Against the confusion which he felt dominated missiological discussions of
that time (referring to the developments of the WCC) he claimed, "Evangelism has social
implications, but its primary thrust is the winning of men to a personal relationship to
Christ" (Hedlund:187). And later he added:
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Thus evangelismhas a social responsibility.The social, psychological,moral
and spiritual needs of men become a burning motivation for evangelism.
However, I am convinced if the Church went back to its main task of
it
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a far greater impact on the social, moral and psychological needs of men
than any other thing it could possibly do (Hedlund: 191).
We conclude: Graham, and following him the entire conference at Berlin 1966, has
impacted evangelicals at least on the level of motivation and urgency, and in a clear
in
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This message has also reached German evangelicals (Jung:48f. ) and has shaped the
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Secondly, the assemblies of the Konferenz Bibeltreuer Ausbildunqsst5tten KBA
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gatherings are not necessarily devoted to mission themes. Nonetheless, the close
relationship between the schools of the KBA and the mission movement is evident and can
be documented through the mission themes of the annual conferences:
1965

"The work of Trans World Radio and its missionary significance for the world"
(Horst Marquardt, ERF)
"The consequences of Karl Barth's theology today" (Heinrich Jochums,
Wuppertal)

1967

"The significance of missionary activity for the existence and service of
Christians and their integration into the life of training facilities" (Otto Riecker,
Adelshofen)

1968

"Our mobilisation for world mission today" (Ernst Schrupp, Wiedenest)

1969

"Our missionary activity within the training period (Ernst Klassen, Brake)

1661nanother study this author has analysed the missionary developments of the Evangelische
Taufer-qemeindeand its mission board in Germany and Switzerland. The study demonstrates the
increase of Bible school students from these churches in the late 1960s and 1970s leading to a
significant growth of the missionary activities co-ordinated by the mission board (Ott 1996:174ff, 229231). Besides other causes, such as demographics, the impact of the missionary zeal of North
American evangelicals is one of the main causes for this development.
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We notice that in the early years of the KBA, almost every meeting had a mission
theme on its agenda. This only underlines the high commitment to mission training at the
Bible schools and seminaries. The themes of the 1960s mirror four concerns: (a)
information about and motivation for world mission, (b) the missionary dimension of Bible
school training, (c) the defence of an evangelical view of mission against "liberal dilution"
(i.e., Barth's universalism as a dilution of missionary urgency) and (d) new challenges to
167
All topics are pragmatic. They grew out of needs
in
changing
world
situation.
a
mission
on the mission field and at the Bible schools. Foundational reflection on a biblical theology
of mission and critical encounter with the missiological discussions of that time were rare.
(3)

Teaching Theology of Mission: Curricula

In the light of the facts (a) that the strength of the evangelical Bible school movement
was in the area of spirituality and motivation and not in academic excellence, (b) that "til
about twenty years ago hardly any library resources had been developed by the schools of
neo-pietistic origin" (Egelkraut 1990:33) and (c) that there was a severe lack of serious
theological reflection in evangelical circles (cf. BockmOhl 1982:5f.), it is not astonishing that
in the 1960s theology of mission was taught at evangelical Bible schools in very simple
ways. The great missiological discussions which dominated the agenda of the IMC and the
WCC since the 1950s were hardly the subject of the courses on theology of mission at that
time, as can be demonstrated by two examples: As regards Brake,168the catalogue of the
academic year 1960/61 offers courses in mission each semester from the second to the
sixth semester. No specific content of the mission courses is indicated-just mission. 169
For the academic year 1962/63, Theology of Mission was scheduled for the second
semester, followed by History of Mission in the third and fourth semester and Methods of
Mission in the final year (semester five and six). The same curriculum was still in use in

167Unfortunately,no records of the presentations, neither written nor taped, are available. In
some cases the content of the presentations can be assumed based on publications on similar
issues by the authors, i.e., Schrupp's articles in Offene Toren.
16813rake
represents the model of schools rooted in the North American Bible school tradition.
169Syllabior any information on the content of the courses are not in the archives.
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Mission, written by the missionary Robert Glover in 1945. Other schools of the same
tradition, such as Bergstrasse and Beatenberg, follow the same pattern. Liebenzell, 71
offered only one mission course with the title.Missionskunde in the academic year 1963/64.
By the end of the decade, Evangelium und Religionen and Missionsgeschichte were added
to the curriculum.172

b)

The 1970s: Theology of Mission in the Wake of Frankfurt and Lausanne
At the centreof the decadebetween1970and 1979stand the two mission

declarationswhich are claimedby many Germanevangelicalsas their theological
foundation:the FrankfurtDeclarationand the LausanneCovenant.Much of what was said
and written by Germanevangelicalsin these years centresaroundthese two statements.
Beyondthis, the 1970sare also the decadeof the beginningof a tidal wave of translations
from the English-speaking-especiallythe NorthAmerican-world. As missiontheology
was developedmore extensivelyand debatedmore broadly,the curriculaof the Bible
instituteswere affectedas well.
(1)

Developing Theology of Mission: Research and Publication

Publications concerning the Ecumenical and evangelical mission conferences of the
1970s make up the largest contribution to mission publications in the German language.
1.

Most of these books were written, edited or co-edited by Peter Beyerhaus and

published by the publishing house of the Liebenzeller Mission (Verlag der Liebenzeller
Mission). In several cases they were edited in the name of the Theoloqische Konvent of

170Theearliest syllabi still accessible are from 1970.
171Bad Liebenzell represents the mission seminary model rooted in the German neo-pietistic
mission movement.
172Thisis based on a list the author received by fax from the archivist of Bad Liebenzell, 8
September 1997.
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the Konferenz Bekennender Gemeinschaften. A list of Beyerhaus's major publications in
the 1970s shows his domination in German evangelical MiSSiology:173
1970

Die Wheaton- Erkl;§rung: Grundfragen der Mission

1970

Die Grundlagenkrise der Mission

1970

Die Versuchungsstunde des ORK

1971

Mission und Rassismus

1972

Allen Völkern zum Zeugnis

1973

Bangkok'73: Anfang oder Ende der Weltmission

1973

Jesus Christus und die Weltreligionen

1974

Alle Welt soll sein Wort hören. Lausanner Kongress für Weltevangelisation

1975

Mission in urchristlicher und endgeschichtlicher Zeit

1975

Reich Gottes oder Weltgemeinschaft

1976

Okumene im Spiegel von Nairobi

1977

Die Wahrheit in der Auseinandersetzung mit Religionen und Ideologien

1979

Ideologien-Herausforderungen an den Glauben

1979

Zwischen Anarchie und Tyrannei
The tone of all these publications was set by the Frankfurt Declaration (1970), with its

sharp condemnationof the theologyof the WCC in and after Uppsala.We note that all
these booksnot only advocatea certaintheologybut also transmit a decisivelyantiEcumenicalattitude.It is not without significancefor the evangelicalBible school
movementthat Beyerhaus'spublicationsbelongto the core of the missiologicalliterature
174
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the
these
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at
of
available
2.

If we consider missiological textbooks in evangelical Bible colleges and

seminaries beyond the Beyerhaus authorship published in the 1970s, we must turn first of
all to Klaus BockmOhl'sWas heisst heute Mission? (11974).BockmOhl reviews the period

173Amorecomprehensivebibliographyincludingalso morethan 100articlesin Beyerhaus
1987:256-270.
INThe libraries of Brake, Wiedenest, and Llebenzell have been consulted.
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from Hartenstein, Freytag and Kraemer up to the Lausanne Congress in 1974.175His
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BockmOhl'sassessment pushes in the same direction as the Frankfurt Declaration
and some of Beyerhaus's statements, but intends to point beyond the anti-thesis of
Frankfurt and Beffin-which he understands as an "emergency brake"-to a positive
biblical conception of mission (: 162). On the one hand he criticises some of the
developments in the WCC's view of mission, especially the anthropological orientation of
its theology in general and the secularisation of its understanding of mission, in which
hand,
immanent
(184).
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BockmQhlpoints to the Lausanne Covenant as a significant step toward a positive and
biblical conception of mission (: 162ff.). He was especially pleased with John Stott's
foundational definition of the key terms of mission. An expanded version of Stott's
1975)
World,
Mission
in
Modern
(Christian
the
and
was
published
afterwards
contribution
translated in German (Gesandt wie Christus, 1976). BockmQhl, not actually a missiologist
but rather a specialist in systematic theology and social ethics, was especially alert to the
social dimension of Lausanne (: 168-175). Only one year after Lausanne he wrote a
thorough analysis of Lausanne's contribution to social ethics, especially the famous article
five of the Covenant (1975). While he affirms the general thrust of the article, he calls for
more precise theological reflection and definitions. He critically analyses each of the nine
"action-concepts" of article five of the Lausanne Covenant and qualifies them in the light of
their Biblical foundation (:20-46).

175Thefirst section of the book is based on his earlier publication, Die neuere
Missionstheologie (1964).
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3.

The 1970s were also the period in which translations of publications from the

English-speaking world gained prominence on the German evangelical book market.
(a) On a semi-academic level, the following translations gained influence in the
1970s:
John Stott's Einheit der Evanqelikalen. Geqen die falsche Polarisierunq (= Balanced
Christianit ) was translated in 1975; Gesandt wie Christus (= Christian Mission in the
Modern World) followed only one year later. It is especially the latter which became one of
the key textbooks in theology of mission courses at the Bible schools and seminaries.
Also in the footsteps of Lausanne is The New Face of Evangelicalism edited by Ren6
Padilla and published in the German language (Zukunftsperspektiven. Evangelikale
nehmen Stellung) in 1977.

In the same year anothersignificanttext was made availablein the German
language: G. W Peters', Missionarisches Handeln und biblischer Auftracl (= A Biblical
Theology of Mission) is still considered to be the only comprehensive evangelical theology
of mission available in the German language.176Peters chooses not to engage in critical
dialogue with all the statements of mission conferences, be they Ecumenical or
evangelical, he only wants to present a biblical view of God's missionary intention (: 10).
Peters's definition of mission proved important for many evangelicals. He distinguishes
between mission (in the German translation, Sendunq) and missions (in the German
translation, Mission), in that he defines mission as referring to the entire sending of the
church as "pilgrim, stranger, witness, prophet, servant, as salt, as light, etc.", and missions
as a specialised term referring to the proclamation of "the gospel of Jesus Christ in gospeldestitute areas, to win converts from other faiths or non-faiths to Jesus Christ, and to
establish functioning, multiplying local congregations" (1972:11). Along the same lines,
Peters distinguishes between the cuftural mandate which calls all human beings to work

176Thismeans that up to the present time no comprehensive evangelical theology of mission
is available in the German language, written by a German or Swiss theologian. Beyerhaus is about to
publish an extensive work; however, only the first volume has come to market in 1996. Hans Ulrich
Reifier's Missionarisches Handeln am Ende des 20. Jahrhunderts, was published in 1997, may
become a major textbook, yet it is an introduction to missiology which spends only about 50 pages
on theology of mission.
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under God toward a healthy social order, and the mission mandate which focuses on the
church and its primary task to evangelise, to make disciples, to plant churches and to
educate the church. He decisively rejects every mixing up of the two mandates, especially
the tendency to include aspects of the cuftural mandate into to the mission mandate 166171).
A second book by Peters translated into German, Evangelisation. Totaldurchdringend-urnfassend (Saturation Evangelism), was published also in 1977. It
contains a theology of evangelisation and an analysis of the two internationally applied
strategies, Evangefism-In-Depth and New Life for All. Both of Peters books became
standard textbooks in the Schools.
It was also in that decade that the first books of the so-called Church Growth

Movementwere publishedin Germany.Hans Kadorfs, Gemeindewachstumals
missionarischesZiel (1976)was somethinglike an introductionto the churchgrowth
philosophy.Wachsenoder Welken (Howto Grow a Church)by DonaldA. McGavranand
WinAm (1978)and HandbuchfOrEvangelisationund Gemeindeaufbau(God'sWay to
Keep a ChurchGoing & Growing)by VergilGerber(1979)followedin the same decade.
(b) In the contextof the evangelicalBibleschools,publicationsof a more popular
characterwere probablyat least as importantas the academicand semi-academic
literature.We mentionjust a few examples,translatedand publishedin 1970,which have
influencedthe Germanevangelicalmissionmovement:
1971

Bill Bright, HandbuchfOrpers6nlicheEvanqelisation

1972

Griffith, Es qibt Gr6sseres(Give Up Your SmallAmbitions)

1973

Little, Weitersagen. Zeuqnis

wie macht man das (How To Give Away
-qeben,

Your Faith)
Coleman, Des Meisters Plan der EvanqelisatiOn(The Masters Plan of

1979

Evangelism)
4.

One final comment is needed regarding academic research by German

evangelical theologians. Although academic studies by German evangelical missiologists
were still minimal in the 1970, there may be one exception: Klaus Fiedler, a Baptist
missionary, who completed his doctoral thesis in 1978 for the University at
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Daressalam/Tanzania.177Klaus MUller has called Fiedler "the first evangelical missionary
of the post-war period who completed doctoral studies" (MUller 1995:16). Fiedler is
something of a forerunner to a new generation of German evangelical missiologists, who
began to emerge more fully only in the 1980s.
(2)

Debating Theology of Mission: Evangelical Conferences

1.

The trajectory of German evangelical theology of mission in the 1970s was also

influenced by the conference of the Theologische Konvent in 1970 at Frankfurt and the
International Congress On World Evangelisation in 1974 at Lausanne, with their respective
documents, the Frankfurt Declaration and the Lausanne Covenant. The significance of
these two consultations for the identity of the German evangelical mission movement has
been introduced in Part 11,and the impact of the two documents upon the theology of
mission taught at the Schools will be further analysed in the next section.
2.

On the programme of the annual meetings of the Konferenz bibeltreuer

Ausbildunqsst5tten we observe a missiological theme on two occasions:
1974

"Education for Church Ministries: The Mission Field" (Ernst Vatter, Liebenzell)

1978

"The Current Situation in Missions and how it Effects the Training of
Missionaries" (Ernst Vatter, Liebenzell)
"Church and Missions Today -A Survey" (Ernst Vatter, Liebenzell)
On both instances the speaker was Ernst Vatter, director for foreign missions of the

Liebenzeller Mission, president of the AEM and one of the key figures of the German
evangelical mission movement at that time.
(3)

Teaching Theology of Mission: Curricula

In the 1970s the curricula of the Bible colleges began to be developed beyond the
simple biblical foundation and spiritual motivation of the earlier decades toward a more
complex and differentiated presentation of a broader missiological field. In all the cases

177Arevised and restructured version was published in English in 1994 under the title The
Storv of Faith Missions.
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leadership of the schools but rather the result of changes in faculty. A new generation of
mission teachers introduced more complex missiological curricula (cf. Wolke). A survey
among the Bible colleges of the KBA conducted in 1980 confirms this development toward
a more complex and comprehensive curriculum in mission (Archive Bienenberq).

C)

The 1980s and Beyond: Theology of Mission between North American
Impact and Home-grown Scholarship
The years after 1980can be characterisedby two foci: (1) An increasingnumberof

translations of English books were made accessible to the German public, and (2) a
German based evangelical academic missiological tradition emerged. This has influenced
theological reflection in the context of evangelical conferences, as well as mission studies
at Bible schools and seminaries.
(1)

Developing Theology of Mission: Research and Publication

1.

The Beyerhaus era of the 1970s continued into the next decade, though at a

somewhat reduced intensity. He published additional books commenting on the

-

Ecumenical conference at Melbourne 1980 (Beyerhaus 1981) and the development of the
Ecumenical Third World theologies (expressed in the Ecumenical Association of Third
World Theologians founded in 1976) (Beyerhaus 1986). In 1987 a one-volume collection of
his major contributions since 1970 was edited (Beyerhaus 1987). This became a handy
textbook for Bible school use, summarising the main theses of Beyerhaus's struggle
against the WCC's understanding of mission.
2.

Yet one of the main feature of the 1980s is certainly the flood of North

American missiological literature which reached the German-speaking world. The whole
range of missiological topics introduced by the Church Growth Movement established a
footing in Germany and Switzerland. North American evangelical theology of mission and
its contribution to the German-speaking context was even the subject of a doctoral thesis
presented by Edward Rommen at the University of Munich in 1986. Rommen analysed the
works of Peters, Tippet, Kraft, McGavran, Wagner, Hesselgrave and Winter (1987) and
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their contribution to German missiology. One of the results of this North American influence
is that German evangelicals widened their perspectives in missiological thinking beyond
pure biblical-theological reflections and historical investigations, toward the inclusion of
anthropology, social sciences, communication and strategy (Rommen). Moller refers to
three streams which together make up missiology: "biblical theology of mission," "history of
mission" and "anthropology." The last, he claims, we owe to G. W. Peters (that is, North
American missiology) (Moller 1995:13f.).
But there is an additional segment of English language literature which was
translated in the 1980s and deserves' attention. Salz der Erde. Fra-qenan die Kirche heute
The Other Side of 1984-Questions for the Church) by Lesslie Newbigin (1985), Anstiftung.
Evangeliurn for die Armen by Ren6 Padilla (1986)178and Der qanze Christus for eine
qeteilte Welt. Evanqelikale Christoloqie der Zwei-Drittel-Welt (Sharing Jesus in the Two
Thirds World) by Vinay Samuel and Chris Sugden (1987). All these publications represent
the wider international evangelical world, including voices from the Two Thirds World. To
use Holthaus' typology again, these authors represent rather the "open evangelicals" than
the "conservative evangelicals" (Holthaus 1997:17f.). In view of the schools under
consideration, it is important to notice that literature from this segment of evangelicalism is
less represented in their libraries and rarely present on syllabi and reading lists.
3.

A second main feature of the 1980s is the rise of German evangelical

missiological scholarship.
(a) On the one hand, this is indicated by a number of individuals who completed
doctoral studies in the 1980s and early 1990s. These theses cover two main areas.
Several studies were historical, dealing with the biographies of individuals or with the
histories of missions (e.g., N. Schmidt; Fiedler; Franz; Brandl). Other research projects
approached theological topics, in most cases aspects of the Ecumenical-evangelical
controversy (Sautter; Hammel; Berneburg).

178Thisis a collection of articles by Padilla previously published in various journals but never
published in English in one volume.
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(b) On the other hand, the foundation of the Arbeitskreis for evanqelikale Missioloqie
(AfeM) (Association of Evangelical Missiology) in 1985 with its journal Evangelikale
Missiologie (em) was a significant catalyst and promoter in the emergence of a homehis
issue
In
to
first
the
German
editorial
missiology.
of em, Peter Mayer
evangelical
grown
indicates how indebted German evangelicals are to the North American missiologist G.W.
Peters for the promotion of an evangelical missiology in German-speaking Europe (ern
1985/1:2). Yet in the same issue, Peters himself warns German evangelicals against
simply becoming "an American Satellite" (:8).
4.

More recent publications, such as Werkbuch Mission (Herm/Herm) and Mission

unter Beschuss (Holzhaus) shows evangelicals dealing in a somewhat more critical way
with the sensitive issues of world mission. Serious reflection in the areas of culture,
anthropology and ethnology, as well as a good sense for partnership can be observed.
Ernst Vatter, in his address to the annual assembly of the AEM in 1987, states, "The
global context for the mission of the Church of Jesus Christ has completely changed since
World War 11"(Vatter:3). He identifies six major changes which demand fresh missiological
reflection and, in some areas, a new missionary conduct (:3-9). This includes (a) the issue
of mission and social responsibility, (b) the issue of the indigenisation of the gospel in other
cultures, (c) the training of indigenous church leaders, (d) the relationship of mission and
church and (e) the issue of Christian mission and pluralism. Vatter's call for responsible
reflection and transformation in a rapidly changing time allows the conclusion that key
leaders of the German evangelical mission movement did take seriously the contemporary
critical issues in mission.
Most recently, Hans Ulrich Reifler, a former missionary in Latin America (1976-1991)
and today missiology teacher at Chrischona, has published what can be called the first
evangelical German textbook on missiology, comprising introductions to theology of
mission, anthropology, cross-cultural communication, mission strategy and mission praxis.
Its theological section sums up the discussion among conservative evangelicals in
German-speaking Europe of the last three decades. The results will be considered in the
next section.
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(2)

Debating Theology of Mission: Evangelical Conferences

Looking again at the conferences of the KBA, we find the following missiological
subject-matter discussed at the annual assemblies:
1981

"Who is an Evangelist" (Anton Schulte, Neues Leben
"The Character of Evangelistic Preaching" (Anton Schulte, Neues Leben)
"Evangelisation in the Concept of Bible School Training " (Doyle Klaassen,
Brake)

1982

"The Theology of Paul in the Context of his Missionary Mandate " (George W.
Peters, FHM)
"The Demands of Missions in our Schools " (George W. Peters, FHM)
"The World of Mission" (George W. Peters, FHM)

1990

"Recent Developments of the Kingdom-of-God-Concept in Evangelical
Theology" (Eckhard Schnabel).
This leads to the following observations, questions and conclusions: (a) After 1982,

explicitly missiological topics disappear from the agenda of the KBA. It seems that the
evangelistic urgency which characterised the 1960s and 1970s has ceased in the 1980s
and early 1990s. (b) The topics dealt with in 1981 and 1982 emphasise the evangelistic
dimension of mission.179(c) At the same time, those issues in the international discussion
of mission which focused on a more integrated and holistic understanding of mission were
not picked up in the KBA conferences until 1990, when Schnabel discussed various
interpretations of the Kingdom of God among evangelicals. (d) In view of the main topics of
the other conferences between 1980 and 1995, it appears that other issues have caught
the attention of the German Bible school movement, especially the educational challenges
to theological education posed by the ideological forces of modern western culture (1980,
1983,1985,1989,1992), the question of spiritual formation in theological education (1984,
1988) and the integration of social sciences into the curriculum of Bible colleges and
seminaries (1991).

1791nthe 1981 conference this is explicit, in 1982 the choice of G.W. Peters implies this
emphasis.
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(3)

Teaching Theology of Mission: Curricula

1

Under the leadership of the AEM's Seminar fOr Missionarische Fortbildung and

with G. W. Peters as resource person, additional steps were taken toward a reflected and
intentionally designed missiological curriculum at the beginning of the 1980s. In March
1980, the mission teachers of the Bible colleges and seminaries met at Holzhausen in
order to develop a "first common conception" for the teaching of mission. 180The meeting
issued a "Recommendation of certain normative standards for the teaching of mission in
evangelical Bible colleges. "181It contains the following statements: (a) The reason for the
recommendation is the demands on the mission field, the deficiencies recognised in
continuing education and the need for an improved and unified standard. (b) Defined
standards are necessary in view of the accreditation of the schools. (c) At least three
courses in mission should be required: History of Missions, Theology of Mission and
Religions. Beyond this, elective courses in Mission Anthropology, Mission Methods,
Indigenous Churches and Theologies and The Missionary should be offered. This ought to
become the common nomenclature for mission studies in evangelical schools. (d) Each
course should contain at least 24 to 36 teaching hours. 182(e) The Seminar for
missionarische Weiterbildun-q offers a course for mission teachers at the Bible colleges. As
regards the theology of mission, the list of textbooks recommended by the consultation is
remarkable. G. W. Peters' Missionarisches Handeln und biblischer Auftrag is suggested as
the main textbook for students. It can be complemented by catholic and Ecumenical texts.
Beyond this and if time allows, the mission statements of Wheaton, Frankfurt, Lausanne
and Seoul should be discussed. For additional reading the following books are
recommended: Vicedom, Missio Dei, Blauw, Gottes Volk in dieser Welt, Beyerhaus, Allen
V61kern zurn Zeu-qnis, BockmOhl, Was heisst heute Mission? and Stott, Gesandt wie
Christus.

1801-efter
of 30 January 1980 by L. Pflaum of Liebenzell to all member schools of the KBA
(Archive Bienenberq).
181"Empfehlung"and "Ergebnisprotokoll" of 29 March 1990 (Archive Bienenber_q).
182Thenomenclature used in the Schools in relation to the EEAA standards are: A "course" is
a unit devoted to one subject-matter normally comprising 20-40 hours of lectures, plus the same
amount of time for private studies.
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1980 and 1996. Some of the developments can be summarised as follows: (a) Most of the
Schools have introduced new courses in mission and increased the number of teaching
hours in mission considerably. The average number hours is 130. (b) The curricula
developed into a more diversified and comprehensive discussion of the various fields of
missiology. The subject areas suggested in 1980 were introduced by most schools. (c) It
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names of courses are used with a considerable overlap in content (BbkerSurvey:3). (d) It
was also not possible to establish a common number of teaching hours for each subject.
The range of hours varies between 12 and 81 for one course (BokerSurvey:3). (e) In
addition, it was not possible to establish accrediting standards for mission studies. The
EEAA gives only a very vague description of what is expected in mission studies, without
any clear specifications of the sort formulated by the KBA-consultation in 1980
(EEAA: 13f.). 184In terms of the content of mission theology, the survey does not give
additional information.
3A
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the Peters-Beyerhaus-school gained broad influence in the Bible colleges and seminaries.
(c) This fact is supported by the observation that in required readings and bibliographies
Beyerhaus, BockmCjhland Peters are the most commonly mentioned authors. 185

183Thesurvey was conducted by Traugott Boker on behalf of the KBA. 24 out of 33 schools
responded. A first analysis of the data was presented by BOkerat the annual KBA-Conference in
November, 1996 (Boker 1996). This author had access to the survey for further research and
analysis. More results will be discussed in Part IV.
184Forlevel B (B.Th. ) the accreditation handbook requires "A thorough introduction to the
theology and practice of missionary work." For the C level (M.Div.) it requires "Introduction to the
main areas of missionary theology and work." For level D (M.Th.) the requirement is "A thorough
treatment of the theology, history and practice of missions as well as non-Christian religions and
cults."
185Syllabiof Brake, Wiedenest, and Liebenzell have been consulted. In addition, the readings
suggested in Reifier, Missionarisches Handeln am Ende des 20. jahrhunderts. Reifier refers to these
three theologians as the evangelical mission theologians of the last third of the 20th century (:48-55).
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2.

Analysis of German Evangelical Theology of Mission
This analysis will be carried out in comparison to the missiological models outlined in

Part III.A. and will follow the same agenda. Research has shown that the theology of
mission of evangelicals in German-speaking Europe can be defined within the boundaries
186
Declaration
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these as proper boundaries for an evangelical theology of mission. Thus, our analysis will
take the Frankfurt Declaration and the Lausanne Covenant as its starting point. Then it will
focus on Hans Ulrich Reifler's recently published Missionarisches Handeln am Ende des
20. jahrhunderts, which is one of the most representative recent textbooks in the Schools.
It shows how the missiological influences and debates of the last three to four decades are
being transmitted to students towards the end of the century.187

a)

General Remarks to the Reception of Bosch's Proposal
First of all we recognisea great lack of familiaritywith Bosch'sliteratureamong

German evangelicals. Hardly any of Bosch's publications are available in German. The fact
that his doctoral thesis in New Testament studies at the University of Basel (1959) is
written in German does not contribute much to an acquaintance with Bosch in the German
(evangelical) context because this academic publication of the 1950s is hardly available in
the libraries of evangelical schools and does not address contemporary issues in theology

1861nhis review of the first decade of the Arbeitskreis for evan-qelikale Missiolo ie (AfeM)
-q
(Association for Evangelical Missiology) and its journal Evangelikale Missiologie, Klaus MUllerdefines
the theological frame of the AfeM as follows: "The wider frame is defined by the evangelical congress
at Lausanne 1974 and its 'Covenant,' the narrower frame by theFrankfurt Declaration'of the
Konferenz bekennender Gemeinschaften 1970" (Müller 1995:14).
187Seenotice on Reiflees publication on p. 205.
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Bosch's books. This allows the conclusion that Bosch's writings are not accessible to
students at the respective schools and that Bosch's work is considered to be of no
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how positively Bosch's work was greeted after the publication of Transforming Mission and
definitely after his sudden death in 1992. Not only journals of a more Ecumenical
18'a
but evangelicals acknowledged Bosch's contribution
Bosch's
work,
orientation reviewed
as well. This is to a certain extent due to Hans Kasdorf, who has taught frequently in
Germany and Switzerland. He pursued doctoral studies under Bosch at the University of
South Africa. In his memorial essay on Bosch in Evan-gelikaleMissiologie (Kasdorf 1992)
he speaks very favourably of Bosch. He refers to Transforming Mission as a magnum
opus, as the theology of mission of the 20th century, a book which belongs on the required
reading list of any missiologist. It is somewhat surprising that Kasdorf does not mention
Bosch's concern for a new ecumenical missionary paradigm which views the contemporary
polarisation as "creative tensions" and intends to move "beyond." Of course, on the level of
(e.
English
literature
Bosch's
theologians
read
g.,
research,
and
are
aware
of
academic
Berneburg 1997).

188Thisauthor has tried to find out whether a German translation of Transforminq Mission is in
preparation. In 1992 Joachim Wietzke expressed his hope for a translation of the book soon (Book
review in Jahrbuch Mission 1992:238-240), but his hope did not come true. According to Prof. Theo
Sundermeier (Heidelberg), a translation was planed, but failed because a translator was lacking
(personal letter of 23 April 1996). Klaus Schafer of the Evangelisches Missionswerk EM referred to
earlier projects of a translation but it seems not to be feasible to produce a German translation for
the small German market (personal letter of 14 May 1996).
1891.
e., Joachim Wietzke in ZMiss 1992/2:122f; Joachim Wietzke in Jahrbuch Mission
1992:238-240; Hans-Werner Gensichen in Zeitschrift for Missionswissenschaft und
Reliqionswissenschaft 1992/3:217f; Anton Peter in NZM 1993/2:142f; Lukas Anton Mettler in NZM
1992/3:189f.
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Thus, we are not merely looking for explicit references to David Bosch in the
teaching of mission, but for indicators which may reveal how evangelical theology of
mission in Germany and Switzerland relates to Bosch's proposal.

b)

Crisis and Response: Focus on Continuity
1.

The Frankfurt Declaration, with the full name of Frankfurt Declaration on the

Fundamental Crisis in Christian Missions,190presupposes a crisis in mission. Beyerhaus
addresses this crisis in mission from the very beginning of his publications in the context of
the controversies of the 1960s. The first chapter of Humanisierung. Einzige Hoffnun_qde
Welt? begins with the phrase, "For an analysis of the current crisis of world mission
regarding its foundation and purpose .. ." (1970a:7). And his second publication on the
subject was entitled Die Grundlagenkrise der Mission (The Crisis at the Foundations of
Mission) (1970b). Yet these phrases already indicate a remarkable emphasis. Beyerhaus
identifies the crisis of mission as a crisis of its biblical foundation. He primarily diagnoses a
theological crisis. In Die Grundlagenkrise der Mission, he distinguishes between an
external (Aussere) and an internal (innere) crisis (1970b:5-7).
(a) The external crisis is on the level of an increasing resistance to the gospel in all
parts of the world, which represents a real challenge to the world missionary movement.
This is a given fact, and the church must take it seriously. Beyerhaus speaks of
"discouragements," but they do not represent the foundational crisis of mission.191In
another context Beyerhaus identifies four external factors which have caused the crisis
(1970a:8-1 1): (i) the association of mission with colonialism and subsequently an antimissionary attitude as a child of a general anti-colonial context, (ii) anti-western nationalism
of Afro-Asian people, including the recovery of old religious practices, (iii) the tendency
toward a syncretistic coexistence of different religions as promoted mainly by Asians and

19OFrankfurterErklarung zur Grundlagenkrise der Mission (Beyerhaus 1970b:28ff.). Full name
in English according to Hedlund:230. It may be argued that the formulation "crisis of the foundations"
would better translate the German phrase.
191"Und trotzdem wäre es weit verfehlt, bereits diese Entmutigung
als
eine
...
Grundlagenkriseder Mission zu bezeichnen, bzw. die genannten Fakten für diese Grundlagenkrise
verantwortlich zu machen" (1970:7; see also 15-17; 1996:5-7).
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(iv) the undermining of a biblical theology of mission in the footsteps of a critical,
secularised western theology. All of this is not actually the crisis, but only the causes of the
crisis.
(b) For Beyerhaus, the real crisis is interior; that is, in the way the Ecumenical
movement is responding to the external crisis. In its response he sees mission reduced to
revolution, development and dialogue (1970b:12-15). The "perversion of mission to a thisworldly attempt to change the world, in contradiction with the traditional understanding of
mission, leads to a conflict within the missionary movement." This, in Beyerhaus's view, is
the real crisis. It is a crisis inside the church. It is a theological crisis; Christology and,
finally, the authority of scripture are at stake (1970b:11,17-27). The Frankfurt Declaration
was understood as the direct response to this foundational crisis in mission (1970b:28-37;
cf. Vicedom 1967).
We also notice that neither Beyerhaus nor the Frankfurt Declaration engage in critical
reflection on the western mission movement of the colonial epoch. The most self-critical
statement by Beyerhaus can probably be found in his early publication Humanislerung. Die
einzi-qeHoffnunq der Welt, where he discusses some of the deficiencies of the traditional
mission movement and acknowledges that the evangelical understanding of mission needs
correction (1970a: 33ff.). Later he questions the radically critical, anti-colonial assessment
of the traditional western missionary movement (cf. Beyerhaus 1987:146). The Frankfurt
Declaration does not refer to any deficiencies of the traditional missionary movement of the
colonial age nor does it call for any changes in world mission in the light of a changing
world situation.
For Beyerhaus, the true answer in this critical situation can only be given in
faithfulness to the traditional understanding of mission. Time and again he refers to the
"traditional" or "classical" understanding of mission, which in his view is basically the
biblical understanding and which stands in sharp contrast to the developments of the
Ecumenical view (Beyerhaus 1969; 1970:12; 1987:58; 1996:101-161,282). With regard to
tradition and Bible he therefore calls for continuity, although not without an openness for
minor corrective changes in the traditional understanding (1970b: 15-17; 1996:15). But
Beyerhaus perceived the developments in Ecumenical circles not as slight corrections of
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the traditional understanding of mission, but as a totally new approach to mission. To such
developments he can only say: NO (1970:17). This decisive NO is pronounced in the
Frankfurt Declaration and confirmed in the Berlin Declaration.
2.

The Lausanne Covenant implies discontinuity as well as continuity. Basically, it
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certain situations (# 9), the cultural domination of the western church (# 10) and the
independence of indigenous churches (# 11) (cf. BockmOhl 1974:177). In his foundational
theological presentation at beginning of the congress, John Stott addressed the critical
topics of mission, evangelisation, dialogue, salvation and conversion. He did this based on
evangelical foundations but in an open dialogue with Ecumenical positions (Beyerhaus
1974 vol. 1:60-84).192Stott received mixed responses from evangelicals. Bockmohl
commended Stott's address as a clarifying biblical perspective which indicates a significant
step forward in the Ecumenical-evangelical controversy and should be made available to
German readers (1974: 165f.), while Hedlund criticised Stott for not having clearly stated an
evangelical view of evangelisation as "discipling the nations." Referring to Stott's

1921Later
published in an expanded version as Christian Mission In the Modern World (1975a).
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presentation, he concludes, "The failure to grasp the heart of the Great Commission set
the Congress on an inadequate and erroneous theological foundation" (Hedlund:294).
3.

How do the themes of crisis and change appear in Reifer's Missionarisches

Handeln? Reifler pays only minimal attention to the changes in the world and in world
mission in the post-war period. In his review of the heritage of German missiology, he uses
two sentences to explain the background to the tensions between the Ecumenical and
evangelical understandings of mission (Reifler:36). In the discourse on anthropology and
culture he admits that western missionaries have made mistakes in the past, but that today
most mission agencies are avoiding these mistakes (: 138f.). The chapter on missionary
praxis begins with a short (two page) introduction to some changes which have taken place
in the last decades and which make it impossible to do mission work in the same way as it
was done in the last century (:204-205). Overall, the readers of this textbook (most likely
the students of the Schools) do not get the impression that world mission has been
undergoing dramatic changes in the last 40 to 50 years, nor are they confronted with a
critical assessment of the colonial epoch. They do not get the sense of a crisis, and they
will not put this book back on the shelf with the impression that anything should change.
The entire book is highly affirmative, in the way it claims continuity with the pietistic and
neo-pietistic tradition of mission, in the way it establishes a Biblical foundation of mission
and in the way it outlines missionary practice.
4.

Conclusion: It is evident that the theology of mission taught at the Schools

basically follows the Beyerhaus-BockmOhl-Peterstradition. There is a strong sense of
continuity with the earlier Hartenstein-Freytag-Vicedom line. There is hardly any serious
discussion of the paradigmatic shifts in world mission with their critical assessment of the
colonial epoch. Crisis awareness is absent, and consequently there is no need for
changes. Given the parameters of the Frankfurt Declaration and the Lausanne Covenant,
there seems to be a much stronger impact of the former. Or put differently, the Lausanne
Covenant is often interpreted in the light of the Frankfurt Declaration, emphasising its
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affirmativestatements.193Consequently,the Schoolsmust be deemedto belongto that
categorywhich Boschcharacterisesas doing missionwith a 'businessas usual'attitude.
Accordingto Bosch,they can hardlybe excusedfor such a lack of awareness(1991:7).

C)

Bible, Context and Hermeneutics: Focus on the Normativity of the Bible
I.

In its first paragraph, the Frankfurt Declaration says, "The surrender of the

Bible as our primary frame of reference leads to the shapelessness of mission and a
confusion of the task of mission with a general idea of responsibility for the world." The
conviction that the Bible, as the authoritative word of God, is the unquestionable foundation
not only of mission but of any Christian theology makes up the heart of evangelical
theology. From this point of view, evangelicals identify the crisis in mission in "the
surrender of the Bible as the primary frame of reference" by the theologians of the WCC.
In this regard, the prominent phrase, "the world sets the agenda," used in Ecumenical
circles since 1966 was perceived by evangelicals as a turning away from the Bible as the
sole source for the definition of the foundation, the goals, the tasks and the content of
mission (Frankfurt Declaration #1; cf. Bockmahl 1974:156; Hedlund:223-226).
In his affirmation and call to faithfulness, Beyerhaus points to three major challenges
to the evangelical movement. First of all, he calls evangelicals to be faithful to the
normative authority of Scripture in the light of the challenge posed by contextual
hermeneutics, which tends to weaken the universal authority of the biblical text (Beyerhaus
1987:245f.). It is therefore no surprise to find that Beyerhaus devotes almost 100 pages of
the first volume of his recent theology of mission to the problem of contextualisation. The
title of the chapter indicates the thrust of his argument: "The contextual relativism of biblical
authority" (Beyerhaus 1996:197-282). It is a critical analysis of the developments of an
"ecumenical hermeneutic."194Beyerhaus's verdict is twofold: On the one hand he values

193SeeReifler:62-63; cf. Scheffbuch 1975. The puzzling observation is that Reifler, while he is
leaning towards the Frankfurt Declaration, has appended the Lausanne Covenant to his book, yet not
the Frankfurt Declaration.
194Beyerhaususes the term "ecumenical hermeneutic" (1996:217ff.). A thorough analysis of
the development toward an ecumenical hermeneutic has been done by Martin Hamel in his doctoral
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the contributions of a contextual hermeneutic in raising necessary and important questions
regarding traditional western theology (1996:235ff.). On the other hand he clearly points to
the limits of contextual hermeneutic (1996:249ff.): (a) the mixture of 'general revelation'
and 'special revelation,' (b) the opening up of the canonical boundaries, (c) the loss of a
(d)
for
doctrine
foundation
Christian
the anthropocentric appropriation of
and
normative
biblical revelation. What is at stake, in Beyerhaus's view, is the authority of scripture, and
he therefore warns of the consequences for the Christian mission: when the church in
mission does not stand on the solid ground of the authority of the Bible, then its spiritual
authority will soon be paralysed (1993:281). The task of an evangelical theology of mission
can only be-according to Beyerhaus-to regain the pneumatological and salvationhistorical tradition of Biblical interpretation of the earlier German theology of mission
(1993:282).
2.

The Lausanne Covenant affirms this Bible-centredness already in its second

paragraph (cf. Uda; BockmCjhl1974:176). Yet several of its voices identify more closely
with the Ecumenical concern of contextualisation. Michael Green's biblical study on the
early church's methods and strategies of evangelisation concludes that the early Christians
did take the agenda of the world seriously and that we are called to do the same
(1975:224). Article 10 of the Covenant has opened a discussion among evangelicals
regarding gospel and culture, which was continued beyond the congress at Lausanne and
reached its culmination in the Willowbank Consultation in 1978 (Stott/Coote). While the
Willowbank Report confirms "the normative nature of Scripture," it also acknowledges a
certain "cultural conditioning of Scripture" and calls for a "contextual approach" in
hermeneutics which goes beyond the "traditional approaches" (Stott/Scoote:315-17). The
issues have been further developed at the consultation of the International Council of
Accrediting Agencies (ICAA) in 1991 (Kemp 1994). This indicated that in the years since
Lausanne, evangelicals have been engaged in serious reflection on cultural and
anthropological issues, with a strong emphasis on cross-cultural communication (Rommen

dissertation (under the supervision of Peter Beyerhaus), BibO-Misslon-OkurneneSchriftverstandnis und Schriftqebrauch in der neueren bkumenischen Missionstheologie (1993).
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1987:95ff; Winter/Hawthorne: 361ff.). The contribution of this wing of the evangelical
movement to the issues of inculturation and contextualisation has been acknowledged by
Ecumenical leaders as a sign of growing convergencies between the two opposed
movements (Werner 1993:332-335).
3.

Looking at Reifler's Missionarisches Handeln we again observe that an
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Peters position, as well as the conference statements from Wheaton, Frankfurt, Berlin,
Lausanne and Manila are repeated and affirmed (:48-64). There is no discussion of the
issues connected with contextualisation as a hermeneutical and epistemological problem.
The only section dealing with contextualisation is in the chapter on cross-cultural
communication, and it focuses exclusively on the question of how the gospel can be
communicated in another culture. The whole concept of contextualisation is reduced to the
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discussion concerning a subject which has dominated missiological reflection for two
decades.195
4.

Conclusion: At the centre of an evangelical attitude towards the issues of

Gospel and culture stands a commitment to the Bible as the God-given and unchangeable
pre-text. The concept of contextualisation is applied only on the level of cross-cultural
communication. The deeper hermeneutical issues are seldom discussed at the classroom
level, and when scholars assess them, they tend to reject any hermeneutical implications
(Beyerhaus 1996a; Sautter, Hamel, Berneburg 1997). Again, the position held by the
Schools is closer to the Frankfurt Declaration than to the Lausanne Covenant. This
becomes evident in Berneburg's critique of the contextual hermeneutics of Two Thirds
World evangelicals (1997:239ff. ). In Sundermeier's words:

1950thertextbooks used by the Schools not in mission but in Biblical studies (Stadelmann
1985; Maier) only affirm this observation. The main focus of evangelical exegesis is to understand
the Biblical text linguistically and historically based on the presupposition that the God-given text has
one clear and understandable meaning which can be discovered through grammatico-historical
level
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According to this notion of mission theology the What of faith is beyond
contention. Its essence is agreed by consensus, and the rest is simply a
matter of finding the most effective method of adapting the available means,
and of applying these economically towards achieving the goal of mission,
which is to 'convert the heathen.' The discussion of methods is therefore
central... Mission is communication. The party at the receiving end is seen
merely as the object of mission" (:260).
This indicates a tragic ignorance or a deliberate avoidance of one of the central
issues of the paradigm shift-namely, the awareness that context shapes theology, which
means that our western theology is conditioned by our context and that the emergence of
culturally shaped theologies must be on the agenda of relevant mission studies. German
evangelical missiologists can and should keep their high view of Scripture, yet they have to
engage on a much deeper level with the issues of contextual theology and
hermeneutics.196

d)

Salvation and Mission: Focus on Conversion and Evangelism
1.

WhenPeterBeyerhausaddressedevangelicals
in 1984,he calledthemto hold

faithfully to a biblical soteriology in the light of the challenge posed by a holistic gospel
which tends to weaken the priority of the spiritual dimension of salvation (Beyerhaus
1987:245). In the same manner, the Frankfurt Declaration defines mission as "the witness
and presentation of eternal salvation performed in the name of Jesus Christ by his church
and fully authorized messengers by means of preaching, the sacraments, and service"
4), and "the appropriation of this salvation to individuals," says the Declaration, "takes
place first however, through proclamation, which calls for decision, and through baptism,
which places the believer in the service of love." This personal appropriation of salvation
has far-reaching consequences: "Just as belief leads through repentance and baptism to
eternal life, so unbelief leads through its rejection of the offer of salvation to damnation" (#

196Thetendency of evangelicals to resist fundamental hermeneutical and epistemological
reflections in order to protect their view of orthodoxy will be discussed again in the concluding
chapter of the thesis. See also the analysis of this phenomena by Harris (:278-312) in "Rescinding
Fundamentalism? Evangelicals and Hermeneutics".
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2.

The Lausanne Covenant advocates with equal clarity the primacy of the

spiritual, transcendent dimension of salvation and subsequently the priority of
evangelisation.
To evangelize is to spread the good news that Jesus Christ died for our sins
and was raised from the dead according to the Scriptures, and that as the
reigning Lord he offers the forgiveness of sins and the liberating gift of the
But evangelism itself is the
Spirit to all who repent and believe.
...
proclamation of the historical biblical Christ as Saviour and Lord, with a view
of persuading people to come to him personally and so to be reconciled with
God (# 4, see also # 9).

At the same time, the Covenant pushed the issue of social responsibility further than
197
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197TheWheaton Declaration includes a section on Mission and Social Concern which affirms
the primacy of evangelisation as well as the need for social action. Yet there is a lack of theological
reflection on the social dimension of salvation and the socio-political dimension of the Christian
mission (Hedlund:181f.). The Frankfurt Declaration refers to socio-political transformation
(humanisation) as a "product of our new birth through God's saving activity in Christ within us, or an
indirect result of the Christian proclamation in its power to perform leavening activity in the course of
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Chicago Declaration edited by Ron Sider in the context of a North American consultation on
Evangelicals and Social Concern in 1983 (Padilla/Sugden 1985a:4f.).
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that "no other topic was so much at the forefront at Lausanne as was the relationship of
the Gospel to the public life" (1974:168). This was to a large extent due to the contributions
of the Latin Americans Samuel Escobar and Ren6 Padilla, who urged the assembly to
define the Gospel in a comprehensive way, including the spiritual as well as the material
needs of human beings (Escobar 1974; Padilla 1974, cf. BockmOhl 1974:168-173;
BockmOhl 1975:7-10; Hollenweger 1995:110-113). The famous paragraph 5 of the
Lausanne Covenant ("Christian Social Responsibility") picked up these concerns and has
stirred up extensive theological reflection beyond the Congress, leading to several regional
and international consultations devoted to the subject. (cf. Padilla/Sugden 1985a; 1985b;
BockmOhl 1975; BockmCjhl1983). In 1980 Ron Sider sums up these developments among
evangelicals with the following words:

An historictransformationis in process.In all parts of the world, evangelical
Christians in growing number are rediscoveringthe biblical summons to
serve the poor, minister to the needy, correct injustice and seek societal
shalom.The Chicago Declaration(1973), the LausanneCovenanrs section
on social responsibility(1974),the EvangelicalFellowshipof India's Madras
Declaration on Evangelical Social Action (1979) and the Evangelical
Commitmentto SimpleLifestyleare symptomaticof far-reachingchanges.A
fundamentallynew world-widemovementis emerging. It seeks justice and
peacein the powerof the Spirit. It consistsof biblicalChristianspassionately
committed to a new search for social justice that is thoroughly biblical,
deeply immersed in prayer, and totally dependenton the presence of the
Holy Spidt (1982:GeneralPreface).
The crucial issue which has, time and again, dominated the debate is the question of
the primacy of evangelisation. Despite the fact that social deeds are recognised as an
equally important dimension of the Christian mission as proclamation, all evangelical
statements claim the primacy of evangelisation (BockmOhl 1983:26f; Stott 1993). Ron
Sider has provided one of the most thorough evangelical reflections on the relationship of
evangelisation and social action. He advocates a clear distinction between evangelisation
and social action in view of their intentions, which should not be confused. "In evangelism,
the central intention is to lead non-Christians to become disciples of Jesus Christ. In social
action, the central intention is to improve the socio-economic or psychological well-being of
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While question one supports the logical primacy of evangelism and questions three
to five leave it open to the context, the "heart of the issue" is in question two. In this case
Sider decisively advocates the primacy of evangelisation (: I 68f.).
3.

In Missionarisches Handeln by Reifler, we read in the concluding statements of

"the priority of the proclamation of the gospel without neglecting the social perspective"
(Reifier:264). 199This prioritising is based on the conviction that only faith in Jesus Christ
will lead to eternal salvation, a presupposition which will ultimately lead to the priority of
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not only permissible but obligatory to use any means available, all the modern techniques of
brainwashing included, to rescue others from this appalling fate" (1989:173).
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a personal conversion, which then has definite social implications (:82f.). Following Stott,
he defines the role of social action in relation to evangelism as "a means to evangelism," "a
manifestation of evangelism" and "a partner of evangelism" (:88; cf. Stott 1975a:25-28). In
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Reifler to the following definition of mission: (a) Mission is primarily God's world-wide
salvific action. (b) Mission must be seen as related to God's salvation history. (c) Mission is
realised by the whole church of Jesus Christ. (d) Mission takes place in our present world,
which is lost, yet loved by God, who wants to save. (e) Mission comprises evangelisation,
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Conclusion: We realise that in this area the mission theology of the Schools is
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201He explicitly states that the Frankfurt Declaration has not sufficiently reflected on the social
dimension of mission (:60).
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and even to Wheaton 1983 was observed carefully by German evangelicals and was the
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(a) Klaus BockmUhl has taken up these issues in his review of Lausanne (1974:168175). Whilst he speaks favourably of the intention of Ren6 Padilla's and Samuel Escobar's
contributions at Lausanne, he diagnoses a lack of theological clarity. It is not the need for
social responsibility as such which is criticised by BockmOhl but the foundation on which
such actions are based. One of his main concerns is the mixing up of "the order of
preservation" with the "order of salvation," which leads to the confusion of social ethics with
evangelisation. Bockm0hI concludes that evangelicals, through their abstinence from social
ethics for many years, lack a clear theological theory of social responsibility and he calls for
serious work in this area (172f; cf. 1982:130-145). After Grand Rapids 1982, the statement
of the consultation was edited and introduced in German by Klaus BockmUhl (1983). In his
introduction he appreciates the document as a positive step forward in the theological
reflection of evangelicals on social ethics. He also holds Grand Rapids to be significant
because it could help to avoid a possible split within the evangelical movement. On the
other hand, Bockm0hI identifies three areas which have not been solved and will provoke
further debate: (i) the issue of equality and/or primacy, (ii) the ambiguity of the term
"social," and (iii) the different foundations of social responsibility in the "order of creation"
or in the "reign of Christ." For BockmQhl,the latter point is of major significance because it
mirrors the clash between two theological conceptions-on one side, the Lutheran doctrine
of the two kingdoms, on the other, a Calvinistic or Anabaptist understanding of Christ's

202Earlier,the critical assessments by Bockmahl provided the foundation for German
evangelical's position on evangelisation and social responsibility (cf. Bockmahl 1974:168-175; 1975)
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(b) A second significant German evangelical evaluation of international evangelical
views on social responsibility comes from Eckhard Schnabel. At the 1990 annual assembly
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1993). Under the heading "Radical Evangelicals," he reviews developments within the
Lausanne Movement from 1974 to 1983, referring especially to the contributions of
Escobar, Padilla, Sider and Sugden (:28-82). Schnabel suggests that the contemporary
social-action movement among evangelicals is influenced by three currents (:28-30):
(i) the social gospel movement of the second half of the 19th century,
(ii) the socio-political orientation of the WCC's view of mission,
(iii) liberation theology and
(iv) Anabaptist views promoted by John Howard Yoder in "The Politics of Jesus".
In his final evaluation he argues in a series of statements that evangelical social
activists generally misuse the concept of the kingdom of God (:66-82):
(i) Evangelicals did not introduce the kingdom language supporting social
responsibility on the basis of biblical research but "functionalised" the kingdom concept for
the implementation of a socio-political vision of a "promised land."

203COMparativestudies of the Lutheran concept of the two kingdoms on one hand and the
Calvinistic concept of God's reign on the other hand in Moltmann 1983:19-60; 1984:124-151;
Webber 113-127,144-153; and Bender:34f. All these studies come to the conclusion that Calvinism
is more open for the present realisation of God's reign and therefore hopes and strives for the
transformation of society towards the kingdom of God. On the other hand Lutherans are more
pessimistic regarding the transformation of human beings as well as society. They emphasise the
realisation of the kingdom of God in the future, and view the present order under the preserving rule
of God carried out by the government.
204Sautterclaims that the tension between the Anglo-Saxon (Calvinistic) emphasis on the
transformation of society under the Lordship of Christ and the continental (Lutheran) view of the two
kingdoms is the key underlying issue in the ecumenical discussion since Edinburgh 1910 (:9499,
109f., 118-121,123-125,163-166). This tension provides not only the explanation for rejection of the
WCC's developments by German evangelicals in the post-war period, it is also a central dimension in
the conflict between German (Lutheran) evangelicals and international (more Calvinist and/or
Anabaptist) evangelicals (see also pp. 228ff. of this study).
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(ii) The concept of Jesus' message of the kingdom of God cannot provide the
foundation for social ethics.
(iii) Evangelical social activists tend to be legalistic, as though our human acts could
establish the kingdom of God.

(iv) There is a tendencyamongthose evangelicalswith a strong concernfor social
actions to move from a premillennial or a-millennial view of eschatology to a postmillennial
interpretation which overestimates the present realisation of the kingdom at the expenses
of its future consummation at Christ's return.
(v) Evangelical social activists also tend to diminish the centrality of Christ's death on
the cross.
(vi) There are serious deficiencies in the hermeneutics of many radical evangelicals.

It seems-according to Schnabel-that they are influencedby LiberationTheologyand the
Ecumenical programme of contextualisation. A complete misinterpretation of the Jubileeconcept is only one consequence.
(vii) In several cases, radical evangelicals use figures and statistical data about the
world economic situation which can not be objectively verified.
(viii) There is a problematic shift from individual sin to structural sin, which opens the
door to the foundational misunderstanding of salvation as liberation from sinful socio-

politicalstructures.FinallySchnabelconcludeswith two positivestatements,suggesting
(ix) that the kingdomof God concepthas somethingto say to the life-conductof
disciples in society and
(x) that the Kingdom Manifesto of the Spirit, Kingdom, Church and Creation
Consultation 1990 (Transformation 1990/3:6-9) presents one of most Biblical and balanced
definitions of the kingdom of God and can serve as foundation for further reflections.
(c) The discussion of mission and social responsibilities among German evangelicals
can also be observed in Evanqelikale Missiolo-qie.A revealing dialogue followed a short
founding
by
Peter
Mayer,
a
member of the editorial board of ern and at that
presentation
time principal of Beatenberg, in which he edited statements in memory of Bruno Herm
(Mayer 1992a). The statements express a clear rejection of any attempt to place
evangelisation and social acts on an equal level. Some expressions of John Stott at
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Lausanne 1974, terms such as Social Gospel, holistic gospel or mission by presence, but
also all attempts to base the social responsibility in the message of the Old Testament
prophets and the ministry of Jesus, are rejected-and the primacy of proclamation is
advocated (Mayer 1992). Mayers article was countered by Martin Reppenhagen in the
following issue of em. Reppenhagen criticises Mayers one-sided position, advocates the
contribution by Vinay Samuel, Ren6 Padilla and all the so-called radical evangelicals and
calls for a "constructive dialogue" among differing evangelical positions. Mayer responded
in em 1992/4 (Mayer 1992b), explicitly rejecting the phrase in the Lausanne Declaration, ".
that evangelism and socio-political involvement are both part of
affirm
we
nevertheless
..
our Christian duty" (# 5, cf. Hedlund:306).205He favourably refers to the Wheaton
Declaration (1966) which states, "We affirm unreservedly the primacy of preaching the
gospel to every creature" (Hedlund:182). Finally, he refers again to John Stott's
contribution to this issue and claims that Stott, who has "embraced the idea of
annihilation," can no longer be a point of orientation for evangelicals (Mayer 1992b:86).
This rather minor incident Rnly underlines how deeply some of the most prominent leaders
of the German evangelical mission and Bible school movement reject the view of a more
holistic understanding of mission as it is expressed in the Lausanne Declaration.
(c) Finally in 1997, the German evangelical missiologist Erhard Berneburg published
his doctoral thesis entitled Das Verh;51tnisvon VerkOndiqun-qund sozialer Aktion in der
evangelikalen Missionstheologie (The relationship of Proclamation and Social Action in
Evangelical Mission Theory). The thesis reviews developments between Lausanne 1974
and Manila 1989. Berneburg identifies Lausanne as the starting point of the controversial
discussion among evangelicals and identifies Arthur P. Johnston on the one hand and
David Bosch on the other hand as the representatives of the opposing positions. Stott's
position he views as mediating (146-148). Berneburg interprets Grand Rapids 1982 as a
compromise, yet a step forward toward the formulation of an evangelical theology of

205TheGerman translation of the conference document reads, "Dennoch bekraftigen wir, dass
Evangelisation und soziale wie politische Betätigung gleichermassen zu unserer Pflicht als Christen
gehoren" (cf. Beyerhaus 1974 vol. 1:12) The term "gleichermassen" carries the meaning of "in the
same measure" or "in like manner"which goes beyond the English ". .. are both part of."
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1983 as an additional, significant step-though in his view a problematic one, perhaps
taken in the wrong direction. The Wheaton Conference did not concern social responsibility
but the Nature and Mission of the Church. Nonetheless, track III was devoted to the theme
The Church in Response to Human Need (cf. Sine). Berneburg states, "Since precisely
those participants gathered in this part of the conference, who were concerned with a farreaching integration of evangelisation and social responsibility, Wheaton 1983 could move
further than Grand Rapids 1982" (1989:145), resulting in the first international evangelical
document to explicitly reject speaking of a primacy of either evangelisation or social action.
(1997: 196f; referring to the statements of Padilla and Bosch).206He concludes that if this
really represents a broadly acknowledged evangelical position, it would indicate a
fundamental shift in evangelical mission theology, overcoming one of the most critical
issues in the divergence between evangelical and Ecumenicals. Yet he views this result
rather as an advance by a particular evangelical group which aims at introducing a holistic
understanding of mission to the larger evangelical world. Whether the wider evangelical
community will accept this proposal is still open-Berneburg and with him German
conservative evangelicals certainly reject it (: 197-199). He points to the remaining
theological problems with this development in five statements: (a) the eschatological
question of Christ's return is not taken into consideration; (b) the foundation for social
responsibility does not pay attention to the salvation-historical distinction between the Old
and the New Testament; (c) the clear distinction between the call to salvation and the
results of salvation must be defended; (d) the concept of social action deserves clear
definition, especially regarding the distinction between charitable deeds for the needy and
socio-political actions toward the transformation of society; and (e)-following BockmOhl-

206',Da gerade in diesem Konferenzteil die Teilnehmer der Gesamtkonferenz versammelt
waren, denen an einer weitgehenden Integration von Evangelisation und sozialer Verantwortung
gelegen war, konnte man in Wheaton 1983 noch weitergehen als in Grand Rapids 1982. So entsteht
das erste internationale evangelikale Dokument, das ausdrücklich eine Rede vom Primat sowohl der
Evangelisation als auch der sozialen Aktion verwirft. "
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a "theology of the justice of Christ's reign" is an ambiguous grounding for a theology of
social action (: 146f.).

The conclusion is puzzling: On the hand German evangelicals represented by the
Schools have incorporated social action into their theology of mission in a new way after
Lausanne, although in continuity with their pietistic heritage. On the other hand they
decisively reject the direction Wheaton 1983 has taken. There is a strange divergence In
the perception of the significance of Wheaton 1983 among evangelicals. German
conservative evangelicals refused-if we take Berneburg's voice as representative-to
accept the results of a global evangelical consultation with a world-wide representation on
the basis not only of theological disagreement but also of the claim that a small pressuregroup was promoting a holistic view of mission which the mainstream of evangelicals really
does not want. Evangelicals who have participated in the process at Wheaton reject this as
a misrepresentation and question whether German evangelicals really understand the
nature of the debate.207
Schnabel can be commended for his attempt to assess various contemporary
understandings of the kingdom of God from a biblical-exegetical point of view. However,
his discussion of the Radical Evangelicals cannot remain unquestioned. His historical
introduction already evidences a one-sidedness in referring basically to Luther and pietism.
He discusses neither a Calvinist nor an Anabaptist understanding of the Kingdom of God.
This lack may be one of the main causes for Schnabel's misreading of Radical
Evangelicalism. It is an unfair imputation to blame Radical Evangelicals for having
"functionalised" the kingdom concept and to claim that they have given up the
eschatological, futurist dimension of God's kingdom. Yoder, Padilla, Sider, Samuel and
many others have demonstrated that their concern for the dawning realisation of the
Kingdom of God in this age does not by any means deny the fulfilment of God's kingdom in
the age to come. Yoder's article "Peace Without Eschatology?" (Yoder 1971/77:65-83),
Sider's One-Sided Christianity (Sider 1993:49-77), as well as Sugden's chapter on Vinay

207ChristopherSugden in personal discussion with the author.
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Samuel's kingdom theology (Sugden 1997:346-352) are some of the statements which
should be examined in this regard-unfortunately such contributions are lacking in
Schnabel's bibliography.
Schnabel's, as well as in Berneburg's, argument turns once more on hermeneutics

and interpretationof the Bible.While Germanevangelicalsclaim that the Bible must be the
normanormansfor Christiantheology,they often dismissthe interpretationsof the Bible by
theologiansliving in other contextsand representingothertheologicaltraditionsin an
arrogantmannerwhich in no way doesjustice to the exegeticalwork of those theologians.
As a matterof fact, much of the theologicaldiscourseof Germanevangelicalstakes place
in the form of in-housediscussionswithoutthe presenceof opposingvoiceS.208In the light
of these dynamicsit goes without sayingthat the Stuttgart1987consultationon
evangelism,which, sponsoredby WCC, broughttogetherEcumenicaland evangelical
Christiansand produceda statementon'integral evangelism'(Samuel/Hauser),was not
even recognisedby most conservativeevangelicalsin Germany.The StuttgartStatement
on Evangelismplaysvirtuallyno role in the teachingof missionin the Schools.We
conclude:Despitea growingconcernfor social responsibilityamongthe theologiansof the
Schools,they decisivelyreject a move in the directionof the paradigmproposedby Bosch,
Samuel,Padilla,Sider and others.

e)

Salvation History and Eschatology: Focus on Salvation for Eternity
1.

Article 7 of the FrankfurtDeclarationaddressessalvationhistoryand

eschatology. Mission is defined as the "decisive, continuous saving activity of God among
men between the time of resurrection and second coming of Jesus Christ." This means
that for evangelicals the perspective of mission is the return of Jesus Christ to bring his
kingdom to fulfilment and not an immanent historical development toward the fullness of
the kingdom. The Frankfurt Declaration refutes

20817or
instance Schnabel's presentations at the KBA conference In 1990 was an in-house
discussion about evangelical positions hardly represented among the participants of the conference.
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the enthusiastic and utopian ideology that either under the influence of the
Gospel or by the anonymous working of Christ in history, all of mankind is
already moving toward a position of general peace and justice and will
finally-before the return of Christ-be united under him in a great world
community (# 7).

It also refutes"the identificationof messianicsalvationwith progress,development,
and social change" (# 7). Beyerhaus has continually called evangelicals to hold onto their
belief in the eschatological destination of world evangelisation in the light of the challenges
posed by a kingdom theology which tends to emphasise an immanent, realised
eschatology (1987:245f.). At Lausanne 1974 he delivered a Bible study on "World
Evangelisation and the Kingdom of God" (1974 vol. 1:353-384) in which he focuses on two
points: (a) Evangelisation is the invitation to the kingdom of grace. This finds its centre in
Jesus Christ and becomes a spiritual reality for the believer already in the here and now,
not lacking consequences for his life. The church is the community of the Kingdom of God.
(b) Evangelisation is preparation for the coming kingdom of glory, which will be fulfilled at
the return of Jesus Christ. In the meantime, the church lives in tension with the still active
reign of Satan in this world and should never hope to establish the messianic kingdom
already in this age.
This foundational critique of the WCC's understanding of God's acts in history (cf.
Werner 1993:55ff. ) has been confirmed by Beyerhaus's students Gerhard Sautter and
Martin Hamel in their doctoral theses (Sautter:273f; Hamel:288-290). Both authors
conclude that the WCCs view of immanent, historical progress is ultimately a deviation
from the biblical understanding of salvation history.
2.

The Lausanne Covenant speaks basically the same language:

We believe that Jesus Christ will return personally and visibly
to
...
consummate his salvation and his judgement.. .. We therefore reject as a
proud, self-confident dream the notion that man can ever build an utopia on
earth. Our Christian confidence is that God will perfect his kingdom, and we
look forward with eager anticipation to that day

...

(# 15).

This eschatological orientation of mission has been confirmed by the evangelical
community in 1989 in the Manila Manifesto (Hedlund:432). Despite this general agreement,
there are a variety of emphases within the larger evangelical movement. At the Grand
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Rapids Consultation on Evangelism and Social Responsibility 1982, the question of the
kingdom of God and eschatology received further reflection (Bockmahl 1983:3046). There
was again unity in the view that the consummation of the kingdom of God will be ushered
in by the return of Christ, which includes the rejection of all attempts to identify the
historical process of humanisation with the kingdom of God as "false dreams" (Bockmahl
1983:39f.). Yet there were also certain disagreements about the question of continuity and
discontinuity between this age and the age to come. While some evangelicals believe in a
higher degree of realisation of the kingdom of God in this world, others view the kingdom
of God as a primarily transcendent, futuristic concept.
A differentiated analysis of the various evangelical views of the kingdom of God has
been conducted by Eckhard Schnabel (1993; cf. Berneburg 1997:316-331). Based on his
analysis of the Biblical concept of the kingdom of God, he advocates a position between
the radical evangelicals (Escobar, Padilla, Sider), the restorative evangelicals (Snyder) and
the charismatic evangelicals (Wimber, Wagner) on the one hand and the confessional
evangelicals (Beyerhaus) on the other. The former, he assesses, have overly high
expectations regarding the realisation of the kingdom of God in this age, whereas the latter
push the kingdom of God too far into the age to come.
3.

In Missionarisches Handeln Reifler picks up the theme of missio Del briefly in

the chapter on the origin of mission (:81f.). He basically follows Vicedom's definition
(Vicedom 1960). Any further discussion of the,missio Del concept is lacking. Basically, he
offers a salvation-historical and eschatological foundation for mission, In terms consonant
with the German pietistic heritage. Mission is motivated by God's eternal plan for the
salvation of humanity (: 105-107). The concept of the kingdom of God plays a marginal role
in Reifler's theology of mission (A 11f.). The aim of mission is defined on the level of
individual salvation and the formation of churches. There is no perspective of social
transformation at all. In Reifler's presentation, mission is concerned with bringing
individuals into personal relationships with Christ and into the realm of the church.
4.

Conclusion: German conservative evangelicals hold decisively to a salvation-

historical understanding, focusing on personal conversion in view of salvation for eternity
as the main objective of mission. They claim that salvation history cannot be identified with
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towards peace and justice; rather, the return of Christ will usher in the fulfilment of the
kingdom of God. It follows from this eschatology that they hesitate to define mission in
terms of transformation towards the kingdom of God. In so doing, they not only distance
themselves from the Ecumenical position but also criticise those evangelicals who define
mission in the language of transformation and kingdom.
There are at least two theological reasons given for the position held by conservative
(a)
in
(cf.
Most of them
German-speaking
Europe
Berneburg
1997:
304-316):
evangelicals
hold to a premillenial view of eschatology, which causes them to view the kingdom of God
as existing mainly in the future. (b) Furthermore, many of them are rooted in the Lutheran
tradition and hold to the Lutheran concept of the two kingdoms, which causes them to
separate the spiritual realm from the world. This does not mean that there is no
understanding of Christian involvement in society, but mission is allocated to the spiritual
realm of the gospel, whereas social ethics belongs to the realm of the world. This is not
209
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These two theological positions safe-guard German evangelicals from losing sight of

the eternal,transcendentand eschatologicaldimensionsof mission.Yet the theological
deficienciesof these theologicalconceptshave been demonstrated(Moltmann1983:3439; 1984:133-136,BockmOhl1982:133f.) While Germanevangelicalstend to be strong on
the not-yet-side,they tend to undervaluethe a/ready-side.Bosch'sproposalcalls them to
an eschatologywhich keepsthe alreadyand the not-yetin creativetension.Beyondthis,
their fundamentaltheologicalpresuppositions-Lutherantheory of the two kingdoms,the
separationof grace and nature,the separationof God's redeemingwork in the church and
his providentialwork in the world and the separationof generalrevelationand special
209Fora critical analysis of the Lutheran doctrine of the two kingdoms see Moltmann
1983:419439; 1984:124-136. Moltmann claims that an "apocalyptic eschatology" is the
determinative presupposition of the doctrine of the two kingdoms. Consequently, according to
Moltmann, Christ's victory is seen mainly in apocalyptic-futuristic terms at the costs of its "prophetic!'
and "apostolic" significance in the present time (cf. Webber: 113-127).
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The Church: Focus on Instrument and Result
1.

The FrankfurtDeclarationviews the churchfully in the light of its refusalof any

interpretationwhichwould view of salvationhistoryas a processof humanisation.This
leads to a twofoldemphasis:(a) The church is God's instrumentin carryingout his mission,
as the introductoryphrasesreveal:
The Church of Jesus Christ has the sacred privilege and irrevocable
obligation to participate in the mission of the triune God ... Through the
Church's outreach, his name shall be glorified among all people, mankind
shall be saved from his future wrath and led to a new life, and the Lordship
of his Son Jesus Christ shall be established in the expectation of his second
coming" (Hedlund:250).
This is confirmed again in #4, which says, "Mission is the witness and presentation of
eternal salvation performed in the name of Jesus Christ by his church" (:252). (b) The task
of mission is defined as calling "out the messianic, saved community from among all
people," and as moving "the lost ... to a saving membership in the body of Christ" (:253).
With this, the boundaries of the church as the community of the saved are defined by the
individual's personal faith in Jesus Christ. The church is simultaneously both the instrument
and the result of mission. The ecclesiology of the Frankfurt Declaration is shaped by the
Lutheran background of its writers and by the controversy with the WCC. The former
emphasises the reality of the church as the community of those who are saved by faith in
Jesus Christ. This is basically a spiritual and invisible reality. The church's task as a visible
institution is primarily defined by the proclamation of the gospel.210The latter leads to
statements which are directed against the Ecumenical tendency to open up the boundaries
of the church and to equate the church with the world. Such a new ecclesiology has been
refuted by Beyerhaus and his school (cf. Sautter: 1158-161,174f,211-213,256-258).

2100n the Lutheran understanding of the church see Schmidt:315-318.
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2.

Lausanne follows Frankfurt, but it adds several dimensions to its understanding

of the church's role in relation to mission. Beyond the understanding of the Church as
God's "appointed means to spread the gospel" (#6) and the affirmation that evangelism
ought to lead people into the "new community" (#4), it confesses, "We need to break out of
our ecclesiastical ghettos" and underlines in this connection that "the church is the
community of God's people rather than institutions" (#6). Furthermore, it points to the
necessity of witness to Christ through the visibly unity of the church (#7) and calls for an
increase in partnerships between western churches and the churches of the Two Thirds
World (#8, all quotations Hedlund:304-310). With this, the Lausanne Covenant broadens
the perspective of the Frankfurt Declaration and includes significant ecclesiological aspects
which are not only Biblically rooted but relevant to the present situation.
3.

Returning to Missionarisches Handeln, we recognise only minimal

ecclesiological references in Reifler's understanding of mission. In general he follows
Stuttgart and Lausanne, emphasising the church as the instrument as well as the result of
mission (: 116-121,127f. ). Then, in the traces of Lausanne //, he affirms the recovery of the
local Christian community as the agent of mission as one of the key features of the church
at the turn of the century (:248f.). This is a very meagre ecclesiology in a comprehensive
introduction to missiology understood to be a significant textbook. In many ways it is even
behind Lausanne in that it lacks such important themes as ecumenical unity of the church
and global partnership. Other schools rooted in the free-church tradition would correct this
one-sided picture (i.e. Herm 1989).
4.

There is much clarity in German evangelicals' definition of the church when the

church is described as God's instrument in carrying out his mission and as the body of
those who believe in Jesus Christ. Beyond these points, there is a great hesitation to relate
ecclesiology with mission. Key aspects which belong to the powerful parts of Bosch's
proposal are completely missing. In the view of this author, this is the result of a
foundational lack inherited by most evangelical theology.211The following observation from

21Me are referring foremost to the evangelical movement associated with the Evangelical
Alliance and with the pietistic movement, Le., with that wing of evangelicalism which did not aim at
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Reifler's book will evidence this. Reifler includes towards the end of his book a document
called Basler Thesen, containing 10 statements on mission formulated by theologians of
Chrischona in 1992.212This document puts forward an understanding of mission in many
ways accordant with what we have established as an evangelical view of mission.
However-and this is the significant observation-it makes no reference to the church.
Reifler comments on this statement as one of the key documents of recent years,
deserving attention from both the Ecumenical and the evangelical communities. Then he
adds that the statement is written by theologians rooted in German Pietism and explicitly
213
issueS,
because it is intended to be pragmatic and hence
passes over ecclesiological
open for adaptation in varying ecclesiological traditions. This is a very revealing argument.
Ecclesiology is disconnected from mission and reduced to denominational peculiarities. In
the light of the sort of holistic, ecumenical paradigm of mission put forward by Bosch, we
find ourselves forced to conclude that evangelical theology of mission, as we encounter it
in some of the German textbooks, lacks a central element. One wonders how a theology of
mission can be spelled out which is not intertwined with ecclesiology.
We argued earlier that this is a weakness of much of evangelical theology.
Evangelicalism, as a movement which transcends confessional and denominational
boundaries, is in tension with the confessional and denominational structures of the
historical, established churches in Europe. The evangelical focus was and is on personal
faith in Jesus Christ and mission. The issues of ecclesiology are left to the denominations.
This fact is mirrored by the confession of faith of the Evangelical Alliance

the foundation of new churches but understood itself as a fellowship of individuals within established
churches (to the ecclesiology of the Evangelical Alliance see Hauzenberger:133-150; 231-240).
212Thestatements were formulated by Helmut Burkhardt and Reinhard Frische and discussed
in a meeting of the Arbeitgerneinschaft for biblisch erneuerte Theologie, 28 November 1992 at Base[
(Reifler:240f.).
21317or
an pietistic view of the church see BockmOhl 1985:11-14. He points to the importance
of small groups and the potential of the established state church (Grosskirche, Landeskirche) as
significant contributions of Pietism. Unfortunately, he does not recognise the weaknesses of this
conception-namely, the reduction of the Christian faith to individual piety celebrated in small groups
and the diluted visibility of the church as alternative community in state church Christendom. The
Anabaptist concept of the Church as a new social order, most powerfully put forward by Harold
Bender in his "Anabaptist Vision", pushes beyond the pietistic/evangelical dilemma between
individualism and institutionalism (cf. Kraus).
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the expression "the concept of individual unity" (Fiedler 1994: 169-209).214However, while
this concept marks significant progress beyond denominationalism, it is also represents a
voyage into the open seas of individualism or toward a theology of mission without
ecclesiology. The Anabaptist tradition can here make a valid contribution toward the
integration of ecclesiology and theology of mission, as demonstrated by Bender,
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is not only a vehicle of the gospel or fruit of the gospel; it is the good news. It is not

merely the agent of mission or the constituency of a mission agency. This is the mission."
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put forwardby Benderin The AnabaptistVision (:33f.): "As we reviewthe vision
,
of the Anabaptists,it becomesclear that there are two foci in this vision.The first focus relatesto the
essentialnatureof Christianity.Is Christianityprimarilya matterof the receptionof divinegrace
institution(RomanCatholicism),is it chieflyenjoymentof the inner
througha sacramental-sacerdotal
experienceof the graceof Godthroughfaith in Christ(Lutheranism),or is it most of all the
transformationof life throughdiscipleship(Anabaptism)?.The Anabaptistswere neither
institutionalists,mystics,nor pietists,for they laid the weightof their emphasisuponfollowingChrist
The secondfocus relatesto the church.For the Anabaptists,the churchwas neitheran
in life
...
institution(Catholicism),nor the instrumentof God for the proclamationof the divineWord
(Lutheranism),nor a resourcegroupfor individualpiety(Pietism).It was a brotherhoodof love in
whichthe fullnessof the Christianlife is to be expressed"(cf. Friedmann:80-87).
216SeeVinay Samuel's integration of ecclesiology and missiology (Sugden 1997:412ff.)
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g)

Theology of Religions: Focus on Christocentrism and Exclusivism
1.

Following the quotation of Acts 4: 112-7here is no salvation in anyone else at

all, for there is no other name under heaven granted to man, by which we may receive
salvation"-the Frankfurt Declaration states:
We therefore oppose the false teaching (which is spreading in the
ecumenical movement since the Third General Assembly of the World
Council of Churches in New Delhi) that Christ himself is anonymously so
evident in world religions, historical changes, and revolutions that man can
encounter him and find salvation in him without the direct news of the
Gospel (# 3).
And in #6 the Declaration claims:
The adherents to the non-Christian religions and world views can receive
this salvation only through participation in faith. They must let themselves be
freed from their former ties and false hopes in order to be admitted by belief
and baptism into the body of Christ...
We therefore reject the false teaching that the non-Christian religions and
world views are also ways of salvation similar to belief in Christ."
In his 1984 evaluation of the Lausanne Movement, Beyerhaus concludes that a
thorough evangelical theology of religions has not yet been developed adequately. His
concern is that the evangelical movement has thus far dealt only with other religions on the
pragmatic level of strategy and communication. He calls for a theology of religion which
does not underestimate the demonic and therefore anti-Christian dimension of other
religions. What is needed-so Beyerhaus-is a theology of religion which takes serious all
dimensions of religiosity, the human, the godly and the demonic (Beyerhaus 1987:246). In
a paper presented in 1994 at the University of TObingen, Beyerhaus discusses the
exclusivist, inclusivist and pluralist theory (1995). He decisively rejects the inclusivist as
well as the pluralist model and identifies most closely, though not without qualification, with
the exclusivist model.
2.

The Lausanne Covenant has addressed the issue of the uniqueness and

universality of Christ, as well as its implications for the understanding of other religions as
follows:
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We
We affirm that there is only one Saviour and only one gospel
...
recognize that all men have some knowledge of God through his general
revelation in nature. But we deny that this can save ... We also reject as
derogatory to Christ and the gospel every kind of syncretism and dialogue
which implies that Christ speaks equally through all religions and ideologies.
There is no other name by which we must by saved (# 3).
...

In general, evangelicals have confirmed this position in the years after Lausanne,
though some have claimed that evangelicals have not dealt adequately with the issue of
theology of religion (Beyerhaus 1987:126f; Samuel/Sugden 1987:142). The
pneumatological shift in the Ecumenical understanding of the Trinity as a foundation of a
new approach to other religions has been critically examined by evangelicals at and after
the WCC's assembly at Canberra 1991 (cf. Rin Ro/Nicholls 1993, especially the open letter
by evangelicals, :38-43). While many evangelicals appreciate an expanded view of the
Spirit's work in creation and history, they also emphasise the unique, salvation-historical
acts of God's spirit. Together with the Orthodox Church, evangelicals argue that "any
theology

that denies the uniqueness of Christ is unacceptable" (Padilla 1993:33). The
...

Australian David Parker has criticised the WCC Assembly for not having addressed such
aspects of the work of the Spirit as are central for evangelicals, such as "evangelism,
conversion, the Christian life and prayer." But also "that the Spirit speaks through the word
and brings conviction to those outside of Christ" and "gives new life to believers at their
conversion." (: 13) German-speaking evangelical theologians have held firmly to an
exclusivist position (Hille/Troeger; Burkhardt 1993; Hempelmann 1997).
3.

In Missionarisches Handeln Reifler does not include a theology of religion. In

the chapter on theology of mission, the uniqueness of Christ is assumed but never
explicitly discussed. The various traditional, theological approaches to other religions
(exclusivism, inclusivism, pluralism) are not reviewed, nor are more recent proposals
discussed (Trinitarian approaches). Only at the end of the book, where aspects of an
evangelical theology for the turn of the century are proposed, does one find an initial
statement of "the emphasis on the uniqueness of Jesus Christ and his exclusiveness for
salvation" (:241), followed by a short Bible study on the subject. Reifler acknowledges a
but
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he says, is of relevance for mission only insofar it serves as a "methodological help" to
open up communication; salvific knowledge of God can only be received through faith in
Jesus Christ (242f. ). This is in accordance with other literature used in teaching theology
of religions at the Schools (Hille/Troeger; Burkhardt 1993; Hempelmann 1997).217
4.

Conclusion: The uniqueness of Christ as sole foundation of salvation remains a

basic confession of evangelicals in German-speaking Europe. On the basis of this
conviction, they reject an Inclusivist, as well as a pluralist approach to other religions. With
this, the theologians of the Schools are in general agreement with the Frankfurt
Declaration and the Lausanne Covenant-to wit, with the majority of evangelicals. While
there are differences in how the term and concept of dialogue are used and defined,
Evangelicals generally protest against any attempt to by-pass the personal faith-encounter
with Jesus Christ as a way to salvation.
By and large, evangelicals have not engaged in the sort of search for new theologies
of religions based on a rereading of the trinity which it can be observed in Ecumenical
circles. Only recently have some evangelicals begun to rethink their exclusivist positions
(e.g., Newbigin, Pinnock, Helfenstein). For evangelicals in German-speaking Europe,
Helfenstein's proposal will be most challenging because he argues a position which opens
up the possibility for salvation apart from faith in Jesus Christ, while at the same time
claiming to remain faithful to evangelical convictions (Helfenstein 1998:377-410). We
cannot imagine that such a position would find acceptance among the evangelicals
represented by the Schools.
However, the main challenge of Bosch, Samuel, Newbigin and others is not to
engage oneself first in the formulation of the 'right' theology of religions but to engage in
dialogue. The "new methodology" proposed by Samuel and Sugden is "praxiological"; it
suggests that one "go into a context with deep convictions shaped by the gospel. The goal
is not to apply ready-made formulations of the gospel but to understand the focus,

217Theissues of "Witness and Dialogue" have been addressed at the Internationale
Reichenberg-Symposium (27 to 31 May 1998), organised by the ecumenical ,community "Offensive
junger Christen", a movement which must be associated with the open wing of evangelicalism. To
integrate the results of this symposium, which may break new ground into this analysis, goes beyond
the time frame of this study (for a first summary see Pechmann).
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Sugden 1997:401).218This seems to be the most critical issue for evangelicals in Europe.
Thus far, their approach to other religions has been carried out on a purely theoreticaltheological level, formulating Bible-based truth-statements about the Christian faith and
about other faiths. The educational assumption underlying this approach is that if students
have acquired the 'right' theology of religions, they will be well prepared for mission work
among people of other faiths. Based on experiences in the Indian context, Samuel
seriously questions this approach. Sugden has summarised Samuel's challenge to western
churches as follows:
There is an important message in other parts of the world called to witness
in the context of religious pluralism, that at the heart of mission in India are
local communities from different Christian traditions who serve those in need
with their meagre resources, who depend on the Spirit of God to go ahead
of them into communities they serve and who discover that the Spirit uses
their witness of word and deed to make Christ known and attractive. We see
here the coming together of Samuel's understanding of wholistic mission,
the work of Christ beyond the church, the work of the Holy Spirit and his
witness to the word of Jesus, and Christian witness as the witness of
communities (Sugden 1997:405).

Samueland Sugdenmay well have touchedthe central,yet sensitive,issue, pointing
to the fact that many evangelicalsdo not engagein inter-religiousdialoguebecauseof
fear. They have identifiedseveralareas of fear: (a) fear of syncretism(the legacyof the
Kraemerianview of religions),(b) the fear of being misunderstoodby the evangelical
community,(c) the fear of not havingall the answerswhen the uniquenessof Christ is
questionedand (d) the fear of a declinein evangelism(Samuel/Sugden1983:131-135).In
the light of these experiencesand the achievementsof evangelicalsin the Two Thirds
World, it is evidenthow backwardsGermanevangelicaltheologyof missionis in the area
of inter-religiousdialogueand theologyof religions.This definitelyreducesthe quality of
missionstudiesat the Schools.
218Cf.the concept of "convivence", introduced by Sundermeier into the Ecumenical
discussion, which expresses a similar concern (Sundermeier 1995; cf. Ritschl:62-63).
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3.

Evaluative Summary

a)

Summary
1.

Germanevangelicaltheologyof mission,as it has developedsince the 1960s,

its
heritage
itself
pietistic
of
and the traditionof Germanand
as
a
continuation
understands
Dutchmissiologistsof the previousdecades,such as Hartenstein,Freytagand Kraemer.
2.

From this point of view, the developmentof the WCC's understandingof

mission following the integration of the IMC into the WCC are perceived as a deviation
from the biblical, traditional and orthodox understanding of mission; and German
evangelical theology of mission understands itself as an alternative to the WCC's view of
mission.
3.

In the three to four decades considered In this study, German evangelical

theology of mission has been strongly influenced by Peter Beyerhaus and his decisive,
apologetic struggle against the course taken by the WCC. The key document of this
position is the Frankfurt Declaration of 1970.
4.

The German Arbeitsgemeinschaft evangelikaler Missionen has adopted the

Frankfurt Declaration (the Swiss AEM the Lausanne Covenant) as its foundational
statements. Most mission agencies and schools identify with these two documents as well.
Yet research has shown that the Lausanne Covenant is interpreted in the light of the
Frankfurt Declaration, which implies that Lausanne's potential of leading toward a more
holistic paradigm of mission is often downplayed and neglected.
5.

We also notice a significant Anglo-Saxon, predominately North American,

impact on German evangelical missiology in the last three to four decades. This was
experienced by German evangelicals as especially fruitful in the area of anthropological,
strategic and pragmatic studies (the Church Growth Movement).
6.

An actual German-speaking evangelical missiology has emerged in these

decades. It centres around several newly founded institutions, such as the Freie
Hochschule fOr Mission, the Arbeitskreis fOr evangelikale Missiologie, the missiological
journal Evangelikale Missiologie and the publishing house Verlaq fOr Kultur und
Wissenschaft.
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7.

Based on the examination of literature and libraries, conferences and curricula

or syllabi we have demonstrated that most of the Bible colleges and seminaries of the
Konferenz bibeltreuer AusbildunqsstAtten tend toward a more conservative theology of
mission of the sort represented by Beyerhaus and the Frankfurt Declaration. This implies a
rather decisively anti-Ecumenical attitude and a strong emphasis on the primacy of
evangelisation, combined with reservations about the evangelical movement toward a
more integrated, ecumenical paradigm of mission.
8.

We also observed that mission studies at the schools under consideration have

moved from a rather simple teaching of biblical basics carried out in an affirmative and
motivating style to a more complex missiological curriculum and a more academic form.
This issue will be the subject of further analysis In Part IV.
9.

Furthermore, we argued that the Schools represent an evangelical theology

which distances itself from an evangelical theology of mission as it has been developing
within the international evangelical community, especially among the so-called radical
evangelicals and those in the Two Thirds World. The features of a holistic, contextual new
paradigm of mission are ignored or rejected.
What are the consequences?

b)

Evaluation: What is the Output?
In order to see the consequences of the above for mission studies in theological

education, we now take the perspective of the students, asking the question: What kind of
219
does
SchoolS,
in the light of what has
the
training
student
a
receive
at
missiological
This will be carried out according to the agenda we
been identified and argued in Part 111.
outlined at the end of section A of Part III (see pp. 181ff).

219We
arenotsayingthatthecritiquespelledoutin thissectionappliesto all of the Schools,
theirteachersandstudents.Yettheevidenceoutlinedin the previouschaptersallowsfor the
thattheSchoolshavethe potentialfor movingin thisdirection.
conclusion
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(1)

Doing Mission Studies In the Context of Crisis and Change

An ecumenical and integral paradigm of mission calls us to teach mission in the
context of crisis and change. Research has shown that students who study at the Schools
will hardly be exposed to the tremendous shifts Christian mission has been experiencing in
the post-war period. As far as curriculum, syllabi, textbooks and publications by teachers
are concerned, there is hardly any critical reflection on the colonial era and its deficiencies.
The IMC's struggles in the 1950s, its integration into the WCC and the development of an
Ecumenical theology of mission is presented mainly through the lens of Peter Beyerhaus
and his successors. The students encounter a strong, apologetic approach defending a
continuity with the pietistic tradition and the Kraemer-Hartenstein-Freytag school.
Consequently, change is not on the agenda of the learning students acquire during their
years at the Schools. On the contrary-the general thrust is motivation and urgency in the
light of the unreached peoples.
Looking at this situation from the perspective of Bosch's phrase "mission in bold
humility" (cf. Saayman/Kritzinger) the strength of the Schools is certainly on the bold side.
When Bosch speaks of the two dangers involved in encountering critiques, uncertainties
and crises-namely paralysis or else moving on with business as usuat-the Schools are
obviously not in danger of being paralysed. This can be viewed as their strength. Students

will graduatefrom these schoolswith boldnessand will engagein Christianministry,be it
in Europeor abroad,with a senseof urgencyand with missionaryzeal. Yet the strengthis
at the sametime a potentialweakness.Graduateswill lack the humilityand sensitivity
desperatelyneededfor any engagementin missionin the post-colonialera, becausethe
problematicsides of the modernwestern missionmovementare not criticallyreviewed.
This resultsin an irresponsible,'business-as-usual'approachto missionwhich must be
rejected.
(2)

Doing Mission Studies In Dialogue With the Wider Ecumenical
Community

An ecumenical paradigm of mission demands mission studies in dialogue with the
wider ecumenical and global family of God. What scope of ecumenical and global
perspective do students get at the Schools? The answer can be given on three levels:
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John Stott and certainlyliteraturefrom a NorthAmericanbackgroundrelatedto the Church
GrowthMovement.In manycasesthey will have a teacherwho receivedmissiological
trainingin a NorthAmericanevangelicalschool.If they follow Reiflers suggestedadditional
readingthey may also encounterRen6 Padilla(1986),Vinay Samueland Chris Sugden
(1987a).220Yet, if they are broughtinto acquaintancewith such voices as Berneburg
(1997)or Schnabel(1993)-be it throughreadingor transmittedby a teacher-then they
are warnedawayfrom that wholeevangelicalwing, which is portrayedas movingaway
from an orthodoxunderstandingof mission.Terms such as'holistic mission,'
isation,''dialogue,''i ncarnationaI mission'and 'missionas transformation'will
@contextual
have problematicconnotations.
3. The SecondCircle-The Ecumenicalworld: No further evidenceis neededto
demonstratethat studentsat the Schoolswill perceivethe Ecumenicalmovementvery
critically.They may read some of the older publicationsof Jochums(11966)
or Kuen (11968).
Then they will encounterBeyerhausagain with his forcefulcondemnationof the
Ecumenicalmovement,in some schoolsunderlinedby the study of the Berlin Declaration
8f.). Presumably,studentswill also read some of the many
of 1974(KOnneth/Beyerhaus:
publicationswhich have transferredBeyerhaus'sapologeticsto a more popularlevel and
which are on the shelvesof many Bible school libraries(cf. Rhese;Grafen).In the light of
this evidence,it is fair to say that studentswill most probablybe introducedto an
apologeticapproachtowardsthe Ecumenicalmovement.In the classificationof apologetics
220Theseare the only two titles representingevangelicalsfrom the Two ThirdsWorld.
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(Hummel/KOenzelen/Hemminger)it is an apocalyptic type of apologetics, which focuses on
condemnation, using apocalyptic language and imagery (Anti-Christ, Babylon and the like).

Conclusion:Boschspeaksof the "opportunities"and "dangers"on the way through
the crisis,enteringnew territorybeyondthe status quo (1991:2f.). The studentsgraduating
from the Schoolsare well preparedto grasp the possibledangersinvolvedin being in
dialoguewith the wider Christiancommunity.221It is a pity that they are hardlytrainedto
see the opportunities.A statementmade by Walter Hollenwegerin referenceto the rapidly
growingproportionof Christiansoutsidethe westernworld that "Missionstudieshave a
future only if they see the challengeof these differentChristiansas an opportunityfor selfcritical reflection"(Hollenweger1991:98) pointsto the immenseignoranceof western
theologicaleducationif it withdrawsto the maintenanceof western,conservative
evangelicalorthodoxy.It is thereforean even greater pity when studentsare not prepared
to see the dangersof being captiveto of their own conservativetheology.
Yet the most seriousissue is the effect of apocalypticapologetics.There is
apparently a tradition in conservative evangelicalism in 20th century Germany (more than
in Switzerland) to pronounce statements of condemnation which later become
insurmountable obstacles to ecumenical dialogue. The Berlin Declaration against the
Pentecostal movement at the beginning if the century is one example (Lange:201ff, 287290); the Berlin Declaration 1974 against the Ecumenical movement is another. A school
which cultivates a climate of apocalyptic apologetics-though we are not saying that all of
the Schools are doing this-leads its students into isolation, separatism and even
sectarianism. Such a school is definitely not on the way toward an ecumenical paradigm of
mission theology. The Schools are certainly not called to abandon uncritically their rich
heritage of evangelical theology and praxis, but they are urged to engage in an open
dialogue with the wider ecumenical and global Christian community. They are even

221
In severalschoolsthesameattitudecanbeobservedagainstthePentecostal/charismatic
movement.
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obligatedto do so in the light of their students'futureministryin the churchand society
world-wide.
(3)

Doing Mission Studies in the Horizon of a Holistic Paradigm of Mission

As we now proceed to the five theological issues of the integral, ecumenical
paradigm of mission, we draw the following conclusions
I.

Hermeneutics: Students will get a solid foundation in terms of a conservative

evangelical bibliology. Most schools hold to a position of Biblical inerrancy and use In their
teaching the Chicago Statements on Biblical Inerrancy and on Hermeneutics (Geisler:493502; cf. Harris:300-302). Based on the evidence of curricula, syllabi and textbooks, the
introduction to contextual hermeneutics makes up the far weaker part, if such topics
appear at all. Although students will learn to apply texts cross culturally and will in most
schools be introduced to mission anthropology and cross-cultural communication, they will
most likely not be exposed to the key issues of contextual theologising.
The consequences are: Graduates who have not learned to theologise contextually
will engage in mission work by taking their-apparently unconditioned-theology to other
cultures and imposing it on the people of other cultures. Doing so they will ignore one of
the basic principles of missionary thinking in the new paradigm. According to Newbigin, the
key issue is that the gospel be allowed to 'come alive' in a given culture to that culture's
terms, not to the terms of the'missionary' (Newbigin 1989:141-54; cf. Hollenweger
1995:116-128). The results of this research support the conclusion that the Schools are in
danger of training students to impose a pre-defined theology on people instead of letting
the gospel'come alive' in a given situation.
2.

Salvation and mission: There is no doubt that the students will learn that the

proclamation of the gospel is the primary missionary task. In most schools they will also
hear that social responsibility goes with evangelism. If they read Stott and Bockmahl on
these issues, they will have a fairly high degree of social awareness. In some schools they
may rather have read Johnston and Peters and will hardly show much social concern. In
any case, taught by teachers of a Lutheran background, they will tend rather to delegate
social issues to the ethics courses than view them as an integral part of Christian mission.
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In some schools they may even be exposed to the intra-evangelical debate discussed in
the previous section, reading Berneburg or Schnabel. Then they will be very suspicious of
concepts such as 'integral mission,'' holistic mission' and 'transformation. '
However, as long as the focus is on putting words and deeds in the right balance, we

remaincaptivesof the Enlightenmentparadigmwhich identifiesthe componentsand then
tries to put them in the right relation.Shenk (and others) have helpfullypointedbeyondthis
to a holisticmodelwhich followsthe exampleof Jesus and of God's shalom(1993b;cf.
Sugden1997:338ff.) Studentsof the Schoolswill probablyenter ministrywithout having
caughtthis visionfor holisticministry.This turns out to be a seriousdeficiencynot only in
their trainingbut in their ministry.
3.

Salvationhistoryand eschatology:Giventhe fact that the shelvesof Bible

collegeslibrariesare stockedwith books by authorslike Beyerhaus,Bockmohl,Stott,
Reifler,Sautterand Schnabel,it is fair to concludethat the studentswill get a strong sense
of salvationhistoryfocusingon the individual'ssalvationand on the church.Dependingon
the eschatologicalschemethe schoolpromotes-in most cases this will be dispensational
premillenialism-Israel will also play a major role in salvation-historicalthinking.Basedon
premillenialeschatology,studentsare taught to prioritisethe 'not-yet'of the kingdomof
God, and they will learn to exercisecautionregardingthe 'already'-not only in terms of
socialtransformationbut also in term of 'charismatic'expectations.If they have read
Schnabel,they will certainlybe very careful in their usageof the term 'kingdomof God,'
and they will be warnedaway from such peopleas Ron Sider,John HowardYoder and
HowardSnyder.Followingthe Lutheranpatternof socialand politicalethics,they will not
have developeda strong sense of God's transformingindividualsand societytowards his
kingdomand the new creation.They will tend to separatethe spiritualand the social
spheresand will understandmissionas belongingto the spiritualrealm.This will
definitivelydeterminetheir ministry.
In the light of a new paradigmwhich emphasisesnot only the discontinuitybetween
God'swork in the church and in the world but also the "continuitybetweenthe work of God
insideand outsidethe church"(Sugden1997:279), the one-sidednessof the theological
trainingin manyof the Schoolsbecomesevident.Most likely, studentswill enter church
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4.

The church: Since the Schools represent diverse ecclesial traditions, students
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"churchas part of the gospel." Consequently,graduatesfrom the Schoolswill tend to see
the churchmainlyin its functionalrole as a pragmatictool for mission.Literaturefrom a
churchgrowthbackgroundwill enhancethis pragmaticunderstandingof the church.
In the light of Bosch'sproposalto see the churchas sacrament,sign and instrument,
the studentsof the Schoolsare well equippedin their understandingof the churchas
instrument,but they have seriousgaps in their appreciationof the church as sacrament
incarnated
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authenticwitness,as a messianicsociety,as a constitutivepart of the gospel message,it
is evidentthat the conservativeevangelicalmissiologyanalysedin the study has not
surmountedthe deficienciesof western individualism.Consequently,studentswill leave
many of the Schoolswith a poor ecclesiologywhich will lead to the perpetuationof western
(evangelical)individualismthrough their ministry.
5.

Theologyof religions:studentsof the Schoolswill experiencetheologyof
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222Theconcept of salvation history as "God's shalom project" has been outlined by this author
in Schalom-Das Proiekt Gottes.
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discussion. In many schools students will take special courses in religion. According to the
literature-Hille/Troeger, Burkhardt, Hempelmann-the exclusivist position will be
predominant. Texts of Ecumenical background will hardly be read. Based on the evidence
of literature and syllabi it is appropriate to conclude that an exclusivist position will be
claimed and defended apologetically. Graduates of the Schools will hardly use the term
dialogue as an appropriate concept in mission, and if they do, they define it as a method of
entering into communication.
In the light of Bosch's proposal this position is open for question. It is not so much the
exclusivist position which provokes criticism-whether it can be defended or not depends
on the quality of the defence-but the missiological approach which goes with it. Bosch
calls for an approach to people of other living faiths which does not start with a theological
conclusion about the validity of their faith and any possible revelation of God in that
particular religion but with an open encounter with real persons of other living faiths, This
means that on the level of theological methods, encounter and dialogue precedes theology
of religion in a new paradigm of mission. Students of the Schools are trained the other way
around. They will encounter people of other faiths already possessing the answers not only
regarding their own Christian faith but also regarding the theological status of the other's
faith.

Thus, we are led to the conclusion that by and large the Schools are not moving in
the direction of an new, post-anti-colonial, ecumenical and holistic model of mission as
proposed not only by Bosch but also by Newbigin, Shenk, Samuel, Sugden, Padilla, Sider
and many other theologians. This is not to say that there are no signs pointing in that
direction in particular areas, in single schools and in the teaching and writing of individual
teachers. However, the general thrust is not in that direction.
There are various reasons for this. In some cases the issue is ignorance, a lack of
awareness about what is going on in the wider, world-Christian movement. In other cases it
is deliberate rejection on grounds of theological disagreement. In some cases it may even
be rejection based on ideological captivity of various kinds, be it ideologised anti-
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Ecumenismor ideologisedEuro-centrism.Lookingat the potentialof these movementof
missionsand Bible collegesrootedin the missionarymovementof GermanPietismand
neo-Pietismand imaginingthe contributionthey could make to the larger Christian
community,it can only be hopedthat the Schoolswill open up to the wider ecumenicaland
globalcommunity;otherwise,they are in danger of developingtowardsseparatist
conservatism.

C)

The Critical Issue
This raises fundamental issues regarding orthodoxy and change. Or in other words,

how do theological traditions which have created an ethos of conserving true, Biblical faith
adapt to change as our world experiences the paradigm shift from modernity to postmodernity and beyond. This question is of general relevance for the Christian church. We
recall KOng'sthesis, affirmed by Bosch, that in the realm of the Christian church, unlike in
science, "any paradigm shift can only be carried out on the basis of the gospel and
because of the gospel, never, however, against the gospel" (KCing/Tracy1984:65; Bosch
1991:187). This touches upon such fundamental issues as hermeneutics, epistemology
and truth. These are the underlying issues which emerge in all the aspects analysed in
Part Ill. (1) In the chapter on "crisis and change" we encountered this issue In the question,
how are the truth-claims of the tradition related to changing realities? (2) As we analysed
the "ecumenical openness" we came across this same underlying issues in the form of the
question, what is the 'right' interpretation of Scripture and the 'right' theology In the context
of the diverse traditions and strands within Christianity? (3) In the chapter on
"hermeneutics" the underlying issue was quite obviously the tension between the
normativity of the Biblical text and the contextuality of Biblical interpretation. (4) As we
approached the theme of "holistic gospel," we encountered the same undercurrent. The
question was, how can a theological truth-claim (that the main objective of mission Is the
salvation of individuals for their eternal destiny) which is well established in a given tradition
(Protestant orthodoxy) be reconsidered? (5) We realised in relation to the topic "the
church" that western theology, especially in its Lutheran and interdenominationalevangelical expression, is locked into a scheme of thinking which prevents it from
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tradition, perceptions and change are the undercurrents. (6) We looked at the aspect
"salvation history and eschatology" and observed that the dominating undercurrent was
whether God's saving work has to be seen limited to individuals and the church or whether
it could also go beyond the church. On a deeper level, the resistance to acknowledge
God's action outside the church is related to epistemological issues. The question can be
put as follows: How do we'know'where God is acting? (7) In the topic of "dialogue with
other living faiths," the issue of revelation and knowledge of God is at the surface. At the
centre is again the issue of epistemology.
How then do these theologians answer open questions about contextualisation,

hermeneutics,epistemologyand truth?While conservativeGermanevangelicals
emphaticallydefendthe normativityof the Bible and while they criticallypoint to the
deficienciesof historical-criticalmethodology,liberationtheology,contextualisationand the
developmentof the Ecumenicalmovement,they have so far not shownconvincing
answersabout how to deal with the issuesat stake. Beyerhaus,Sautter,Hameland
Berneburghavecriticisedthe conceptsof contextualisation,kingdomtheologyand holistic
gospel.They advancea claim to Biblicalauthority;however,none of them has proposeda
hermeneuticalmethodologywhich satisfactorilyanswersthe issues of epistemologywhich
223This leaves us with an
stand beforethe challengesof modernityand post-modernity.
unsatisfactoryanswer.Conservativeevangelicaltheologiansare certainlyright when they
pointto the normativityof the Bible for Christiantheology.But they are not the only ones
doing so. DavidBoschand others discussedin this study hold to the same claim.They are
certainlyright in pointingto deficienciesin historical-criticalexegesis,liberationtheology
and some of the developmentsof the WCC. But they are not the only ones pointingto
these deficiencies.The same critique comeseven from within these movementstoday.224

2230ne of the few German evangelical theologians who do reflect critically on these
epistemological issues is Heinzpeter Hempelmann of Liebenzell (see Bibliography).
224Tothe critique of some trends in critical exegesis, see Bohren 1963:65-96;
Stuhlmacher:24-34; O. Betz:7-22. For an internal critical assessment of some aspects of Ecumenical
theology see Ritschl:16-26 (cf. Werner 1993:414-416; Raiser).
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This leadsto one of the most seriouscritiquesoffered by this study:while some German
conservativeevangelicaltheologianstend to act as the conscienceof world theologywhen
it comesto the questionof the authorityof Scripture,they do not presentconvincing
solutionsto the burningissuesof contextualisation,hermeneutics,epistemologyand truth.
There is more homeworkthat needsto be done.
We thereforesuggestthat for a deeperunderstandingof the developmentsof the
Schools we have to look at the underlying issues of conservatism, change and
epistemology, which are decisive in change processes in church and theology. It is the
conviction of this author that the Kuhnian paradigm theory-in the form in which Kong has
applied it to theology, updated with insights from MacIntyre-will provide a helpful tool for
such an analysis. However, this must wait until the final reflections in Part V. We must first
approach the Schools from the angle of theological education.
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In the previous parts we have analysed the schools under investigation from a
historical and from a missiological angle. Now, in Part IV we approach the Schools from an
educational perspective. The question is: How are theological education-in general-and
mission studies-in particular-carried out?
Significant shifts are taking place, not only in the global scene of the post-colonial era
and in the understanding of mission in the Christian church but also in theological
for
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complaint
much
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being
demanded.
the
spoke of'"a world-wide
are
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revolution in education," referring to challenging new models such as'extension education'
or 'open education' (1987:61). James Plueddemann claims that a "revolutionary paradigm
shift" is needed "in the design and the methodology of theological education." He "urges
in
Ferris
in
(quoted
lead
this
take
the
to
promoting
paradigm
shift"
accrediting agencies
1990:27).
The aim of this part is twofold:
Section A will identify what might be called a new paradigm of theological education.
Based on this, criteria for the evaluation of mission training In theological education will be
established.
Section B focuses on the analysis of the Schools. Based on the criteria established in
Section A, the school's performance of theological education, particularly mission studies,
226
be
assessed.
will

225Seethe proposals by Cheesman, Duraisingh, Farley, Ferris, Kinsler, Padilla, and
Poerwowidagdo.The term new paradigm has been explicitely used in relation to theological
education by Cheesman (:485ff.); Farley (1981:108); Ferris (1990:27), and Poerwowidagdo (:47f.).
As discussed in the introduction (pp. 33ff.), the use of paradigm terminology is not unquestioned. We
use it deliberately in this part of the study in analogy to Bosch's use of it in relation to mission.
226Recentanalytical studies on theological education in relation to the paradigm shift taking
place are: (1) Education in Mission/Mission in Education: A Critical Comparative Study of Selected
Approaches (1987) by Bongani Mazibuko. This doctoral thesis compares mission training in the
context of the Project in Partnership between Black and White at Birmingham with the Alternative
Theological and Staff Development Experiment of Colgate Divinity School in Rochester, New York,
as well as the Black Church Experience in the context of the Research In Black Church Studies with
Research Study in Oral History at Garrett-Evangelical Seminary, Evanston, Illinois. (2) Theological
Education for the Church in India: 1947-1987 (1991) by Siga Arles. This doctoral thesis focuses on
the Tamilnadu Theological Seminary. It surveys and interprets the developments and struggles of
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A. Theory: Towards a New Paradigm in Theological
Education
This section argues that a new paradigm of theological education has been emerging
in the last 30 to 40 years. Many voices on all continents and in most Christian traditions
have articulated disillusion with traditional forms of theological training and have made
Some
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recent
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suggestions,
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All
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raw
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227
However,
in
for
be
theological
an
education.
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material
investigation which synthesises all these developments of the last three to four decades
into an overall picture-similar to Bosch's synthesis of an emerging missionary paradigmhas not yet been conducted.228It is one of the contributions of this study to summarise and
synthesise as comprehensively as possible the major strands of thinking and
experimentation for a clearer glimpse of the contours of what can be called a new
paradigm in theological education.
At least six strands of reflection over the past decades will be brought together in this
229
study:

1.

The search for the integration of mission and mission studies into theology and

theological education, mostly promoted by the community of missiologists.

theological education in India in the era following 1947. (3) In Renewal-in Theological Education
(1990) Robert Ferris has surveyed 242 evangelical institutions around the world and has analysed
their performance in the light of the Manifesto of the ICAA.
227Anextensive bibliography, compiled by Lagerwerf (:69-74).
2280ne of the most significant studies moving in that direction is Max L. Stackhouse's
Apoloqia: Contextualisation, Globalisation and Mission in Theological Education (1988). He
addresses the major issues in the global church today and relates it to theological education.
229Thisstudy concentrates on reflection in the realm of theological education (not including
developments in Roman Catholic theological education). However, the author is aware that the
in
developments
in
in
to
be
theological
relation
must
seen
shifts
we
are
observing
education
recent
secular education since the 1960s. Kinsler writes: ". .. we have noted that the theological education
by extension movement runs parallel to or is part of a worldwide revolution in education" (1981:61).
The WCC's Office of Education, established in 1968 (WCC 1970), the UNESCO's International
Council for Distance Education and the rise of the Open University in the United Kingdom since 1963
(Kinsler 1981:62f.) are only a few of the strands of that broader stream of recent educational
developments.
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2.

The search for alternative models in theological education in the context of the

Two Thirds World and the rise of what has now come to be known as the Theological
Education by Extension Movement (TEE) (Winter 1969; Kinsler 1981; 1983; Youngblood;

Padillaed. 1988).
3.

The searchfor the renewalof NorthAmericanSeminarytrainingcarried out in

the context of the ATS and its journal Theological Education.
4.

The search for renewal of ministerial formation in the context of the Ecumenical

Programmeon TheologicalEducation(PTE)of the WCC, today called Ecumenical
TheologicalEducation(ETE) (Newbigin1978a;Kinsler 1982:137), mainlydocumentedin
Ministerial Formation.230

5.

The searchfor renewalof evangelicaltheologicaleducationin the contextof

the InternationalCouncilof AccreditingAgenciesfor EvangelicalTheologicalEducation
(ICAA),foundedin 1980,231
since 1996calledThe InternationalCouncilfor Evangelical
TheologicalEducation(ICETE).The Manifestoon the Renewalof EvangelicalTheological
Education,first publishedin 1983,is a significantdocument.RobertW. Ferris' analysisof
evangelicaltheologicalschoolsworld-wide,basedon the Manifesto,Is probablythe first
analysisof that scopeto date (Ferris 1990).
6.

There is also an ongoingstudy processfor the reform of theologicaleducation

in the contextof the state universitiesin Germanyand Switzerland(EngelMerner 1990;
Werner 1995; Bittner). This too must be taken into consideration.

The following pages will propose that by synthesising the aforementioned strands of
reflection and action, one can identify an emerging new paradigm of theological education
which centres around the following four issues:

230Seealso in German, Engel/Dietrich 1990. Extensive bibliography of German publications,
pp. 228-231.
231"ABrief Introduction to ICANI by Kemp (1995,314f. ). Several texts are published In the
ICAA Monograph Series. Two recent issues of Evangelical Review of Theolog have been devoted
to evangelical theological education and ICAA, 14/1 (1990) and 19/3 (1995).
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1.

The recovery of the church in mission as the ultimate goal and purpose of

theological education.
2.

The implementation of insights and experiences from adult education Including

learning
learning,
learning,
and
self-responsible
self-active
such conceptsas self-directed
lifelongeducation.
3.

The development of educational structures which support learning as an

action-reflection process.
4.

The design and implementation of integrated curricula.

In order to demonstrate clearly that a paradigmatic shift is taking place in theological
between
bring
fourfold
be
the
to
this
contrasts
out
addressed
so
agenda
will
as
education,
the old and the new paradigms. Of course, such a comparative presentation is typological
in character and does not necessarily describe accurately the reality either of more
traditional ways of doing theological education or of more Innovative forms of theological
training. However it brings to the surface the underlying axioms which can be observed in
more traditional models of theological education on the one hand and in new concepts of
theological education on the other hand.

1.

Mission: From the Margin to the Centre
A first aspect which can be observed in new approaches to theological education is a

is
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its
For
Kinsler,
"the
emphasis
on
mission-orientation.
challenge
real
new
theologicaleducationthe missionarypassionand missionaryvision it never should have
lost" (Kinslered. A). This alreadyimpliesthat there is an old paradigmwhich is
characterisedby a lack of missionaryorientation.

a)

The Old Paradigm: Neglect, Separation and Marginalisation of Mission
Studies
The traditional paradigm of theological education is rooted in an epoch in which

integral
far
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thinking
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part of
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was
marginal
mission
mission
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theology and mission studies very far indeed from being integrated into theological
education. Then, the dawn of the modern missionary movement brought on a growing
need to integrate some reflection on mission into theological thought and teaching. What
follows in the 19th and 20th centuries is the struggle of mission to win a place in
theological reflection and training-a history which has been outlined in Part 11.In short,
one may follow Bosch (1991:489-492; cf. Beaver; Kasdorf 1988) in observing three
strategies for integrating mission into theology and theological education: (1) a first model,
suggested by Schleiermacher, was to see missions as one of the many ministerial tasks
for which the professional must be trained and therefore to add mission studies to the field
of practical theology. (2) A second model, associated with names like Alexander Duff and
Gustav Warneck, is the introduction of a science of mission (missiology) as a discipline In
its own right, a view strongly advocated by Myklebust (1989). (3) Third, some theologians
and schools have preferred an integration of mission thinking into all the traditional
disciplines without giving mission studies a separate place in the theological encyclopaedia
(e.g., Zahn, according to Ustorf: 103).
According to Bosch, none of these attempts is satisfying (Bosch 1991:492). (1) The
addition of mission studies to the field of practical theology limits mission to a ministerial
task and tends to focus on techniques. (2) The establishment of a distinct discipline of
missiology tends toward the development of a full-blown missiological curriculum, modelled
by the traditional fourfold pattern, separated and parallel to the classical curriculum. (3)
And finally, in the strategy of integration mission is swallowed up by the general curriculum,
where specialists are preoccupied with their traditional specialisations In their respective
fields and do not pay adequate attention to missiological research and reflection
(Myklebust 1959:332-335; 1989:101).

Furthermore,missionstudiesin most cases are still limitedto a rather narrow
in
discussed
the previous
the
within
understandingof mission
old missiologicalparadigm
part, mainlyfocusingon cross-cultural,overseasmissions.This meansthat mission
studiesare preoccupiedwith the Two Thirds World, with issues of culturalanthropology
and with the study of other religions.This leads to missionstudies' remainingthe specific
interestof a minorityof studentswho will need this specialisedexpertisefor their future
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work. To satisfy the needs of these students, courses on missionary subjects are added to
the curriculum; in some cases even entire departments are added. However, this is carried
out at an exclusively curricular level. Hence, even if mission studies receive considerably
more attention in some schools, mission remains in most cases separated and
marginalised. This is far from what the new paradigm suggests.

b)

The New Paradigm: Mission-Centred Theological Education

(1)

From A Missionary Theology to Mission-Centred Theological Education

The full integration of mission Into theological thinking and teaching stands at the
centre of a new paradigm of theological education. However, the Issue of an adequate

integrationof missioninto theologicalthinkingand training is not merelya problemof
curriculum structure; it is a theological problem (Bosch 1991:492).
First, the primary issue is not the integration of missiology for the sake of
missiology (to satisfy the guild of missiologists); it is the recovery of the missionary
dimension of theology for the sake of theology.

2

Second,the integrationof missionstudiesinto theologicaleducationis only a

counterpartto the integrationof missioninto the church. In otherwords, the integrationof
missioninto the self-understandingof the church,as it has been implementedin the postwar period(Willingen,Achimota,New Delhi and the subsequentintegrationof the IMC with
the WCC), oughtto be broughtto the level of theologicaleducation(Adamek).
Consequently, just as the recovery of the missionary nature of the church is at the
heart of a new missionary paradigm (Bosch 1991:372ff.), the recovery of the missionary
dimension of theology is at the centre of a new paradigm of theological education. "Just as
an unmissionary church is not a church, a theology that is not missiological ... is not
theology, certainly not Christian theology" (Duraisingh:42). This must be seen as an
axiomatic thesis of a new paradigm of theological education.
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Applying the Dimension-intention-Concept

to Theological Education

One of the most constructive contributions toward a more fruitful integration of
mission into theological studies comes again from Bosch's new missiological paradigm, or
more precisely, from the chapter on "Mission as Theology" (1991:489-498) which we have
for
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integration of mission into theological education. Bosch introduces the concept of
dimension and intention not only to theology (:494-496) but also to theological education
(Bosch 1982:25ff. ). The concept was introduced by Newbigin (1958:21,43) and further
developed by Vicedom (1963) and Gensichen (1971:80-95) with regard to the missio Dei
and the church. Ecclesiologically, the two terms allow one to emphasise two
complementary aspects of the church:
1.

On the one hand, everything the church is and does has a missionary

dimension. The church is by nature in mission (cf. Blauw 1962). Duralsingh suggests that
the first theological affirmation which needs to be made toward a new paradigm of
theological education is that the "apostolate is the singular raison d'dtre of the church"
(1992:33). This is the missionary dimension of the church.
2.

On the other hand, there is an intentional aspect of the church's mission. Bosch

states:
However, the church's missionary dimension evokes intentional, that Is
direct involvement in society; it actually moves beyond the walls of the
church and engages in missionary 'points of concentration' (Newbigin) such
as evangelism and work for justice and peace (Bosch 1991:373).

The dimensionAntention
conceptensuresan integratedunderstandingof a
missionarychurch,which can be summarisedas follows:(1) Missionmovesfrom the
marginto the centre of the church,from particularmissionaryactionsof a few peopleto
the very being of the church.(2) At the sametime, 'particularmissionaryactions'are not
swallowedup into some sort of undefined'missionarydimension'of the church but receive
their importantplace as intentionalmissionaryactionsof the church.(3) Furthermore,the
intentionalmissionarydeedsof the church actuallyreceivetheir legitimacyonly from the
church'smissionarydimensionand (4) the missionarydimensionIs only credibleif it leads
to intentionalmissionaryactions(cf. Bosch 1991:373; 1982a:25; Gensichen1971:80-95).
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Bosch now, as a second step, suggests applying the dimension/intention concept to
theology and theological education (1982a:26ff; 1991;494ff. ).232This can only be affirmed
as a helpful move toward a new paradigm of theological education.
(3)

The Result: Mission-Centred Theological Education

The results of a mission-centredparadigmof theologicaleducationcan be spelled
out as follows:
1.

On the theoretical and primary level, it gives a firm theological reason for the

integration of mission into theology and theological education. The argument proceeds
from theology (missio Dei) (cf. Gensichen 1971:85ff.) to ecclesiology and from there to the
field of theological studies and to theological education.

Missio Del
+
Ecclesiology
+
Theology
+
Theological education

Dimension
Intention
God's missionary nature God's act of sending his
son and his spirit
The missionary nature
The church's specific
of the church
missionary actions
The missionary nature
Specific reflection on the
of all theology
church in mission
The missionary centre
Specific, missionof all theological
oriented training
education

This supportsthe idea that the questionof the integrationof missioninto theology
and theological education is not merely a pragmatic or structural issue but no less than the
theological consequence of the missio Dei and the church in mission. Thus, in the new

paradigmof theologicaleducation,it is missionwhich sets the agendafor theological
233
(cf.
Duraisingh:
33-36).
education

232Thecall for a missionary dimension of theology has already be formulated earlier, probably
first by Meyer (1958:221,224), cf. J. Schmidt (1973:195f.).
233Aconception of a missionary theology which meets this criteria has recently put forward by
Andrew Kirk. He suggests to focus theology and thereof theological education around the "two tasks
of theology": (1) "To make sense of the whole of life by referring to God" (1997:31-39), and (2) "To be
an agent of transformation, so that the whole of life may reflect God's intention" (:3942).
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2.

On the practical level, the dimension/intention

concept calls for a missionary

dimension of a# of theology and of all theological education (Bosch 1982: 26ff; 1991: 494ff. ).
It takes seriously that mission is the mother of theology (MIhIer). There are definite signs
in
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theology.
the
of
missionary
an
emerging
agreement
on
of
1950s, a concern for a missionary orientation of all of theology was voiced (Meyer: 221,
224; W. T. Thomas; E. Kroger: 24f; Adamek: 106ff. ). In recent years, Conn has called for a
"missiological agenda for theology" (: 1983: 13); Cracknell and Lamb "Insist that all
theological questions should be thought about from the point of view of the theology of
mission" (Bosch 1991: 494, referring to Cracknell/Lamb 1986: 25f. ); the curriculum revision
committee of Andover Newton Theological School recommends relating "each discipline
specifically to a theology of mission" (Stackhouse 1988: 25, cf. 49; quoted In Bosch
is part of all theological
1991: 494), and Myklebust suggests that "concern for mission
...
disciplines. Cross-cultural issues should be incorporated throughout the whole curriculum.
The Church in all its dimension is mission: theology, therefore, in all its dimensions Is
234
(1989:
101).
missiology"

3.

On the other hand, the dimension/intention concept calls for giving a distinct

task to missiology. Missiologists have articulated the concern that a full Integration of
mission studies into the traditional disciplines would weaken the specialised academic
concentration on missiological issues (Bosch 1982:19; Myklebust 1961:330-340). There is
a need for distinct missiological studies, not only due to the Immense task of specialised
research, which cannot be conducted by people mainly committed to other fields of
studies, but also because of the critical function missiology can have in the theological
arena, which can only be secured by a certain independence.235Bosch sees the intentional
task of missiology as existing at two levels: (a) First, it

234Whatthis meansfor eachof the traditionaldisciplineshas beensuggestedby Bosch
(1982:27-30; 1991:495f.); see also Adamek(1969:108-110).Jongeneelwho concludesat the end of
the 20th centurythat "Theologyof Mission"has beentransformedinto "MissionaryTheology"
(1997:1) presentsin the secondvolumeof his Philosoghy.Science.and Theologyof Mission(1997)
probablythe mostcomprehensiveattemptat a missionarytheologyto date.
235A1readyMeyer (1958:224), "Nach meiner Überzeugung muss die Missionswissenschaft als
eine kritische Funktion der übrigen Disziplinen gesehen werden und dementsprechend eine gewisse
Eigenständigkeit haben! ' See also Myklebust 1989:101f.
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(b) Accordingto Bosch,the secondintentionaltask of missiologyis orientedtoward
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(4) Summary and Consequences
1.

It is commonly agreed that education has to be seen as a process oriented

toward a goal (cf. Piper:44-51; Duraisingh:42-45). The first axiom of the new paradigm
gives theological education a goal, an orientation: the church-in-mission. In the words of
Duraisingh, "If theological education is truly to become a process of forming persons for
for
them
others
mission, then the very undergirding
enablers
of
making
mission and
in
from
that
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perspective
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new
principle of the educational process.
2.

Furthermore, in the new paradigm of theological education, the dichotomy of

theology/theological education and mission/mission studies is surmounted. The church is
understood as missionary by its very nature, and theology and theological education are
in
The
than
the
the
mission.
reflective
and
ministry
of
church
educational
nothing more
consequences are the following: (1) All of theology, and hence all of theological education
as well, is mission-centred; (2) therefore, all disciplines and subjects of theological studies
have a missionary dimension, (3) constantly challenged by the discipline of missiology,
which has the intentional task of in-depth studies of mission subjects.
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2.

Andragogy: Learning from Adult Education
Initiatives in theological education which intended to break with deficiencies in the old

educational paradigm have followed recent developments in education, especially adult
education. In Prokop and Geissler's introduction to adult education, the key terms are "lifelong learning" [lebenslanges Lernen], "self-active learning" [selbstaktives Lernen], "selfresponsible learning" [selbstverantwortliches Lernen] and "self-directed learning"
[selbstbestimmtes Lernen] (:7).236These concepts represent what Lengrand calls "a
radical transformation of the concept of education" (:6), a transformation which has been
described as a shift from "pedagogy" to "andragogy."237
Again, the characteristics of the new approach will become more obvious in
comparison with the old:

a)

The Old Paradigm: Institution-Oriented

Theological Education

We characterise the old paradigm with the term institution-oriented-not to suggest
that more recent trends in education do not need strong institutions but to emphasise that
in traditional education, everything is oriented to educational institutions. The institutions
determine the product they offer. They set the agenda in every aspect. A person who
wants to get training must do so according to the conditions of the educational institution.
However, these conditions were shaped more by the established traditions of the
educational institution than by the needs of the persons seeking education or the society in
which they live. As a matter of fact, many individuals do not participate in educational
programs because suitable educational possibilities are not provided. Kidd/Titmus claim
that "everyone could be attracted to take part, if the content, the methods, the conditions

236AIIthis terms have their specific history and meaning in international adult education. See
definitions in Lifelonq Education for Adults. An International Handbook, edited by Colin J. Titmus
(1989).
237Theterm 'andragogy'was first used by E. Rosenstock at Berlin In 1924. Since Heinrich
Hanselmann's Andraqoqik: Wesen. Moglichkeiten, Grenzen der Erwachsenenbildunq (1952) the
term became common in German speaking Europe and some other European countries (cf. Franz
Poggeler's Erwachsenenbildunq: EinfOhrunqIn die Andraqoqik (1974). M. S. Knowles (1980) has
introduced the term to the English speaking world. (For a summary of the concept of 'andragogy' see
Krajnc:19-21).
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and the time of study were right" (:xxix). Such deficiencies have also been realised by
theological educators.
(1)

The Legacy of Institution-Oriented

Theological Education

The legacyof the institutionalisedold paradigmof traditionaltheologicaleducation
has been characterised by Kinsler as follows:
1.

"Traditional training patterns reinforce the dichotomy between clergy and laity;

they debilitate the dynamics of ministry at the congregational level; and they make the
churches dependent upon highly trained, professional pastors" (1981:8).
2.

"History teaches us that the Western academic-professional system of clergy

tends to be static, incapable of responding to the needs of the masses, preoccupied with
position and privilege at the expense of dynamic, corporate ministry" (: 12)

3.

"The Western churches,whatevertheir conceptof ministrymay be, have

developed an academic-professional model of ministry which is self-defeating in terms of
effective leadership. Within this system theological education serves to select young,
inexperienced men and women, separate them from the normal process of leadership
formation and place them artificially over the other members" (: 14).
4.

"Traditional seminaries and Bible institutes tend to follow the elitist trends of our

societies,
of information"
-andtheyperpetuatethe imageof educationas the accumulation
(:19).
5.

"Traditional, residential theological schools are extremely expensive, especially

if they attemptto reachthe more mature leadersof the church.And they create a heavy
financial burden for the churches, for they produce professional pastors at higher and
higher support levels" (21).
6.

"Traditional theological institutions are far too limited in their outreach, and they

have inherent fallacies" (24).

With this list Kinslerrevealssome of the powerfulpara-messagesof the traditional
paradigmof theologicaleducation.There is a strong notion of dominationand powerwhich
goes with this institutionalised model of western theological training.
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In examininginstitutionalisedhighereducationfrom a Christianperspective,Henry
Nouwenaffirms Kinsler'scritique.He speaksof "teachingas a violent process"in
traditionalinstitutionalisededucationcharacterisedby three features (:5-10):
1.

Institutionalisededucationhas becomea systemof competitionin which

"knowledgeno longeris a gift that shouldbe shared,but a propertythat should be
defended"(:6)
2.

It is "a unilateralprocess"basedon the still "prevailingsuppositionthat
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that
whole
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else
not
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just
"
this
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obvious
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as
other.
whole
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one
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that the teacheris strong and the studentis weak (:6-7).
3.

Finally,institutionalisededucationis "alienating"the studentsfrom real life

because it focuses on a sort of "indoor training" or "dry-swim" with few connections to the
future "real life." In so doing, claims Nouwen, institutionalised education misses the
"primary source of learning," which is the inter-personal encounter between teachers and
students in the here and now (:9-10).
Kinsler, Nouwen and others (cf. Kirk 1983:48-51) have come to the conclusion that
the entire educational system has obviously reached a size which makes it resistant to any
paradigmatic change. Buildings, libraries, structures of administration, university
affiliations, the state and the church, as well as the guilds of academic specialisation with
their respective histories, associations and publications, have grown into a sort of selfperpetuating system. Nouwen concludes that institutionalised education is no longer
master of its own destiny (:3).
(2)

The Failure of Western Institution-Oriented

Theological Education In the

Two Thirds World
The domination of this western model of theological education became evident when
the western mission movement initiated theological education in the Two Thirds World,
exporting western models of theological training to young churches. Through the efforts of
the Theological Education Fund (TEF) of the WCC between 1958 and 1977, many
theological institutions in non-western parts of the world have been brought "up to the
3;
(Newbigin
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best
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or
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as
educators
cf.
Norberto Saracco, are critical:
This was a time of constructing large buildings, investing in libraries, and
sponsoring the preparation of professors in the United States and Europe.

The various institutionsfollowed the European or North American model
withoutperceivingthat the contextof their situationwas totally distinct (:26).
Saraccodoes not hesitateto pointto the effect this had on the churchin Latin
America:
The Church in Latin Americawas reaping its first professionaltheologians,
for whom it paid the high price of elitism. Only those who could meet the
seminaries'requirementsand developedthe lifestylethese demandedcould
attend the theologicalinstitutions.Theologicaleducation was weakened in
the very area that is its reason for existing-the motivation,training, and
equipping of the people of God that they might develop their ministries
(:26f.).
Along the same lines, the Colombian Hugo Zorrilla complains, "Many curricula in
theological education have a limited function in the mission of the churches. In no way do
they help the student develop his creativity and understandings of the historical moment in
which his people live" (:374). Western models of theological education often "lack churchcentred or student-centred curricula" (:375). They provide "'prepackaged' content," and
consider a programme to be "nonbiblical, and consequently heretical, if it doesn't have 6070 per cent biblical content, which consists of studies of memorized 'neutral' biblical
content without theological reflection or dialogue with the world to which it ministers" (:375).
According to Emilio Castro's assessment, the "difficulty with the traditional theological
educational process is that it takes young people out of a given cultural milieu and makes
them totally unsuitable to come back to that milieu" (1982: 130).
In this context, Theological Education by Extension (TEE) and other alternative forms
of theological education238were created in response to the need for leadership training

238Kinslerrefers to study centres, lay training centres, centres for urban mission and training,
various decentralised programs, clinical pastoral education, community-based theological learning,
cell groups for study and mutual care and team ministry, theological reflection in liberation
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which could not be met by traditional educational models (Kinsler 1981:8-24;
Saracco:27ff. ). Kinsler states: 7heological education by extension came into existence in
response to a vast, urgent need that was not being met by traditional seminaries and Bible
institutes" (1981:61).
(3)

Dissatisfaction With Institution-Oriented

Models of Theological Education

in the Westem World
The experiences of the Two Thirds World also stirred questions regarding the

effectivenessof westerntheologicaleducationeven in its Europeanand NorthAmerican
context.MichaelGriffith pointsto the deep dissatisfactionwith the current scene and urges
Europeanevangelicaltheologicaleducatorsto implementchanges,lest theological
educationbecomeirrelevant(1989).Andrew Kirk claimsthat "presenttrainingmethods
have provedinadequateto the contemporaryneedsof the church," and he calls the
westernmodelof theologicaltraining"unrealand even naive"(1983:49f.). And Tim
Dearbornof the SeattleAssociationfor TheologicalEducationobserves:
We have entrusted to our seminaries and theological schools a daunting
responsibility. They are expected to prepare wise, compassionate,
theologically astute and pastorally proficient servants who can lead the
church and our society through the crisis of the 21st century. However,
during this century the theological schools of the Western world have

adopted methods for fulfilling this responsibilitywhich some would say,
guaranteetheir failure (:7).
Evenif some of these statementsmay need qualification,they bear witnessto the
widespread disappointment with the'product' of traditional theological education in its
outreach, as well as in the quality of the leadership it produces. Consequently, a search for
reform, renewal and alternative models of ministerial training can be observed both in the
evangelical (cf. Ferris 1990) and in the Ecumenical world (cf. Engel/Dietrich; Dietrich
1995).

movements and ad hoc educational events (workshops, conferences, short courses, etc.)
(1982:133).
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b)

The New Paradigm: People- and Context-Oriented Theological Education
A growing number of theological educators are aware of the deficiencies of the old

paradigm and draw from the insights of adult education in order to reshape theological
education (cf. R. T. Bender, Ferris, Kinsler, Ward). Several new models of theological and
pastoral training have come into existence. The concept of Clinical Pastoral Education
(CPE) can be traced as far back as 1925 and must be seen as a forerunner to many more
recent models of pastoral training (cf. Zehr/Egli: 11-16).Today, many new structures for
theological training are associated with Theological Education by Extension (TEE), a
concept whose origins date back to 1962 and which incorporates a wide range of
educational structures (cf. Kinsler ed.) However other terms have been used to describe
the people-orientation of new educational models including 'popular theological education'
(Kinsler 1987), 'people centred theological education' (Sarraco:33), 'ministry centred
theological education' (Saracco:27), 'contextual theological education' (Kinsler 1979:19) or
'open theological education' (Kinsler 1981:61ff. ). They do not all refer to the same, precise
form of education, but they share a common reference to what has been called 'alternative
models of theological education' (Kinsler 1981:41; Padilla ed. 1988). This can be outlined
in greater details as follows:

(1) Goal-Oriented and Pragmatic Theological Education
In currentadult educationthe legacyof education"as an end in itself' has been
questionedand replacedby a clear orientationtowardseducation"as a meansfor other
ends" (Kidd/Titmus:xxx-xxxi).The basic underlyingassumptionIs that adultswant to learn
purposefullyin view of their personaldevelopmentand/ortheir work in professionsand in
the questionof purposeand objectivesis raised
society.In the new-paradigm-thinking,
with new urgency.In this view, theologicaleducationservesan aim outsideand beyond
academiaand theologicaleducationitself (cf. Kirk 1983:49-51).As shown before,there is
a growingconsensusthat the aim of theologicaleducationis to serve the church in its
mission.A few examplesin view of the educationalconsequences:
The statementof the ATS consultationwith the NCC/WCCsays:
We now understandmore clearly that the purpose of theologicaleducation
is equipping in ministry all those who are and will be enabling their faith
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Duraisingh defines, "The formation of the faithful for their participation and
celebration of the life of the kingdom and for their actively partaking in the church's mission
is the central purpose of all that it does through its ministries of education and nurture"
(1992:34). Kinsler states, "Theological education exists not as an end in itself, not to
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the objective of theological training is to educate the community of faith for its mission In
the world, then the output of theological training institutions must be measured according
to this objective statement. This is the argument of the new paradigm.
Consequently, it is evident that in the new paradigm, pragmatic questions receive
new significance. An increasing number of individuals, churches and mission agencies are
What
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in
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They
theological
this
education
way.
asking:
approaching
are simply
of theological education? Do educational institutions produce the kind of leaders we need?
Do theological schools serve the objectives of the church or do they have their own
objectives and agenda? Does theological training reach the people In the church? Does
theological education enable persons to become enablers for the church and its members
to cope with the "tide and destructive forces of this age" (Poerwowidagdo:45f. ).Time and
again, this pragmatic approach can be observed in the literature on alternative models of
theological education.
(2)

People-Oriented Theological Education

It follows that the new paradigm is people-oriented. The following quotation by
Kinsler summarises well the concern:
So we must extend our seminaries and institutions to where they live, i.e., to
the whole area of our church. We have to adjust our schedules to fit theirs,
our thinking to communicate within the varied sub-cultures they represent,
our teaching to match their different academic levels, our materials to carry
a greater proportion of the cognitive input. We need to extend our concept
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workers, elders, youth leaders,ordained pastors, Le., those who carry the
primaryresponsibilityin our churchesand congregations(:25f.).
This includesseveralaspects:
1.

A primarylevel is geographicaland cultural.It is the move from the educational

centreto the people.Kinsler,occasionallycalled'father of TheologicalEducationby
Extension'(Kirk 1983:46), makesthe simple statementthat "extensionhas primarilyto do
with people"(1981:25). The key of the extensionmovement,he claims, is that it extends
theologicaleducationto people;"peoplewho are largely beyondthe reach of traditional
residentialseminariesand Bibleinstitutes"(:25). Contextualtheologicaleducation"should
take place in the geographicallocationswhere peoplelive and work and worship." This
means"that the seminaryclassroomshould be extendedto the hinterland," and "that
theologicalstudiesshould be adaptedto the linguisticand culturalpatternsof each subculture"(Kinsler1979:19).Thus,what is calledfor in the new paradigmis that "local
leaderscan obtain a profound,integraltrainingwhile carryingon their ministryin the
streetsand in the life of the congregation"(Kinsler1981:12, cf. 32f.).
2.

Beyondthis rather pragmaticlevel, contextualtheologicaleducationalso

includes a new pedagogy which moves beyond "the transferral of pre-packaged subject
matter primarily through lectures, and production of graduates who will believe and perform
as the institution and the churches desire" (Kinsler 1981:49; cf. 1983:22-24). People
involved in ministry and everyday struggles learn differently.
The tendency of formal school programs is to depend upon motivation within
the content, have poor clarity of objectives, experience a low level of
appropriate instructional technology, base validation on tradition, and offer
symbolic rewards. The tendency of non-formal programs, on the other hand,
is to find motivation within the learner, have a higher clarity of objectives,
experience a high level of appropriate instructional technology, base
validation on performance and application, and offer pragmatic rewards
(1981:48).
This means that in contextualised theological education, students and teachers
engage together in an action-reflection process which is directed toward conscientisation
and liberation-to use the terminology of liberation theology-and a more effective service
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in the church and in the world. "In this process no one teaches anyone; people learn
together in the real world" (Kinsler 1981:49; with reference to Paulo Freire).239This
pedagogical aspect will be further developed under the third aspect of the new paradigm
below.
3.

Thirdly, people-oriented, contextual theological education involves a significant

shift in the orientation of the curriculum. The traditional curriculum of theological education
reflects the history of theological education-the encyclopaedia of theology and the
fourfold pattern-as pointed out by Farley. It is shaped by the past, thinks in the categories
of the past and speaks the language of the past. Traditional theological education is based
on the presupposition "that by gaining some mastery of the past, we will Inevitably be
better equipped to face the complexities of the future. " Consequently, "Greek and Hebrew,
Church History and Historical Theology all have important places in the seminary
curriculum" (Dearborn:9). Advocates of a new paradigm of theological education do not
usually devalue the significance of historical knowledge, but they point out that "leaders
who are past, rather than future focused, are a contradiction in terms" (:9). It is a move
from "curriculum-oriented" theological education, concerned with the transmission of the
content of the past, structured according to a pattern of the past, to (a) "goal oriented"
theological education, where the objectives determine the subject matter; (b) "student
oriented" theological education, which tries not "to force ... all into the same shape or
habit but works to develop the utmost the individual features of each species," and (c)
"problem oriented" theological education, which focuses "upon the urgent issues both In
church and in society" (Griffith 1989:9-11)?
4.

Finally, Kinsler pushes to a fourth level, toward a participatory model of

education. Traditionally, "the entire academic programme is laid out without consulting the
students" (Kinsler 1981:47). Kinsler suggests, that theological education should "actually
be shaped and directed by" local people (Kinsler 1979:19). Poerwowidagdo asks:
Do our students participate in determining their educational programme? In
other words, is our educational methodology student or human centred

239Seealso the educational process suggest by Duraisingh (1992:42-45).
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rather then content (knowledge)centred? Do we provide for democratic
participationof all those who are concernedand involvedin the educational
process"(:48).
This emphasis is a reaction against institutionalised education which works on an
vertical model, transferring knowledge from the educated teacher down to the Ignorant
student. This is, in Kinsler's words, a significant pedagogical dimension of TEE theory:240
Whereas the school system is hierarchical and traditional teaching tends to
domesticate the students, TEE seeks to break out of both schemes,
recognizing that the students are leaders whatever their academic level may
be, and treating them as partners in the educational process. To achieve
this change the teachers need to come down off their pedestal, and
institutions need to respect the student's maturity (1987:34).

This calls for new modelsof learningwith a strongemphasison dialoguein an
ongoingaction-reflectionprocess.It can not be achieved"so much by curriculumdesign as
by engagingpeoplewherethey are in their historicstrugglefor survival,for identity,for
health,for justice and dignity,for salvation,for renewedchurch and a new socialorder'
(:19).
This quest for more relevantmodelsof theologicaltraining is far from being only a
Two Thirds World concern. To an increasing measure, western theological educators
become aware of the deficiencies of traditional centralised and residential theological
education and call for more "context related learning" (Duraisingh 1992; Werner 1992:78f,
cf. Werner 1995:20f; Dearborn; ATSAf; Zehr: 17). Already in 1978, Newbigin pointed out
the challenges to the educational models of the first world by the new reflections and
experiments in the Two Thirds World-and this on the levels of structure, methods, as well
as content of theological training (1978:6-10). Andrew Kirk, a British theological educator
with Latin American experience, advocates the contextual and people-oriented model of
TEE for theological training in the west, too. He concludes, "What I am advocating is quite

240Thefact that these theoretical advantages of TEE are not automatically put in to practice
simply by implementing a TEE structure has been demonstrated by several critical studies on TEE
experiences (cf. Mulholland).
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(methods of doing theology)" (1983:51-54,56).
From 'Pedagogy'towards

'Andragogy"

This people-orientation in theological training must also be seen in relation to the
shift from 'pedagogy' to 'andragogy' in adult education In general. According to
Kidd/Titmus, a fundamental idea in the philosophy of modern adult education is "that any
adult is a free agent, responsible for his or her action, who is therefore at liberty to

participateor not in any educationalexperienceas he or she choosesand who should
determine the content and nature of the experience" (Titmus: xxviii). Knowles has defined
andragogy along these lines. His concept is based on four assumptions:

(a) his self-conceptionmoves from one of being a
a
as
person
matures,
...
dependentpersonalitytoward one of being a self-directedhuman being; (b)
he accumulates a growing reservoir of experience that becomes an
increasing resource for learning; (c) his readiness to learn becomes oriented
increasingly to the development tasks of his social roles; and (d) his time
perspective changes from one of postponed application of knowledge to
immediacy of application, and accordingly his orientation toward learning
shifts from one of subject centredness to one of problem-centredness
(quoted from Krajne:21).

Basedon such assumptions,Knowlesput forwardhis theory of self-directedlearning,
summarised in the following chart (quoted from Ferris 1984:47; based on Knowles
1975: 60),

Concept of the learner
Role of learner's
experience
Readiness to learn
Orientation to learning
Motivation

Teacher-directed Learning
Dependent personality
To built on more than used

Self-directed Learning
Increasingly self-directed
organism
A rich resource for learning

Varies with levels of
maturity
Subject-centred

Develops from life tasks to
problems
Task- or problem-centreT

External rewards and
punishment

I Internal incentives, curiosity

From this it follows that 'lifelong learning' is a key concept in contemporary
andragogy. Lengrand calls this "a radical transformation of education" (:6) In contrast to
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the traditional philosophy of education, which is build on the conception that life Is "divided
into distinct parts: a period of learning and preparation, followed by a period of action," the
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Thus, the concept of lifelong education does not just add continuing education to traditional
initial education; it alters the task of initial education. Lengrand concludes, that there is no
reason to overburden the brains of children by accumulating a capital of knowledge which
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to learn (Langrand:6-8).
Conceptions for theological education which can be viewed as representing a new
paradigm are aware of these foundational concepts in adult education. Robert Ferris is one
of the theological educators who has applied such concepts to theological education. In his
definition of the process of theological education he draws from Knowles, Piaget, Carkhuff
and Combs, as well as Freire (1984:45-52). At the 1984 consultation of the International
Council of Accrediting Agencies he called theological educators to a serious renewal of the
process of theological education. He states:
Unfortunately, traditional schooling processes teach us to be taught, but
they do not teach us to learn. Residence and extension programs alike
typically assign initiative to a teacher for planning, directing and evaluating
learning. Whenever this occurs, our programs risk cultivating dependencies
rather than the capacity for self-directed learning (:45f. ).
Drawing on Knowles's concept of 'self-directed' learning, he urges theological
educators to facilitate "growth from teacher-directed to self-directed learning-from
dependence to maturity."
It seems that the implementation of such conceptions of adult education would
challenge traditional theological education as least as much as it challenges education in
general.
(4)

Summary and Critical Reflections

The new paradigm is characterised by the terms goal-oriented and pragmatic as well
as people-oriented and andragogicaL This indicates a radical shift In perspective, in
response to the question, who sets the agenda in theological training? (1) Whereas in the
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grass-roots level of the church in mission set the agenda. (2) Whereas in the old paradigm,
the quality of theological training is assessed according to the standards of the academic
community, in the new paradigm the quality of a programme is measured according to its
service to the church in mission. (3) Whereas in the old paradigm, Input matters most
(academic qualification of faculty and students), in the new paradigm output matters most
(are graduates prepared to give leadership to the church in mission?) (Griffith 1989;
Duraisingh:33; Dearborn:7; Poerwowidagdo:45). This shift of perspective must be seen as
axiomatic to the new paradigm.

Nonetheless,some aspectsof this secondaxiomof a new paradigmof theological
educationdeservecritical reflectionand qualification(cf. Kirk 1983:54-56; Mulholland:1723; Kinsler 1983:16-20; 1987:33-36):
1.

Institutionsof theologicaleducationbetweenthe church and the academic

world. The new paradigm suggests a rather radical shift from traditional academic
institutions of theological education to contextualised, people-oriented ministerial training.
Traditionally, theological education takes place in institutions more or less separated from
the church and even more from mission. The educational institutions are often more at
home in the context of the academia than in the context of the church. This has certainly
been challenged by the new paradigm. Some would even argue that theological education
should be completely integrated into the church (e.g., Simson:49-53), while others
advocate the necessity of interaction with the academic world (cf. Samuel 1996:4; Harder;
Jongeneel 1998). This study advocates definitions which see institutions of theological
education in a creative tension between two worlds: the church and the university (R.
Bender 1971:166f; Harder). Still, in the light of the thesis stated earlier, the ultimate
allegiance and obligation of theological education is to the church engaged in mission and
not to the educational institution and the world of academia. The Associated Mennonite
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Biblical Seminary (Elkhart, Indiana), a denominational institution of the Free Church
tradition has stated this conviction as follows:
The context for theological education is therefore not first of all the
university, but the community of faith. The theological school stands, to be
sure, in the academic tradition as well as in the ecclesiastic tradition;
however, it is the Judeo-Christian tradition (as expressed through the Free
Churches in this instance) rather than the Western culture (which forms the
intellectual environment of the university) which is the true home of
theological education. In short, we look to Jerusalem rather than to Athens
for our clues in shaping the form, substance, and style of our enterprise (R.
Bender 1971:166).241
This certainly stands In contrast to the ethos of the university. Nicole notes:
The partner of the European theologians
[is] the university, not the
...
church. Theological educators will spend a lot of time and energy to give to
the university and the world of scientists and technicians additional evidence
to support the scientific character of their discipline" (:34).

Some have arguedthat it is preciselypart of the church'smissionarypresencein the
world to conducttheologicalstudiesin the contextof the university(Zumstein:97f; Samuel
1996:4, Jongeneel1998).This shouldnot be denied;however,In the new paradigmthere
is a strong call for priorities.242The home of theologicaleducationis the churchin mission
and not the university.Lydia Harder,a theologicaleducatorwho is involvedin theological
in
education both a small denominationalseminary(AssociatedMennoniteBiblical
Seminary,Elkhart)and a large university(TorontoMennoniteTheologicalCentreat the
TorontoSchoolof Theology)reflectscriticallyon this dual commitmentof theological
education.Usingthe languageof "centre"and "boundary"she relatesthe former to the
church,the latter to the universityand advocatesfor theologicaleducationthat relatesto
both. In so doing,theologicaleducationmust keep its primaryallegianceto the church in

241Amore recent statement of AMBS (1992) has affirmed this philosophy (AMBS:23)
242Samuel(1996:4) states, "Theological education must relate to the academy and the church
in mission." This author would suggest changed priorities: to the church in mission primarily and as
part of this mission also to the academy.
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mission,and it needsto developa bilingualismwhich allowsit to communicatewith the
churchas well as with the academicworld. It is the convictionof this authorthat this
providesa well-statedtheoryfor the conductof theologicaleducationin the tension
betweenthe church in missionand the academicworld (Harder).
2.

Thelimitationsof pragmatism:In the new paradigmof theologicaleducation,

pragmatic questions are not avoided but rather implemented as an essential tool for
decision-making. One looks carefully at the output of theological education and does not
hesitate to assess the educational process by assessing the effectiveness in serving the
church in mission. But pragmatism is a slippery terrain, especially when it is based on
superficial research and short term perspectives. Not every technique which produces
immediate church growth is necessarily consistent with biblical theology nor helpful for the
church in mission in the long run. The needs pronounced by people (felt needS)243in their
local context are not necessarily what they really need (unrecognised needs) in the light of
a larger, historical and global perspective. Kirk rightly states that
the most appropriate education and the best theology are not necessarily
what the majority may want. Christians in local situations may need their
horizons broadened and their imaginations stretched" (1983:50).
The urgent call for pragmatic evaluation of theological training needs therefore to be
supplemented by an insistence on careful research and responsible, long-term reflection.

3.

Action-Reflection

Process: Overcoming the Theory-Practice

Dichotomy
There is a growing consensus among theological educators that the integration of
theory and practice is a point of great dissatisfaction in contemporary theological
training.244Many schools have sought ways for a deeper integration of theory and practice,

243"Feltneeds" are an important component of the educational process In relation to the
student's motivation (Gage/Berliner:277-280).
244Cf.Piper's introduction to his proposal of a new models of pastoral training (198 1:9): Mas
Theorie-Praxis-Problem hält seit etwa einem Jahrzehnt die wissenschaftliche Theologie als auch die
Kirche erneut in Atem. P. Cornehl umschreibt die jüngste Problematik mit den Worten: 'Es dürfte
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often unter the heading of field education. Again, theological educators are indebted to
adult education for many new insights in this area. Concepts such as experimental
learning, supervised field education or inductive learning have been inspiring for innovative
theological educators. Furthermore, it was the pedagogy of Liberation Theology (e.g.,
Paulo Freire) which opened a fresh understanding of theory and praxis (cf. Ferris 1984:4748; Kinsler 1978:41-60; Schipani:30-32).
We begin again by looking first at some contours of the old paradigm:

a)

The Old Paradigm: Deductive Transmission of Knowledge and
Separation of Theory and Practice
The terms theory and practicecall for clarificationat the beginningof this discussion.

Farley,addressingthe issue in his 1981presentationto the ATS, distinguishesfour ways
of using of theory/practicein the currentdiscussion(1981:103f.): (1) In referenceto the
educationalprocessit is commonto distinguishbetweentheoreticalassignments(i.e.,
thinking,reading,writing) and practicalassignment(i.e., 'hands-on'work in the churchand
in society).(2) The term practicalrefers also to techniquesand skills over against
theoreticalstudiesof a more academicnature.(3) In the fourfold pattern,practicalrefers to
the ministerialpractice(practicaltheologyas practicalministerialformation)as opposedto
the 'theory'of Bible,theologyand churchhistory.(4) Finally,in a more general sense,
practicalmeansthat studiesas a whole should be relevantfor life and ministry.
This can be taken as a helpful preliminaryclarificationbut we need to tackle the
problemmore preciselyas we look at some of the historicaldevelopments.
(1)

'Practical Theology'as the Theory of the Ministerial Practice

According to Farley, the introduction of the encyclopaedic, fourfold pattern of
theology has caused severe confusion regarding the understanding of theory and practice.
This rather complex problem can be developed in several steps: (1) in the study-of-

keine unzulässige Dramatisierung sein, wenn man von einer Kluft zwischen der systematischtheologischen Wissenschaft und dem religiös-kirchlichen Leben spricht. Die Kluft ist mehr als die
sinnvolle Distanz zwischen Theorie und Praxis, sie signallsiert eine tiefe Störung! "
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theology period, theory and practice were not seen as two separate elements or even
disciplines but as two sides of the one habitus of theology. Theology was by definition
theoretical and practical, i.e., theologia as habitus is composed both by the element of
action as well as the element of reflection. (b) In Protestant dogmatics of the 16th and 17th
century, practical still referred to that aspect of theology which has to do "with the effect of
the knowledge of God in life and action" (Farley 1981:102). In this sense, practice does not
refer to the ministerial task, but to aspects of theology which affect Christian life, such as
"soteriology and prophetic theology" (: 102; 1983:77f.). (3) Then, in the fourfold pattern as
developed in the 19th century, practical theology had the task of applying the theory of the
three theoretical disciplines to ministerial activity; here, practical theology became a bridgebuilding discipline between theory and practice (cf. Farley 1981:104ff.). With this, theory
was assigned to certain disciplines which henceforward conducted theological studies on a
purely theoretical level. On the other hand, practical theology was committed to practicenamely, clerical practice, as noted above. (5) In the 20th century, practical theology
developed its own curriculum, separate from the theoretical disciplines. The methodology
was taken from the social sciences and each sub-discipline (homiletics, counselling,
leadership, mission) developed into a professional theory of ministerial practice. Thus,
even so-called practical theology ends up becoming theory: the theory of the ministerial
function. (6) Finally, under the pressure of an increasing dissatisfaction with irrelevant
academic theory and the urgent call for more relevant theological education, practical
theology and the understanding of practice became more and more functional and
pragmatic. Practical is that which can be used immediately and that which works within a
short period of time. With this emphasis, practical theology tends to lead to a
"preoccupation with technique" (Farley 1981:105).
Thus, Practical Theology in the traditional paradigm is in reality theory. It is taught, on
the assumption that the students will be able to apply the theory when they finally get into
their professional life.
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(2)

Deductive Learning as Dominant Methodology

Furthermore the problem of application or transfer has to be seen in relation to the
teaching methodology, which is predominately deductive. This means that the educational
be
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a
given
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process
learned beforehand, then applied to real-life situations. This implies that theory precedes
practice and can be mastered on a cognitive, intellectual level without involvement and
commitment to the historical situation. Consequently, most of the contemporary attempts to
solve the theory-practice problem consist of some type of bridge-building (cf. Farley
1981:102f.), trying to apply theory to practical life. However, there are severe doubts as to
whether they really solve the problem. All these bridge-building attempts only reinforce the
aforementioned assumption that theory, as a given, abstract set of knowledge that can be
learned and can then be applied to every day life situations. Yet it is precisely this view of
theory and practice that has been challenged (cf. Farley 1981: 101-106; Piper; Tracy
1989).
Piper, who introduced Clinical Pastoral Training to German pastoral education
(1981), defines the process of deductive leaming as follows:
Practice
N
Abstrtr 3cti

Teacher

Theory
Student
pplic ai\tlon
Practice
ce

The teachertransmitsto the studentan abstracttheory,which the student has to
is
The
theory.
teacher
as
abstract
point
where
and student meet abstract theory.
absorb
The teacher may transmit a theory which he or she has developed Inductively from
personal, practical experience and may also transmit a theory already received as tradition
but applied personally in practical life and now spoken'out of experience; and finally he or
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she may also transmit a theory received as tradition yet never applied to practical life. The
student, on the other hand, has to absorb an abstract theory as a set of pre-packed
knowledge and is left with the task of applying it to practical life.

The disadvantagesof such an educationalmodelare obviousand common
knowledge:
2

Education is reduced to the transmission of theory and the appropriation of abstract

knowledge.
0

It is difficult for the students to relate abstract theory to real life in a class room
situation, especially when they have no previous experience In the area of the taught
subject.

0

Studentsrapidlyloosetheir motivationto study if they cannot connectthe learned,
abstract theory with real life situations.

M

There is a tendency to remain in the realm of abstraction and to conduct abstract

reflectionas an end in itself.
0

There is usually a large surplus of abstract theory at the end of a course taught by
the traditional paradigm of learning.

0

Examinations focus on the correct reproduction of abstract theory by the student.

M

The whole systemis built on the presuppositionthat cognitivelyappropriated,
abstracttruth can later be successfullyappliedto life.

It is evident that this concept of education has the potential for domination because

the teacherwho has the knowledgeis in control of the educationalprocess.The student
dependsfully on the expertiseof the teacher.Paulo Freire,in his critiqueof the dominant
paradigmof westerneducation,speaksof the "Bankers-Conceptof Education," (Freire
1981:57ff.) becausethe teacher makes a depositof knowledgein the studentsminds
which shouldyield interestin the future. Freire speaksof educationas "praxis of
domination"becauseit presupposesthat peopleare emptyvesselswhich ought to be filled
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with the pre-defined knowledge handed down by the established tradition of a given
society. Kinsler has adopted Freire's pedagogy to theological education245and criticises
traditional models of theological education for their dominant and oppressive role. Similarly,
Henri Nouwen has pointed to the fact that traditional education is a unilateral process in
which the teacher is strong and the student weak (:7-9). The teacher knows, the student
does not know. The whole movement is from the strong to the weak. Nouwen rightly calls
this "teaching as a violent process."
While deductive learning has value to a certain extent and for certain subjects, if it

becomesthe predominatemethodof teaching,it has the potentialfor domination,it tends
to avoidthe student'sgrowthtowardmaturity,and it leads studentsto a tremendous
degreeof accumulationof abstractknowledgeand alienatesthem from practice.
Applicationsthen becomesthe almostimpossibletask of bridgingthe immensegulf
betweenabstracttheoryand real life.
Distanclation and Detachment From Life Context
The problem caused by one-sided deductive methodology Is reinforced by what
Farley calls distancing1distanciation.246Traditional models of theological education
separate students from the context of their future professional work, and this In most cases
for many years. A student who follows university training in Germany or Switzerland (cf.
Lange/Schmid) will study at least four to five years after the completion of the
Abitur/Matura. Upon entering pastoral ministry for the first time at age 25 or more, he/she
has been learning and studying full-time in the context of educational Institutions for at
least 18 years. Of course, students live as normal persons and citizens in society and
church and therefore have a certain degree of life experience. However, most of their time
has been spent in the distinct context of educational institutions, which is highly different

245Especiallyin his article "Extension: An Alternative Model of Theological Education" (198 1),
where he uses the terms contextualisation, conscientisation and liberation to define the structure, the
methodology, and the process of theological education.
24617arley
uses the two terms distancing and distanciation interchangeably (1981: 105). Another
common term describing the same thing is detachement.
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from what they will experience after graduation. The educational philosophy behind this
concept of theological training implies that theory precedes practice and that in initial
education students can acquire most of the theory they need for life. It divides life "into two
distinct parts: a period of preparation and training, followed by a period of action"
(Lengrand:6). While students learn "the habit of critical inquiry" they do not-in the case of
future pastors-learn "the habit of ministerial practice" (Schipani:34). Consequently,
despite the fact that traditional educational institutions claim to prepare people for life,
graduates will enter church ministries in many ways unprepared.
Furthermore, this system reinforces the notion that the time of Initial education is a
time of preparation for life but not real life. Henry Nouwen has rightly pointed to the fact
that in this process students are alienated from life. Although this system intends to
prepare people for life, it actually prevents them-by its very structure-from living
(Nouwen:9f.).
(4)

Epistemological Implications

In view of further discussion, we should point finally to the epistemological Issues
involved in deductive, detached education. Ultimately, this traditional paradigm of
education transmits a certain understanding of what truth Is, how it can be known,
articulated and learned. This is of particular significance In theological education, which
claims to deal with ultimate truth. Deductive learning presupposes that truth Is a defined,
pre-packed set of knowledge which can be handed down from generation to generation.
Therefore, the issue of theory and practice is reduced to the problem of application. The
solution of the problem of theory and practice, or at least the right steps toward a solution,
would then be reached through improvement in the application of the definitive theory. We
will argue later in this study that the old paradigm fails exactly because of its
epistemological presuppositions. This will become clear as we look at the contours of a
new paradigm.
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b)

The New Paradigm: Integration of Theory and Practice

(1)

Bridge Building - and Beyond

The question of how the bridge between theory and practice can be built is not new,
heading
transfer
dealt
issues
the
the
have
theories
of
with
related
under
educational
and
Educational textbooks analyse transfer-mechanisms and suggest strategies and
methodologies to enhance transfer (cf. Gage/Berliner: 161-174). These are essential parts
of any educational theory and remain significant in the new paradigm. However, traditional
transfer methodologies are instruments for moving successfully from theory to practicethat is, they reinforce the assumption that the process of learning basically moves from the
cognitive acquisition of a theory to its application into the various contexts of life.
Farley and others suggest a move beyond the bridge building model to what could be

called a process-model(Farley1981:104f.), pointingto a lifelongeducationalprocess.In
this process,a "dynamicrelationbetweenaction and reflection"Is necessary
(Duraisingh:36). These are not just other words for theory and practice;they representa
differentpedagogicalunderstanding:(1) action, or "praxis,is not only the goal but also the
foundationof theory" (Duraisingh:36); (2) the processof learningincludes"concrete
missiologicalinvolvements"and "commitmentto the strugglesof peoplefor fuller life"
(Duraisingh:36); as well as (3) reflectionand "distanciation as a constitutiveingredient
...
in any act of understanding"(Farley 1981:105). In the words of Siga Arles, it Is a shift from
"formationthrough information"to "formationthrough involvement"(:371).
Inductive Learning247
One of the key elements of learning which moves beyond the theory-application
model is inductive learning.248According to Piper, the process of inductive learning can be
presented with the following chart: (Piper:46):

247Thisis not to be confused with the concept of inductive Bible study, a method of Bible
reading which is very much appreciated by evangelicals.
248Seealso the related and somewhat broader term experiential learning in adult education
(Titmus:193-195; Raapke/Schulenberg:74-92).
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Experience/Action

Reflection

Teacher

Studentl
I Understanding

I

nce/Action

Here, learning, understood as a process moving from experience/action/practice to
reflection and theory, finally leads to a deeper understanding. From here, the process
is
It
important to take note of Pipers significant
back
to
experience/action/practice.
moves
distinction between 'happening' [WiderfahrnLs]and 'experience' fErfahrung]. A happening Is
what happens to a person, first of all without any interpretation or understanding. A person
can 'make' it into an experience by reflecting upon it. At this point, theories and teachers
come into the picture. Reflecting upon whathappened' in the light of theory, the happening
can be interpreted, or understood, turning the 'happening' Into an experience. In Piper's
terms, the "Aha!-experience" [AHA-Erlebnis or the moment in which the student
,
understands what has happened to him, is the most crucial moment in the learning
"Aha!
Furthermore,
this
the
may
also
when
student gets
process.
occur
-experience"
involved in action; and when certain things happen, he suddenly achieves an
understanding of the happening in the light of the theory he had learned. The teacher, in
this model, is the facilitator in this process. He or she, being more experienced and
possessing a deeper understanding of happenings and also a wider knowledge of theory,
can help in the student's attempt to understand what has happened. Of course, the teacher
will transmit theory in this process, not just as a bulk of abstract knowledge, but rather as
selected packages as they appear useful for the interpretation of happenings.
In practice such an educational model would have the following features:
The prerequisite to any larger input of theory must be a minimal exposure to practice
in the area of studies (happenings)-that is, the more experience (or to use Pipers
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terminology,'happenings')a personbringsinto the educationalprocess,the higher
the learningachievement.
"

Theoreticalinput oughtto servethe interpretationof practice;that Is, practicemust
occur in the teachingprocess.

"A

successfullearningexperiencewill lead to an "Aha!-Experience"and this will
enhancelearningmotivation.

"

Reflectionneedstime and a certaindistancingfrom practice;longer periodsof
intensiveacademicstudiesare not wrong in principlebut need to be conductedas
reflectionand interpretationin an inductivelearningprocessand not as the pure
transmissionof abstractknowledge.

"

Periodsof studieswill alwaysproducea certain surplusof abstracttheoretical
knowledgewhich cannotbe ImmediatelyintegratedInto the student'spractice.This is
not a problemif this time of theoreticalstudiesis not too long and if periodsof action
and involvementfollow.

"

Action/experience/practice
and reflection/theorymust be linked togetherand not just
stand side by side in isolation.
The implementationof such a paradigmof educationresults In an Integrationof

theory and practicein a way which movesfar beyondall the attemptsto bridgethe gap
within the frame of the old paradigm.Such modelshave been used in some TEE programs
(Kinsler 1981:41ff.) and in ClinicalPastoralEducation(cf. Zehr/Egli).
(3)

Contextual Learning

It followsfrom the conceptof inductivelearningthat the new paradigmemphasises
learningin the contextof every day life and work. Conceptssuch as learningby doing, on
thejob trainingand experience-basedlearningare frequentlyused in recent approachesto
theologicaleducation(cf. Cochrane;Dearborn;Kinsler 1981).Adult educationunderlines
the fact that learningoccursonly in interactionwith "surroundingmaterialand social
reality," and it thereforeappliesmethodologieswhich help the learnerto interact
consciouslyand systematicallywith his/her contextof living and working
46-47). This impliesthat learningis not possibledetachedand
(Raapke/Schulenberg:
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distanced from the context for which the educational process should prepare the student.
Kinsler, drawing from Freire's educational concepts, Identifies consclentisation and
liberation as key features of a new paradigm of theological education (1981:47-57). This
means that students are not distanced from their context of life and ministry and filled up
with detached propositional truth to be applied later in ministry. On the contrary: through
the educational process which takes place in the students' own context, the students learn
to reflect upon their world and their problems, are enabled to take action to solve the
problems and in so-doing are liberated to become more truly human (Kinsler 1981:48-49).
For Kinsler, the paradigmatic shift towards inductive and contextual learning is put into
practice in Extension Education; however, not every programme which carries the name
TEE achieves this level of integration of theory and practice. TEE can be practised as a
249
deductive
delivery
instrument
for
knowledge.
the
purely
of pre-packed
mere
The notion of more context-based ministerial training has also been adopted by
recent models of pastoral training in the western context. Many churches have set up
alternative educational structures to train their pastors in their contexts Instead of bringing
them to a traditional seminary campus for several years. For example, the Mennonite
Church in North America has set up a concept of Conference-Based Pastoral Education
implementing insights from TEE and Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE) (Zehr). The
significance in such models of pastoral education is the fact, "that the congregation
becomes the central context for equipping persons for ministry" (Zehr/Egli: I 10).

However, the context-based paradigm of education, which emphasises involvement
instead of distancing, has not remained unchallenged. Despite the importance of
involvement as a crucial element in the educational process, distancing must be
considered as equally important. Distancing (distanclation), as Farley points out, Is an
important aspect in the educational process. "Without such distancing education takes on

24917or
a critical assessment of TEE see Mulholland:17ff., and Ferries 1990a:13-15.1 am also
indebted to Patricia Harrison who, through her expertise in TEE, has given me an appropriate
understanding of the sometimes disappointing realities in many TEE programs. It seems that
Kinsler's vision is highly idealistic and far from being put into practice In many cases.
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the character of underwriting the student's agenda and has little or no function in criticizing,
modifying, or expanding that agenda" (1981: 105). A life transforming educational process
also includes critical reflection (Duraisingh:43f. ), and such critical reflection requires
occasional detachment and distancing. Practical involvement does not automatically lead
to a learning experience; this can only be secured through critical reflection on the practical
experience. Thus, in the new paradigm, the pendulum should not swing from one-sidedly
detached and deductive studies toward an equally one-sided experiential learning. This
would be naive. Local, church-integrated theological education is In danger of becoming
narrow-minded and even sectarian. If single independent churches start their own
programs of theological education, the ecumenical horizon of theological education may be
at jeopardy. It should not be overlooked that there Is a certain value in the educational
institution's role as a centre of critical reflection in regard to the church, The external
educational institution can provide room for detached critical reflection and expertise which
goes beyond the church's possibilities, and it can widen students' horizons toward a global
and ecumenical perspective. This is a valid and important aspect of the ministry of external
educational institutions (cf. Kirk 1983:50).To use Bosch's terminology again, it may be wise
to call for a creative tension between church-integ rated theological education and
educational institutions which also regard the church critically (cf. Kirk 1983:48-51).
Consequently, in the new paradigm, the world and the church provide the primary context
for theological education; however, it will be wise not to neglect the value of external
institutions of theological studies and training. The result is an educational partnership
between churches, society and educational institutions (cf. Kemper; Mitchell; Schipanl: 3032).
(4)

Epistemological Implications

At this point we have to realise that we have once again touched on issues of
epistemological significance. While in the old model which has been criticised, the
movement tends to flow from theory = truth to practice = application, new pedagogical
models call for a hermeneutical circulation which sees the process of approaching truth as
interaction between the text of the Bible, the context of the ecclesial community and the
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open to the searching process of hermeneutical circulation (Schipani: 30-33; cf.
Duraisingh:42-45; Mitchell). This does not necessarily imply an open process which can
lead anywhere, driven only by contextual circumstances, communal group-dynamics and
individual subjectivity, as many may fear. Schipani states that it must be based on the
conviction that "the Bible is viewed as the normative standard for faithfulness of life,
ministry and thought" (:31). However, the key Issue in Inductive, contextual learning Is that
teacher and students are engaged in a common search for a deeper understanding of
truth. Kinsler enunciates this as a challenge: "In this process no one teaches anyone;
people learn together in the real world" (1981:49). It is obvious that teachers have to learn
a new role as they engage in this new educational paradigm.
(5)

Summary and Consequences

We have defined a third axiom of a new paradigm of theological education by
pointing to a radical pedagogical shift articulated by a variety of educators and theologians
coming from different contexts, associated with such terms as, inductive and contexual
learning. All these concepts focus on the process of theological education, on how
theological education is carried out; and they all emphasis the urgent need for new models
of theological training which take the students' context more seriously, facilitate the
student's development toward maturity and set students free to become life-long learners.
The pedagogical focus is not, as might first be imagined, that the gap between theory

and practicemust be successfullybridgedby application.The claim is that "praxis is not
only the goal but also the foundationof theorl' (Duraisingh:36). The new paradigmof
theologicaleducationintroducesa new hermeneuticswhich understandsthe task of
theologyas criticalreflectionon practice(cf. Gutierrez:W. ). Such a hermeneutichas been
advocatedforcefullyby theologiesof liberationand signifiesno less then a break with
traditionalepistemology(cf. Frostin; Bosch 1991:423ff.). Beyondthe justified critical

250Schipani
refersto the LatinAmericansourcesof this view,especiallyto CarlosMester.
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251it can be claimedthat contextualpedagogyis a
assessmentof contextualhermeneutics,
widely acknowledged element of a new paradigm of theological education.
In this educational model (1) the process of learning includes concrete involvement
and commitment (Duraisingh:36), as well as (2) distanciation and reflection (Farley
1981:105). This means that theory and practice are not understood-as in the old
paradigm-as abstract truth which can be learned theoretically beforehand and then
applied to various contexts but rather as the interrelationship of contextual commitment,
involvement, action and experience on the one hand, with, on the other hand, reflection on
and theoretical explanation of such practical experiences (cf. Duraisingh:44).
If such a learning process is successfully carried out, it will lead to a mutual influence

betweenpracticeand theory: (1) Practical,contextualinvolvementinfluencestheory, and
critical reflectionalters attitudes,behavioursand action. (2) Criticalreflectionand
theoreticalexplanationslead to a deeperunderstandingof the experience,and practical
involvementleads to a deeperunderstandingof theories.Given this definitionof the
educationalprocess,it is also evidentthat neitherdistinct cognitiveaccumulationof
knowledge,nor constantinvolvementin practicecan, by themselves,be seen as effective
learningexperiences.Both involvementand distancing,both action and reflectionare
neededin contextualtheologicaleducation.This meansthat teachersand educational
institutionsmust say fare-wellto some of the pedagogicalmethodologiesthey have used in
the past and grown up with and learn new ways of relatingto their students.

4.

Integrative Curriculum: Beyond the Legacy of Fragmentation
A fourth area needing a paradigmatic shift is curriculum design. Once more, this

opens up an entire field of educational theory (for introduction to the field see Lewy). In
view of theological education, the problem of the curriculum has its specific history, most
comprehensively analysed by Farley. Any attempt to move toward a new paradigm able to

251Themost seriouscritiqueaddressesthe tendencyin contextualtheologyto let the context
determinetheologyand minimisebiblicalauthority(Bosch 1991:4251f;Padilla1986:108-112).
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Again, the old paradigmprovidesthe point of departure:

a)

The Old Paradigm: Fragmentation of Theology and Theological
Education
The problem of the fragmentation of theological education, as Farley has traced it

throughout the history of the classical model of theological education, has been Introduced
earlier (pp. 50ff.) In order to grasp the extent of the problem, the dimensions of the
fragmentation need to be summarised at this point. According to Farley, the major
problematic elements of contemporary (North American) theological education are: (1) "the
dominance of the fourfold pattern," (2) "the absence of a material unity of studies," (3) "a
functionalist version of the clerical paradigm as that unity," and (4) "a theory-practice mindset" (1983: 127).

(1) The Fourfold Pattern of the Theological Curriculum
The widely lamentedpresentday fragmentationof theologicalstudiesIs partly the
productof the encyclopaedicorganisationof theologyand its divisionsinto varioustraditionallyfour-fields of studies.To use Farley'sterminology,the shift from study-oftheologyas a single subjectmatter to the study of the theologicalencyclopaediaas an
Enlightenment
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its effects on theologicalstudiesin the universitycontext (Farley 1983:49-72).253This

252Ferries,
for instance,acknowledgesFarley'sanalysisbut blameshim of not havingput
forwardconvincingsolutions(1990:18-20).
253Farley
observesthe shift betweenGerhardand NOsselt(1983:56): "Whenwe movefrom
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literature, academic journals, technical terminology and professional associations. Today
this process of fragmentation has reached a very sophisticated level. No scholar can today
be expected to master even all the sub-disciplines of one discipline, never mind the entire
field of theology (Mildenberger:143). (2) On a deeper level, the fourfold pattern also
contains a theory-practice fragmentation. Three theoretical disciplines (Bible, history,
is
task
to apply the
field
theology,
the
whose
of
practical
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against
over
systematics)
theory to the realities of the pastoral task. We have discussed this issue in the previous
chapter. At this point we only affirm that the alienation between the theoretical disciplines
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historical-critical investigation of ancient texts and the pastoral task of preaching a relevant
message are often separated by an insurmountable gulf (Bohren 1963:85-117).
(2)

The Absence of a Material Unity of Studies

Yet the fragmentation goes beyond the curricular organisation. As Gerhard Ebeling
states:
The study of theology is beset by a crisis in orientation. Because our access
to the unity and totality that constitutes the subject matter of theology is
disrupted, the main domain of its subject matter and task has broken apart
and crumbled into a bewildering conglomeration of individual items (1978: 1).
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Historicallyspeaking,the shift from the study-of-theologyas a single subjectmatter
to the fragmentationof the curriculumdiscussedabovealso indicateda shift In the ratio
studiorum,the rationalfor the studyof theology. In the periodof the study-of-theology,
Farleysays,
the ratio has more the characterof personalexhortation... It says in effect:
'These are the things you must do to deepen and sustain the disposition
already set in you by the Spirit, to lay hold of and understandthe things
made availableto you in revelation.' The 'studies' therefore include prayer,
learning biblical languages,reading books which set forth doctrines, and,
above all, reading Scripture.The transition from the study of theology [as
one subject matter] to theologicalencyclopediaengenderedan entirely new
justification
for
The
becomes
a
rational
studiorum.
studies
meaningof ratio
for the organizationof specific 'sciences'within an overall universityfaculty
and science(Farley 1983:53f.).
Thus, one significant result of the shift from the study-of-theology as a single subject
matter to the encyclopaedic, fourfold organisation of theological disciplines Is the loss of
the material unity of theological studies. Today, this loss is taken as the insurmountable
legacy of theological studies (Mildenberger:76,143). Ultimately, this even means a
significant change in the meaning of theology itself. "in brief," Farley states, "this shift is
from theology viewed as a habitus, an act of practical knowledge having the primary
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concludes, "crucial to this shift is the definition of theology by its reference and not by the
subject's act" (1983:81).
(3)

The Clerical Paradigm as Functional Unity of Studies

Pietism, as well as Schleiermacher's Brief Outline of Theological Studies, have been
acknowledged as the introduction of the clerical paradigm of theological studieS.254
According to Farley, the clerical paradigm was a way to find a new ratio studiorum for

'sciences."'
254Schleiermacher
was not the first who proposedthe clericaltask as main rationalof the

studyof theology(Farleyrefersto MosheimandBahrdt),buthe helpedthisapproachto becomethe
dominantparadigmin theological
education(Farley1983:82ff.).
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theological studies. The training of clergy became the "teleological" rationale for theological
education. The aggregate of subjects, organised according to the fourfold pattern of the
curriculum, gained a teleological unity through the aim of pastoral training.
Schleiermacher's thesis of the teleological, clerical rationale as the unifying centre of
theology is still advocated in contemporary introductions to theological studies
(Mildenberger:14-161;Dembrowski:188-190). While on the one hand the clerical paradigm
has contributed to the unity of theological studies and their orientation towards the church,
it has on the other hand also introduced a new set of problems: (1) It assigned the term
practical to the clerical ministry, which is a serious limitation of the concept of Christian
praxis to certain ministerial functions. Practical theology does not really deal with the praxis
of Christian faith but with the theory of the clerical profession. (2) Furthermore, it
contributed to the unhealthy division between theoretical and practical disciplines. By
assigning the task of application to practical theology, the theoretical disciplines were left
without the mandate to conduct theological studies in a holistic way. Thus, "theoria is the
business of Bible, theology, and history; g[qxJisthe business of homiletics, education, and
pastoral care" (Farley 1981:103). (3) Finally, the clerical focus of theological training
reinforces the separation of clergy and laity. Theology and theological studies become the
privilege of the professional minister, or in other words, theological studies become
professional training, excluding those who do not seek a clerical career.

Conclusion: The result of the historical development of theological studies is, In the
words of Farley, a "dispersed encyclopedia" (1981: 106); "the curriculum as an aggregate
of studies does not make sense as pertaining to a subject matter." The "student's
experience of theological education tends to be that of a miscellany of courses. Since a
unifying rationale is present neither in the curriculum nor in the student, there Is little
pattern which makes visible what is important and why." Therefore, "the student's
education is pieced together from areas of studies solipsistically related to each other. The
paradigm which would relate each one to the one thing, the study of theology, is absent"
(1981: 106-108). All the recent introductions to the study of theology struggle with this
legacy of the encyclopaedic fourfold pattern of theological education and try to suggest
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b)

The New Paradigm: Holistic Theological Education
A new paradigmof theologicaleducationcan only be reachedonce the

fragmentationof theologyhas been surmounted.The major Issue Is, in Farley'sterms, the
Farley
theological
the
theologia
claims
studies.
existentialunifyingcentreof
as
recoveryof
that the problemof fragmentationis not merelyof structural,but of theologicalnature.255
His thesis is, that "the reformof theologicaleducationcan be accomplishedonly by a
theologicalsolutionto the problemof the unity and branchesof theologicalstudies"
(1981:93), and later he affirmsthat "the reform of theologicaleducationIs not a technical
problemto be solvedby new pedagogicalstrategiesand curricularconstructionsbut a
theologicaltask" (:109f.). The theologicaltask FarleydemandsIs first of all "the task of
discerningthe single subjectmatter of theologicalstudies.... a subjectmatterwhich
constitutesthe unity of theologicaleducation"-In other words, the recoveryof "a governing
paradigm"(:11Of.).
As mentionedabove,most of the contemporaryintroductionsto theologicalstudies
fragmented
the
the
of
curriculum and suggest some solutions.
problem
address
(1)

Modest Proposals

In the context of the German university system, the present situation is widely
acknowledged as an unavoidable fact, resulting from the development of the theological
disciplines as sciences in the post-Enlightenment period. According to Mildenberger, the

be
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[Spezialisierung]
cannot
and specialisation
processof
255Thisdoes not suggest that careful curriculum design based on educational theories would
not make a vital contribution to a more integrated curriculum in theology. In the contrary, it is
imperative that measurable objectives are formulated, that the different subject-matters are
interrelated diachronically as well as synchronically and that procedures of quality assurance are
incorporated (to curriculum design see Aebli:282-324).
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that there is no conception of theology available which would allow to deduct a convincing
division of the curriculum (:76; cf. 143f; cf. Dembrowski).
Nonetheless, Mildenberger suggests two modest proposals: (1) he advocates
Schleiermacher's teleological model, in which the ministerial task provides the unifying
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centre of
the various theological disciplines. Each scholar has to be concerned not only with his field
of specialisation but with the unity of theology (148). As important as these suggestions
are, in the light of Farley's critique, they do not touch the centre of the problem.
Dembrowski suggests a two-part strategy to solve the problem. On the material level,
he claims that God and humanity provide the unifying subject matter. Beyond this, he too
(:
he
level
186-190)-but
functional
the
church
as
a
unifying
ministries
centre
on
suggests
sees no way to escape the problem of fragmentation on the curricular level (: 191f.)
While such modest proposals intend to limit the problem, they do not really reach the
centre of the issue. In order to do that an integration on four levels must be achieved: (1)
on the existential level, (2) on the functional level, (3) on the material level and (4) on the
structural level.
(2)

The Recovery of Theologla as Habitus

Farley's own proposal may be called existentIaL Reaching back to the earlier
meaning of theologia as "habitus of the human soul" (1983:31), he wants to recover
theology as "a personal and existential wisdom or understanding" (: 153). He calls for
theological studies which reflect "in some way the structure of faith itself, the structure of
Christian existence and how ministry reflects such" (1981: 110). For Farley, the unifying
centre will not be found in theology as a theoretical subject matter or in some sort of
central theme, which can serve as an organising principle of the curriculum but in "faith's
prereflective insightfulness" which he calls "belieffull knowing." This actually refers to faith
itself as "the way in which the human being lives in and toward God and the world under
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the impact of redemption" (1983:156). In a certain way, Farley advocates what Karl Barth,
in his late work Evangelical Theology. An Introduction, summarised with the following
words:
Theology itself is a word, a human response; yet what makes it theology is
not its own word or response but the Word which it hears and to which it
responds. Theology stands and falls with the Word of God, for the Word of
God precedes all theological words by creating, arousing, and challenging
them. Should theology wish to be more or less or anything other than action
in response to that Word, its thinking and speaking would be empty,
meaningless, and futile (16f. ).
Helmut Thielicke refers to the same issue with his remark that theologians too easily
shift from the second person (speaking with God) to the third person (speaking about
God), when talking with or about God (:32-34). What Farley, Barth and Thielicke are calling
for is the existential dimension of theology as unifying centre which renders it possible to
integrate theology as subject matter.256
(3)

Toward a Missionary Centre of Theology

In addition to this existential dimension of theological study, we need a functional
orientation as integrative centre. This study suggests taking the first axiom of a new
paradigm-namely, the missionary nature of the church and consequently of theology and
theological studies-as a further element which may contribute to the unity of theological
studies. This is based on the understanding that "mission is the mother of theology"; in
other words, theology is the reflective task of the church as it moves on in its mission
(Loewen). In a certain way this is also a teleological approach, but it moves clearly beyond
the traditional clerical telos of theological training. The missio Del, and deduced from it the
people of God in its mission, provide the centre and perspective of theological studies.
While this is a functional rationale for the integration of theological study, it definitely
constitutes more than a merely pragmatic aim for theological education; it is, In the light of

2561nthe German context this existential dimension as integrative centre of theological
education has been advocated by some theologians of the Schools (Bockmohl 1985:38-41; Frische
1979; Riecker 1984).
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the missio Dei, a truly theologicalcentre.Consequently,the church in missionprovidesnot
only the functlonalbut also the materialintegrativecentre.
Integrative Curriculum

Finally,a new paradigmof theologicaleducationwill call for curriculumdesign which
pays attentionto integrativemechanisms.Severalsets of such mechanismscan be
identified:(1) First, on a diachronicallevel the sequenceof coursesought to be orderedin
such a mannerthat a logicaldevelopmentof the learningprocessIs supported(Aebli:304314).An advancedform of diachronicalcurriculumdesign Is the "spiral-curriculum,
" which
emphasisesthe sequenceof coursesas well as the repetitionof subjectmatters
(Aebli:310-312).(2) Second,a synchronicalintegrationwill focus on the relationof
simultaneouslytaught subjectmatters-for example,by semesterthemes (Aebli:314-324).
(3) Furthermore,integrationcan be enhancedby emphasisingthe integraldimensionof all
coursesbut also (4) by offeringcourseswhich intentionallyfocus on Integration
(Dembrowski:191).(5) Finally,integrativecurriculumalso pays attentionto the
developmentaland educationalstage of the students-that Is, it engagesa studentIn
learningat a level appropriateto his or her capabilityto learn in an integrativefashlon.257
(5) Summary and Consequences
The transformationof theologicaleducationin the directionof the fourth axiom of a
new paradigmleadsto the followingconsequences:
1.

Farleyrightlyforeseesthat if the single subjectmatter of theological

education-in our case the churchin mission-determines curriculumdesign,then "the
internalstructureof that study and how that structuremay be translatedinto a pattern of
studies"needto be discerned(1981:113).What he calls for is a derivationof the internal
divisionof sub-themesand areas of studiesfrom the newlydefinedcentre and not-as

257Cf.Michael Dieterich who bases his concept of stages in professional education on Piaget's
theory (A 01-109). In a similar way Ross Bender applies Piaget to Christian Education (R.T. Bender
1997:92f.) However, more recent reflections on developmental stages move beyond Piaget, Le.,
Kohlberg, Fowler and Oser (cf. Nipkow/Schweitzer/Fowler) and add additional Insights to this Issue.
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With this, Farley suggests nothing less than the radical rethinking of the traditional fields of
studies. He concludes:
Any significant addressing of this third task will Inevitably involve certain
criticism and negations, certain modifications of the present patterns of
theological education. If the previously argued criticisms hold, both the
fourfold and twofold patterns (i.e. theory-practice] would be transcended. If
the present scholarly specialities are no longer the criteria for organizing
theological study, this implies another mode of faculty existence in the
school than through guild-like specialities (1981: 113)
This again implies a foundational shift. The traditional fields of studies will no longer
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agenda in the light of this unifying centre. New areas of research and study will emerge.
And, above all, more interaction, interdisciplinary studies and cross-disciplinary teaching Is
called for (cf. Farley 1981:113). Furthermore, Farley draws our attention to the
is
His
traditional
the
that the curriculum sends
paradigm
of
of
studies.
point
nomenclature
out signals "concerning the unity, structure and perhaps sequence of theological study"
(: 114). On a very practical level, the catalogue organisation should display the "study of
theology in pattern of work which reflect in some way the structure of faith itself' (: 110). In
other words, in the new paradigm, the nomenclature of theology and theological education
for
in
Farley,
(only)
this
According
to
the
a
calls
church
mission
and not
academia.
reflects
new definition of courses in terms of content and terminology (: 113f.). All of this belongs to
the material and curricular side of the integrative process.
2.

However, the new paradigm is also characterised by the existential integration
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First of all, the time and energydevotedto the study of narrowsubjectsin the dispersed
biblical
data
is
(languages,
to
task
of
some
extent
unavoidable
which
curriculum-a
backgroundstudies,historicalinvestigationsand the like)-must be balancedby elements
(courses,reading,discussion)which contributeto the integrationof the diversesubjects.In
otherwords, integrativecoursesare of at least equal importancefor a healthyeducational
process,as are in-depthstudiesof singledisciplines.(2) Furthermore,Integrativelearning
is promotedby process-orientedcurriculumdesign,understoodas the combinationand
successionof courseswhich supportintegrationrather than fragmentation.(3) Finally,
perhapsthe most significantaspectis that integrativelearningmust be appliedto each
student'sstage in the processof learning.Since integrationtakes place when the external
input meldswith the internalbeingof a person,it cannot be forced upon a group of people
in an uniformedfashion. Each individualdeservesappropriateguidancein the learning
process.This calls for people-oriented,rather than content-oriented,teachingand learning.
One of the interestingproposalsof an Integrated,mission-orientedcurriculumof
theological education has been put forward recently by Andrew Kirk of Selly Oak Colleges,
Birmingham (1997:53-61). Kirk writes: "My model is based on four cardinal points of
theological discipleship - pilgrimage, message, communication, and action - which, I
believe, faithfully reflect a missionary theology done in Christ's way" (:53). Furthermore,
Kirk's model contains four learning stages, leading from (a) the analysis of the students
(Kirk prefers the term participants) background (understanding a persons pilgrimage), to
(b) cultural and social analysis (understanding the world), to (c) message and
communication (understanding the Christian faith) and finally to (d) action. This proposal
incorporates many of the features of the paradigm outlined in this study.
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5.

Conclusion
We have thus synthesised the key elements of a reorientation in theological

have
We
been
developing
1960s.
the
has
structured the
since
early
which
education,
various strands into four key dimensions of what might be called an new paradigm of
theological education. The four dimensions are closely Interrelated. It became evident that
in that process, many elements of the old paradigm are not completely substituted. In
some sense, the new paradigm is a shift In perspective, a change of priorities, a new point
of departure. We can summarise it as follows:
1.

The first key element claims that the missio Del and the church participating in

that mission of God provide the orientation and the agenda of theological education. By
applying the dimension4intentionconcept this vision is incorporated into the curriculum.
With this, the traditional marginalisation of mission as well as the lack of orientation In
theological education are surmounted.
2.

The second key element emphasises andragogical education as it has been

developingin adult education.It is basicallypeople-orientedand not institution-oriented.
This meansthat it calls for theologicaleducationwhich is goal-orientedand pragmatic;
hence,it definesand measuresthe outputof the educationalprocessIn view of personal
and professionalneeds.Furthermoreit takes seriouslythe conceptsof self-directed,selfresponsibleand lifelonglearning.In the new paradigm,educationmust be made
accessibleto thosewho need and seek education.This calls for flexibility.In this way, the
traditionof institution-oriented,elitist and often inaccessibletheologicaleducationmay be
surmounted.
3.

The third key elementhas been Identifiedin the area of the Integrationof

theory and practice. We claimed that the shift from deductive transmission of theories to a
process of inductive learning stands at the centre of this integration. It follows that teachers
must learn to play a new role as facilitators in an action-reflection process In which they are
no longer the ones who know everything but become learners themselves. Consequently,
the process of theological education can best be defined as an Interaction between teacher
and student as they engage in action and reflection, integrating theory and practice. It also
suggests shifting the centre of theological training from the academic institution to the
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contextof the students.This impliesthat the churchitself must be involvedIn the shaping
of theologicaleducationand that theologicaleducationis best deliveredIn close relationto
the contextof the churchengagedin mission.With this the traditionalforms of education
based on deductivetransmissionof theory In the detachedcontextof educational
institutionsare surmounted.
4.

The fourth key elementsuggeststhe churchin missionas the

teleological/functional
and materialunifyingcentre of theologicaleducationwhich must find
its expressionin the curriculum.This indicatesa move beyondthe fragmentationof the
encyclopaedicfourfold patternof the traditionalparadigm.

Occasionallywe have used the term emergingnew paradigm.The questionmay
arise as to whether-or to what degreeand in whichways-the describedparadigmis
reallyemerging.Similarto the realitywe observedin the case of Bosch'sparadigmin
mission,it is appropriateto say that at least in part, the new paradigmIs emergingin the
realisationof renewalin many schoolsaroundthe world. Ferrieshas shownin his analysis
of nine evangelicalschoolsfrom differentcontinentsthat there Is a measurable
developmenttowardthe implementationof the elementsof the ICAA Manifesto.He also
pointsto the fact that there are areas of deficiencieswhere more homeworkneedsto be
done. Of course,the Manifestodoes not incorporateall aspectsdevelopedIn this study,
but Ferris'sstudy demonstratesa certaindegreeof realisation.In his doctoralthesis
(1987),BonganiMazibukocomparesmissiontrainingin the contextof the ProjectIn
PartnershipbetweenBlack and White at Birmingham,Englandwith the Alternative
Theologicaland Staff DevelopmentExperimentof ColgateDivinitySchool in Rochester,
New York; he likewisecomparesthe Black Church ExperienceIn the contextof the
Researchin Black ChurchStudieswith ResearchStudy in Oral Historyat GarrettEvangelicalSeminary,Evanston,Illinois.All these experimentalinitiativesin theological
educationare clearlyindicatorsof the paradigmwe have outlinedin this section.One could
add, as further evidenceof a new paradigm'semergence,the SeattleAssociationof
TheologicalEducation(Dearborn),Selly Oak Collegesat Birmingham,England,The
Associationfor TheologicalEducationby Extensionin India (TAFTEE)(Samuel/Sugden
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1983c), the educational initiatives and programmes put forward by The Oxford Centre for
Mission Studies in Oxford, England and the Institut for Gemeinclebau und Weltmission in
Zurich.

However,it goes withoutsayingthat the paradigmput forwardin this study has
primarilybeen emergingin the headsand heartsof innovativetheologicaleducators.The
aforementionedlist of schoolswhich are movingin the directionof the new paradigm
cannot hide the fact, that this new paradigmis still a vision, a proposalfor theological
educationin the 21st century.As such, the outlinedparadigmprovidesvalid criteria for the
evaluationof theologicaleducation.

By analysingevangelicalTheologicalEducationIn German-speakingEurope,this
study now providesan exemplaryevaluationof theologicaleducationbased on the criteria
outlined in this section.
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B. Analysis: Mission Training in Evangelical
Theological Education in German Speaking
Europe268
This section investigateS259the schools of the KBA between 1964 and 1996260based
on the following data:
"

The records of the annual assemblies of the KBA from 1964 to 1996261

"

The publications and records of the EEAA262

"

Publications on the history of particular schools

"

Archival data of a selected number of schooIS263

"

The 1980 survey on mission training conducted by the KBA264

"A

1996 survey conducted by the FHM on behalf of the KBA 265

258Themain aspects of the content of this chapter have been presented by the author at the
annual Assembly of the KBA, November 21,1997, at the Bible and Retreat Centre Hohegrete,
Germany (Ott 1998a).
2591nthis section social science methodologies will be applied. The author Is familiar with the
key issues of quantitative and qualitative research (Bryman), and the basic methodological tools of
social science research (Robson). (a) The analysis of the schools Is primarily based on written data,
i.e., mission statements, objectives, curricula, and course descriptions. (b) A survey was not
conducted, but previously conducted surveys were analysed (see Bryman:12 on the analysis of
previously collected data as a method of quantitative research). In the case of a rather extensive
survey among all the member schools of the KBA, conducted in 1996, the author was part of the
analysis team and was given firsthand access to the data for this study. (c) Furthermore, Interviews
and (d) observation (structured as well as unstructured) are utilised. (e) The author Is also aware of
the advantages and possible pitfalls of being in the role of an practitioner-researcher (The role of the
practitioner-researcher including the advantages and possible problems involved, are discussed In
Robsen: 445463).
260Thetitle of the thesis limits the time frame to the period between 1960 and 1995. The
rationale for this time frame was given in the introduction. However, the KBA was founded in 1964
and this analysis will also include some material of 1996.
261ArchivesKBA.
262Theauthor has access to the material in the archives of the Theologische Seminar
Bienenberg (where he is the director of studies). As a member school of EEAA, Bienenberg holds all
the data distributed to member schools.
263Theauthor has visited four selected schools: Brake, Wiedenest, Adelshofen and
Liebenzell.
264ArchivesKBA.
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A 1996 survey of mission studies in German evangelical Bible Schools and
seminaries conducted by Traugott Mer

of WEC International266

The analysis follows the four criteria established in the previous section.

1.

The Schools in the Light of Thesis 1
Mission: From the Margin to the Centre
The analysis must start with a reference to the heritage of the Bible school

movement.As pointedout in the historicalintroduction(Part 11)the Bible school movement
had world missionat its heartfrom its very beginnings.Boschcalls for a missionary
dimensionof theologicaleducationas a whole, and this was certainlythe case in the Bible
school movement.Almost all schoolsunder considerationstand in this tradition.We
investigate recent developments in greater detail from this standpoint.

a)

The Era of the Bible School Model
In the first decade of the KBA, the ethos of the Bible school movement was still

predominant. Life at the Schools was shaped by a revivalist and missionary spirit. At the

same time the curriculacontainedonly a small numberof explicit missioncourses.One
in
many schoolswas called Missionskunde(missionsinformation)which
course
prominent

265Research
Centreof the FHM.The KBA launcheda comprehensiveund detailedsurveyon
Biblecollegesand seminariesin summer1996,exactlyat the time when
all the German-speaking
this authorwantedto conducta surveyfor this thesis.Insteadof launchinga secondsurveythis
authorsoughtaccessto the data of the KBAsurvey.He was then invitedto take part of the
evaluationteam,whichgave him the opportunityto conductoriginalanalysisof the data and present
his findingsat the annualAssemblyof the KBA November1997.The KBA surveyconsistsof four
questionnaires,goingto the principlesof the institutions,to the faculty,to the studentsand to the
churchesand Christianagencieswhich employthe graduatesof the schools.
What first seemedto be a certaindisadvantagefor this study,namelythe fact that the questions
were not formulatedby this authorin view of this study,turnedout to be an advantage.Now,even
the way in whichthe questionnaireswere set up and the questionsasked(as well as the questions
not asked)can be subjectedto investigationand revealsignificantaspectsof the pointof view of
thosewho posedthe questions.
266Private
archiveof TraugottBdker,WEC International,Hof Hausel4,65817 Eppstein,
Germany.This authorhas copiesof all the data.
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dealt mainlywith introductionsto the various missionfields abroad.Missionswas obviously
in
traditional
the
foreign
sense.
as
missions
understood
This spiritual and missionary ethos of the Bible school movement can also be

following
list
founded
KBA,
the
the
in
first
the
of
of
as
newly
gathering
annual
observed
topicsdemonstrates:
1965

The aim of spiritual renewal In our schools and the occupation of intellectual
learning (Otto Riecker)267

1966

The prerequisitesof revival(Otto Riecker)

1967

The significanceof missionarypracticefor Christianbeing and ministryand its
integration into the life educational Institutions (Otto Rlecker)268

1968

Revival oriented life at the Bible schools (Otto Riecker)

Our preparationfor world mission(Ernst Schrupp)
1969

Our missionarypreparationin our educationalwork (Ernest Klassen)

1970

The Bible schoolas vehicleof revival (GeorgWOrfel)

1972

TeachingNewTestamentexegesisand church historyin a non-theologicalway
(Otto Riecker)

In the first years of the KBAvirtuallyevery conferenceaddressedthe issues of
spiritualrevivaland missionarydedicationand how this kind of a climate can be created
KBA
Bible
This
the
the
schools
and
colleges.
of
at
self-understanding
and maintained
schoolsclearlyechoesthe legacyof the Bible school movement.

2671-ater
publishedunderthe title "Intellektualitatund geistlichesLebenan Bibelschulen"In
B&G2/1968:152-159.
268Published
underthe title "Missionund missionarischerGeistan den Ausbildungsstatten"
[Missionand missionaryspirit at the educationalinstitutions]in Riecker1973:36-59.
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b)

The Contribution by Otto Riecker269
This first periodof the KBAcannot be understoodproperlywithout recognisingthe

in
born
1896,
This
Lutheran
Otto
Riecker.
theologian,
completed
of
pastor
and
significance
doctoralresearchon the evangelisticministryof Wesley,Whitefield,Finney,Moody,
Schrenkand Kellerin 1935(Riecker1953).He was the founderof the Bibelschule
Adelshofenand becamea powerfulforce within the GermanevangelicalBible school
movementin the 1960s.Rieckerwas a vigorousadvocateof the missionarydimensionof
theologicaleducation.He did not call for the introductionof specialisedmissiological
for
but
the missionaryand spiritualpermeationof theological
to
the
courses
curriculum
educationas a whole. He speaksof the "air of a spiritualministryto the world" which has to
dominateevery personat the school,from the directorto the students,and of "a
missionaryconcern"which has to be in everyone'sheart. "Each one," he emphasises,
"must havethe bloodgroup of mission,those who teach and those who learn, and no one
shouldthink in a missionarywayjust incidentallyat certaintimes.A personIs missionary
as a matterof life and death or is not missionaryat all" (1973:42).
Though he advocatedseriousacademicwork (1974:71-77; 1984:28) he also warned
of what he calls "TheoloqismUS"[Theologism] (1974:78ff. ). His extensive study entitled
Bildung und Heiliger Geist [Education and Holy Spirit] (1974) Is devoted to what he sees to
be the main force against authentic spirituality [Fr6mmiqkeitsleben], church renewal and
missionary dedication. He defines:
Theologism is a foundational approach to life
A work of human thinking,
...
starting with the human being and produced by the human being, becomes
the measure of all judgement. The theological interest Is predominant; it
affects the spiritual direction of the church, and dominates over spirituality
(1974: 129).
Theologismus, he argues, is the key enemy of spiritual life and missionary zeal. The
overview of the themes dealt with at the annual gatherings of the KBA between 1965 and
1972 shows that Riecker was one of the key speakers In almost every conference. His

269Thepublications as well as the unpublished manuscripts of Riecker are accessible at the
archive at Adelshofen.
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Today, in a time of crisis,the schoolwhich he had foundedis still lookingback to its
foundertrying to recoverhis vision (Faix 1996).

C)

From Bible Schools to Theological Colleges
In the mid 1970s changing trends within the KBA movement can be observed. First

indicators are the assemblies of 1975 and 1976. In the context of the former there was for
the first time a discussion of curricula, and the latter contained workshops on tethnical
literature of the various fields of theological studies. This marks the beginning of a
development toward more sophisticated curricula, greater academic emphasis and more
in
fields
the
various
of studies.
specialisation
advanced
This had also affected mission studies. Several circumstances have caused mission
(1)
in
directions:
for
higher
the
develop
theological and anthropological
to
new
need
studies
in
(2)
for
the
school's pursuit of
changing
a
missionaries
missionary
situation,
qualifications
formal accreditation and recognition and (3) a growing relationship to North American
evangelical missiology.

The SeminarMirmissionarischeWeiterbildun_q270
of the AEM invited all the mission
teachers of the KBA schools to a meeting on January 21,1980 at Bergstrasse. A seminar
followed the same spring, March 14 to 16 at Burbach-Holzhausen. These two meetings
focused on teaching mission in Bible Schools and seminaries and it Issued a
"Recommendation of certain general standards for Bible believing schooIS".271The
for
(2)
three
(1)
history
of
calls
areas
of
missions,
mission
studies:
recommendation
theology of mission and (3) theology of Religion. Beyond this, Anthropology, Methodology,
indigenous Churches and Theologies and the Missionary were suggested as possible
272
A
common nomenclature was discussed, representative syllabi
courses.
additional

270Thepreceding institution of the Frele Hochschule for Mission.
271Letter sent by the AEM to the schools, March 29 1980 (Archive Bienenberg)
272Minutesof the seminar March 14-16 (Archive Bienenberg).
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designed and bibliographies put together. With this the Schools adopted the introduction of
in
its
own right.
studies
as
a
subject
of
missiology
The implementation of curriculum and course content did not occur simultaneously in
all the Schools. In the schools which have been investigated particularly closely, the
This
into
have
been
through
teacher.
adds still another
put
practice
a
new
mission
changes
dimension to the understanding of this development. The changes have to be seen in
relation to a generation shift in the faculty. Many of the older mission teachers were former
missionaries-to wit, practitioners and not academics; persons possessing only minimal
formal theological training and certainly not advanced missiological studies. The new
generation of mission teachers who have come to the various Bible Schools and
seminaries since the late 1970s generally have higher degrees In formal theological
education and have in most cases specialised in missiological training.
An analysis of mission courses presently taught at evangelical Bible Schools and
Seminaries shows that all schools offer various courses In the area of mission, more or
less covering the terrain recommended in 1980.273Nonetheless, a complete agreement
regarding nomenclature and syllabi as recommended in 1980 was never reached.
All of this indicates a significant shift in mission studies in evangelical Bible schools

and seminariesin Germanyand Switzerland.If we may use the terms dimensionand
intentionone more time, the thesis may be proposedthat the Schoolshave improvedthe
intentionaspectat the costs of the dimensionaspect.In otherwords they have developed
a more sophisticatedand specialisedmissiologicalcurriculum,yet they have lost some of
the missionaryspirit which permeatedthe whole processof theologicaltrainingfor which
Otto Rieckerso desperatelyplead.This thesis needsto be validated,and the 1996survey
providesthe necessaryevidence

273Thisobservation is based on the survey conducted by Traugott Boker In 1996 and the data
gathered from the four selected schools.
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d)

1995 and Beyond
The 1996 survey provides the following insights regarding the place and

understanding of mission in the teaching at the Schools at the end of the period
investigated in this study.
1.

The questionnaires only rarely use mission terminology. For example, when the

students are asked to identify what they expect from the course, none of the 17 given
274
few
(:
68f.
).
The
the
terms
occurrences of mission
mission
or
missions
contains
options
terminology imply a traditional understanding of foreign missions. Thus, when students are
asked what their motivation was to enter theological training, one option is "I want to
become a missionary" (63-65). The question Is, what do those who ask the questions
'missionary'?
And In fact, what do young adult persons
term
the
they
use
mean when
understand when they hear the term 'missionary?
2.

The fact that such a use of mission terminology is confusing is demonstrated

by student's answers. In response to the question, "What was your motivation to enter
theological training?", 76.4 per cent answered, "To serve Jesus out of love," 63.4 per cent
chose, "The awareness of a lost humanity." Only at the 8th position, with 32 per cent, Is the
answer, "I want to become a missionary." While two-thirds care for lost human beings, only
one third wants to become missionaries. This indicates a high level of miss-commun!cation
between the leadership of the schools (who formulated the questionnaire) and the
students. There seems to be a need for terminological clarification.
3.

Under the heading "Desired Improvements," any suggestion could be filled In

(:36ff; 81ff; 113ff.). Of the 140 suggestions for improvement put forward by the schools'
faculty only four contain mission terminology:
The
expansion of missiological teaching
Mission
Evangelisation
and
Increased
fulfil
to
the
motivation
mission mandate
To
the
Christian
show
more
clearly
relevance
of
mission
-

274Thepage numbers refer to the edition November 1997 as it was distributed at the annual
assembly of the KBA.
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If one adds the two mission-related suggestions referring to apologetics and cross-cultural
for
Improvement
up
with
six
suggestions
experience,
ends
mission-oriented
practical
one
by the principals-certainly not a demonstration of a strong mission awareness, at least on
the level of terminology.
The same general result can be drawn from the questionnaires filled out by students,
churches and institutions: only four out of 206 suggestions mentioned by students and only
seven out of 177 proposals by church/institution leaders address mission(s).
This leads to the preliminary conclusion that neither principals, nor students, nor
church/institution leaders call for significant Improvements In mission studies, at least not
explicitly associated with the term 'mission.'
4.

All questionnaires (except the one for Individual faculty members) contain

questionsregardingthe qualificationsof teachers.It is astonishingto realisethat none of
the proposedanswersrefersto mission.Neithermissiologicalstudiesnor mission
experienceare listed as possiblequalificationsfor teachers.The questionnairefor
individualfaculty membersasks, "in which area do you wish further education?" In the 27
differentareas proposedto choose,the terms mission/missions/missiology
does not
appear.Only the relatedterm "churchplanting"carries a missionaryconnotation.Only
three out of 88 teacherschose "churchplanting"as an area in which they desire further
training. No one addedan area in the field of missiology.This supportsthe conclusionthat
mission,missionstudiesand missionexperienceare neitherdemandedas a qualification
for teachersnor desiredas a field of continuingeducation.
The surveycertainlydoes not revealall aspectsof missionawarenessat the
Schools.Yet in generalit confirmsthe trend towardsa marginalisationof missionIn the life
of evangelicalBible schoolsand Seminaries.

e)

The Traugoft B6ker Survey of 1996
At the same time, the call to bring mission back to the centre of evangelical

theological education cannot be overlooked. At the 1996 conference of the KBA Traugott
136ker,Director of WEC-Germany, was asked to lead a workshop on the topic "Mission in
Evangelical Theological Education." In preparation for that workshop, he conducted a
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This survey is a helpful addition or even
the
of
survey among all
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amendment to the KBA survey. It asks specifically mission oriented questions. The results
are as folloWS:276

1.

The survey confirms that all schools have introduced many different

missiological subjects to their curriculum. It also supports this study's earlier observation
that a common nomenclature could not be introduced. Around 20 labels for mission
courses are in use, making serious comparison almost impossible.
2.

There are considerable differences among the number of the teaching hours

devoted to mission subjects. Taking only the college level programs (at least three years of
studies) the number of hours varies between 50 (Neues Leben) and 300 (Liebenzell).277
3.

In view of a desirable missionary dimension in the entire curriculum, it Is of

even greatersignificanceto analysein which ways and to what extent the other courses
refer to mission.The surveyasks this question,but the answersare difficultto interpret.
Virtuallyall schoolsrefer to courseswhich containsome referencesto mission.But it
appearsthat these are not definedcourse objectivesbut rather incidentaloccurrences
dependanton the teachers'own levels of missionaryawareness(cf. Bdker:5).
4.

Anotheraspect is the quality of libraryholdingsin the area of mission.The

136kersurvey shows that the average size of the mission section of the libraries Is about
900 to 1000 volumes, which is around 6 per cent of the entire library holdings of the
respective schools. In schools with a mission specialisation, these figures are much higher
(up to 14 per cent), while some other schools have only minimal holdings In mission topics
(down to 1.2 per cent). Yet this does not tell much about the quality of the libraries, nor
does it show their developments. Since several of the Schools have only recently (in the
last two decades) started with a professional library organisation, an in-depth study of

2751
am indebtedto TraugottBokerfor makingaccessiblethe row data of the survey(24 of the
32 schoolshad responded).
276Someof the resultsnow mentionedare drawnfrom TraugottBoker'sown analysis,which
he presentedat the 1996assemblyof the KBA(130ker).
Some additionalobservationsand
interpretationsare madeby this author.
277Cf.p. 203, therealso the definitionof 'hours'in the educationalsystemof the Schools.
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library development is virtually impossible.278The visitation of three selected librarieS279by
this author allows the following preliminary comments: (1) The three schools have clearly
defined library sections on missiology and the study of religions. (2) They are all well
documented in the area of evangelical mission history and evangelical theology of mission
in the German language. (3) Some schools hold a considerable amount of English
language books, especially North American evangelical missiology. (4) Critical literature,
missiological publications of WCC origin and contemporary university publications can only
occasionally be found. (5) The sections on ecumenical theology are weak and one-sided,
containing mainly evangelical apologetic books. (6) Over all, the libraries reflect the
conservative evangelical position of the Schools as it has been described In Part III of this
in
Peter
Beyerhaus
these
The
place
of
many
publications
occupy
a
significant
study.
libraries.
5.

Furthermore, the Bdker survey regards mission-oriented activities beyond the

academicsphere.In this area the Schoolsdemonstratea high concernfor mission.
Practicalmissionwork duringthe time at the school, mission-prayergroups, mission
information,lecturesby visitingmissionaries,participationin the EuropeanStudent
MissionaryAssociation(ESMA)and many other mission-orientedactivitiesare mentioned
by all schools.Such elementsconstitutea vital part of the missionarydimensionof a
school.
6.

Nonetheless,BOkercomesto the conclusionthat the processof

lacademisation'has been taking place In the last two decadesat the cost of the missionary
dimensionof Bible schooltraining.280His presentationat the annual assemblyof the KBA
in November1996was an urgent plea not to lose this heritageof the Bible school

278Somelibrariesare still not on a computerdata base.Othershaveonly in the last ten years
introduceda formalcatalogue.At the sametime the schoolsuse differentcataloguesystems,which
makesa comparisonextremelydifficult.In most librariesthere are no statisticsabout new books,
whichmakesit impossibleto trace librarydevelopment.
27913rake.
Wiedenest Liebe zell.
1-9
28OPersonalletter to the author, July 28 1997.
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f)

Critical Remarks
1.

Researchshowsthat the GermanevangelicalBible school movementlost-at

least to a certainextent-its mission-orientedheritageduringthe last two decadesas it
was strivingfor more academicexcellence,driven by the aim of accreditationand
academicrecognition.It seemsthat academicrigour and a mission-orientedspiritualityare
in tension (cf. Riecker).Despitethe fact that modelsof a convincingIntegrationof
academicexcellenceand missionaryspiritualityare availableIn the German pietistic
tradition,it appearsthat manyof the Schoolshave not succeededin holdingthe two
togetheras they have developedfrom Bibleschoolsinto theologicalcolleges.
2.

The schoolsdevelopedmore sophisticatedcurricula,basicallyfollowingthe

pattern of North American seminaries. This implies the introduction of a variety of specific
missiological courses. With this the intentional side of mission studies was more fully
developed, which certainly must be commended as an improvement. But again, this was
achieved to the detriment of the dimensional side, which permeates the entire educational
process with a mission-oriented flavour. Again, the question must be raised why it appears
282
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3.

The study shows that these developments occurs despite the fact that virtually

all schools emphasise practical training In mission and cultivate mission-oriented activities
around the academic work at the Schools. It must be proposed that all these activities can
never balance the lack of a missionary dimension in the academic work. The question can
even be raised whether such activities have not become an alibi, covering up the fact that
a missionary dimension is actually lacking at a much deeper level.

281BOkerdistributed copies of Riecker's speech to the KBA conference of 1967 (see the
chapter on Riecker pp. 304ff.).
282Thefact that the faculty of the FTA published a volume on missiology to which faculty
members of all disciplines contributed may be interpreted as a sign of a growing awareness of the
need for a development towards a missionary theology which affects all disciplines of the theological
curriculum (KasdorfMalldoro.
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4.

The analysis suggests that the problem lies not only at the level of curriculum

design but even more at the level of teacher training and qualifications. When teachers of
evangelical theological schools follow an academic career and possess neither pastoral
it
begin
In
then
Bible
teaching
they
or
seminary,
college
when
a
nor missionary experience
is not surprising to find that a missionary dimension is lacking in their teaching. This poses
283
to
training
teacher
and
recruitment.
serious questions
5.

Finally, and perhaps most fundamentally, the entire discussion of mission

studiesamongevangelicalBibleschoolsand seminariesas documentedby the surveys
Implies
last
decades
language
two
the
uses
which
a traditional
a
consultations
of
and
westernconceptof missionand in no way integrateswhat Boschhas definedas an
emergingnew paradigmof mission.The termmission' mainly refers to the western
church'sactivitiesin the non-westernworld. A'missionary' Is a personwho departsfrom a
so-calledChristiancontextfor a non-Christiancontext.What he or she is primarilydoing on
the'mission field'is proclaimingthe gospel so that non-Christiansmay by savedby faith In
Jesus Christ.All the criticalissuesof the recent internationaldiscussionof missioncontextualisation,interculturaltheology,dialoguewith other religions,the deficienciesof
the traditionalcolonialmodelof westernmissions,proclamationand social responsibility,
holisticmission,missionand ecumenism-are hardlyever mentionedIn the surveys,In the
curriculaand in the syllabiconsultedfor this study.
6.

At this pointthe theological(Part 111)
and the educational(Part IV) aspects

merge.This leadsto the tentativeconclusionthat the loss of the missionarydimensionIn
evangelicaltheologicaleducationmust also be seen in relationto developmentsIn
conservativeevangelicaltheology.Perhapsthe loss of the missionarydimensionIn
283Atthis point the roles of the Staatsunabhan-qiqeTheologische Hochschule (STH), Basel
and the Freie Theoloqische Akademie (FTA), Giessen need to be considered. These two younger
schools did not grow out of the Bible school movement but were established as conservative
evangelical counterparts to the theological departments of state universities, which were conceived
as critical (Historical-Critical Methods) and liberal. In their attempts to compete with the university
they adopted university curriculum and academic procedures. The majority of young Bible school
teachers come from these schools. Many of theme are highly trained In apologetics against the
influences of Historical-Critical Methods, theological liberalism, Marxist pedagogy, religious pluralism
and darwinistic natural sciences, but they often received little missionary spirituality and practice.
Currently these two schools are trying to correct this miss-balanced situation by developing mission
studies and missiological research.
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loss of the missionary dimension in conservative evangelical theology. This question does
not so much regard the content of theology but the way theology is done. As long as
conservative evangelical theology is mainly concerned with the transmission of evangelical
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Only if conservative evangelical theologians leave the seemingly secure ivory-tower of their
orthodoxy and engage in open dialogue and interaction with a post-Christian and nonChristian society-be it in their own German context or abroad-will they rediscover the
missionary dimension of the Christian faith.

2.

The Schools in the Light of Thesis 2

Andragogy: Learning from Adult Education

a)

The KBA and Partnership
One way of looking at the people- and context-orientation of an educational

institution is to analyse its partnership with the community which it intends to serve, Le., to

how
and
evaluate
an institutionor an associationof institutionswelcomes
measure
externalinput, adviceand evaluation.
1.

The schoolsunder considerationvary considerablyIn their historicalchurch

Schools
Some
the
of
are denominational institutions and were to some degree
relations.
integrated into a church body from their beginnings and through their formal operational
structures. Other schools are non-denominational (or inter-denominational): they were
founded by individuals or (in most cases North American) mission agencies. All the
Schools claim to serve the churches. The degree to which they achieve this aim and the
character of their formal relations to churches vary.

284Apologeticsimplies a missionary aspect in and of itself; in that sense, conservative
evangelical theology necessarily contains a missionary dimension. Its primary mission appears to be
the defence of evangelical orthodoxy against the attacks of Biblical criticism, theological liberalism
and religious pluralism. While apologetics are a vital part of the Christian mission (cf. Hummel), it
ought not to become the centre of theology's missionary dimension.
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2.

A review of all the KBA conferences since 1964 quickly leads to a preliminary

quantitative result: Only about 10-20 per cent of all the speakers came from outside the
KBA movement. This demonstrates a low level of external input and underscores the
strong independence of the movement. External expertise was sought for the following
themes:
1974

Education for service in the church (W. Sartorius)

1976

The Christian confronted by modern pedagogy (I. I-Ock)

1977

The scientific rebuttal of the evolution theory (W.J. Ouweneel)
Modern youth under the control of the evolution theory (W.J. Ouweneel)
The contemporary situation of mission and its significant for theological

1978

education (E. Vatter)
Church and mission today (E. Vatter)
1980

Christian education and the challenges of our time (0. Schaude)

1983

The ideological framework of contemporary natural science and the facts of the
history of the earth 100 years after Darwin (J. Scheven)

1988

The employment of computers in teaching at Bible Schools (E. Bertsch)

1991

Psychology in the curriculum of the Bible school (S. Pfeifer)

Besidesthe two major issueswhich deservedexternalInput (evolutiontheory and
introduction
the
pedagogy)
of psychologyand computersappearon the
anti-authoritarian
list. In only one case was a church representative(W. Sartorius,pastorof the Reformed
Churchin Switzerland)and in one other case a missionrepresentative(E. Vatter) invited. It
seemsthat the dialoguewith those who send and later employstudentsdid not have a
high priority.
3.

One is struck by the lack of seriousinteractionwith the problemsand grass-

in
its mission and by the fact that the standpoints neither of
the
church
of
needs
roots
church and mission representatives, nor of persons from the Two Thirds World nor of
graduates of the Schools were consulted. This raises serious questions regarding the
KBA
Did
the
the council of the
theological
as
of
an
association
schools.
of
effectiveness
association really serve the Schools towards the development of a future-oriented, relevant
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theological training by reducing input and discussion at the conferences to a virtually
internal matter?

b)

The KBA-Survey as an Expression of Partnership
The fact that the KBA surveyof 1996also includesa questionnaireto churchand

missionleadersis a good sign. It impliesthe desireto know the viewpointsof those people
who knowwhat sort of work the graduatesof the schoolsneed to do and who experience
the graduatesin their professionalsituations.105 individualsfrom 51 different institutions
and churchesresponded,about60 per cent of them pastors(Survey'96:98ff.). Several
items are relevantto this part of the analysis:
1.

In general,churchand missionleadersevaluatethe level of theoretical

knowledgepossessedby graduatesin the areas of Bible and theologyas adequate(60-70
per cent). They commendthe Schoolsfor the quality of the theologicalteachingthey
deliver (103-105).
2.

They evaluatethe practicaldimensionof the training more critically.They grade

the qualificationof graduatesin the areas of church and missionpraxis much lowerthan in
theoreticalfields (103-105). The majorityof suggestionsIn the list of recommended
improvementsaddressaspectsof praxis-orientedtraining (:113-117).
3.

Churchand missionleadersalso expecttheologicalschoolsto do a betterjob

in 'personalityformation,' especiallyin the areas of 'emotionalstability'and 'the abilityto
take stress'[Belastbarkeit](:105f.).
If the objectivesof theologicaleducationare definedas (1) transmissionof
theoretical knowledge, (2) appropriation of practical skills and (3) personality formation,
then the survey among church and mission leaders shows that evangelical colleges and
seminaries are doing a good job in area (1), while they do not meet the expectations In the
areas (2) and (3).
Unfortunately, the questionnaire does not ask for an evaluation of the partnership
between the schools and churches or missions in the educational process. In the light of
the paradigms established in this thesis, this would seem to be a significant area of
investigation. This omission demonstrates by Implication the lack of awareness on the side
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of those who have set up the survey. On the list of recommendations (open, without
predetermined answer-options) principals of schools (3), church or mission leaders (3), and
students (2) have called for an improved partnership between schools and
churches/missions. This is a low rate but at least a minimal indication of a need
acknowledged by a few.

C)

Other Avenues of Church-School Partnerships
Of course, the results drawn from the KBA-survey must be complemented by the

investigation of particular schools. Colleges and seminaries may perform at a higher level
of partnership with churches, Christian institutions and mission agencies beyond what has
been revealed by the KBA,-survey. The following relations between the Schools and the
churches/missions are practised in most schools under consideration:
1.

Many schools (especially those who relate to a particular denomination) are

governed by a board of delegates from the supporting churches. This implies a certain
interaction between churches and schools.
2.

The schools which underwent the accreditation process with the EEAA had to

show evidence of a minimal partnership with the supporting bodies and the graduates now
serving in churches, Christian institutions and missions. Some (for example Brake and
Bienenberg) have conducted a survey in this connection.
3.

In most of the Schools practical courses in the areas of church ministries and

mission work are taught by practitioners who serve as guest lecturers. Thus, having
pastors and mission leaders on the faculty adds an outside voice to the decision processes
regarding educational objectives, curriculum and other issues of the training. This seems to
be another common way of partnering with the churches and missions.
All of these can be avenues of partnership, yet the quality of this partnership

deservescriticalevaluation,althoughthe task goes beyondthe scope of this study. In the
case of a board of church delegates,the questionought to be asked whetherfruitful
interactionstake place betweenchurch representativesand faculty on educationalIssues
or whetherboard meetingsare mainly overloadedwith formal businessmatters.In the
case of surveysamong graduatesit dependson whetherthe school administrationwill
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brought in to teach, it depends on the impact they can have at the level of educational
philosophy and curriculum.

d)

Alternative Models of Theological Training
Another aspect to be looked at is the openness toward new educational models

).
The
(see
265ff.
as
well
as
pragmatic,
studentpp.
are
more
and
context-oriented
which
thesis is that theological education should reach students In the context where they live
and work instead of uprooting them to the foreign context of a detached academic
institution. Given the fact that all schools under consideration have historically been
residential schools, to develop in the direction of the new paradigm would mean putting
forward new models of theological training.

In general,most of the Schoolsstill see the value of residentialschoolswhere
students live in a community (monastic model) as a context which promotes integrated

studiesemphasisingacademicstudies,communitylife, spiritualdisciplinesand ministerial
286
individually.
in
groups
or
activities
New models of theological training moving toward a more contextual form of

educationand leavingstudentsin their environmentof life and work can only occasionally
be observed.
I.

Several institutions offer correspondence courses,287yet education based

solely on correspondence does not really correspond to what Is meant by contextual,
people-oriented education.
2.

Some other schools have added evening and weekend classes or extension

288Usually,
theseare complementary
to the residentialcollegeor seminary
centres.

285ThesurveyexaminingBrakewas usedmainlyfor statisticalpurposes.There Is no evidence
of an interactionon the facultylevelwith responsesfrom graduates.
286This view was expres. Sed by several principles
287The German track of International
(BAO), LOGOS International, Theologischer
288For example

Aarau,

Denenberg

and deans Interviewed

by this author.

Institute (ICI), Bibelstudiurn
Correspondence
Femunterricht
(TFU), and others.
and others.
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programs. They reach non-professional lay workers in the churches and are not intended
to be alternatives to the residential programs.
3.

At least two schools have changed the format of the residential Bible schools,

moving from a traditional campus to a building which contains only classrooms,
administration rooms and libraries but no dormitories. This reduces community life to the
actual time students spend at the study centre. In such cases students live in rented
apartments in the city or region and are Involved in the daily life of the city and local
churches. This indicates a significant shift from the monastery model to a much more
contextual model of theological training.289
4.

At least one newly founded school operates according to a completely new

modelof education,trying to incorporatemuch of what Is spelledout in the new paradigm
of theologicaltraining.The InstitutfOrGemeindebauund Weltmission(IGW) appearsto be
the only schoolwhich followsa philosophyof educationclose to what we describeas a
new paradigm.Studentsstudy part-time.At the same time they work In a church part-time.
Two to three days a week, studentsattendthe local study centreto take classesor study;
the rest of the time they are involvedin some kind of church relatedministry.They have to
be supervisedby local pastors.The schooloperateslocally (regionally).The institution
does not own any facilities.They rent a church buildingas a study centre and use local
libraries.The faculty consistsmainlyof local pastorsand theologians,and the Institution
itself employsonly a minimumof personnel(administrator,director,academicdean). The
curriculumis designedaroundthe needsand the recoursesof a particularcity or region. In
this modellocal churches,school administration,faculty and studentsare fully Integrated.
The school started in 1991 in Zurich and openedstudy centres In Bern in 1994 and
Stuttgartin 1995.This model looks promising,yet it Is to early too conduct a sound
analysiswhich would lead to a valid evaluationof this model. One thing can definitelybe

289Cf.Beggstrasseand Aarau. Whether the change was made deliberately, because of
genuine reflection on models of theological training, or whether these schools were forced to that
change by the buildings available on the market is another question. In both cases It would appear
that external pressure was experienced first; thereafter, the schools took the chance to review their
philosophies of education.
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e)

Critical Remarks
All what has beenanalysedin this chapterso far only touchesthe surfaceof what is

actuallyat stake in what has been articulatedas an emergingnew paradigmof theological
education.We have definedthis aspectof the paradigmwith the terms people- and
context-oriented.A seriousconclusionregardingthe level of performanceachievedby the
schoolsunder considerationcan only be reachedby an In-depth'output' analysislooking
criticallyat the long-termperformanceof the graduatesof the SchoolsIn their contextsof
ministry.Sincethis studyfocuseson 'input' measurement(analysingthe Schools
themselves),it goes beyondthe scopeof this study to providea final evaluationof the level
of quality in this area.
Nonetheless,this study Is capableof analysingthe mechanismsthe Schoolshave
implementedto enhancea strongerpeople-orientation.Summarisingand evaluatingwhat
has been investigatedin this chapter,it can be said that researchhas shownthe following:
1.

There are some avenuesof partnershipestablishedin most schools.Yet there

is only minimalevidenceof formal audit mechanismswhichwould measurethe quality of
that partnership.
2.

At the level of the KBA, partnershipwith churchesand missionshas historically

playedonly a very marginalrole. The KBA-surveyof 1996gives mixed signalsregarding
While church and missionleaderswere surveyedwith a specific
partnership-awareness.
questionnaire,the questionsthemselvesdo not focus on partnership.
3.

Someschoolshave added more contextualand people-orientedtracks to their

programs(eveningclasses,extensioncentres,correspondencecourses),but they reach
mainlynon-professionallay-workersof the churchesand have never becomea serious
alternativefor vocationaltheologicaland ministerialtraining.

29OInformationon IGW from the 1995 catalogue and Interviews with the Director of Studies.
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4.

Some schools were forced to give up a traditional residential campus and have

taken this opportunity to review their form of theological training. They now run only a study
centre, having given up detached campuses and force their students to remain Involved in
society while studying at the school.
5.

One school, IGW, has launched an innovative new programme which meets

many of the criteria of a new educational paradigm. The programme Is still too young to
convincingly show its potential, but it certainly offers a challenging alternative to the
traditional residential Bible Schools and seminaries.

This suggests the following conclusions:
1.

Many of the German-speaking evangelical colleges and seminaries would

defend the residential monastic model (probably with some adjustments) as still relevant
for theological and ministerial training in their context. Over against the proposal of a
radical change towards a more contextual and people-oriented way of delivering
theological training, they would put forward three arguments: (1) One reason for the call for
more contextualised theological training comes from the Two Thirds World and its
dissatisfaction with western models of education. Where the cultural difference between
the rural context of the students' origin and the city context of his place of study is so great
that it up-roots the student from his original culture and makes it extremely difficult for him
to return, the need for more people-oriented theological training is clear. Yet this is not the
situation in western Europe. Students will not be culturally up-rooted to this extent when
they live on a Bible college campus for two, three or four years. (2) A second call for more
people-oriented ministerial training comes out of the university context, where students get
caught up in an ivory tower of academics with only minimal relations to their future
professional context. Again, the Schools, which have grown out of the Bible school
movement, never produced this kind of detachment from the life of the church. Living In the
campus community is in itself an experience of Christian community and a learning
experience which should not be underestimated. (3) Finally, it is exactly on account of our
western culture, where constant involvement, amusement and action, besides a flood of
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Guatemala,whereTheologicalEducationby Extensionwas born. Modelswhich have not
succeededin Indiawill not automaticallynot succeedin Germanyor Switzerland.Neither
are evangelicaltheologicalcollegesuniversities.Modelswhich have provento be
inadequatein the universitycontextare not necessarilyinadequateIn the contextof
theologicalcollegesand seminaries.Thus, one must recognisethat the case for traditional
modelsof residentialBibleSchoolsand collegesrespondsto the Germanand Swiss
contextin its own right.
2.

On the other hand,the call for contextualand people-orientedtheological

educationchallengestraditionalmodelson a much deeper level, and Germanand Swiss
evangelicalinstitutionsare well advisedto pay attention.The key issue Is not just defining
courseobjectivesand curriculumin partnershipwith churchesand missionsratherthan
throughthe institutionalone.Nor is the issue only the place of programmedelivery-closer
to peopleor farther.The issue is, to use Kinsler'swords again, a pedagogicalone, namely
to move beyond"the transferralof pre-packagedsubjectmatter primarilythroughlectures
and productionof graduateswho will believeand performas the institutionand the
churchesdesire"(Kinsler 1981:49). Contextual,people-orientedtheologicaleducation
impliesengagementin an action-reflectionprocessof the teachertogetherwith the
in
which both are learners,searchingfor a deeper understandingof
a
process
student,
truth and a deeperinteractionwith the culturalcontextand the biblicaltext. In this process
the teacherwill risk his or her pre-knowntheology-obviously a threateningthoughtfor
291
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pedagogicalprocessof theologicaltraining.At this level only minimalawarenessof the
issuesat stake could be observedamongGerman-speakingevangelicalcollegesand
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This leads to the following chapter, which will deal exclusively with this issue of
pedagogy.

3.

The Schools in the Light of Thesis 3
Action-Reflection

Process: Overcoming the Theory-Practice

Dichotomy

a)

The Era of the Bible School Model
It has been pointedout in the historicalpart of this study (Part 11)that the Bible school

in
been
has
seen
relationto the monasticmodelof theologicaltraining
model
(Cheesman:487-490;cf. Farley 1983:32-34).Theory and practiceare stronglyIntegratedin
this modelof training.Embeddedin the communitylife on campus,the academic,spiritual
This
formation
In
dimensions
interlocked
unique
of
ministerial
a
way.
are
and practical
modelof trainingwas still predominantin German-speakingschoolsin the 1960sand early
1970s.We have referredto the annual assembliesof the KBA and the contributionof Otto
Rieckerearlier. It is not an overstatementto claim that the integratedtraining In the Bible
schoolmodelswas at the heart of Riecker'svision. His many contributionsto the KBA
conferencesfocusedon this topic, which Is also the subjectof many of his articlesand
books (see some of the titles in the bibliography).Such an Integratedpreparationof
ministersfor the churchwould certainlyincludethe study of Scripture,churchhistory and
theology,but not with the Greek spirit which he calls "research-spirit"[Forschergeist but
ratherwith a Christianspirit for which he uses the term "saviour-spirit"[Retter-Qeist]
(1973:10).Theologicalstudiescan only be conductedIn such a manner if the studentIs
"embeddedin a lifestyleof piety" [eingebettetin das Frommigkeitsleben](1974:180ff;
1980:84). Morespecifically,this means (1) personalspirituallife maintainedand expressed
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through spiritual discipline (prayer, worship), (2) Integration in Christian community and (3)
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Riecker founded not only a Bible school (Adelshofen) but also a community of dedicated
Christians who were willing to embody this vision in a life-long commitment.293It is this
monastic community which forms the core of the Bible school life. Students come to this
community on campus for a certain period of time and receive training for ministry In
church and mission through study embedded In the spiritual and practical life of the corecommunity. In return, the community teaches the students by modelling integrated piety in
common studies, spiritual disciplines and missionary practice.
Yet significantly, for Riecker the Integration of academic studies In a communal life-

style of practisedpiety is not only a matter of applyingtheoryto practice-it Is the context
in which learningtakes place.He comesto the conclusionthat "most useful theologians
receiveimportantspiritualthoughtsand teachingsfor themselvesand for the church not at
their desks but throughinvolvementin pietisticpractice294
and Christiancommunity"
(1974:192). His 1984book Universitatstheolo-gie
und Gemeindefr6mmiqkeithe concludes
984:90f.). He statesthat
with a short chapteron epistemology[Der Erkenntnis-Vorgang](11
he had come to certainconclusionsand convictionsin his life not through rational
reasoning[Oberlegung]nor throughthe teachingof others but through perception
[Wahrnehmung].Becausehe observedstudentsat Beatenbergwitnessingfor Christ
publicly,he says, he came to the conclusionthat ministerialtraining must take place In the
contextof practisedministry.
With this Rieckeris very close to what we have definedas hermeneuticcirculationin
the previoussection(see p. 286), even though he does not use the terminologyIntroduced

292Thisentireeducationalconceptand how it can be ImplementedIn a Bibleschoolcontext
was presentedby Rieckerat the 1967assemblyof the KBA (publishedin Riecker1973:36-59;see
also 1974and 1984).
293TheBibleschoolwas foundedin 1958,the communityin 1962.
294With'pietistic practice' [erweckliche Praxis] Riecker means the combination of Individual
spirituality (a dedication of the heart to God), living and ministering In community and missionary
service (cf. Faix 1996:20f. ). He often also uses the term Frommiqkeitsfeben [piety) to describe the
same (Riecker 1974:180ff; 1984).
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in this study. For him, involvementin communityand practicalministryto peoplehas a
hermeneutical dimension. He views it as an Indispensable and integral part of the process
of hearing what God is saying.

The modelof pastorRieckerrepresentsthe ideal of an integratedapproachto
Europe.
The
Bible
in
in
Bible
German-speaking
tradition
training
the
school
ministerial
schoolhe foundedat Adelshofen,may have embodiedmore of that vision than any other
school.Yet most of the BibleSchoolsviewed Riecker'svision as the model they wantedto
his
KBA
heart
He
invited
time
to
the
at
view
annual
again
of
and
present
adopt. was
conferencesthroughthe early 1970s.
b)

From Bible Schools to Theological Colleges
In the 1970sthe demandsfor higheracademicqualificationsincreasedand with it

the striving for accreditation. Rising academic expectations in the context of western
Europe as well as in the Two Thirds World caused tho Schools to refocus and restructure
their courses toward a more academic model of theological training. This has already been
seen. At that point in time it seemed that the traditional Bible school model would no longer
for
On-campus
living
lost
its
the
needs.
a new generation of
changing
attractiveness
serve
students, spiritual disciplines could no longer be implemented by collective regulations,
higher academic achievements demanded more time In the library, evangelistic action
could no longer be performed in the 'old style,' a new generation of teachers with higher
academic qualifications brought a new spirit of academia to the campuses-in short, it was
difficult to maintain the sort of integrated learning once associated with the Bible school
movement (c.f. Ferris/Enlow; Egelkraut 1997).
The move toward theological colleges was accompanied by the enterprise of
accreditation. We must therefore look more carefully at the Impact the European

EvangelicalAccreditationAssociation(EEAA)had on the Schools.First of all, one must
note that the issue of the integrationof the academicwith the spiritualand the practical
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dimension of theological education was always a concern of EEAA.295The EEAA manual
defines "supervised ministry" as an integral area of the evaluation in which the schools
must provide means for quality assurance (EEAA: 14-17,20). The issue of integration of
theory and practice is therefore dealt with under the heading "supervised practical work" in
addition to academic work. The duration of such 'practica' Is defined in the manual, and
schools have to give evidence that adequate supervision and evaluation is provided.
This development leads to a situation which deserves critical reflection. The

reductionof the integrationof theory and practiceto the issue of "practicalwork," even if it
is supervised,is highlyproblematicand does not by any meanssolve the problem.Field
work can be addedwithoutany formal connectionto the academiccurriculum.Fieldwork
can be a break from academicstudies,a time when studentscan do'something else.'
Fieldwork can focus on 'know-how'and practicalskills which are not necessarily
connectedwith academicstudies.Fieldwork can also be seen primarilyas application
which does not yet reachthe level of Inductivelearning.It has to be concluded:The shear
additionof practicalfield experienceis not in and of itself the solutionto the theory-practice
problem!
Unfortunately,the EEAAmanualdoes not spell out objectiveswhich would reach that
deeperlevel of inductivelearning,nor does it providemeansfor the assessmentof the
level.
Such areas would be
that
teaching
at
of
quality
"

defininglearningas an action-reflectionprocess,

"

definingthe teacher's role as facilitatorin this processrather than transmitterof
knowledge,

"

requiringstudentsto have a minimumof prior experiencein the field to be studied,

"

implementingmechanismsto integratepreviousexperienceand field work
experienceinto academiccourses,

295Cf.The minutes of the biannual assemblies give evidence to the constant struggle with this
topic. It appears as no surprise that especially Adelshofen, the school of Otto Riecker, brought this
concern to attention several times.
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forcing teachers to introduce theories relevant to the students' experiences and
296
in
light
the
theory,
the
the
of
experiences
expecting assignments which reflect on
expecting teachers and students to get involved In practical field experience and
action and to think critically about their experience in the light of the Bible and
theories.
At this point it turns out to be a significant disadvantage that the EEAA manual is
based on the North American accreditation philosophy of the 1970s and 1980s, focusing
297
analysis
and
not on qualitative analySIS. This leads to an
primarily on quantitative
overestimation of statistically measurable facts on the Input level (institution, faculty,
curricula, structure of course delivery) at the cost of quality management on the level of
educational process and output.

C)

1995 and Beyond
The 1996surveydoesnotexplicitlyaddresspedagogical
questions.Nonetheless,

implicitly
shed light on the educational process at the colleges and
observations
several
seminaries. The theory-praxis issue certainly appears In many answers. Many of the
realities discussed in the previous paragraphs of this chapter are confirmed by the survey's
results.

1.

The surveyshowsan averagelength of practicalfield work of 25 weeks during

the programme (Survey'96: 13). Since the Schools' programs vary in length this figure is of
limited value. It only demonstrates that the schools under consideration are generally

puttinghigh emphasison practicalfield work. This may be interpretedas a confirmationof

296Theassessment of course outlines (syllabi) of four selected schools has shown that a
school rarely demands that its teachers formally Incorporate the students' field experience Into the
teaching and the assignments of academic courses. Thus, neither teachers nor students are forced
to reflect critically on their ministerial experience.
297Quantitativeresearch focuses on the static, the countable, the external, and the Institutional
(e.g., hours of instruction, hours of private study, library holdings, number of academically qualified
teachers, facilities, administrative infrastructures). Qualitative research focuses on the
dynamic/process, the uncountable, the internal and the individual and existential (e.g., process of
learning, "seeing through the eyes of those studied," description of the context, experience of the
individual, change processes, emotions, values). See Alan Bryman, Quantity-and Quality In Social
Research, and Colin Robsen, Real World Research,
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the thesis established earlier: Moving from Bible schools to theological colleges, the
Schools have tried to keep their heritage of practice-oriented training by putting high
emphasis on practical field work during the programme. The strengths and weaknesses of
this have already been discussed.
2.

Research also shows that all schools have some sort of supervision and

evaluationof the field work. Asked which form of supervisionor evaluationIs viewedas
most successful,the schools'facultiesgive the highestrate (80 per cent) to local
supervision(:13). This delegatesthe task to local pastorsand missionaries.Whetherthey
facilitatea processof Integrationof theoryand practiceIs not measuredby the survey.On
the other hand,the teacherscannotleavethe task of integrationto local personnel.If they
take their role seriouslyas facilitatorsof an inductivelearningprocess,then practical
experiencehas to flow back to the class room, where theorywill illuminatepracticeand
where practicewill affect theory (hermeneuticalcirculation).
3.

Despitethis strongemphasison practicalfield work, many studentssuggest

that the entire programmeshouldbe more practicaland less theoretical.Some have
for
less
teachingor studyingand more practicalfield experience(:81).
a
wish
expressed
Giventhe high numberof weeks generallydevotedto practicalfield work, the call of some
studentsfor more'practice'shouldprobablybe read as a desire to have a better
integrationof theory and practice.Again: to add even more practicalwork would probably
not solve the problem.
4.

Finally,the surveyaddressesanotherIssueof significancefor this chapter:

There is a strongcall for improvementin the quality of teachingand for continuingthe
pedagogicaltrainingof teachers(:19).Asked about which teachers'qualificationsshould
be consideredwhen they are employed,studentsgave the highestrate (80 per cent) to
educationalskills (:87). At the same time they rate teachersas high In competenceIn their
fields (84.8 per cent) (:75) but wish for a greater degreeof mentoring(:88). All of this
suggestsa high level of satisfactionregardingteachers'qualificationson the content-side
(competencein their fields) but also significantdissatisfactionwith pedagogical
performance.
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It seems that the Schools are doing their best by fitting more practical work into the
Theory
dissatisfaction.
high
degree
there
and
of
still remains a rather
curriculum; yet
balancing
two.
focus
is
the
implies
the
that
the
on
and
rhetoric
practice are separated
Again, only a move toward inductive and contextual learning would lead towards
integration. And this involves advanced and new pedagogical competencies on the side of
the teachers.

d)

Critical Remarks
Issues,we realiseagain
At the conclusion
of thissectiondealingwithpedagogical

how stronglythe shift from Bibleschoolsto theologicalcollegeshas influencedevangelical
theological education in Germany and Switzerland.

1.

Beyondall the limitationsthe traditionalBible school model may have had, It

deep
integration
Even
level
though
theory
a
of
supported
and
practice.
of
certainly
contemporaryeducationaltheory and terminologywas not used, it reacheda level of
wholenesswhich must be complemented.Otto Riecker'svision and the embodimentof
that vision at Adelshofencan be viewedas an outstandingexampleof the Bibleschool
concept.
The movefrom Bible schoolsto theologicalcollegeshas In a certainway
introducedfragmentation.This fragmentationhas many facets, one of them being the
theory-practicedivision.298Rootedin the Bible schooltradition,praxis remaineda major
concernin evangelicalBible collegeeducation.Requiredpracticalfield work during the
programmebecamethe placewhere practiceis located.Structuresof supervisionand
evaluationwere designedto make practicalfield work a fruitful learningexperience.But
somehow,the theory-practiceissue could not be resolvedby adding more practicalwork.
Fieldexperienceas such does not yet produceintegrationof theory.and practice.Theory
and practicemay remainseparatedmatters,evenwhen schoolsstrive for a balance
betweenacademiccoursesand practicalfield work.

298Another area of fragmentation

is

at the levelof curricula',this will be discussedIn the next

chapter.
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3.

The key issue at stake is precisely what the paradigm change from deductive

to inductive learning is focusing on. Integration of theory and practice can be reached
by
field
by
balancing
nor
paying more
experience
studies
and
practical
academic
neither
attention to the application of theory but only by a break-through toward a pedagogy of
inductive learning. This implies more then a new way of doing the same thing; it is a
pedagogy which changes the learning process, the content (theories and truths), the
teacher and the student. Based on the research, it seems doubtful that German and Swiss
299
take
this
to
theological
step. The concept of
colleges are willing and ready
evangelical
transmitting evangelical orthodoxy as propositional truth which then can be applied to
different contexts still prevails.
4.

At this point the highly critical issue of teacher training must be raised. It Is

obvious that the shift from traditional deductive learning (transmitting a pre-packed set of
truth through classical classroom teaching) to inductive learning (entering into an actionIn
learning
teacher
common,
which the teacher, as the
of
and
process
student
reflection
more educated, will facilitate the process) demands new forms of teaching, and this
demands new areas of competence on the teachers' part. Currently, most teachers at
theological colleges are seminary and university trained theologians with no, or only
minimal, pedagogical training (there are exceptions). They lack not only the background of
educational training; they are also shaped by the old paradigm of learning. It appears that
without serious investment in pedagogical training of teachers, a paradigm shift towards a
more inductive model of learning cannot be realised. Many traditionally trained theologians
and college teachers do not even have the imagination to view the contours of such a
paradigm shift.300

299There are always exceptions. One of the schools which Is pioneering some aspects of
inductive and contextual learning is Aarau. In his presentation to the biannual assembly of the EEAA,
under the title "Theological Education in a Post-Modern World, " Peter Henning, dean of Aarau, has
how they integrate students' and teachers' experiences In their culture Into academic
demonstrated
work.

30OThisauthor presented these theses and discussed them with colleagues of other
institutions on two occasions-at the annual assembly of the KBA, November 1997, and at one of the
meetings of Bible college teachers in Switzerland In December 1997. He was amazed at the lack of
imagination many of his colleagues showed when it came to seeing what this paradigm shift would
mean at the practical level of the day by day work at the schools.
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4.

The Schools in the Light of Thesis 4
Integrative Curriculum: Beyond the Legacy of Fragmentation

a)

The Era of the Bible School Model
The analysis of the catalogues and curricula of a selected number of schooIS301

shows that in the 1960s the Schools had a very plain and simple curriculum. The number
of subjects was low, with little diversification; a majority of Bible content courses marked
the centre. Schools rooted in the North American Bible school movement (for example,
Brake tended to have a complete overview of the Bible at the centre of the curriculum,
teaching through the Biblical books from Genesis to Revelation within three years. It Is
obvious that in this philosophy the Bible Is the material back-bone of the curriculum. Other
schools, rooted in German Pietism (such as Liebenzell) had at that time a slightly more
diversified curriculum, closer to German university curricula.
If we take these two features of the Bible school era, Bible-centredness and
simplicity, together with the dimensions established above, mission-orientation and
spirituality or piety, then we have an accurate picture of the Integrative centre of Bible
school training. It appears that fragmentation was not a major Issue. What was talked
about in classes and what had to be learned could be put In relation to the three-fold backbone: Bible-centredness, mission-orientation and personal spirituality or piety. It seems
that the problem of fragmentation, complained about by Gerhard Ebeling and Friedrich
Mildenberger in view of German university training and sharply criticised by Edward Farley
in the North American seminary context, was not really an Issue at the Bible Schools. As
far as the research of this study was able to analyse, this would certainly be true of
German-speaking Bible schools up to the 1970S.302

301Brake, Liebenzell, Bienenberg, Wiedenes and Adelshofen.
,

302Thereis also an elementof 'participantobservation'In thisjudgement,sincethe author
himselfhad attendedBibleschoolin that era.
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b)

From Bible Schools to Theological Colleges
The development from Bible schools to theological colleges has changed the face of

have
The
last
25
level
the
theological
years
well.
as
educationat
of curriculum
evangelical
introduced fragmentation to German-speaking evangelical theological colleges. This can
be demonstrated at several levels:303
1.

Higher academic aims have led to the introduction of new courses, especially in

the area of systematic theology.

2.

A new generationof teacherswas trained on a higheracademiclevel, often in

the universitycontext.With this, a higherdegreeof speclalisationIncludingaccompanying
fragmentation was introduced.

3.

The upgradeof the level of trainingto graduateand post-graduatestudies In

Bible and theologycalledfor the expansionor even introductionof coursesin Biblical
languages.
4.

Increased expectations on competencies in the area of pastoral ministries led

to the introductionof social-sciencecourses.
5.

The changes in teaching missiological courses, described In previous chapters,

has caused a more diversified curriculum in missiology (cf. Wolke).

6.

The resultsof the aforementioneddevelopmentsare specifiedin the curriculum

for
the
become
EEAA
the
accreditation
any
of
manual
of
and
prescriptive
requirements
schoolseekingaccreditation(EEAA:10-22).
As some of the Schools developed Into colleges and seminaries delivering

coursesat the under-graduateand post-graduatelevels (leadingto Bachelors and
Master'sdegrees),or when new schoolsat this levelwere founded,304they were in
competitionwith the establishedtheologydepartmentsof the state-universities.In order to
demonstrateequal academicstandardsthey introduceduniversitycurriculumand
nomenclature.

303Thesestatements are based on the comparison of the curricula of the 1960s and 1970s
with those of the 1980s and, 1990s.
304STH Basel, FTA Giessen.
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8.

Finally the higher academic level of course delivery demanded a higher degree

of academic training and specialisation of the faculty. While in the Bible school era
teachers have often taught courses across the curriculum, they now tend to concentrate on
their fields of specialisation.
From the perspective of the student this means that she/he has to study an
increased number of subjects, covering a broader field of studies, on a higher academic
level, with a higher degree of specialisation. This is exactly where the problem of
fragmentation occurs.
As the Schools were moving in the described direction it appears that they had

boughtin to a bad habit in curriculumdesign,namelythe habit of 'additionalism.'
Whenevera certainlack in the curriculumIs diagnosed,a respectivecourse or even a
departmentis added,and a respectivespecialistIs hired. The need for more mission
emphasisis met by addingmissioncourses(cf. Wolke). The need for deepeningpersonal
spiritualityof the studentsis met by addingcoursesIn spiritualformation.The need for an
increasedcompetencyof studentsin pastoralcounselingIs met by addingcoursesin
in
While
design
in
counseling.
and
such
adjustments
curriculum
are
mandatory
psychology
order to providemeaningfuleducationfor the changingneedsin a given context,such
manoeuvresalso add to the fragmentation.305
The questionis: what have the Schoolsdone to counterbalancethis fragmentation.
Hardlyany evidenceof movingIn the directionof the criteria spelledout earlier (pp. 295f.)
of the
could be observed.Basedon the discussionof the issue with deans and teacherS306
Schoolsit must be concludedthat there is only a low level of awarenessof the problem.

3050bservanceof curriculum development In the schools under consideration clearly shows
this trend. Currently, leadership issues are in vogue and schools have started to add courses on
leadership.
306Thisrefers to the visitation of the four schools as well as to discussions in the context of the
KBA assembly 1997.
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C)

1995 and Beyond
Again, the survey does not address the Issues developed in this study in an explicit

from
the
be
implicit
Insight
from
The
the
well
as
as
which
can
questions
gained
way.
answers shows the following:
1.

The questionnaire lists 25 subject matters, asking students to rate the quality of

course delivery (Survey'96:76f.). Yet the list of taught courses Indicated by the institutions
go far beyond this figure and indicate an enormous splitting of the entire material delivered
in one programme. Three-year programs incorporate an average number of 37.25
subjects. Four-year programs deliver in average 57.8 courses. Programs of five years'
length contain in average 42 courses (:26). These may be small units yet they appear as
separate entities and add to the problem of fragmentation.
2.

The response of the students Is controversial. On the one hand they complain

about the vast amount of courses and call for "fewer courses, more concentration and
integration with practice" (: 113). On the other hand they add a long list of subjects which
they feel should receive more attention (: 113f; 121-123). This alone reveals the problem
the Schools are facing. Increasing and changing needs and demands In the contexts of a
pluralistic, fragmented and constantly changing society put high pressure on them.
'Additionalism' is certainly the easiest answer but it only adds to the dilemma.
3.

Another puzzling aspect comes to surface when people are asked to comment

in
theologicaleducation.Despitea certainconservatismamong evangelical
alternatives
on
theologicalcolleges,a considerablenumberof personsof all categoriesfavour new
modelsof training(40 per cent of the schools'directors,45.5 per cent of the faculty
members,36.9 of the studentsand 42.9 per cent of the church/missionleaders).In most
casesthey favour modelswhich give more flexibility,can be taken part-time,providemore
307
).
Here again we
(47f;
125f.
95-97;
57-59;
and
ration
are
ctice-integ
more
modular
pra
have a criticalindication.Movingtoward a more modularcredit systemwill certainlysatisfy
those who seek more flexibility,but with equal certaintyit increasesfragmentation.Is not

307Modular
is in this case understoodin terms of independentunitswhich can be taken and
addedto a cumulativeaccountof creditstowarda degree.
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this modularcredit systemof NorthAmericanSeminariespreciselythe one which FarleyIs
criticisingheavily?
d)

Critical Remarks
Criticallyreflectingon the findings In this fourth chapterof the analysis,the following

can be stated:
1.

In a certainway theologicalcollegesand seminariesIn Germanyand

Switzerlandstill profitfrom some of the advantagesof the Bibleschool tradition.Given the
highlyproblematiccircumstancesin the theologicaldepartmentsof universities(addressed
by Ebeling,Mildenbergerand others)and the dissatisfactionwith North Americanseminary
education(addressedby Farley),the collegesunder considerationstill experiencea
comparativelyhigh degreeof Integrationand unity.The schoolsare In generalrather small.
All the studentsrun througha single programme.There is In most schoolsonly a minimal
choiceof electives.Ministerialprofessionalismhas not reachedthe extent of the North
Americanscene.Manyof the teachersstill do some cross-disciplinaryteaching.Thus,
lookingat these schoolsthe heavycritiqueof Farleycannot have its full right.
2.

On the other hand the move from Bible schoolsto theologicalcollegeshas led

evangelicaltheologicaleducationdown the road of fragmentation.The details have been
spelledout. Confrontedwith the changesof the last 20 to 25 years and under the pressure
of increasingcosts and decreasingstudentnumbers,a certain nervousnesscan be
observed.New namesof programs,new courses,changesof coursetitles, new
emphases,even new programsand new forms of deliveryare poppingup. All of this looks
more flexible,more attractive,more up-to-date,yet it also witnessesa greater degree of
fragmentation.
3.

In this whole developmentthere is little evidenceof serious reflectionon

curriculumdesign at a very fundamentallevel. The recordsof the KBA and the EEAA,the
two institutionalbodieswhich provideguidancefor the Schools,which educatethe
educators,show that there was occasionaldiscussionand instructionin certaincurricular
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308
areaS. But neverwas a lecturegiven or a workshopconductedon curriculum
developmentin general.It appearsthat in this difficulttransitionfrom Bible Schoolsto
colleges,academicdeanswere left withoutthe necessarytheoreticaland practicalhelp to
Is
integrated
is
But
this
what
neededto
new,
curricula.
exactly
create
reflect upon and
masterthe deficienciesof curriculardispersion.

5.

Evaluative Summary
What are the conclusions?How is the performanceof evangelicaltheological

educationin Germanyand Switzerlandto be assessedIn the light of a changingparadigm
in theological education.

a)

From Bible Schools to Theological Colleges: A Development With Mixed
Achievements
Investigation showed that the shifts taking place in the time frame of this study

deeply changed the face of these schools. We have labelled it a shift from Bible schools to
theological colleges, using the two terms in a typological way.

1.

A first significantresult of this study Is that the Bible school model,despiteall

the deficienciesit has in servingthe church adequatelyIn its contemporarycontext,
embracesmany of the featuresassociatedwith 'new models'of theologicaleducation.Of
courseits strengthis not a people/church-orientation
with its closenessto the constituency.
It ratherfollowsthe monasticmodel of personalityformationIn the context of a closed
community,distancedfrom the contextof life and ministry.But the other three axiomsof a
new paradigmof theologicaleducationare well representedIn the Bible school model: (1)
it modelsa high degree of mission-orientation,(2) it achievesa considerablelevel of
theory-practiceintegrationand (3) it kept the curriculumat an astonishinglyhigh level of

308Theintroduction of mission studies received the most attention (see discussion and
introduction
The
1980)
of social sciences was discussed in 1991. On several occasions
proposal
workshops on various disciplines were offered, at KBA Conferences as well as at EEAA biannual
meetings.
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unity and integration. We have recognised that the key values of the Bible school
movement, Bible-centredness, mission-orientation and personal spirituality/piety form the
integrative centre and are responsible for this high performance in the analysed areas.
2.

Secondly, the 1970s saw the introduction of far reaching changes. The turning

identified
has
be
to
somewhatafter 1974,if the theory holds that Lausanne'74 and
point
the efforts towardsaccreditationmade a significantimpacton these developments
(Egelkraut1990:33). Causesand effects of that shift have been Introducedand analysed
and need not to be restated(cf. Ferris/Englow;Egelkraut1996).A simple look at the
cataloguesof the 1960sand the 1990sevidencethe changesIn professionalobjectives,
academiclevel and curricularproliferation.
3.

What needsto be discussedat this point Is the fact that this changewas not a

changeby decision-though manydecisionswere taken along the way-but rather
somethingthat happenedto the schools.It appearsthat throughoutthe processmany of
the schools'leaderswere ratherreactingthan acting.The schoolswere confrontedwith
new challengesfrom differentsides Includingthe following:a growingand dynamic
evangelicalmovementon the world scene (LausanneMovement),the rise of missiologyof
NorthAmericanorigin,the attractionof NorthAmericanseminariesin general,the shift In
the West Europeancontextfrom Modernityto Post-Modernitybringingwith it a new
generationof students(GenerationX) and higher demandson academicand professional
quality.The schoolstried to respondto all of these and many other challenges.Many1016
and EEAAconferencesdocumentthis process.Lookingback, it appearsthat many themes
came up arbitrarilyor selectively.How could it have been different?As the challenges
occurred,they have been dealt with. From the perspectiveof the historianwe may have
wisheda more inclusiveapproach,lookingat all parts of the picture,doing more
fundamentalstudiesin theologicaleducation,helpingschoolsdevelopnew curricula-and
out of such a position,to act ratherthan to react. One reasonfor the lack of such
fundamentaland comprehensivework is certainlythe very limited resources.In 1990
Egelkrautpointedto the "lack of qualifiedfaculty," to the "heavy load" of most faculty and
the "very little originalresearch"that had been conductedby local evangelicalscholarsas
some of the main reasonsfor the deficienciesin evangelicaltheologicaleducationIn
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German-speaking Europe (11990:
33).309This brings to the surface one of the major needs
in evangelical theological education in Germany and Switzerland, namely research,
analysis and reflection on theological education, development of concepts which embrace
all aspects of theological training and education for the educators. The developments in
1995 and beyond evidence a general awareness of these deficiencies. The 1996 survey
and the follow-up analysis, of which this study in a certain way Is part, Indicate the
readiness to rethink theological training seriously. Whether there will be as much readiness
for the implementation of necessary changes remains to be seen.

b)

Observing Change Pafterns
In all these changeswhich havedevelopedIn the last two to three decadesit cannot

Europe
Bible
In
hidden
German-speaking
that
evangelical
colleges
are resisting
remain
very fundamentalchanges.Not a few of these schoolslook back on an impressivehistory.
Chrischona,the oldestof the schools,celebratedits,150thanniversaryin 1990(E. Schmid
ed.). Beyondtheir institutionalorigin they identifywith theologicaltraining In the pietistic
tradition(cf. Frische).Othersare younger,but they are all deeplyrooted In the monastic
modelof the Bibleschoolmovement.Despitethe fact that many indicatea needfor new
modelsof ministerialtraining,as shownby the 1996survey,In generalthe schools
310
the
by
this
the
traditional
study
affirm
continuing
value of
residentialmodel.
considered
Only a minorityof schoolsbelievethat the time for more radicalshifts has come, and these
311
Such new modelshave a hard time gaining acceptance
implementing
new
models.
are
in the communityof Bible colleges.Aarau, a schoolwith a longerhistory, has adjustedits
educationalmodelin the last decadeto the changingculturalsituationand seemsto find
by
more acceptance the peer schoolsthan IGW, which has started a new schoolwith a

309Egelkraut
is referringto all West Europeancountrieswith largeProtestantpopulations,but
his commentsare certainlyspokenout of the Germancontext.
31OThis
thesisis basedon the interviewsof the authorwith seniorleadersof the following
schools:Adelshofen,Beatenberg,Brake,Chrischona,Llebenzelland Wiedenes.
31IThis includes Aarau and lGW.
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completely alternative model.312The question to be answered Is: Why are these
evangelical schools so sceptical about many aspects of what has been proposed as a new
paradigm in theological education, and why are they resisting more fundamental changes.
This study does certainly not provide a comprehensive answer to that question. Some
factors appear evident after the investigations:
1.

There is still a deep conviction that the traditional model will have a future.

Despite decreasing enrolment numbers In some schools, the advantages of the residential
model are still viewed as far too significant to be given up.
2.

The fact that many of the Schools have grown into institutions of considerable

size, owninglarge campuseswith extensiveinfrastructures,may also be one factor that
contributesto the lack of flexibility.Some schoolshave investedheavilyIn new buildingsIn
the last decade.Moreradicalshifts toward non-residentialforms of trainingwhich would
requirea geographicaldislocationof the institutionsseemsInconceivablefor these schools
at this time.
3.

As studentnumbersdrop, funding becomesmore critical,new schoolsappear

and the pressurerises to maintainthe establishedinstitutions,there is definitelymore
competition.In this competitivesituationschoolswhich put new-modelprogramson the
marketare viewedas intruders,and they cannotexpectto be welcomed.313
4.

In some schoolsthe responseto the challengesof changingeducational

modelsmust also be seen in relationto the generationshift In those schools.New senior
leadersof a youngergenerationmay implementchangeswhich are not yet possiblewith a
leadershipwhich has establishedthe presentstructuresand has a high level of ownership
regardingthe traditionalresidentialmodel of Bible schooltraining.
5.

We must also considerEgelkraut'sstatementabout the overloadof work which

is carriedby the schools'leadersand faculties(1990:33). This Is certainlya reality.When a
strugglefor sheer survival-institutional and often also personaI-determines daily

312Thisis based on the current discussion in the context of the KBA and among Bible colleges
and seminaries in Switzerland, especially the meetings of December 1997 and March 1998.
313Thisis certainly the experience of IGW.
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business, then changes are surely experienced as threats. A change resisting attitude is
the logical consequence.
Furthermore, this author suggests another possible reason for the rather changeresistant attitude of the majority of schools which raise critical Issues on a much deeper
level.

C)

The Critical Issue
On a superficiallevel one could argue that the educationalIssueswhich are the

subjectof this part of the study are merelyon a structuraland formal level. Very pragmatic
solutionswould be the only thing needed:Which modelof Instructionserves best in a
given situation?However,most of the elementsof what we have called a new paradigmof
theologicaleducationgo well beyondforms and structures.They touch on such sensitive
issuesas hermeneutics,epistemologyand truth. It appearsagain, as In Part 111,
that It Is at
this level that many of the evangelicaltheologiansand educatorsare resistingthe changes
calledfor by the paradigmshift.
At severalpointswe have observedthat the pedagogicalparadigmshift Includesa
hermeneutical and epistemological shift. On one side is an understanding of truth as a
doctrinal
set
of
propositional
statements, disconnected from a particular context,
given
which can be transmitted deductively from the teacher who knows, to the student who
learns. On the other side is an understanding of truth as something which has to be
discovered in a particular context of every day struggle, as teacher and student engage in
a process of action and reflection where both are learners. In this model It is not defined at
the beginning of the educational process what truth is; it will rather be discovered in the
common process of inductive learning.
Many significant questions surface in this shift: the role of the Bible as norma

Christian
for
faith; the role of hermeneuticsin the interpretationof the Bible;
the
normans
the role of the interpreter'scontextin hermeneutics;the value of theologicalstatementshow far do they have universalnormativity?- and how far are they contextually
conditioned?Alreadythe analysisof the theologyof missionof GermanevangelicalsIn
Part III has evidencedtheir strong commitmentto the Bible as the norm for Christian
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theology and therefore their deep scepticism about contextual hermeneutics and
contextual theology. This of course is their main critique of the WWC's developments In
theology and missions. Yet, even within the evangelical family they view the movement of
evangelical theologians from the Two Thirds World (around INFEMIT) as going too far into
contextual hermeneutics and theology. It Is In front of this background that a resisting
attitude toward more fundamental shifts In theological education must be Interpreted. Any
In
learning
Inductive
towards
to
theological
such a
education
contextual
more
shift
attempt
way as to allow-in their view- a questioning of Biblical authority will ultimately provoke
This
leaves
German
theologians.
us again with
conservative
evangelical
among
resistance
the issue of (evangelical) conservatism, change and the underlying question of
(see
371fQ.
Issues
final
The
these
will
pp.
section
address
again
epistemology.
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PART FIVE:
TO CHANGE OR NOT TO CHANGE?
EVALUATIVE SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
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This concludingPart has two foci: The first section(A) will summarisethe findings of
this investigation and put them in context. The central question is: In which ways do the
results of this investigation contribute to the wider understanding of Christian mission,

theologyof mission,theologicaleducationand missionstudies?
In the secondsection(B) the underlyingissues Identifiedat the ends of Parts III and
IV, namelyconservatism,changepatternsand epistemology,will be reconsidered.The
criticalanalysiswill be carriedone step further, lookingat these issuesfrom the
perspectiveof Kuhn'sTheoryof paradigmshifts and MacIntyre'stheory of the rationalityof
traditions.This methodologywill hopefullycontributeto a deeperunderstandingof change
patternsin conservative(evangelical)Institutionswith a significancebeyondthe schools
further
This
for
in
this
research.
will
also
open
new
windows
study.
analysed

A. The Contributions of This Study
In responseto the objectivesstated at the outset of this study the following
conclusions can be drawn:

1. A Neglected Tradition of Theological Education and Mission
Studies Deserves Recognition
Part 11of this thesis focused on the history of evangelical theological education and

in
Germany
The
the
German-speaking
Switzerland.
of
significance
and
studies
mission
findingsbecomeapparentby puttingthe results in context.In his massive 195511957study
Missions
in
Education-still
Theological
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Study
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of
on
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The
Ecumenical
theological
orientation.
and
seminaries
mainly
of
of universities
In
Is
impact
Bible
the
the
movement
school
neglected.
evangelical
and
of
contribution
1987/88he conductedanothersurvey,approachingmore than 500 Institutionsaroundthe
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In
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87).
the
update
per
resulting
article
cent
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which
world, of
Myklebustadmitsthat "statisticallyspeaking,'Lausanne'has taken a much more active
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interestin the Church'smission,and in the promotionof Missiologyas a theological
discipline,than has'Geneva"'(:89). This missionarystrengthof the evangelicalmovement
has to be seen in close relationto the Bible school movement,as argued by Fiedler
(1994:144-148).Despitethis fact, Myklebustfocuseshis 1989analysismainlyon graduate
institutions.He states,"BibleSchools,strictly so-called,are left out, not becausethey are
not importantenough,but they clearly constitutea categoryof their own. Their numberIs
estimatedat 3000 or more"(:88).
This study has focusedon this neglected'categoryof their own' by analysingthe
developmentsof Bibleschoolsin Germanyand German-speakingSwitzerland.What are
the results?
1.

In one area, Myklebust'sassessmentcan only be affirmed:'Lausanne'has

taken a much more activeinterestin promotingmissiontraining,than has 'Geneva.' To
in
his
1989
Myklebust
analysis:
quote
However,a review of missiologicaldevelopmentsin the latter half of this
centuryalso revealsless bright features. No less than 19 professorshipsof
Missiologyhave ceasedto exist, mostly in Europe(14). Requiredcoursesin
the subject have becomeelective,or have disappearedfrom the curriculum.
In not a few cases the holder of a chair of Missiology has resigned to
become professor of one of the 'classical' disciplines of theology. In the
majorityof theologicalinstitutionsthe place accordedto MissiologyIs only a
marginalone (:99).
This assessment is certainly true in the context of the theology departments of the
universities in Germany and Switzerland. More recent studies, based on the WCC's
proposal on the Renewal of Theological Education, affirm these trends (Werner 1992;
Werner 1995). It is over against these facts that the results of this study gain significance.
There is a tradition of evangelical Bible schools and Seminaries in German-speaking
Europe comprising more than 30 schools; the tradition is deeply rooted In the missionary
during
19th
in
More
10,000
the
than
these
century.
of
studied
schools
students
movement
the period under investigation (1960 to 1995). The vast majority of German Protestant
missionaries working abroad are graduates of these schools. Any serious study on mission
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awareness,missionactivitiesand missiontrainingIn German-speakingEuropehas to
considerthe contributionof these schools.
2.

This movement of Bible schools and seminaries has undergone tremendous

changes in the past 30 to 40 years. One of them Is the significant rise of the academic
level of teaching, research and writing. Today most schools have mission teachers with
Masters- and Doctorate-level degrees In relevant fields of missiology. With the Frele
Hochschule fOr Mission an interdenominational evangelical graduate school of mission was
established. It includes a research centre supporting research at both Masters and
Doctorate level. German evangelical mission theologians have joined under the umbrella of
the Arbeitsqemeinschaft for Evangelikale Missioloqy (AfEM) with Its journal Evanqelikale
Missiologie (gm) and the AfEM edition. A growing group of German and Swiss evangelical
theologians have conducted doctoral research and are engaged In academic writing. The
Into
Bible
has
developed
hidden,
sectarian
almost
school
a
movement
somewhat
respectable force in academic missiological research, writing, teaching and action. Based
on this evidence this study argues that any comprehensive investigation of missiology and
in
the context of German-speaking Europe has to Incorporate the
training
mission
movement of evangelical missiology and mission training investigated by this thesis.
3.

While the ýarious aspects of mission studies, as expressed by what this study

terms a new paradigmof theologicaleducation,will be discussedlater on, one major
introduced
be
to
here.
We have shownevidencethat despiteall the
needs
contribution
deficienciesof evangelicalmissiologyand theologicaleducation,the Schoolshave
incorporatedmany of the featurescalledfor by the new paradigm.This refers to the
the integrationof missionin the curriculum,the integrationof theory
mission-orientation,
and practice,as well as the unity and integrationof the curriculum.Within this traditionof
evangelicalschoolsit was obviouslypossibleto maintainthe church and Its missionat the
centreof theologicalstudies in a way calledfor by Ecumenicaleducatorsbut hardly
achievedby state-universityrelatedschools.314This puts seriousquestionsto theological

314Seethe discussion of the university model pp. 55ff., also Engel/Werner; Werner 1992,
1995; Bittner.
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educationand missionstudiesin the contextof state universities(at least In the Germanspeakingcontext).This study suggeststhat it Is importantto considermore carefullythe
contributionof these schoolswhen issues of theologicaleducationand missionstudiesare
discussed.
4.

This leadsto an additionalcontributionof this study. It bringsto the foreground

the contribution of a tradition of alternative theological training, in which 'alternative' refers
to the recognised paths of the university. In the awareness of the public as well as the
theological academics of the universities, the contribution of the Schools is often viewed at
best as inferior and marginal. Such an assessment Is based on the cultural values of a
society which regards only those educational achievements as valuable which are
In
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the
at
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theological
from
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of
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Despite
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nature,
possible
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denominational level and the deficiencies of evangelical theological education (which will
be discussed later on), one has to recognise how deeply this challenges the closed and
Switzerland.
in
Germany
universities
still
current
and
elitist system of state

2.

A Movement Refuses to Go Along with the Paradigm Shift-Or
David Bosch's Dream Reconsidered
In Part III this study looked at the theologyof missionrepresentedby the Schools
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a)

German Evangelical Theology of Mission In Context
1.

On the first level, research showed that German evangelical theology of

mission, as represented by the Schools, has to be located at the conservativo-evangelical
corner of a global and ecumenical map. The heritage of Peter Beyerhaus and the impact of
the Frankfurt Declaration play a determinative role in the Schools' recent history. This
position centres in an emphatic commitment to the Bible as the authoritative and normative
word of God. This leads to a high degree of scepticism toward all those attempts at
contextualisation which have formed the core of the paradigm shift in mission. Based on
this conviction, the developments In missionary thinking and action within the WCC are
viewed as a severe deviation from the Biblical understanding of mission, If not as heresy.
Beyerhaus and people around him have attacked the WCC and its mission programme
with an apocalyptic style315of apologetics.
2.

Beyond this, conservative evangelicals In Germany have also expressed

serious concerns regarding developments within the evangelical movement's
understanding of mission. From the first analysis of Lausanne '74 by Beyerhaus up to the
most recent doctoral dissertation by Berneburg (1997), the so-called 'radical,' 'socialconcern' or 'Two Thirds World' evangelicals are criticised because of their high concern for
contextualisation and integral mission.
3.

This leads to a rather narrow scope of missiological teaching and thinking at

the Schools.Textbookstend to be restrictedto conservativeevangelicalviews, many of
them with an apologeticflavour. Ecumenicalliteratureplays a marginalrole In most
libraries,and there is a lack of Germantranslationsof literaturefrom a broaderevangelical
perspective(includingevangelicalmissiontheologiansfrom the Two Thirds World).
4.

How do we evaluatethis strand of evangelicaltheologyof mission?If we follow

James Barr'sanalysisof Fundamentalism,there Is nothingfor which this movementmust
be creditedand honoured(1977:344). Lookingfrom the point of view of the researchof

315Seep. 240; also the further discussion of the apologetic style of conservative evangelical
theologians pp. 373ff..
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this thesisthis authorsuggestsfour areas in which Germanconservativeevangelicals
contributeto the largerdiscussionon theologyof mission:316
(a) In the strugglefor contextualisationand the attemptsto formulatean Intercultural
theology,conservativeevangelicalscontinueto point to Scriptureas the norm and
317
for
Christian
theology.
authority all
(b) In the struggletowardsthe articulationof a holisticand integratedunderstanding
of mission,conservativeevangelicalscontinueto remindus of evangelisationas an
indispensablepart of mission.
(c) In the strugglefor an understandingof salvationIn the tension betweenhistory
and eternity,materialand spiritual,conservativeevangelicalscontinueto emphasisethe
eternaland eschatologicaldimensionof salvation.
(d) In the struggleto solve the "largest unresolvedproblemfor the Christianchurch"
(Bosch 1991: 476f. ), namely the articulation of a theology of religions, 318conservative
evangelicals continue to point to the fact that the biblical data on the uniqueness of Christ
be
included
in any serious attempt to formulate how the
the
must
salvation
of
way
as
Christian faith relates to other faiths.
Of course, German

conservative

evangelicals

are not the only people Insisting on

these points,and their insistenceis some times carried out In a very confrontational
dialogue
terminates
rather than openingit up. Furthermore,they have also
which
manner
so far failed to presentconvincingsolutionsfor many of these difficult problems.
Nonetheless,the wider ecumenicalcommunityIs well advisednot to stop listeningto these
conservativevoices,as Lesslie Newbiginhas stated recently,referringto the WCC's
pleading"for closer links with such evangelicalbodies as the World Evangelical

316The four points follow the missiological themes discussed in Part 111.
317Cf. Frankfurt Declaration, # 1.
318Cf. Gerald Anderson's
Theology, " which he has written

recent article "Theology of Religions:
in response to David Bosch (1996).
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The Epitome

of Mission

Fellowship"as expressedin the WCC's statement,"Towarda CommonUnderstandingand
319
Vision of the World Councilof ChurcheS":
But I do not think that the desire here expressedwill be fulfilled unless the
WCC gives much more evidence of being filled with a longing to bring the
Gospel to all peoples. It is right to stress that the responsibilityfor mission
it
Is.
In
the
lies
place
where
with
each
primarily
congregation
and evangelism
But it is necessaryalso to rememberboth that there are vast areas where
there are no Christiancongregations,also that none of our local churchesso
fully reflect the glory of Christ that they do not need help from others.
The WCC has given courageousleadershipin the struggle for peace and
justice in the fight against racism and In concern for peace and integrity of
creation.It has beenthe prime moverin the searchfor closer Christianunity.
But in so powerfullychallengingthe churcheson these issues it does seem
to have lost its missionarypassion that was the vital force that created the
in
the closing of the nineteenth and the opening
movement
ecumenical
years of the twentiethcenturies.The demand for unity among the churches
for
justice
demand
the
and peace among the nations, if they are not
and
rooted in what God has done for all the world In Jesus Christ, can
themselvesbecomea new form of domination.There cannot be any greater
task, or any deeperjoy, than to tell the world what God has done for us In
Jesus Christ and to enable others to know, love, and serve him as Lord and
Saviour"(1997:52).
5.

At the same time, we observedthat this traditionof conservativeevangelical

schools holds mainly to a fundamentalist, anti-Ecumenical position, Incorporating several
We
have
elements.
shown evidence that the polarlsation between the
problematic
rather
Ecumenical
the
and
streams of the world mission movement developed in
evangelical
German-speaking Europe in the time following the integration of the IMC with the WCC In
1961. This in turn has led the Schools into separation and isolation, resulting both in their
loss of contact with the global and ecumenical developments In mission and theological
education and in their resistance to changes in theological thinking on the basis not only of
Biblical grounds but of ideological grounds as well. It is the thesis of this study that some of

319Newbigin
is not referringto conservativeevangelicalsIn particular,but he pointsto Issues
whichconservativeevangelicalsemphasiswith greatvigour.
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the Schools suffer from an ideological conservatism which causes them to resist changes
which may be decisive for their future.

b)

David Bosch's Proposal Reconsidered
It is the thesis of this study that in the light of the investigationof German

conservativeevangelicaltheologyof mission,the "emergingecumenicalparadigmof
mission"proposedby DavidBoschneedssome correctionsand amendments.This does
not in any way limit the value of Bosch'sproposal,it only expandsit to a more
comprehensivepicture.Beyondthe critiquesof Bosch'sthesis, discussedin the respective
parts of this thesis, two final conclusionsmust be drawn:
1.

The empiricalresearchof this thesis identifiesa strand of Christianmission

(Germanconservativeevangelicalmissions)that Boschdid not describeand has only
marginallyrecognised.This strand Is in many ways not developingIn the directionof what
Boschdescribesas "an emergingecumenicalparadigmof mission." This calls Into
questionthe ecumenicalscopeof Bosch'sparadigm.A paradigmwhich deservesthe term
'ecumenical'is obligatedto integrateall strandsof the Christianmovement,especiallyIf a
strand representssuch a significanttradition as GermanPietism.320
2.

Beyondthis the analysisof Bosch has shownthat the core of his concernIs the

integrationof the opposed'evangelical'andecumenical' positions.We have pointedto the
fact that he intendsto move'beyond'the polarisationtowardsa 'creativetension.' Yet, the
indicates
this
that Bosch's'emergingecumenicalparadigm'Is highly
study
of
research
idealistic,describinga desiredconvergenceof opposingstrandsof the world Christian
movement,yet not payingattentionto the divergingstrandsof Christianmission.This does
not diminishBosch'sproposalas a visionwhich deservessupport.Yet the realisationof
this vision seemsremote,given the findingsof this research.321

320Thoughnot all strands within German Pietism associate with the movement of the Schools,
these schools certainly belong to the pietistic strand of the Protestant churches in Germany and
Switzerland.
321From a Latin American point of view, Ren6 Padilla has recently affirmed that the
Ecumenical and the Evangelical movements are rather diverging than converging (1993:192).
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3.

A New Paradigm in Theological Education Emerges-but

is It

Really that New?
In Part IV of the thesis, the Schoolswere analysedIn the light of paradigmshifts in
theologicaleducation.Unlikethe precedingpart on theologyof mission,a synthesisof
what an emergingnow paradigmof theologicaleducationwould be Is not alreadyavailable.
Thereforethis study has (1) first of all establishedsuch a synthesis,which Is then (2)
appliedto the Schools.

a)

The Synthesis of an Emerging New Paradigm of Theological Education
Researchhas shownthat theologicaleducationhas been undergoingsignificant

changesin the Post War period,especiallysince the 1960s.Severalstreamsof reflection
in
discussed
this study as evidenceof these shifts, Using paradigmtheory,this study
are
puts forwardwhat appearsto be a now paradigmof thoologicaloducation.The claim to be
a paradigmdemandssynthesis,comprehensivenessand Integration-that Is, all
be
must
synthesisedInto an Integratedtheory (cf. Bosch 1991:368).
strands
observable
Basedon this presuppositionthe thesis establishesa paradigmof theologicaleducation,
synthesisingsevensignificantstrandsof reflectionand practiceand Identifyingfour
interrelatedfeaturesof this paradigm,which are mission-orientation,church/peopleinductive
integrated
pedagogy
and
curriculum.The significanceof this
orientation,
follows:
is
as
synthesis
1.

The paradigm of theological education which has been emerging in the last

three to four decadeshas never been synthesisedin such a comprehensiveway. This
In
this
important
for
tool
the
the
theological
of
study
results
an
of
makes
analysis
education
different contexts.
2.

The synthesis of the different streams of reflection and practice has brought

togetherideas and experiencesof various origins and context.This has shownan amazing
potentialof cross-fertilisation,an aspectwhich has not been consideredthus far. This can
be demonstrated on several levels:

(a) Farley'sreflectionon distancingand involvementInspiresthe discussionsboth of
theory and practice and of extension education.
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(b) Bosch's introduction of the terms 'dimension and 'intention' fertilises the entire
debate on the place mission should take in the curriculum.
(c) The whole discussion on Integration is inspired by several strands, each one
Farley's
Bosch's
focus
dimension,
intention
aspect:
emphasis
on
and
another
contributing
on the recovery of theology as habitus, the extension movement's push for contextuality
and the stress placed by inductive learning theory on the action-reflection process.
(d) The sometimes euphoric experiments in the history of the extension movement
insights
by
both from Inductive learning theory and from Farley,
balanced
pedagogical
are
emphasising not only contextual involvement but also detached reflection.
Consequently the paradigm proposed by this thesis is not a mere list of items, but a
holistic paradigm which reaches a quality beyond the sum of its parts (cf. Shenk 1993b).
3.

In the end, a very significant result of this study Is the fact that even some of

the study's presuppositions require adjustment. A mission-oriented, contextual and
integrated philosophy of theological education does not primarily focus on some 'mission
Is
'in
Indicates.
This
theological
the
thesis
the
title
education'-as
of
studies' somewhere
the Warneck-Myklebust approach,322seeking to secure mission a place In the curriculum.
While the'intention' aspect has its right place (cf. Bosch 1991:496-498), it certainly
provides a much too limited scope. If put into order, the'dimension' aspect deserves
priority because it provides the foundation, a mission-oriented theology, based on which
Is
teaching
This
Is
Bosch
research
and
missiological
only
sense.
what
makes
specific
calling for, pointing to the necessary shift "from a theology of mission to a missionary
theology" (1991:492ff. ). As a result of the investigation we can therefore suggest the
following subtitle for this study: "From Mission Studies in Theological Education to Missionoriented Theological Education."

322Stillin his 1987/88survey,Myklebustaskedthe schoolsthe followingtwo questions:I
WhetherMissiologyis recognizedas a subjectin its own right (separatechair/department),or
whetherit is combinedwith someother subjects(ChurchHistory,PracticalTheology,Religious
Studies,etc.); and 2. whetherMissiology,if granteda separatestatus,Is part of the core curriculum,
or whetherit is offeredas an elective"(1989:87). Myklebustacknowledgesthe necessityof a
missionarydimensionof all theologybut maintainshis focuson the significanceof departmentsand
chairsof missiology(101).
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b)

Mixed Responses and a Challenge to the Paradigm
Lookingat the Schoolsin the light of such a new paradigmof theologicaleducation,

the study leadsto severalconclusionswhich show potentialfor far-reachingcontributions:
1.

First of all, the schools investigatedin this study are rootedin a traditionwhich

features
many
of what we havedefinedas a new paradigmof
alreadyencompassed
theologicaleducation.In this sense this study calls the Schoolsto remainfaithful to the
heritage.
In additionto that it raisescritical issues regarding
dimensions
their
of
positive
the paradigmitself. This paradigmis the responseto the deep dissatisfactionwith western
academictheologicaleducation,especiallyby peopleIn the Two Thirds World. The lack of
missionaryorientation,the academicwork In an ivory-tower,the detachmentfrom the
realityof the churchin mission,the separationof theoryand practiceand the fragmentation
of the curriculumare productsof the Enlightenmentuniversitymodel.As our culture moves
from modernityto post-modernity,alternative,post-modernparadigmsof theological
training are suggested.This study demonstratesthat many of these values and featuresof
theologicaleducation,now proposedas anew paradigm'are not that new and that they
have been alive in certaintraditionsof theologicaleducation.The researchin this thesis
in
that
the contextof pietism,neo-pietismand evangelicalism-or those
the
view
supports
in
Christianity
which the Bible, personalspiritualityand missionaryzeal were
of
strands
kept alive-theological education-or better, ministerialand missionarytraining-were kept
close to what now emergesas a 'new paradigm.'
2.

Furthermore,the study showsthat certainelementsof that new paradigmhave

been stimulatedby the particularproblemsand needsof certain contexts.These have
given the impetusto create new modelsof theologicaltraining,theologicaleducationby
extensionbeingthe key example.Yet researchhas shownthat a significantargumentin
favour of the TEE structure,namelythe detachmentnormallyassociatedwith residential
schools,is not so much a problemin Germanyand Switzerlandas it is in Guatemalaor
India. Consequently,to bring the TEE type to Europewill not have the same Impactas In
It
is
thereforeimperativeto distinguishbetweenparadigmsand
settings.
cultural
other
types, forms or structures.A paradigmdefinesthe way we think about theological
in
education terms of orientation,aims, values and pedagogicalconcepts.It spells out a
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be
framework
in
training
theological
the
will
carriedout.
which
philosophyof education,
This can be done usingdifferenttypes and forms of schoolsand educationalInstitutions.
While the paradigmhas a universalscope,the types or structureshave a contextualone.
Just as it did not makesenseto copy westernforms of trainingin the Two ThirdsWorld, it
does not make sensefor the churchesin Europeto producecarboncopies of structures
successfulin other parts of the world. The paradigmneedsto be contextualisedand this
may lead to varioustypes and structuresin variousculturalsettings.
3.

Furthermore,the investigationhas revealeda disturbingtension between

accreditationand the values of the new paradigm.In seekingacademicaccreditation
through associationwith the EEAA,the Schoolsjeopardisedsome of the core values of the
Bible schoolmovement.In someways the Schoolscan be blamedfor not succeedingIn
integratinghigher academicstandardswith the values of their educationaltradition.
However,one might also questionaccreditationprocedures.If accreditationaims at quality
assurance,then qualitymust be defined. If quality Is accordingto the paradigmof
theologicaleducationput forward in this study, then it certainlygoes beyondpure
academicstandardsof the universitysystem.Whenevertheologicalschoolsseek
validationthroughthe universitysystem,they know that the universitywill only measurethe
in
work
comparisonto universitystandards,and they may add Internal
academic
quality of
values in accordancewith their mission.But the case of the EEAA,where the focus is on
the accreditationof theologicalschools,aiming at the quality of theologicaleducation,
ought to be different. Basedon the researchof this study,the EEAA, and other agencies
supervisingtheologicaleducation,are urged to reviewtheir accreditationproceduresin the
light of the establishedparadigm.The task Is to find meansof quality measurementwhich
includeall aspectsof the paradigm.
4.

The researchhas also shownpuzzlingchangedynamicsamong the Schools.

On the one hand the Schoolshave demonstratedgreat flexibilityas they movedfrom Bible
schoolsto theologicalcolleges,even at the cost of some of the strengthsof their heritage.
On the other hand, they have obviouslyresistedfundamentalchangesat the level touching
on hermeneutical,epistemologicalissues-or contextual,inductivelearning-not to speak
of the resistanceto change their theologyof mission.This suggests,as a tentative
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generalisation, that educational institutions of conservative theological orientation tend to
refuse changes at the level of content and epistemology, yet they may be rather open for
changes at the formal and structural level. Based on these observations, this author would
even argue that there is a relation between conservative/fundamentalist theology and the
tendency to resist a more democratic, contextual, holistic and Inductive pedagogy-a
thesis which certainly calls for further research.

In the light of the above,the conclusionof this studywill not be completewithout
pointingto the criticalissue of epistemology.Throughoutthe study-in the section
dedicatedto theologyof mission(Part 111),
as well as In the one dedicatedto theological
education(Part IV)-contextualisation and hermeneuticsappearedto be the critical Issues.
At the very heart of the debate,be it theologicalor educational,is the questionof how'true'
theologycan be articulatedin the tension betweenthe Biblicaltext and the contextof a
For
conservativeevangelicals,whose deepestconcernseemsto be
situation.
particular
Biblicalorthodoxy,epistemologyappearsto be an issue of central Importance.The
investigationleavesus with the impression-though this may be somethingof an
overstatement-that the small group of Germanconservativeevangelicaltheologiansthink
they are the only oneswho hold to true Biblicalorthodoxy.It Is the assessmentof this
authorthat manyof the conservativetheologiansIn the contextof tho Schoolsdo not really
basic
two
realitiesof our time: (a) The realitythat "the traditionalwestern conceptof
accept
truth has collapsed"(Hicks:135) and (b) the reality of the diversityof the church In its
ecumenicaland global scope living In various culturalcontexts.To withdrawfrom
from
the global and ecumenicaldialogueand to retreat into an In-house
and
modernity
conversationwhich only leads to the reaffirmationof the propositionalclaims of western
conservativeevangelicalismcannot be the way into the future. Tho Schoolsought to
engagein the global and ecumenicalsearch for reformulatinga Bible-based,contextually
relevantepistemologyin view of modernity,post-modernity,ecumenicityand the global
church.
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This final conclusionprovokesa further questionwhich can be put under the heading
'conservatismand change.' It is preciselythis Issuewhichwill be consideredIn the
concludingsection.

B. The Critical Issue Reconsidered: Change and
Epistemology
At first glancethis final sectionseemsto deviatefrom the topic of this thesis. Mission
studiesin theologicaleducationare no longer at the surface.Yet, as this study was
proceedingthe undercurrentissue of how conservativeovangelicalsdoal with chango323
kept emerging.Eventhough it Is not Indicatedin the title, it becamea main feature of the
thesis and deservessome concludingreflections.
We will do this on the basis of KuhnianParadigmtheory, introducedIn the beginning
of the thesis. In additionto Kuhn,we will also employMacIntyre'sconceptof traditionconstitutedenquirywhich pushesus to carry the argumentbeyondKuhn.324

1.

Understanding Change Processes
Actually,at the beginningof this study the Kuhniantheorywas only IntroducedIn

order to understandDavid Bosch'sthesis of paradigmchange in missionand to define
paradigmterminologywhich is used throughoutthe study. Howeveras this authorwas
proceedingwith researchand reflectionit becamemore and more apparentthat the
Kuhniantheory itself would be a very illuminatingtool for the explorationof the change
dynamicsof the Schools.Such an additionalanalysisstands by no means In Isolationfrom
323Thefact that "evangelicals and change" is the critical Issue for the evangelical movement
has been confirmed by Bebbington in the final chapter of Evangelicalism In-Modern Britain (: 171176).
324Thereis a considerable amount of literature which has been published in recent years
dealing with issues of change dynamics. The author is aware of many of these studies. However, it
goes beyond the scope of this concluding chapter to Interact with this entire field of studies. Being
consistent with the theories already introduced in this study, it seems to be appropriate to make
further use of Kuhn's theory.
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the researchdone in this study, as a disconnectedappendix.On the contraryit bringsto
the foregroundwhat this authorbelievesto be one of the key IssuesIn the interpretationof
the materialpresentedin this study.
As a bridgefrom Kuhnto the analysisof the schoolsInvestigatedin this study, it Is
helpfulto use Hans KUng'sapplicationof paradigmtheoryto theology.This brings us back
to the TObingenConsultationof 1984. In his paperentitled'What does a Changeof
ParadigmMean?" (KOng/Tracy1989:212-219)KOngemploysthe Kuhniantheoryto
demonstratehow changesin theologyand churchdevelop.He sees "clearly certain
parallels,similaritiesand analogies"betweenthe naturalsciencesand theology(A 1) and
presentsthem In five thesis statements.Havingpointedout the areas of analogyof natural
scienceand theology,KOngthen moveson to draw our attentionto the differences,which,
in his view, are not less essential.He thereforecomplementsthe five analogystatements
with five differencestatements(:32ff.).325These five statementsof KOngprovidethe
backgroundagainstwhichthis final assessmentof the Schools'changebehaviourwill be
conducted.In short they are as follows:
I.

The ruling paradigmis stable and any changesare resisted by Its protectors.

2.

Only a crisis of the ruling paradigmwill open up the readinessfor change.

3.

Only the emergenceof a valuablenew paradigmcandidatewill enhance
changereadiness.

4.

The decisiontowardsa new paradigmIs not only a conclusionreachedby
rationalreasoning,it includesalso an irrationalstep of 'faith' (conversion).

5.

Changeprocessescan take variousrouts: evolutionarytransformation,
revolutionarychange,or reactionaryrepression.

Followingthese five steps we now proceedto an analysisof change processes
amongconservativeevangelicalsbasedon the researchof this study.

325Thefive difference-statements are not In the English
edition, and will be translated from the
German edition (Kong/Tracy 1984).
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There is one significantobservationwhich toucheson all five steps of the change
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a)

Thesis 1: Stability of the Old Paradigm and Chango-Rosistanco
One of Kuhn'sobservationsis that "studentsacceptcertainmodelsof understanding,

less as a result of proofsthan becauseof the authorityof the textbookthey study and of
the teacherto whomthey listen" (KOng/Tracy1989:11). It seemsthat the academic
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The attitudehas maintainedthat innovatorswere hereslarchs,heretics,enemiesof the

church.. ."

(KOng/Tracy1989:3). This leads Kong to his first thesis:

Like natural science, the theological community has a 'normal science' with
its classical authors, textbooks and teachers, which is characterised by a
cumulative growth of knowledge, by a solution of remaining problems
('puzzles'), and by resistance to everything that might result in a changing or
replacement of the established paradigm (14).

But at least one major differencebetweennaturalscienceand theologymust,
be
kept
in
KOng,
in
While
(KOng/Tracy
63).
1984:
the naturalsciences,
to
mind
according

326Marsden
has demonstratedthis in view of the (American)universitysystemwith regardto
the exclusionof a Christianworldview from the academicdiscussion(1994; 1997).This Indicates
thatwe are dealingwith a commonphenomenon.
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the 'old' paradigmis constitutedby the traditionof authors,publicationsand teachers,any
theologicalparadigmis, by definition,rootedin the traditionof Scripture,which is the
norma normans.Thus, the tradition has, to the extentthat it representsScripture,ultimate
normativevalue.

How does this apply to the observations of this Investigation?

1.

On the level of theory of mission,the stabilisingInfluenceof Beyerhaus's

theologyhas been observedin this study, as well as the strongeffort to legitimisethe
contemporarypositionof conservativeevangelicaltheologyof missionthrough an orthodox
327claim that the theologyof
tradition.There is an implicit,and occasionallyeven expliCit,
missionproposedby the Beyerhausschool stands In the line of Biblicalorthodoxy,Le., Is
true. We have also shownthat considerableapologeticefforts have been made to defend
this position.Furthermore,the analysisdemonstratedthat the textbooksaccessibleto
studentstend to be limitedto publicationsadvocatingthis position.In paradigm
terminology,this indicateda very self-protecting,closed system.There are Inherited
changeresistingpatterns,such as the claim that the presentparadigmIs tho truth, the
discreditingof othertheoriesand the restrictionof thinkingand researchto the boundaries
of a given doctrinaltradition.
Now, accordingto KOng,such conservativepatternscan be rooted In mere
traditionalism, or they can have Biblical grounding. Yet, what KOng separates so nicely
be
separated in reality. This leads us directly to the core of the
so
easily
cannot
conservative-evangelical problem. Of course, they ground their theory of mission on the
Bible, or should we say, on their interpretation of the Bible. With this we approach the
issues of orthodoxy, hermeneutics and truth-or

simply, as Peter Hicks has entitled his

book, Evangelicals and Truth (1998).
The question of Orthodoxy is without any doubt crucial to evangelicals, especially to
its conservative wing, often labelled fundamentalism. Evangelicals view their beliefs as

3271nSautters thesis it is very explicit.
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the traditionof true Biblicalorthodoxy,and at the same time apologeticallycritiquesother
traditionsof Biblicalinterpretationfor being outsideof the truly Biblicaltradition,this
becomesinstitutionalisedconservatism.In the contextof theologicaltrainingthis may have
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328Thisis not to suggest that the Schools function fully on this level, but It suggests possible
dangers. Some of the schools may well show tendencies In this direction.
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a) A heavyemphasison the authorityof the Bible,combinedwith the understanding
that orthodoxtheologycan be deducedfrom the Bibleas propositionaltruth, tends to
is
in
learning
deductive
at the centre.
which
cognitive,
milieu
create an educational
b) A heavyemphasison tradition and continuity,combinedwith a high level of
in
ideas
tends
to
which
milieu
and
changes,
an
educational
create
suspicionabout new
changes will be perceived primarily as threats.

c) A heavyemphasison the battle for truth, combinedwith a minoritysituation,tends
to create a milieuof defence,propheticvocationand martyrdom.
d) A heavyemphasison belief in a spiritualbattle In the intellectualand academic
world, combinedwith the tendencyto demonisecertaintheoriesand philosophies,tends to
create a protectiveeducationalmilieuwhich preventsbroadacademicresearch,as well as
open dialogueand Interactionwith the other philosophicaland theologicalstrands.
e) A heavyemphasison orthodoxy,combinedwith the understandingthat orthodoxy
is expressed by certain theological definitions (and in the right terminology), tends to create

an educationalmilieuof mistrust,'boundedset'thinking (cf. Hiebert 1980:92-95) basedon
code-words and control.
With this we have not decided whether the theology of mission defended by

conservativeevangelicalsis wrong or right. We only point to the mechanismsof
conservatismby using paradigmlanguage.Conservativeevangelicaltheologyand its
educational institutions are well advised to be aware of these mechanisms.
This is not the place to analyse other theological currents, but we may take note of

the fact that all theologicalstrands,be they calledliberal, modernist,critical or feminist are
in danger of functioning according to the pattern of Institutionalised traditions (cf. Marsden
1997).
2.

Looking at the forms and structures of evangelical theological education In

Germanyand Switzerland,we observea much greaterflexibility.Researchhas shownthat
the Schoolshave changedin the last four decades,in some areas more Incidentally,In
othersdeliberately.They have sought accreditationwith certaintyand decisionand with it a
whole range of changes.It seemsthat evangelicals,even their more conservativewing,
are not so conservativewhen it comesto functionalchangesor put in other words, when
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the successfulaccomplishmentof their missionis at stake.This study has not focusedon
the universities,but from what has been gleaned,it may be fair to say that the
'conservatives'proveto be more 'liberal,' and the 'liberals'more'conservative,' when it
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Nonethelesswe have also pointedto the limitationsof the evangelicals'flexibility.
The analysis has shown that the flexibility stops when critical theological Issues are at
stake. In praxis: contextual education and inductive learning are regarded very critically,
because they touch on such sensitive issues as hermeneutics, epistemology and truth.
With this we are back to the deficiencies of institutionalised conservatism discussed earlier.
Thus, paradigm theory supports the thesis we suggested earlier, namely that

educationalinstitutionsclaiminga conservativetheory may be flexible at a formal and
structurallevel but will resist formal and structuralchangesas soon as they questionthe
status quo of their sacrosancttheory. Institutionsof theologicaleducationwould do well to
this
to
pattern.
attention
pay

329Werner
comments:"Ecumenicalencouragementsto reformtheologicaleducationhaveso
far madelittle headwaywhere state theologicalfacultiesare concerned"(1992:78).
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b)

Thesis 2: Crisis Awareness and Change Readiness
The secondthesis is based on Kuhn'sobservationthat paradigmshifts are usually

introducedby a crisis of the paradigmIn function:
As in natural science,so also in the theologicalcommunity,awaronessof a
growing crisis is the starting-point for the advent of a drastic change in
certain hitherto prevailing basic assumptions, and eventually causes the
breakthroughof a new paradigm or model of understanding.When the
availablerules and methodsbreak down, they lead to a search for new ones
(KOng/Tracy1989:20).
Again, KOngpointsto the fact that this thesis Is also true of theology,and he gives
evidenceby pointingto some of the major paradigmshifts of Christianhistory
(Kong/Tracy:15).
But again,there is also a significantdifferenceIn theology(KOng/Tracy1984:64):
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Appliedto this study this Impliesthe following:

1.

Crisis awareness and crisis response of conservative evangelical theolog

The emphasis Is definitely on
mission have been discussed In the thesis (Part 111)
continuity, not on change. This is not to say that there is no awareness of crisis. The titles
of Beyerhaus's publications alone are enough evidence of that. But Beyerhaus speaks not
of a crisis encountered by the evangelical paradigm of mission, not of an epistemological
crisis of evangelical orthodoxy. He diagnoses an external crisis of the church as it
In
the
internal
in
he
diagnoses
crisis
growing
resistance
world
an
mission, and
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33011
durcheine unmittelbare,ganz persönlichespirituelleErfahrungder ursprünglichen
...
(1984,64).
"
Botschaft...
christlichen
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churchin general,especiallyin the Ecumenicalmovement,a critical loss of Biblical
grounding.In Beyerhaus'sview the crisis can be identifiedin historicalcriticism,loss of
Biblicalorthodoxyand humanism.Thus, Beyerhausdoes not perceivethe evangelical
paradigmof missionas being in crisis. In paradigmlanguage,since the ruling paradigmis
not experiencedas being in crisis, there Is no need and no desire for change,In contrastto
the Ecumenicalmovement.There, the dramaticchangesIn the world situationand
especiallythe heavycritiqueof traditionalwestern missionIn the anti-colonialperiodwere
perceivedto have shakenthe foundationsof the western understandingof mission(Collet).
The old paradigmis experiencedas havingcollapsed.This results in a search for a new
paradigm,the featuresof whichwe have discussedaccordingto Werner's (1993)
presentation(see pp. 146ff.)
2.

In view of forms and structures,the most recentdevelopmentsIn tho Schools

clearlyindicatea crisis-awareness.The decreasein studentnumbersover the last years
has causedseriousquestions.The 1996survey utilisedIn this study Is only one of the
expressionsof the crisis-awareness.It Is also evidentthat this crisis is perceivedas
causedby externalfactors.There are seemingly'unidentifiable'changesin society,In the
church,in the worldwhich cause seriousreflectionand consideration.The traditional
modelsof theologicaltrainingare obviouslycalled Into question,be this justified or not. To
the old paradigmis no longer capableof providingsatisfying
use paradigm-language:
answersto the new realities.This has openedand will open the way for further changes.
And what about KOng'sscenarioof Biblicalrenewal?As far as this study shows, tho
Schoolshave increasedtheir level of changereadinessonly under the pressureof external
causes,not basedon the recoveryof a Biblicalmandatefor theologicaltraining.

C)

Thesis 3: Openness for New Paradigm Candidates
Furthermore,Kuhn observedthat it is not merelya crisis of the existingparadigmthat

is neededto causea paradigmchange,but also an emergingnew paradigm."The model
to be replaced needs a worthy, a credible model to succeed it before it can retire. It needs

a new'paradigmcandidate...(KOng/Tracy1989:20). KOngconcludes:
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As in natural science, so also in the theological community, an older
Is
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one
when
a
new
paradigm or model of understanding replaced
available(:23).
But, in natural science a paradigm shift can lead to a very radical change with great
discontinuity and minimal continuity with the old paradigm; In theology, Scripture, the
common ground of the old and the new paradigms, always provides a major emphasis on
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change
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1984:
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Lookingat the resultsof this study In the light of this third thesis, we conclude:

1.

The analysisof conservativeevangelicaltheologyof-missionhas shown

evidenceof a clear refusalof any new paradigmwhich has emergedin the last three to
four decades.Why? What does this mean In paradigmlanguage?One part of the answer
is given with our observationin the previoussections.A traditionof Institutionalised
conservatism,of satisfactionwith the statusýquo, showingno crisis awareness,will hardly
look for alternatives.On the other hand, to use paradigmterminology,no other paradigm
candidatehas shownitself trustworthyenoughto be consideredas an alternative.
This is the point where we may gain a further understandingof the roads taken by
Some,
World,
their
Two
Thirds
have
developed
those
the
especially
of
evangelicals.
other
thinking toward a paradigm change in mission theory (e.g., Samuel 1996; Sugden
1997:318ff; Yung). Put in paradigm language, they do not have the long history of
institutionalised evangelical orthodoxy; and they have, In their context, experienced a
severe collapse of the traditional western understanding of mission. The old paradigm was
in a crisis. This opened up changes, and as new paradigm candidates were created and
emerged, some of them gained confidence and were picked up and Integrated. In
Mangoes or Bananas. The Quest for an Authentic Asian Christian Theolow Hwa Yung
outlines how Asian evangelicals have overcome the westernisation of their theology and
how they have moved towards an understanding of mission which Is Bible based,
contextual and holistic (Yung: 191ff. ). Melba Maggey, writing in a Philippine context,
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(Maggey:1W. ). The African evangelicaltheologianKwameBediakoof Ghana has put
forwarda studywhich proposesan evangelicaltheologywhich Is both true to the gospel
and authenticallyAfrican.BediakoIs able to challengesome of the western conceptionsof
theologybasedon his observationof pre-Constantinlan(African)Christianity.All these
approacheswitnessto a paradigmchangein mission-and are unknownto most
in
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in
language
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Beyond
theologians
the
and
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German-speakingworld it has been arguedIn this study that this Is due to Institutionalised
conservatism.
2.

As we look once more at forms and structures,the picture Is different.

Alternativemodelsof theologicaleducationhave been adoptedas needs have changed.
From the Bibleschoolmodelthe Schoolsmovedto the collegeand seminarymodel. Even
more radicallyalternativeshifts are considered,such as extensioneducation.Why did new
modelsgain the necessaryconfidenceto be accepted?For the college and seminary
in
the accreditingprocess,the internationalreputationmay have given
adopted
model,
them the necessaryauthority.New models,such as TEE, encountermuch more difficulty
in gainingacceptanceas trustworthyparadigmcandidates.
d)

Thesis 4: Reason and 'Faith' In Change Processes
One of the major challengesof the Kuhniantheory is the observationthat paradigm

changes are not merely based on logical, rationale insights but also on subjoctivo
Even
in the realm of natural science, the dimensions of doubt and faith,
circumstances.
factors
and religious convictions play a vital role. Kuhn speaks of something
non-scientific
like a conversion experience, which is needed if a person Is to move from one paradigm to
another (Kong/Tracy 1989:23-25). The similarities In theology are obvious, as Kong
concludes:
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As in naturalscience,so in the theologicalcommunity,in the acceptanceor
factors
but
extra-scientific
a
new
paradigm,
of
not
rejection
only scientific,
are involved, so that the transmissionto a new model cannot be purely
rationallyextorted,but may be describedas a conversion(:27).331
But, Kong pointsto a problem,which has to be consideredcarefully(KOng/Tracy
1984:66): paradigmtheoryclaims that paradigmchangecalls for a 'conversion'of the
scientist.Turningto theology,one has to distinguishbetweenthe 'non-religious'meaning
it
is
'conversion'
term
the
used by Kuhn-as 'the turningto an embracing'of a new
as
of
modelof thinking-and its 'religious'content in biblicalthinking-as 'turning to God.' Kong
calls for a strict distinctionbetweenthe two meanings,becauseoften the conservative
forces in the churchwill Interpretthis 'turning to' a new view of Interpretingreality as a
'turningaway from God. Thus, paradigm-shiftIssuesbecomefaith-questions.

In view of this investigation,this would apply as follows:

1.

Beginning with theology of mission, we have to pick up the process with the

statement that there appears to be neither crisis awareness nor change readiness In
conservative evangelical theology of mission represented by the Schools. Paradigm theory
raises the question of whether the climate In which these convictions grew and in which
these decisions had to be taken has contributed In any form to the development of the
process. Kuhn and KOngwould suggest that a state of affairs in which the Issues are
discussed only on an intellectual level, even in an atmosphere of threat and personal
mistrust, would certainly not enhance the feasibility of the faith-step necessary for the
acceptance of a new paradigm. It certainly goes beyond the scope of this study to answer
this question. It is mere speculation to claim that given another constellation of persons,

331We
areawareof thefactthatit is at thispointwhereMacIntyre
criticisesKuhn,claiming
thatdecisionsto changearenotas irrationalas KuhnthinksbutthatIt Is the"reconstruction
of the
of a giventraditionwhichprovidesa "rationality
narrative"
of tradition"andopensupchangeswhich
464ff.
standin relationto thetraditionandarenotas revolutionary
as Kuhnassumes(1977:
However,
1988:349-369).
Intheway
wearguethatthereis muchvalidityin Kuhn'spoint,especially
Kongappliesit to thechurchandto theology.WewillapplyKuhn'sargumentat thispointandcome
backto Macintyre's
in thenextchapter.
contribution
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the story would havedevelopedIn differentdirections.Yet paradigmtheory encourages
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steps of 'faith' than conservativeevangelicaltheologynormallyacknowledges.
This leadsto the questionof what kind of climateIs createdat the Schools.KOng's
theory suggests that in institutionalised traditions of the church, the step of faith needed to
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This means that institutionalised conservatism does not normally create a milieu which
in
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thinking.
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changes
creates a climate of threat,
contrary,
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suppression and mistrust. A person ready to accept another paradigm will have to face the
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he/she
Barr
that
has
faith.
James
Again
the
abandoned
orthodox
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has identified the issue well. He concludes that the "fear that one will lose one's
evangelical identity" hinders many fundamentalists from leaving a fundamentalist position
(1988: 156f.). In paradigm language, it Is the non-rational element of fear on the one hand
or freedom on the other that hinders or supports paradigm changes as much as cognitive
A
persuasion. change of paradigms is very threatening when the person making the
change will lose his/her acceptance within a given community of theologians. In a
community showing features of institutionalised conservatism, the peer-pressure to remain
orthodox can be enormous. Again, we are not saying that this Is the kind of atmosphere in
all the Schools, but conservative evangelicalism Is certainly in danger of tending in this
direction. The Schools would be wise to consider this dimension of their theological
heritage.
2.

If we look at changes in forms and structures, we first of all recognise that

there is no recognisable threat which would make a shift towards new forms of theological
training look like a deviation from orthodoxy. The process by which Bible schools have
developed into theological colleges has been characterised by a combination of rational
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pragmatismand a supportivemilieu supportiveof the changes.With this we refer on the
one handto reasonablereflectionson changingneedsand demands,as well as available
alternatives,and on the other hand to good relationshipswith NorthAmericanseminaries,
which led to the integrationof many elementsof NorthAmericanmodelsof theological
trainingand missionstudies,includingthe accreditationsystem.
In the area of more recent changestoward alternativemodelsof theological
education which would move more radically in the direction of the new paradigm, there Is
certainly more hesitation. This author has not encountered serious rational arguments
against the implementation of more radical steps, such as extension education or moving
away from residential schools. It just seems that the old paradigm Is not (yet) In crisis, and
there is no pressure which would call for changes. There may also be other Irrational
factors which hinder such shifts, like the fear to move too far away from the tradition.

Thesis 5: Evolution, Revolution or Repression?

e)

Finally, Kuhn points to the fact, that a new paradigm will not automatically succeed.
"There are in principle three possible ways out of the crisis:" (a) the new paradigm Is
absorbed into the old; (b) the new paradigm replaces the old; and (c) the old paradigm
resists a change, and the new paradigm Is "put into cold storage" (Kong/Tracy 1989:27).
Thus,
in the theological community, as in natural science, it can be predicted only
with difficulty, in the midst of great controversies, whether a new paradigm Is
absorbed into the old, replaces the old or Is shelved for a long period. But If
it is accepted, innovation is consolidated as tradition (:28).
We can also speak of three models of change outcome: (1) evolutionary
transformation, (2) revolutionaty replacement and (3) reactionary repression.

But, again, KOngdraws our attentionto a specificdimensionIn theology(KOng/Tracy
1984:66f.). If the existing paradigm of theology is identified with the gospel itself, then any
new paradigm will be rejected.

Again, we apply this to the research and conclude:
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1.

In terms of missiontheo

,

the verdictwe have discoveredIs clear: the old

paradigmhas succeeded.All attemptsto introducenew paradigmssince the 1960shave
been categoricallyrefused.In the case of the Beyerhausianera, we shouldprobablyspeak
of a "reactionaryrepression." In the battle againstthe humanisationprogrammeof the
WCC and for world evangelisation,conservativeevangelicaltheologyof missionhas even
gainedmomentumand strength.Never before have Germanevangelicaltheologians
producedso many bookson missionas since Peter Beyerhaus'sreturn from the mission
field in the 1960s.The FrankfurtDeclarationbecamea powerfulmilestone,which will
hardlybe movedin the near future. New shifts can only be Introducedwhen a new
generationof theologiansexperiencesdissatisfactionwith the current paradigm.This will
lead to a crisis of this paradigm.
2.

In view of forms and structuresparadigmterminologywould choosethe word

'evolutionarytransformation'as the most fitting description.All schoolshave slowly but
steadilyintegratedthe featuresof the Bible college and seminarymodel, If it comes to the
acceptanceof elementsof a new paradigmof theologicaleducation,more reservationmay
be observed;however,aspectssuch as extensionteaching,movingcloserto the
constituencyand integrationof missionhave been pickedup continuously.Only the 1GW
took more radicalsteps, presentinga completelyalternativemodel incorporatingmany
featuresof the new paradigm.Again, In the most crucial areas of contextualand Inductive
pedagogy,the theologicalemergencybrake hindereddeeperchanges.These are the
issueswherethe impact of institutionalisedconservatismpenetratesto the formal and
structurallevel.

What are we going to do with these observations and reflections? Kuhn and Kong
lead us to a number of critical conclusions:
1.

They help us to understand that the change (or'non-change') processes

observed in this study are not just a matter of Bible-based rationality, as some of the
evangelical protagonists want us to believe. The picture contains not only the issues of
defining the 'right' theology of mission (Part III of the thesis) and/or of finding the 'right'
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(b) The schoolsdid not reject the Integrationof the conceptof contextualisationInto
their theology of mission on the basis of purely biblical-theological reflection, but within a
specific change process. In the context of Institutionalised conservatism, the existing
to
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There
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stability.
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would
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2.

The Kuhnian theory has also been helpful in perceiving more clearly the

mechanisms of institutionalised conservatism which to a considerable extent characterlse
the evangelical movement under investigation. It Is the conviction of this author that it
to
for
in
helpful
be
the
Schools
look
to
these
order
mechanisms
would
more carefully at
gain a deeper understanding of their change patterns. It goes without saying that the
institutionalised
of
phenomena
conservatism are not limited to so-called 'conservative'
traditions and institutions but that it would be meaningful for all traditions and Institutions to
look at their change patterns through the glasses of paradigm change theory.
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2.

Arguments, Rationales and Epistemology332
Macintyre has carried Kuhn's theory further In that he argues that the paradigmatic
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of the former paradigm and show the continuity between the old and
reasons
the new paradigm (1977:456,460,467). In order to achieve this, "imaginative conceptual
innovation" is needed to carry the tradition beyond the limitations of the old explanations
(1988:349-369). Possible pitfalls include moving toward scepticism on the one hand or
toward instrumentalism (or dogmatism) on the other hand. The former refers to a person's
loss of "any means of making himself-or others-intelligible to himself, let alone to
others," i.e., becoming unintelligible. The latter refers to the perpetuation of answers which

332Theterm epistemologyis used In the senseof the German"Erkenntnistheorie"
definedby
Kelleras the "philosophischeWissenschaftvon der Erkenntnis"[philosophicalscienceof knowledge]
(:38). For an introductionto Epistemologysee Albert Keller,AllqemelneErkenntnistheorie.
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471). As MacIntyreputs it:
Conflictarises,of course, not only within, but betweentraditions and such a
conflict tests the resources of each contendingtradition. It Is yet another
mark of a degeneratetradition that it has contriveda set of epistemological
defenceswhich enable it to avoid being put in questionor at least to avoid
recognisingthat it is being put in questionby rival traditions(1977:462).
Fromthis it is possibleto derive a twofoldtest of the traditionof conservative
evangelicalismwe encounteredin this study. The questionsare as follows: (1) Has
conservativeevangelicaltheologyof missionsucceededIn reconstructingIts narrativein
such a way that the new questionscan be answeredsatisfactorily,that the old theory can
be understoodmoredeeplyand that the continuityof the narrativecan be demonstrated?If
so, it is a valuablecandidatefor the future. (2) Has conservativeevangelicaltheologyof
missionsuccessfullyavoidedthe two possiblepitfalls?The study has shownthat
it
did
However,
"
the
"capitulation
to
evangelicalism
not
go
conservative
scepticism.
route of
may be in dangerof "dogmatism." If the epistemologicalsolutionspresentedby the
theologiansof this traditionturn out to be a contrivedset of epistemologicaldefences,
then, followingMacintyre,this tradition must be deemeda degeneratetradition.
1.

The fact that Germanevangelicaltheologianshave reclaimedhistoryas they

encounteredan ePistemologicalcrisis has been demonstratedat severalstages of this
194,207ff.
)
Time
(see
pp.
and again, Beyerhaus,BockmOhl,Sautter,Hamel and
study
Reiflerhave repeatedthat Germanevangelicaltheologyof missionstands In the tradition
in
the line of Kraemer,Hartensteinand Freytag.And the point Is obvious:
Pietism
and
of
this is the Biblicaltradition;the directionthe Ecumenicalmovementhas taken Is a
deviation.In that sense, Germanevangelicalmissiontheologianshave successfully
regainedidentityin the crisis of the 1960sby connectingtheir present situationwith a
historywhich had the potentialto create identity.However,as already mentionedIn
connectionwith the Kuhnianparadigmtheory, this claim of a history Is not without
problems(see pp. 358f.)
a) The reconstructionof the narrative,to use MacIntyre'slanguage,has been carried
fashion
in
a
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as a meansof establishinga direct relation to Biblical
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faithfulness.FollowingBarr,we criticisedsuch a reconstructionof the narrative,becauseit
is highly protective,in that it establishesa rationalefor its own orthodoxyby means of a
selectivereconstructionof history,communicatingthat thosewho do not share the
convictionsof conservativeevangelicalshavedeviatedfrom orthodoxy.
b) Researchhas also shownthat the criteriabehindtheir readingof the Bible, as well
as for their reconstruction of their narrative (that Is, the history of the truo evangelical faith),
have been shaped by a number of contextual aspects. Sautter himself, In his thesis on the
WCC's understanding of salvation history In the light of the evangelical critique, Identifies
them. He presupposes that German evangelicals (Beyerhaus and the Frankfurt
Declaration) are the heirs of a Biblical understanding of salvation history. He argues that
five foundations enabled continental evangelicals to withstand the challenges of a
redefinition of the concept of salvation history (: 153-155): (1) They are rooted In Pietism
and its emphasis that only conversion to Christ Is the way to salvation. (2) They have
recovered the premillenial eschatology of the pietistic fathers (Bengel, etc. ) (3) They have
been shaped by Karl Heim's reading of history under the category of the fall, (4) They have
been shaped by dialectical theology, especially Oscar Cullmann's view of salvation history.
(5) They live under the legacy of National Socialism and World War 11,which removed any
optimism about world transformation in the process of human history.
We do not have to discuss these items In detail. We only recognise that Sautter has

outlinedbeautifullythe contoursof the contextualconditioningof his theology.No objection
is raisedhere againstthe fact of this contextualconditionedness. We have shownthat all
theologyis context-conditioned,thus none can be blamedbecauseof the conditioningof
his or her theology.However,on a more popularlevel (i.e., Reifler),these contextual
factors are not mentioned,thus transmittingthe messagethat Germanconservative
evangelicalsmay objectivelyclaim to be the direct and pure heirs of Biblicalorthodoxy.
This again is a very protectiveargumentthat does not play with open cards.
c) Finally,we have to considerthe apologeticstructureof the reconstructionof the
narrative.From Beyerhausand BockmUhlup to Berneburg,the reconstructionof the
narrativeservesthe affirmationof conservativeevangelicalIdentityover againstthe
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Ecumenicalmovement(or In the case of Berneburg,the kingdomtheologyof radical
Evangelicals).
Again, apologeticshas its right, and one cannotobjectto a tradition'sreconstruction
of its narrative,includingan apologeticdimension.However,as pointedout earlier (see pp.
241) apologeticsof the strongesttype have been predominantIn Beyerhaus'spublications.
Boschconcludesin view of Beyerhaus'sapologetics:'The Implicationsare clear: those
who agreewith him are on the Lord's side. But the others... ?" (1980:205). Such
apocalypticapologeticscondemnthe opponentand createan Insurmountablegulf. As
Hummelpointsout, such apocalypticapologeticsmay be the only option left for the church
in situationsof tremendouspressure(as was faced by the ConfessingChurch In the
contextof NationalSocialismIn Germany),yet It can also lead to "a fundamentalistselfexclusionfrom the generaldiscourseIn society"(1).
The generationfollowingPeter Beyerhaus(Sautter,Hamel,Berneburg,Reifler,
MUller) employs a much more moderate style of apologetics. However It is critical to notice
that all three recent doctoral dissertations on mission theology, conducted under the
supervision of Beyerhaus, are basically apologetic in orientation. They neither critically
analyse their own theology, nor do they address one of the burning Issues In theology of
mission in a way conducive to constructive solutions. They concentrate on the othor
it
Ecumenical
be
or radical evangelical, criticising tho othor by using the author's
position,
own 'orthodoxy' as standard. These dissertations express hardly any self-critical
awareness. In a way it Is the reconstruction of the narrative of the author's own tradition by
apologetically criticising tho othors. This Is again a highly protective way of presenting
history.
2.

From this derives another deficiency which needs to be addressed. A

successful reconstruction of the narrative includes satisfactory answers to the Issues which
are causing the epistemological crisis. What can we observe In this regard? The
concentration on the apologetic reconstruction of the narrative has led to an
underdevelopment as regards constructive contributions from within the evangelical
tradition toward the solution of the issues at stake. Neither Beyerhaus nor any of his
followers has published a significant piece which would suggest In a constructive way what
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evangelicals have to contribute to contextualisation, holistic mission, the interpretation of
God's action outside the church or the theology of religion. As we have seen, the more
recent theology of mission by Reifier Is a good summary of what German evangelical
theology has produced from Hartenstein up to Beyerhaus, expanded with insights from
North American mission anthropology. Beyond that, It does not make any contribution to
the burning Issues of the paradigm change discussed in this study.333With Helfenstein we
can only confirm that evangelical theology Is characterised by stagnation because it is
locked Into its orthodoxy In such a way that Is not capable of responding creatively to
challenging new theological developments.334There is hardly any sign of what MacIntyre
would call "imaginative conceptual Innovation"-or an Innovative move beyond the status
quo, toward a new explanation which Incorporates the history of the tradition as well as at
least promising avenues towards the solutions of the current Issues.
3.

Finally, we look at the possible pitfall of dogmatism. This brings us back to the

epistemological issues. We argued at the end of Part III as well as at the end of Part IV
that epistemological issues are at the heart of a certain change pattern In the Schools. This
argument must now be carried further.
The initial observation was that the Schools demonstrate change readiness In certain
areas yet show change resistance in other areas. According to the rationale given by some
of the leading conservative evangelical theologians, the boundary which separates the
area of change readiness from the area of change resistance Is defined by the Bible.335it

333Thishas also to be said of Kasdorf/Waildorf,
a recentelypublishedcollectionof 12 essays
by the facultyof the FTA.
334"Ohneein prinzipielles Urteil Oberdie Evangelikalen fällen
zu
und andere theologische
Gruppierungen davon auszuklammern, Ist dennoch folgendes zu bemerken: Als die Kehrseite der
scharfen Kritik entpuppt sich das Unvermögen der Evangelikalen, auf neue, andersgeartete
theologische Entwürfe einzugehen. Mit einer theologischen Umorlentierung tun sie sich schwer. Die
Einwände, welche bereits in den siebziger Jahren geäussert worden sind, werden von einem
Grossteil der Evangelikalen noch immer fast unverändert vorgetragen. Stagnation statt theologische
Weiterentwicklung bestimmen seither den Kurs der Evangelikalen" (1998:182).
335E.g., Sautter, analysing the concept of salvation history in the Ecumenical movement,
comes to the conclusion that the evangelical understanding must by favoured because it Is closer to
the Biblical understanding (:276). Hamel comes to the same conclusion In his study on the use of the
Bible in the Ecumenical movement (:285-293). Berneburg rejects the kingdom-theology of Two
Thirds World evangelicals too, because it goes "against the Biblical foundation" (:329).
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is the thesis of this authorthat this Is a misperception,and that epistemologypresentsthe
dividingline betweenthe two areas. In otherwords, this dividingline-we may call it the
epistemologicalbarder-hinders the schoolsfrom Introducingcertain changesIn theology
and educationalconduct.The followingchart visualisesthis by putting examplesof change
readinessand changeresistance,both in theologyof missionand In theologicaleducation
onto two sides of the epistemologicalbaffior.

Theologyof Mission:
Education:
Seekingaccreditation
" addingnew coursesto the
curriculum
upgradingacademicquality
" Introducingmissionanthropology
revisingcurricula
insights
to
using
Improvingcourse delivery
anthropological
"
enhancethe communicationof the
Introducingsupervisedfield work
gospel
Introducingassessmentprocedures
" reflectingmissionstrategy
enhancingteachers'training
" reflectingon cross-cultural
experiences
" enhancingskills of Bibletranslation
Area of change readiness
'd Istemological barrier'
Area of change resistance

contextualtheologising
reconsideringtraditionalevangelical
doctrineof salvation
enteringdialoguewith people of
other living faiths

Introducing 'Inductive'/contextual
learning
Introducing dialogical learning
introducing learning In open
ecumenical dialogue

Again, the purposeof the argumentIs not primarilyto convincetho Schoolsthat they
should show more change readiness. The decision of whether or not a change Is
appropriate at a certain point In time must be based an various rationales which cannot be
prescribed. We are only concerned with the description of the process. And In this process,
if it is conducted with a high degree of awareness of the actual state of affairs, the explicit
rationale must come in accordance with the real (i.e., the determining) rationale, which may
be hidden and implicit. This Is the point where this study criticises conservative evangelical
theological education. While it rejects certain theological and educational concepts based
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on the explicitrationaleof faithfulnessto the Bible, we arguethat the hidden rationaleIs a
certain epistemologicalconceptwhichmost of the theologicaleducatorsare not aware of
Put differently,manyof the conservativeevangelicaleducatorsconsiderthemselvesto be
followinga certainrationale;In reality,their teachingIs determinedby anotherrationale,of
which they are not aware,or, even worse, refuseto accept.This can be developedas
follows.
The conceptconservativeevangelicalschoolsclaim to put Into praxis can be
visualisedin the followingway:
Epistemological Concept A:

'Once for eveefixed and universallyvalid orthodoxtheologyderivedfrom the Bible
Biblicaltruth
= Theory
Contentto be taught
414

4110

Ný
Transmission &
Application
of the 'true'
theology to
I
Context
I

Transmission &
Application
of the 'true'
theology to
2
L_Context

Transmission &
Application
of the 'true'
theology to
Contoxt 3

The problem with this concept Is that it Is based on an epistemological

Illusion. It

assumes the existence of such a thing as a once-and-forever-defined and universally-validorthodox-theology-or to be more precise, the possibility that such a theology can be
known and defined. However, as theologians of all shades agree, the claim to such a
theology is a self-deception.
Peter Hicks demonstrates how even Evangelicals follow Gadamer's theory that truth

"is not somethingpurely objective,static, fixed, rationalor propositional," but rathershaped
by us as interpreters.(A 11). He admits,as an evangelical,"the truth God has given us In
the Scripturesis necessarilyshapedand mouldedby us as Interpreters"(:113).
Consequentelyhe raises the key question:"What implicationsdoes the admissionthat we
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Godfixed,
have
for
truth
least
the
the
traditional
unchanging,
conceptof
at
partly shape
given truth" (:113)?
In his recentstudy Missiologicallmglicationsof EpistemologicalShifts,the
evangelicalmissiologistPaul Hiebertshows how theologyas a "RationalUnifiedSystem"
of "ObjectiveTruth" Is shapedby a positivistworld view, a world view which, accordingto
Hiebert,"is flawed"(Hiebert1999:17-22;35). What Hiebertsuggestsis not a shift towards
postpositivistand postmodernistrelativism,which he rejects(:36-67), but a move towards
critical realism.Referringto CharlesPeirce,he defines:
Ontologicallyit Is a form of realism, for It assumes a real world that exists
independentlyfrom human perception or opinions of It. It Is critical, for it
examinesthe process by which humans acquire knowledgeand finds that
this knowledgedoes not have a literal one-to-onecorrespondenceto reality
(:69).
Peter Hempelmann,a significantthinker among tho Schools,admits In referenceto
post-modernpluralismthat it Is an acceptedphilosophicalpremisethat all knowledgeIs
conditionedby cultureand languageand that the searchfor truth needs the dialogueof
differingperspectives(1996:73,75,79). With this Hempelmanndoes not accept postmodernpluralism;in fact, he refutes it decisivelyand convincingly.
While such insightsare accessibleand commonknowledgefor evangelicalsas well
as for others,the actual businessof evangelicaltheologicaleducationappearsfor many to
go on as usual. Hicks asks: what are the options,In the light of the fact that the traditional
conceptof truth has collapsed?One of the optionshe suggestsIs to accept it but to
"continueto live as though it had not happened"(:135). It seems that many conservative
evangelicaltheologicaleducatorsfollow this path.
Hence,the underlyingconceptof their theologicalteachingIs In realitydifferentfrom
what they assumeor pretend (see conceptA) and looks more like the following:
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EpistemologicalConceptB:
Theology shaped by western (German) culture
='Once for ever' fixed and universally valid orthodox theology
Biblical truth
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The consequencesof this conceptare devastating-and this on two levels. On the
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Epistemological Concept C: 336

The Bible

40
Learning to read
the Bible and to
theologise In
Context I
(Germany) In
dialogue with
people in other
contexts

Sý
Moving Into
Context 2 and
probing the
method of
contextual Bible
reading and
theologising
together with
people In that
context

Movinginto
Contoxt 3 and
probingthe
methodof
contextualBible
readingand
theologising
togetherwith
peopleIn that
context

Yet, such a conceptis rejectedby most of the conservativetheologicaleducatorsof
the Schools.Their rejectionis based on the rationaleof ConceptA, which we have shown
to be an illusion.Consequently,the rejectionof contextualisationand Inductivelearningby
conservativeevangelicaltheologiansis based on a void rationale.In other words again:
conservativeevangelicaleducatorsthink they have drawnan opistomologicalbarrierwhich
would safe-guardthem from movingfrom the BiblicalInto the no longor Biblicalsphere.
However,they have built their epistemologicalbarrieron an epistemologicalconceptwhich
is an illusion;thus, their epistemologicalbarrier Is not really the boundarybetweenthe
Biblicaland the no longer Biblical.
This is not to suggestthat contextualisationis not slipperyterrain.There may well be
good theological reasons for the definition of an opistomological barrior, however these
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336Thischartfollowsto a certainextentHiebert1999:70,113.
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Fromthis we conclude,that the reconstructionof the narrativeas we observeit
to
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Maclntyre.It Instrumentaliseshistoryin an apologeticway; it Is exclusive,and above all, it
fails to answerthe burningquestionsbehindthe epistemologicalcrisis. We have Identified
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"contriveda set of epistemologicaldefenceswhich enableit to avoid being put in question
or at leastto avoid recognisingthat it Is being put In questionby rival traditions"(MacIntyre
1977:462). It has not avoidedthe pitfall of dogmatism.As far as this appliesto the schools
becoming
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theory-in
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3.

Conclusion
UsingKuhn,KOngand Maclntyre,we have attemptedto analyseat a deeperlevel

and in relationto the underlyinghermeneuticaland epistemologicalIssuesthe change
patternsof the Schools.The results put seriousquestionsto the way some conservative
evangelicaltheologiansand schoolsdo their work of theologyand education.The critique
focusesnot even primarilyon the content of conservativeevangelicals'theologyof mission
per se. The primaryIntentionof these final reflectionsfocuseson tho way conservative
evangelicalstheologise.If conservativetheologicaleducationfollows this patternof
theologisingand carryingout theologicaleducation,it Is doomedto do theologybadly and
give a poor education.This Is at once self-deceivingand arrogant;it deceivesstudentsand
dominatespeopleof other cultures.Harris Is right when she states In view of a
fundamentalistmentalityamong evangelicals:
Evangelicals will draw on philosophically incompatible traditions if the
different traditions provide tools for preserving biblical authority. This Is a
pragmaticmeasure.They employphenomenologicalhermeneuticsto enable
them to deal with culturally problematicpassageswhile retaining a level of
meaningwhich remains constant and authoritative.Gadamer's Insights are
utilised only for the 'decisional' or 'applicational'level In the hermeneutical
process, that is in making the text relevant for today. ...
It would be to the benefit of many were evangelicalsto develop a defensible
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What is neededis serious reflectionon epistemologyand hermeneutics.Andrew
Kirk's suggestionneedsto be heard "that all theologyshouldbegin with a 'prototheological'phasein which the theologianIs preparedto revealand discussall hidden
assumptions,and a generalkind of healthwarningIs given against all pretensionsof
degree
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conservativism.
It can only be hopedthat those conservativeevangelicaltheologiansand schools
that perpetuatesuch institutionalisedconservatismrealiseits underlyingepistemological
rationaleand that they turn to a deeper awarenessof the conditioningof their theology.
This would by no meansweakentheir theologyand ministry;on the contrary-it would
contributeto the credibilityof the Christianfaith. In the light of the fact that the majorityof
churchworkersengagedin cross-culturalmissionof ProtestantGerman-speakingorigin
are trained in the Schools,the indicatedchangeswould make a remarkablecontributionto
Christianmission.
Beyondthis, an opennesson the part of conservativeevangelicalsto reconsidertheir
positionwould also open up new avenuesfor a more constructivedialoguebetweenthe
two polarisedparties-the Ecumenicaland the evangelical-which are still very much
separated,certainly(but not only) In the German-speakingcontext.The German
Sautter
and Hamelconcludetheir theseswhich criticallyanalysethe
evangelicals
developmentswithin the WCC's understandingof missionwith the suggestionthat a fruitful
dialoguewould be importantand even possibleif only Ecumenicalswere ready to

337The relationof epistemologyand IntellectualvirtuesIs outlinedby W. J. Wood In
Epistemology:BecomingIntellectuallyVirtuous.With regardto the Issuesdiscussedhere see
in
the
"Intellectual
he
how
Honesty
thinking
Dishonesty"
a
section
on
where
shows
especially
and
closedand predeterminedsystemof beliefsleadsto what he calls "epistemologicalPhariseeism"
(61-66).
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reconsidersome of their positions.Basedon the researchof this study, this author
by
heard
be
to
the
that
theological
must
not
only
call reconsider
positions
concludes
Ecumenicalsbut also by evangelicals.DavidBosch-and beyondhim, Two ThirdsWorld
Evangelicals-may have openedup promisingavenuesfor a commonfuture in mission
in
the
Unfortunately
hearing
have
these
theological
education.
voices
only a minimal
and
German-speakingcontext.
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Appendices

Appendix A: List of the KBA Schools
Name of the School

Country

Abbreviation

Bibelausbildung am Ort

Austria

Denominational
Orientation & Roots
Interdenominational

Bibelschule Adelshofen

Germany

Lutheran, pietistic

Adelshofen

Bibelschule Aidlingen

Germany

Lutheran, pietistic

Aldlinqen

(GnadauerVerband)
Interdenominational,
American
Interdenominational

13AO

13erqstrasse

BibelschuleBergstrasse

Germany

BibelschuleBurgsMdt

Germany

BibelschuleBrake

Germany

BibelschuleGemeinde
Gottes
BibelschuleKirchberg

Germany
Germany

BibelschuleWallsee

Austria

Interdenominational,New Kirchber-q
Life
Wallsee
Interdenominational

Bibel-CentreBreckerfeld

Germany

Interdenominational

BibelseminarBonn

Germany

BibelseminarWuppertal

Germany

Free church, Mennonite- l3onn
Baptist
Wum-ertal
Lutheran,pietistic

Interdenominational,
American

Bumst6d
Brake
Fritzla

Breckerfeld

(Evangelische Geselischaft)

Bijbelinstituut Belgi6

Belgium

BrOderhausTabor

Germany

Ecole Biblique de Gen6ve

Switzerland

Interdenominational,
American
Lutheran, pietistic
(Gnadauer Verband)
Interdenominational

Evangelische Theologische Belgium
Facult5t
Frei Hochschule fOr Mission Germany

Frei Theologische
Akademie
*Gnadauer Bibelschule
Fallenburg
Institut Biblique Emmaus
I

Heverlee
Tabor
Gen6ve

Heverle-e
Interdenominational,
American
FHM
Lutheran, pietistic,
Extension Centre of
Columbia University USA
FTA
Interdenominational,
American
Falkenburg
Lutheran, pietistic
Verband)
(Gnadauer
1
I Interdenomination,
Emmau
Brethren
II

Germany
Germany
Switzerland
I
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IGW

Kurzbibeischule
Germany
KlostermOhle
KurzbibelschuleJugendfOr Germany
Christus
*KurzbibelschuleWort des Germany

Interdenominational,
Study centre of Luther
Rice SeminaryUSA
Interdenominational
,
American
Interdenominational,
American
Interdenominational,
Torch Bearers
Interdenominational,
Youth for Christ
Interdenominational,

Lebens
*Martin Bucer Seminar

American
Reformed

Lebens
MBuce
Wiedenest

*InstitutfOrGerneindebau
und Weltmission

Switzerland

Germany
*International
Switzerland
CorrespondenceInstitute
KurzbibelschuleJanz Team Germany

Germany

ICI
Janz Team
KlostermOhle
JfC
Wort des

Missionshaus Bibeischule
Wiedenest
Neues Leben Seminar

Germany
Germany

Free church, Brethren &
Baptists
Interdenominational

Geistliches RUstzentrurn
Krelingen
Studiengemeinschaft Wort
& Wissen

Germany

Lutheran, pietistic

Krelingen

Germany

Wort &
Wissen

Theologisch-Diakonisches
Seminar Aarau
Theologisches Seminar
Bienenberg
Theologisches Seminar der
Liebenzeller Mission
Theologisches Seminar St.
Chrischona

Switzerland

Interdenominational,
Study Centre on
Creationism
Reformed, pietistic

Switzerland

Free church, Mennonite

Bienenberg

Germany

Lutheran, pietistic
(Gnadauer Verband)
Lutheran, pietistic
(Gnadauer Verband)

Liehenzell

Switzerland

WEC International
Holland
MissionaryTrainingCentre 1

Interdenominational
Mission
1

* Schoolswith guest membership
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Neues Leben

Aarau

Chrischona

MTC
II

Appendix B: Ecumenical Conferences from1910

to

1991338

Edinburgh World Missionary Confere ce 1910

international Missionary Council

Faith & Order

Life & Work
Stockholm 1925

Lausanne 1927
Jerusalem 1928
Edinburqh 1937

Oxford 1937

Madrasrrambaram 1938
Whitby 1947

First Assembly of the WCC Amsterdam 1948

Willingen 1952

Lund 1952

1

Second Assembly of the WCC Evanston 1954

Achimota/Ghana 1958

1

Third Ass mbly of the WCC III Now Dolhl 1961

Mexico City 1963

Montreal 1963

GenfI966
Bristol 1967

Fourth Assembly-of the WCC Uppsala 1968
Louvain 1971
Bangkok 1973
Accra 1974

Fifth Assembly of the WCC Nairobi 1975
Bangalore 1978

Melbourne 1980
Lima 1982

Sixth Assembl

the WCC Vancouver 1983

-of
Seventh Assembly of the WCC Canberra 1991

San Antonio 1989

11

338Cf. Van Elderen:52; Beyerhaus1996:730f;WCC 1978:66-67.
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Appendix C: Consultations of the Lausanne Movement Between
1974 and 1989

1977

Pasadena:Consultationon the HomogenousUnit Principle

1978

Willowbank:Consultationon Gospeland Culture

1978

Glen Eyrie:NorthAmericanConferenceon Evangelizationamong Muslims

1980

High Leigh/Hoddesdon:InternationalConsultationon Simple Lifestyle

1980

Pattaya:Consultationon World Evangelisation

1982

Grand Rapids:Consultationon the RelationshipbetweenEvangelismand
SocialResponsibility

1983

Wheaton:WEF Consultationon the Natureand the Missionof the Church

1984

Seoul: InternationalPrayerAssemblyfor World Evangelization

1985

Oslo: Consultationon the Work of the Holy Spirit In Evangelization

1985

Cambridge:Consultationon the Role of RadioIn Church Plantingand
Evangelism

1987

Zeist: Conference on Christianity and Islam

1987

Singapore: Conference for Young Leaders

1988

Hong Kong: Consultation on Conversion

1988

Singapore:Consultationof Pastors

1988

Washington:Leadership88

1988

Stuttgart:EuropeanLeadershipConferenceon World Evangelization

1989

Singapore:Global Consultationon World Evangelisationby AD 2000 and
Beyond

1989

Bermuda: Consultation on the Christian Gospel and the Jewish People
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Appendix D: The Frankfurf Declaration339
The Church of Jesus Christ has the sacred privilege and irrevocable obligation to
participate in the mission of the triune God, a mission which must extend into all the world.
Through the Church's outreach, his name shall be glorified among all people, mankind
shall be saved from his future wrath and led to a new life, and the Lordship of his Son
Jesus Christ shall be established in the expectation of his second coming.
This is the way that Christianity has always understood the Great Commission of
Christ, though, we must confess, not always with the same degree of fidelity and clarity.
The recognition of the task and the total missionary obligation of the Church led to the
integrate
to
missions into the German Protestant churches and the World
endeavour
Council of Churches, whose Commission and Division of World Misiion and Evangelism
was established in 1961. It Is the goal of this division, by the terms of Its constitution to
insure "the proclamation to the whole world of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, to the end that
all men may believe In him and be saved." It is our conviction that this definition reflects the
basic apostolic concern of the New Testament and restores the understanding of mission
held by the fathers of the Protestant missionary movement.
Today, however, organized Christian world missions Is shaken by a fundamental
crisis. Outer opposition and the weakening spiritual power of our churches and missionary
societies are not solely to blame. More dangerous Is the displacement of their primary
tasks by means of an insidious falsification of their motives and goals.
Deeply concerned because of their Inner decay, we feel called upon to make the
following declaration.
We address ourselves to all Christians who know themselves through the belief in
salvation through Jesus Christ to be responsible for the continuation of his saving work
among non-Christian people. We address ourselves further to the leaders of churches and
congregations, to whom the worldwide perspective of their spiritual commission has been
revealed. We address ourselves finally to all missionary societies and their coordination
agencies, which are especially called, according to their spiritual tradition, to oversee the
true goals of missionary activity.
We urgently and sincerely request you to test the following theses on the basis of
their biblical foundations, and to determine the accuracy of this description of the current
situation with respect to the errors and modes of operation which are increasingly evident
in churches, missions, and the ecumenical movement. In the event of your concurrence,
we request that you declare this by your signature and join with us In your own sphere of
influence both repentant and resolved to insist upon these guiding principles.
Seven Indispensable Basic Elements of Mission
1. Full authority on heaven and on earth has boon committed to me. Go forth
therefore and make all nations my disciples, baptize men everywhere In the
name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, and toach them to observe
all that / have command you. And be assured, I am with you always, to the end
of time (Matt. 28: 18-20; this Scripture quotationand those that follow Orofrom
the New English Bible).

339ThefollowingEnglishtranslationis taken form Hedlund:250-
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We recognizeand declare:
Christianmissiondiscoversit foundation,goals,tasks, and the contentof its
Lord
his
Jesus
Christ
in
the
the
saving
and
commission
solely
resurrected
of
proclamation
New
In
Christianity
the
by
the
they
the
and
early
are
reported
witness
of
apostles
acts as
Testament.Missionis groundedin the natureof the Gospel.
We therefore oppose the currenttendencyto determinethe nature and task of
missionby socio-politicalanalysesof our time and from the demandsof the non-Christian
world. We denythat what the Gospelhas to say to peopletoday at the deepestlevel Is not
evidentbeforeits encounterwith them. Ratheraccordingto the apostolicwitness,the
Gospelis normativeand given once for all. The situationof encountercontributesonly new
aspectsIn the applicationof the Gospel.The surrenderof the Bible as our primaryframe
of referenceleadsto the shaplessnessof missionand a confusionof the task of mission
idea
of responsibilityfor the world.
a
general
with
2. Thus will / prove myself groat and holy and make myself known to many
nations; they shall know that I am the Lord (Ezek. 38: 23). Therefore, Lord, / will
praise thee among the nations and sing psalms to thy name (Ps. 18:49 and
Rom. 15:9)

We recognizeand declare:
That first and supremegoal of missionIs the glorification of the name of the one
God throughoutthe entireworld and proclamationof the lordshipof Jesus Christ, his Son.
We therefore oppose the assertionthat missiontoday Is no longer so concerned
with the disclosureof God as with the manifestationof a new man and the extensionof a
new humanityinto all social realms. Humanization Is not the primarygoal of mission.It Is
rather a productof our new birth through God's savingactivityin Christwithin us, or an
Indirectresultof the ChristianproclamationIn its powerto perform a leaveningactivityIn
the courseof world history.
A one-sidedoutreachof missionaryInteresttowardman and his society leadsto
atheism.
3. Thereis no salvationin anyoneelsoat all, for thoro Is not othornamo undor
heavengrantedto men, by which we may rocolvosalvation(Acts 4: 12).
We recognizeand declare:
Jesus Christour Saviour,true God and true man. as the Bible proclaimshim in his
personalmysteryand his savingwork, is the basis, content,and authorityof our mission.It
is the goal of this missionto make knownto all peopleIn all walks of life the gift of his
salvation.
We therefore oppose the false teaching(whichis spreadingIn the ecumenical
movementsince the Third GeneralAssemblyof the World Councilof ChurchesIn New
Delhi)that Christ himselfis anonymouslyso evidentIn world religions,historicalchanges,
and revolutionsthat man can encounterhim and find salvationIn him without the direct
news of the Gospel.
We likewisereflectthe unbiblicallimitationof the person and work of Jesus to his
humanityand ethical example.In such an idea the unbiblicallimitationof the personand
work of Jesusto his humanityand ethical example.In such an idea the uniquenessof
Christ and the Gospel is abandonedin favour of a humanitarianprinciplewhich others
might also find in other religionsand ideologies.
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4. God loved the world so much that he gave his only Son, that everyonewho has
faith In him may not die but have eternallife (John 3: 16).In Christ'sname, we
imploreyou, be reconciledto God (2 Cor. 5:20).
We recognizeand declare:
Mission Is the witness and presentation of eternal salvation performedin the
name of JesusChrist by his church and fully authorizedmessengersby meansof
preaching,the sacraments,and service.This salvationis due to the sacrificialcrucifixionof
Jesus Christ,which occurredonce for all and for all mankind.
The appropriation of this salvation to Individuals takes place first however, through
for
decision, and through baptism, which places the believer In
which
calls
proclamation,
the service of love. Just as belief leads through repentance and baptism to eternal life, so
unbelief leads through its rejection of the offer of salvation to damnation.

We therefore oppose the universalisticIdeathat In the crucifixionand resurrection
of Jesus Christ all men of all times are alreadyborn again and alreadyhave peacewith
him, irrespectiveof their knowledgeof the historicalsavingactivityof God or belief in it.
Throughsuch a misconceptionthe evangelizingcommissionloses both Its full,
authoritativepowerand its urgency.Unconvertedmen are therebylulled Into a fatal sense
of securityabouttheir eternaldestiny.
5. But you are chosen race, a royal priesthood, a dedicated notion, and a people
claimed by God for his own, to proclaim the triumphs of him who has called you
out of darkness into his marvellous light (Weter 2:9).
Adapt yourselves no longer to the pattern of this present world (Rom 12:2).
We recognize and declare:
The primary visible task of mission Is to call out the messianic,
from among all people.

saved community

Missionaryproclamationshouldlead everywhereto the establishmentof the Church
of Jesus Christ,which exhibitsa new, definedrealityas salt and light In its social
environment.
Through the Gospel and the sacraments, the Holy Spirit gives the members of the
congregation a new life and an eternal spiritual fellowship with each other and with God,
who is real and present with them. It Is the task of the congregation through Its witness to
move the lost - especially those who live outside its community - to a saving membership In
the body of Christ. Only by being this new kind of fellowship does the Church present the
Gospel convincingly.
We therefore oppose the view that the Church as the fellowship of Jesus, is simply
a part of the world. The contrast between the Church and the world Is not merely a
distinction in function and in knowledge of salvation; rather, it Is an essential difference In
deny
We
that the Church has no advantage over the world except the knowledge
nature.
future
the
salvation of all men.
alleged
of

We further opposethe one-sidedemphasison salvationwhich stressesonly this
world, accordingto which the Churchand the world togethershare in a future, purely
social, reconciliationof all mankind.That would lead to the self-dissolutionof the Church.
6. Rememberthen your former condition you were at the time separatefrom
...
Christ, strangersto the communityof Israel,outside God's covenantsand the
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promise that goes with them. Your world was a world without hope and without
God (Eph. 2: 11,12).

We recognizeand declare:
The offer of salvationin Christ is directedwithoutexceptionto all men who are not
yet boundto him in consciousfaith. The adherentsto the non-Christianreligionsand world
views can receivethis salvationonly through participationin faith. They must let
themselvesbe freed from their former ties and false hopesin order to be admittedby belief
body
Christ.
Christ.
In
Jesus
into
Israel,
baptism
the
find
turning
to
too,
of
will
salvation
and
We therefore reject the false teachingthat the non-Christianreligionsand world
views are also ways of salvationsimilar to belief In Christ.
We refutethe Ideathat "Christianpresence"amongthe adherentsto the world
religionsand a give-and-takedialoguewith them are substitutesfor a proclamationof the
Gospelwhich aims at conversion.Such dialoguessimplyestablishgood pointsof contact
for missionarycommunication.
We also refutethe claim that the borrowingof ChristianIdeas, hopes,and social
procedures- even if they are separatedfrom their exclusiverelationshipto the personof
Jesus- can makethe world religionand ideologiessubstitutesfor the Churchof Jesus
Christ. In realitythey give them a syncretisticand thereforeantichristiandirection.
7. And this gospel of the kingdomwill be proclaimedthroughoutthe oarth as a
testimonyto all nations;and then the end will come (Matt.24:14).
We recognizeand declare:
The Christianworld missionis the decisive,continuoussaving activityof God among
men betweenthe time of the resurrectionand secondcomingof Jesus Christ.Throughthe
proclamationof the Gospel, new nationsand peoplewill progressivelybe calledto decision
for or againstChrist.
When all peoplehave heardthe witness about him and have given their answerto It,
the conflictbetweenthe Churchof Jesus and the world, led by the Antichrist,will reach Its
Christ
himself
Then
will return and break into time. disarmingthe demonicposer of
climax.
Satan and establishinghis own visible, boundlessmessianickingdom.
We refute the unfoundedIdeathat the eschatologicalexpectationof the New
Testamenthas been falsified by Christ'sdelay in returningand Is thereforeto be given up.
We refute at the same time the enthusiasticand utopianIdeologythat either under
the influenceof the Gospelor by the anonymousworking of Christ in history,all of mankind
is alreadymovingtoward a positionof generalpeacean justice and will finally- beforethe
be
Christ
him
in
united
of
under
a great world community.
return
We refute the identificationof messianicsalvationwith progress,developmentand
socialchange.The fatal consequenceof this is that efforts to aid developmentand
revolutionaryinvolvementin the places of tensionin societyare seen as the contemporary
forms of Christianmission.But such an identificationwould be a self-deliveranceto the
utopianmovementsof our time in the directionof their ultimatedestination.
We do, however,affirm the determinedadvocacyof justice and peace by all
churches,and we affirm that developmentalaid is a timely realizationof the divine demand
for mercyand justice as well as of the commandof Jesus "Love thy neighbour."
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We see thereinan importantaccompainmentand authenticationof mission.We also
affirm the humanizingresults of conversionas signs of the coming messianicpeace.
We stress,however,that unlike the eternallyvalid reconciliationwith God through
faith in the Gospel,all of our social achievementsand partialsuccessesIn politiesare
restrictedby the eschatological"not yet" of the comingkingdomand the not yet annihilated
powerof sin, death,and the devil, who still is the "princeof this world,"
This establishedthe prioritiesof our missionaryserviceand causesus to extend
ourselvesin the expectationof Him who promises,"BeholdlI make all things new" (Rev.
21:5, RSV).
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Appendix E: The Lausanne Covenant340
Introduction
We, membersof the Church of Jesus Christ,from morethan 150 nations,
his
for
God
Lausanne,
International
World
Congress
in
the
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in
fellowship
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the
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us
with
rejoice
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We are deeplystirredby what God Is doing In our day, movedto penitenceby our failures
is
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it
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to
to
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nation.
of
every
all mankindand make
commission proclaim
therefore,to affirm our faith and our resolve,and to make public our covenant.
1. The Purposeof God
We affirm our belief In the one-eternalGod, Creatorand Lord of the world, Father,
Son and Holy Spirit,who govern all things accordingto the purposeof his will. He has
been callingout from the world a peoplefor himself,and sendinghis people back Into the
building
kingdom,
his
his
the
for
his
be
the
to
of
servants
and
witnesses,
extension
world
have
We
that
his
body,
the
Christ's
often
with
we
confess
shame
and
glory
of
name.
up of
deniedour calling and failed In our mission,by becomingconformedto the world or by
Is
Yet
it.
by
the
from
borne
that
gospel
we rejoice
earthenvessels
even when
withdrawing
known
In the powerof the
To
treasure.
the
task
treasure
that
of
making
still a precious
Holy Spiritwe desireto dedicateourselvesanew. (Isa. 40:28; Matt. 28:19, Eph. 1:11; Acts
15:14; John 17:6,18; Eph. 4: 12; 1 Cor. 5:10; Rom. 12:2; 11Cor. 4:7)
2. The Authority and Power of the Bible
We affirm the divine inspiration, truthfulness and authority of both Old and New
Testament Scriptures In their entirety as the only written word of God, without error In all
that it affirms, and the only infallible rule of faith and practice. We also affirm the power of
God's word to accomplish his purpose of salvation. The message of the Bible is addressed
to all men and women. For God's revelation In Christ and In Scripture Is unchangeable.
Through it the Holy Spirit still speaks today. He illumines the minds of God's people in
to
the
its
freshly
to
discloses
truth
through
their
thus
perceive
own
eyes
and
every culture
1:
21;
11
Pet.
God.
3:
16;
Church
the
(11
Tim.
ever
more
of
many-coloured
wisdom
of
whole
John 10:35; Isa. 55: 11; 1 Cor. 1:21; Rom. 1:16, Matt. 5: 17,18; Jude 3; Eph. 1:17,18;
3: 10,18)

3. The Uniquenessand Universalityof Christ
We affirm that there is only one Saviourand only one gospel, althoughthere Is a
wide diversityof evangelisticapproaches.We recognisethat everyonehas some
knowledgeof God through his generalrevelationin nature. But we deny that this can save,
for peoplesuppressthe truth by their unrighteousness.We also reject as derogatoryto
Christ and the gospel every kind of syncretismand dialoguewhich impliesthat Christ
speaksequallythrough all religionsand ideologies.Jesus Christ, being himselfthe only
God-man,who gave himselfas the only ransomfor sinners, Is the only mediatorbetween
God and people.There is no other name by which we must be saved.All men and women
are perishingbecauseof sin, but God loves everyone,not wishing that any shouldperish

340The followingtext is taken from the Internetweb page:
htm.
http://www.uofn.ch/lausanne/covenant.
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but that all shouldrepent.Yet those who reject Christ repudiatethe joy of salvationand
Saviour
Jesus
"the
To
from
God.
to
themselves
of
as
proclaim
eternal
separation
condemn
the world" is not to affirm that all peopleare either automaticallyor ultimatelysaved, still
less to affirm that all religionsoffer salvationin Christ. Ratherit is to proclaimGod's love
for a world of sinnersand to Inviteeveryoneto respondto him as Saviourand Lord In the
been
faith.
Jesus
has
Christ
exalted
commitment
personal
of
and
repentance
wholehearted
aboveevery other name;we long for the day when everyknee shall bow to him and every
tongueshall confesshim Lord. (Gal. 1:6-9;Rom. 1:18-32;1Tim. 2:5,6; Acts 4: 12; John
3:16-19;11Pet. 3:9; 11Thess. 1:7-9;John 4:42; Matt. 11:28; Eph. 1:20,21; Phil. 2:9-11)
4. The Natureof Evangelism
To evangeliseis to spreadthe good newsthat JesusChrist died for our sins and was
raisedfrom the dead accordingto the Scriptures,and that as the reigning Lord he now
offers the forgivenessof sins and the liberatinggifts of the Spirit to all who repent and
believe.Our ChristianpresenceIn the world Is Indispensableto evangelism,and so Is that
kind of dialoguewhose purposeis to listen sensitivelyIn order to understand.But
evangelismitself is the proclamationof the historical,biblicalChrist as Saviourand Lord,
with a view to persuadingpeopleto come to him personallyand so be reconciledto God.
In issuingthe gospelinvitationwe have no libertyto concealthe cost of discipleship.Jesus
still calls all who would follow him to deny themselves,take up their cross, and identify
themselveswith his new community.The resultsof evangelismIncludeobedienceto
Christ,incorporationinto his Churchand responsibleserviceIn the world. (I Cor. 15:3,4;
Acts 2: 32-39;John 20:21; 1Cor. 1:23; 11Cor. 4:5; 5:11,20;Luke 14:25-33; Mark 8:34; Acts
2:40,47; Mark 10:43-45)
5. Christian Social Responsibility
We affirm that God is both the Creator and the Judge of all men. We therefore
should share his concern for justice and reconciliation throughout human society and for
the liberation of men and women from every kind of oppression. Because men and women
image
God,
in
the
of
every person, regardless of race, religion, colour, culture,
made
are
class, sex or age, has an intrinsic dignity because of which he or she should be respected
and served, not exploited. Here too we express penitence both for our neglect and for
having sometimes regarded evangelism and social concern as mutually exclusive.
Although reconciliation with other people is not reconciliation with God, nor is social action
evangelism, nor is political liberation salvation, nevertheless we affirm that evangelism and
sociopolitical involvement are both part of our Christian duty. For both are necessary
expressions of our doctrines of God and man, our love for our neighbour and our
obedience to Jesus Christ. The message of salvation Implies also a message of judgment
upon every form of alienation, oppression and discrimination, and we should not be afraid
to denounce evil and injustice wherever they exist. When people receive Christ they are
born again into his kingdom and must seek not only to exhibit but also to spread its
in
righteousness the midst of an unrighteous world. The salvation we claim should be
transforming us in the totality of our personal and social responsibilities. Faith without
works is dead. (Acts 17:26,31; Gen. 18:25; Isa. 1:17; Psa. 45:7; Gen. 1:26,27; Jas. 3:9;
Lev. 19:18; Luke 6:27,35; Jas. 2: 14-26; Joh. 3:3,5; Matt. 5:20; 6: 33; 11Cor. 3: 18; Jas. 2:20)
6. The Church and Evangelism
We affirm that Christ sends his redeemed people into the world as the Father sent
him, and that this calls for a similar deep and costly penetration of the world. We need to
break out of our ecclesiastical ghettos and permeate non-Christian society. In the Church's
mission of sacrificial service evangelism is primary. World evangelisation requires the
whole Church to take the whole gospel to the whole world. The Church Is at the very centre
of God's cosmic purpose and is his appointed means of spreading the gospel. But a
church which preaches the cross must itself be marked by the cross. It becomes a
block
to evangelism when it betrays the gospel or lacks a living faith in God, a
stumbling
for
love
people, or scrupulous honesty in all things Including promotion and
genuine
finance. The church is the community of God's people rather than an institution, and must
not be identified with any particular culture, social or political system, or human Ideology.
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(John 17:18; 20:21; Matt. 28: 19,20; Acts 1:8; 20:27; Eph. 1:9,10; 3: 9-11; Gal. 6: 14,17; 11
Cor. 6:3,4; 11Tim. 2: 19-21; Phil. 1:27)

7. Cooperationin Evangelism
We affirmthat the Church'svisible unity In truth Is God's purpose.Evangelismalso
disunity
because
just
to
witness,
as
our
unity,
our
our
us
oneness
strengthens
summons
underminesour gospelof reconciliation.We recognise,however,that organisationalunity
may take manyforms and does not necessarilyforwardevangelism.Yet we who sharethe
same biblicalfaith should be closely unitedin fellowship,work and witness.We confess
that our testimonyhas sometimesbeen marredby a sinful Individualismand needless
duplication.We pledgeourselvesto seek a deeper unityin truth, worship,holinessand
development
We
the
urge
of regionaland functionalcooperationfor the
mission.
furtheranceof the Church'smission,for strategicplanning,for mutual encouragement,and
for the sharingof resourcesand experience.(John 17:21,23; Eph. 4:3,4; John 13:35; Phil.
1:27; John 17:11-23)
8. Churchesin EvangelisticPartnership
We rejoicethat a new missionaryera has dawned.The dominantrole of western
missionsis fast disappearing.God Is raising up from the youngerchurchesa great now
resourcefor world evangelisation,and Is thus demonstratingthat the responsibilityto
evangelisebelongsto the whole body of Christ.All churchesshouldthereforebe asking
God and themselveswhat they should be doing both to reach their own area and to send
missionariesto other parts of the world. A reevaluationof our missionaryresponsibilityand
role shouldbe continuous.Thus a growing partnershipof churcheswill developand the
universalcharacterof Christ'sChurchwill be more clearlyexhibited.We also thank God for
in
labour
Bible
translation,theologicaleducation,the mass media,
which
agencies
Christianliterature,evangelism,missions,church renewaland other specialistfields. They
too shouldengagein constantself-examinationto evaluatetheir effectivenessas part of
the Church'smission.(Rom. 1:8; Phil. 1:5; 4: 15; Acts 13:1-3,1Thess. 1:6-8)
9. The Urgencyof the EvangelisticTask
Morethan 2,700 millionpeople,which Is more than two-thirdsof all humanity,have
yet to be evangelised.We are ashamedthat so many have been neglected;it Is a standing
rebuketo us and to the whole Church.There Is now, however,In many parts of the world
Lord
to
the
Jesus Christ.We are convincedthat this is the
receptivity
unprecedented
an
time for churchesand parachurchagenciesto pray earnestlyfor the salvationof the
launch
to
and
new efforts to achieveworld evangelisation.A reductionof
unreached
foreign missionariesand moneyin an evangelisedcountrymay sometimesbe necessary
to facilitatethe nationalchurch'sgrowth in self-relianceand to release resourcesfor areas.
Missionariesshouldflow ever more freely from and to all six continentsIn a spirit of humble
service.The goal should be, by all availablemeans and at the earliest possibletime, that
every personwill have the opportunityto hear, understand,and to receivethe good news.
We cannothope to attain this goal without sacrifice.All of us are shockedby the povertyof
disturbed
by
the injusticeswhich causesit. Those of us who live In affluent
and
millions
circumstancesaccept our duty to developa simple lifestylein order to contributemore
both
9:
Cor.
19to
1
Matt.
(John
9:
4;
9:
35-38;
Rom.
9:
1
relief
and
evangelism.
generously
-3;
23; Mark 16:15; Isa. 58:6,7; Jas. 1:27; 2:1-9; Matt. 25:31-46;Acts 2:44,45,4: 34,35)
10. Evangelismand Culture
The developmentof strategiesfor world evangelisationcalls for Imaginative
in
deeply
Under
be
God,
the
the
methods.
rooted
rise
of
churches
result
will
pioneering
Christ and closelyrelatedto their culture.Culture must alwaysbe tested and judged by
Scripture.Becausemen and women are God's creatures,some of their culture Is rich In
beautyand goodness.Becausethey are fallen, all of it is tainted with sin and some of It is
demonic.The gospel does not presupposethe superiorityof any cultureto another,but
evaluatesall culturesaccordingto its own criteria of truth and righteousness,and Insistson
moral absolutesin every culture. Missionshave all too frequentlyexportedwith the gospel
an alien cultureand churcheshave sometimesbeen in bondageto culture rather than to
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Scripture.Christ'sevangelistsmust humblyseek to emptythemselvesof all but their
to
in
become
to
the
seek
must
churches
servantsof others,and
personalauthenticity order
transformand enrichculture, all for the glory of God. (Mark7:8,9,13; Gen. 4:21,22; 1Cor.
9:19-23;Phil. 2:5-7; 11Cor. 4:5)
11. Education and Leadership
We confess that we have sometimes pursued church growth at the expense of
that
divorced
We
from
depth,
Christian
acknowledge
and
evangelism
also
nurture.
church
leaders
have
been
to
too
to
national
missions
slow
and
encourage
our
equip
some of
indigenous
Yet
to
their
responsibilities.
principles, and
we
are
committed
rightful
assume
long that every church will have national leaders who manifest a Christian style of
leadership in terms not of domination but of service. We recognise that there is a great
need to improve theological education, especially for church leaders. In every nation and
doctrine,
be
In
for
laity
training
there
should
an
effective
pastors
and
programme
culture
discipleship, evangelism, nurture and service. Such training programmes should not rely
Initiatives
local
but
by
be
developed
methodology
creative
should
on any stereotyped
Eph.
biblical
(Col.
4245;
1:
Tit.
1:
5,9;
Mark
10:
27,28;
Acts
14:
23;
to
standards.
according
4: 11,12)
12. Spiritual Conflict
We believe that we are engaged In constant spiritual warfare with the principalities
Its
frustrate
task of world
to
Church
the
are
evil,
who
seeking
of
overthrow
and
and powers
We
know
our need to equip ourselves with God's armour and to fight this
evangelisation.
battle with the spiritual weapons of truth and prayer. For we detect the activity of our
in
false
ideologies
only
not
outside the Church, but also Inside it In false gospels
enemy,
Scripture
in
We
God.
twist
the
and
put
people
place
of
need both watchfulness and
which
discernment to safeguard the biblical gospel. We acknowledge that we ourselves are not
immune to worldliness of thoughts and action, that Is, to a surrender to secularism, For
example, although careful studies of church growth, both numerical and spiritual, are right
have
sometimes neglected them. At other times, desirous to ensure a
we
valuable,
and
have
to
the
we
gospel,
compromised our message, manipulated our hearers
response
through pressure techniques, and become unduly preoccupied with statistics or even
dishonest in our use of them. All this is worldly. The Church must be In the world-,the world
must not be in the Church. (Eph. 6: 12; 11Cor. 4:3,4; Eph. 6: 11.13-18; 11Cor. 10:3-5; 1John
2: 18-26; 4: 1-3; Gal. 1:6-9; 11Cor. 2: 17; 4: 2; John 17:15)
13. Freedom and Persecution
It is the God-appointed duty of every government to secure conditions of peace,
justice and liberty in which the Church may obey God, serve the Lord Jesus Christ, and
interference.
We therefore pray for the leaders of nations and
the
without
gospel
preach
call upon them to guarantee freedom of thought and conscience, and freedom to practise
and propagate religion in accordance with the will of God and as set forth In The Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. We also express our deep concern for all who have been
imprisoned,
and especially for those who are suffering for their testimony to the
unjustly
Lord Jesus. We promise to pray and work for their freedom. At the same time we refuse to
be intimidated by their fate. God helping us, we too will seek to stand against Injustice and
to remain faithful to the gospel, whatever the cost. We do not forget the warnings of Jesus
that persecution is inevitable. (I Tim. 1:1-4, Acts 4: 19; 5:29; Col. 3:24; Heb. 13:1-3; Luke
4: 18; Gal. 5: 11; 6: 12; Matt. 5: 10-12; John 15:1B-21)
14. The Power of the Holy Spirit
We believe in the power of the Holy Spirit. The Father sent his Spirit to bear witness
to his Son, without his witness ours is futile. Conviction of sin, faith In Christ, new birth and
Christian growth are all his work. Further, the Holy Spirit Is a missionary spirit; thus
is
that
from
Spirit-filled
A
should
not a
arise
church.
spontaneously
church
a
evangelism
missionary church is contradicting itself and quenching the Spirit. Worldwide
In
Church
become
Spirit
the
the
will
renews
when
a realistic possibility only
evangelisation
truth and wisdom, faith, holiness, love and power. We therefore call upon all Christians to
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In
his
fruit
his
God
for
the
Spirit
that
all
all
may
appear
a
visitation
of
sovereign
such
of
pray
peopleand that all his gifts may enrich the body of Christ.Only then will the whole world
becomea fit instrumentin his hands,that the wholeearth may hear his voice. (I Cor. 2:4;
John 15:26;27; 16:8-11; 1Cor. 12:3; John 3:6-8; 11Cor. 3:18; John 7:37-39; 1Thess. 5:19;
4-31; Rom. 12:3-8)
Acts 1:8; Psa. 85:4-7; 67:1-3; Gal. 5:22,23; 1Cor. 112:
15. The Returnof Christ
We believethat Jesus Christwill return personallyand visibly, In powerand glory, to
consummatehis salvationand his judgement.This promiseof his comingis a further spur
to our evangelism,for we rememberhis wordsthat the gospelmust first be preachedto all
Is
be
We
believe
interim
the
that
to
between
Christ's
ascension
return
period
and
nations.
filled with the missionof the peopleof God, who have no libertyto stop beforethe end. We
also rememberhis warningthat false Christsand false prophetswill arise as precursorsof
the final Antichrist.We thereforereject as a proud,self-confidentdream the notionthat
peoplecan ever build a utopiaon earth. Our ChristianconfidenceIs that God will perfect
his kingdom,and we look forwardwith eager anticipationto that day, and to the new
heavenand earth In which righteousnesswill dwell and God will reign forever. Meanwhile,
we rededicateourselvesto the serviceof Christ and of peoplein joyful submissionto his
authorityover the whole of our lives. (Mark 14:62; Heb. 9:28; Mark 13:10; Acts 1:8-11;
Matt. 28:20; Mark 13:21-23;John 2:18; 4:1-3; Luke 12:32; Rev. 21:1-5; 11Pet. 3:13; Matt.
28:18)

Conclusion
Therefore,in the lightof thisour faithandour resolve,we enterIntoa solemn
covenantwithGodandwitheachother,to pray,to planandto worktogetherfor the
of thewholeworld.We call uponothersto join us. MayGodhelpus by his
evangelisation
for
his
be
faithful
to
to this ourcovenantlAmen,Allelulal
glory
and
grace
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